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ABSTRACT
Though Chinese Australian writers have produced a large number of works in both
Chinese and English, there is little research on their representation of Chinese
masculinity. In particular, there is an absence of scholarship on the representation of
Chinese masculinity in works by Chinese Australian writers of mainland background.
This thesis intends to fill this void.

I focus on fiction and autobiography by writers of mainland background. Writers who
have published in Chinese or English include Ouyang Yu, Liu Guande, Huangfu Jun,
Yan Tiesheng, Li Wei, Liu Ao, Ying Ge, Zhong Yazhang, Jin Kaiping, Li Cunxin, Cai
Zixuan, Jin Xing, He Yuqin, Lingzhi, Shi Guoying, Su Shan’na, Xibei, Bi Xiyan,
Xia’er and Wang Hong. I also include a study of Brian Castro’s novels in English,
Birds of Passage and After China.

This thesis aims to identify the models of Chinese masculinity that figure in the texts
used in my research, as well as to examine the extent to which these models fit or
challenge theories of masculinity. I combine gender theory, masculinity theory in
particular, with narrative analysis. Relevant concepts include Kam Louie’s wen-wu
dyad of Chinese masculinity, R.W. Connell’s ‘hegemonic masculinity/marginalised
masculinity’ and ‘protest masculinity’, and Anthony S. Chen’s notion of the
‘hegemonic bargain’.
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The thesis argues that there is a marked difference between male Chinese authors,
Chinese women writers and Brian Castro in their representation of Chinese masculinity.
Male characters created by male writers are either confined to traditional models of
Chinese masculinity epitomised by the scholar/intellectual or conform to the male ideal
of the capitalist world embodied in the successful businessman. Models of masculinity
constructed by male writers have attributes of Chinese patriarchy. However,
male-constructed models of Chinese masculinity are challenged in the works of
Chinese women writers. A shared feature in the texts of women writers is their
incorporation of gender equality in the construction of ideal masculinity, which, in
most cases, is embodied in a Western man. Castro’s Chinese men deviate from any
established models of Chinese masculinity. The ‘hegemonic bargain’ that has been
used to describe the North American Chinese diaspora does not necessarily apply to
the male Chinese characters in these Australian texts. This thesis shows how
marginalised Chinese masculinities negotiate their contemporary position in an
Australian multicultural and multiracial context.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
Throughout this thesis, I adopt the Hanyu Pinyin system of romanisation of Chinese
characters.

Following Chinese custom, Chinese names are written with the family name preceding
the given name unless otherwise stated.

I have added an English translation to each of the Chinese language references.
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INTRODUCTION
In January 1994, a Sydney-based Chinese writer, Shi Guoying, published an article
entitled “Are Women Who Married Australian Men Happy?” in the monthly Chinese
language magazine Gig World 1. Shi Guoying asserts that “Western men who are
excellent love makers are everywhere. Out of every ten Western men, at least eight are
terrific and only two are average. Out of every ten Chinese men, two are average and
eight are pathetic” (Shi 2002, pp. 146-147). Her statements regarding Chinese men’s
sexual inferiority when compared to their Western counterparts provoked great
controversy in the Chinese community in Sydney. The initial discussions in the
newspaper progressed into a heated debate and later escalated to open polemics among
the Chinese literati in Sydney. Shi Guoying and her supporters, all of whom were
women, held the view that, compared with Chinese men, Western men are of big
physical build, sexually more competent and more caring of women’s feelings. By
contrast, Chinese men were classified as feudalistic, cruel, conservative, apathetic and
chauvinistic. Shi Guoying’s opponents, the overwhelming majority of whom were
Chinese males, launched vehement counterattacks against her.

This debate, which was initially confined to the Chinese community, attracted the
attention of the mainstream media. The Daily Telegraph, the Sydney Morning Herald
and Channel Nine Television covered it. The Sydney Morning Herald, for example,

1

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “大世界”.
1

carried a report entitled “Chinese Men Offended by Love Rating” (19 March 1994, p.
13). This debate also drew the attention of scholars of Cultural Studies 2.

I became interested in this debate about the comparison between Chinese men and
Western men, which sent me on a journey to explore the issue of Chinese masculinity.
Part of the reason for my interest, I suppose, was my own background as a male
intellectual from mainland China. I was born into an ordinary family in a small city in
China in 1968 when the Cultural Revolution was in full swing. My parents, who were
workers in a local factory, gave me a very Chinese name, ‘zhong’ (loyalty), which is
one of the ten Confucian virtues 3. My grandparents had three sons, of whom my father
is the eldest. I am the first child of my parents, and the first grandson of my
grandparents. I was given more attention by my grandparents than any other child in
the Huang family because of my privileged position as the “zhangzi zhangsun” (the
first male child of the eldest son). Even as a young boy, I knew that I was the leader of
the third generation of my extended family, and that it was my duty to secure a good
life for the Huang family in the future. While some of my cousins, all of whom are
girls, left school after finishing junior middle school, I was urged to work hard and
enter university. My parents wanted me to remember the famous saying that “wanban
jie xiaping, weiyou dushu gao” (Only the learned rank high; all other trades are low).
My teachers told me that the future of China lay in our hands, and that we should
acquire as much knowledge as possible in order to build China into a richer and more
2

For example, Zhong Yong, a lecturer at the University of New South Wales, published several articles which
attempted to investigate the cultural underpinnings of Shi Guoying’s remarks.
3
The ten Confucian virtues are ‘ren’ (benevolence, humanity), ‘yi’ (righteousness), ‘li’ (ritual), ‘zhi’ (wisdom,
knowledge), ‘xin’ (integrity), ‘zhong’ (loyalty), ‘xiao’ (filial piety), ‘lian’ (honesty and cleanness), ‘chi’ (sense of
shame) and ‘yong’ (bravery).
2

powerful country. I did work hard, I did manage to enter a prestigious university, and I
did get a job in a university after graduation. Meanwhile, I also noticed that important
positions in the Chinese government at all levels were occupied by men rather than by
women, and that the higher the educational qualification, the higher the position.
Though I am not a government official which is arguably the most desired job for my
male contemporaries, with a cozy apartment, a nice car as well as a stable salary, my
life is better than that of most Chinese.

Shi Guoying’s severe criticism of Chinese men, however, destroyed my smugness
about being a male intellectual and drove me to think seriously about issues concerning
Chinese men and Chinese masculinity. For me, the debate points to an enormous
difference between Chinese men’s self-perception and Chinese women’s perception of
Chinese men in the Chinese community in Australia. I felt that there was a need to
examine the factors that triggered the debate and explore the circumstances behind
them. This debate raises a number of questions including why Chinese women are so
critical of their male counterparts, why Chinese women regard Western men as better
spouses/partners than Chinese men, and why the male Chinese took collective action
against Shi Guoying. Given that this is a diasporic debate, it is important to examine to
what extent the diasporic context has shaped their views.

The most active participants in the debate are writers from mainland China. This
constitutes part of the reason why I focus my attention on the representation of Chinese
men in literature. I am interested to know whether Shi Guoying, author of a number of
3

short stories, characterises male Chinese in her fiction in the same manner as she does
in her 1994 article. This also raises questions of how other Chinese Australian women
writers present male Chinese in their works, and what the differences are between
female representation of Chinese masculinity and male writers’ self-representation.

My interest in the examination of Chinese masculinity, which was triggered by the
above-mentioned debate, coincides with the necessity to explore a largely neglected
aspect of Chinese Australian literature. Research on Chinese Australian literature has
gained momentum in the past decade, which can be seen from the impressive amount
of literary criticism published in both Australia and China. These studies range from
general introductions to Chinese Australian literature to in-depth discussions of
specific issues and authors, and detailed textual analyses. Among the scholarship
which offers an overview of Chinese Australian literature or Chinese Australian writers,
the following publications are worth mentioning: “Mixed Doubles: Chinese Writing
Australia” (Jose 1996), “Chinese Writers in Australia: New Voices in Australian
Literature” (Lee 1998), “Negotiating Between ‘Bounded Spaces’: Introducing
Australian Chinese Writers to the World” (Sun 1999), and Voice Under the Sun:
English-Language Writings by Australian and Other Authors with Chinese Ancestry
(Sun 2007).

Critics in both Australia and China show a strong interest in the issue of national,
cultural and racial identity, as evidenced by the following titles: “‘Flexible Citizenship’:
Strategic Chinese Identities in Asian Australian Literature” (Lee 2006), “‘Where are
4

you from?’: New Imaginings of Identity in Chinese-Australian Writing” (Stephenson
2005), as well as two books published in the PRC 4: “Death” of the “Poet”: A
Metaphor of an Era - The Anxiety of Identity in Australian ‘New Chinese’ Literature
1988 to 1998 5 (Qian 2000) and Being and Becoming: On Cultural Identity of
Diasporic Chinese Writers in America and Australia (Wang, G. 2004a). However, it is
worth noting that much less critical attention has been paid to gender identity and
sexuality.

The literary representation of Chinese in Australian writing is another area that has
attracted the attention of scholars. Researchers such as Alison Broinowski and Ouyang
Yu investigate representations of Chinese in mainstream Australian literature. In The
Yellow Lady: Australian Impressions of Asia (Broinowski 1996), Broinowski discusses
images of Asians, with particular focus on Chinese and Japanese, which appeared in a
wide range of artistic forms such as fiction, drama, painting and sculpture from the
mid-19th century to the beginning of the 21st century. In Chinese in Australian Fiction
1888-1988 (Ouyang 2008), Ouyang Yu presents an overview of fictional
representations of Chinese in mainstream Australian literature spanning a whole
century.

From a reverse perspective, both Broinowski and Ouyang also look at how Chinese

4

The PRC refers to the People’s Republic of China. In my thesis, I use ‘PRC’ and ‘mainland China’
interchangeably.
5
This is my translation of the original Chinese title ““诗人”之“死”
：一个时代的隐喻 – 1988-1998 年间澳大
利亚新华人文学中的身份焦虑”.
5

construct Australians in their literary productions. In About Face: Asian Accounts of
Australia (Broinowski 2003), Broinowski devotes the chapter “Insiders and Others –
Asian Australian Fiction” to the discussion of how writers of Asian origins construct
Australia and Australians in their fiction, with particular attention paid to Chinese
Australian writers. Ouyang Yu discusses the same issue in his paper “Representations
of Australia and Australians in Contemporary Chinese Australian Literature” (Ouyang
1993). Broinowski and Ouyang agree on some points and differ on others. They share
the idea that Chinese characters created by Anglo-Celtic Australians conform to
Orientalist stereotypes such as the diseased, the mysterious and the inscrutable. They
differ in perceptions of how Chinese writers construct Australia and Australians.
Broinowski holds the view that Chinese writers depict Australia as a second- or
third-rate country devoid of civilization and culture, and Australians as ignorant,
impertinent and xenophobic (Broinowski 2003, pp. 200-217). Ouyang, on the other
hand, argues that images of Australia and Australians through the eyes of Chinese
writers are more diverse than Broinowski suggests: Australia is described either as a
paradise or as hell, and Australians are as kind and hardworking as they are cruel and
lazy. This difference may have to do with the fact that Broinowski examines English
language texts, particularly those by male authors, whereas Ouyang focuses on
Chinese language texts. One possible explanation for the difference between Chinese
language and English language texts is that writers may adapt their characterisation to
target different readerships.

6

While Broinowski and Ouyang investigate representations of Chinese mainly from the
point of view of race/ethnicity, a few scholars focus their attention on gendered
representations of Chinese in Australian literature, including Confrontation and
Reconciliation: Representing Chinese Women in Australian Literature (Ma 2005), and
“The Chinese Man in The Ancestor Game” (Pan 2007). These researchers are
predominantly focusing on representations of Chinese in work by writers of
Anglo-Celtic origin and self-representation by writers of Chinese origin, even though
the number of these writers is very small. For example, Ouyang Yu discusses Brian
Castro’s construction of male Chinese in his book Chinese in Australian Fiction
1888-1988. Ma Lili analyses the images of Chinese women in Beth Yahp’s novel The
Crocodile Fury, Clara Law’s film Floating Life and Brian Castro’s novel After China
in her book Confrontation and Reconciliation: Representing Chinese Women in
Australian Literature. Ma also discusses Castro’s construction of Chinese masculinity
as represented by the male protagonist in After China.

Self-representation by Australian Chinese, particularly gendered representation, figures
prominently in research by Shirley Tucker, Olivia Khoo, Shen Yuanfang, Tseen Khoo
and Kam Louie. Shirley Tucker and Olivia Khoo examine representations of Chinese
femininity in writings by women writers with Chinese ancestry. In her article “Beyond
Belief: Representation and Revolt in Lilian Ng’s Swallowing Clouds” (Tucker 2001),
Tucker conducts a detailed analysis of Ng’s construction of Chinese femininity through
the female character Syn. In The Chinese Exotic: Modern Diasporic Femininity (Khoo
7

2007), Olivia Khoo discusses female characters in relation to cultural and racial
identity in novels by Arlene Chai, Ang Chin Geok, Hsu-Ming Teo and Lillian Ng. Shen
Yuanfang, Kam Louie, Tseen Khoo and Robyn Morris have all investigated
representations of Chinese masculinity. In Dragon Seed in the Antipodes: Chinese
Australian Autobiographies (Shen 2001b), Shen Yuanfang argues that the earliest male
Chinese Australian autobiographers represent themselves as conforming to the
Confucian model of masculinity embodied in the ‘Superior Man’ (junzi). In his paper
“I Married a Foreigner: Recovering Chinese Masculinity in Australia” (Louie 2001),
Kam Louie analyses Wu Li’s book He Married A Foreign Woman 6 , which is a
collection of ‘confessions’ by students from the PRC, and discusses how male Chinese
migrants to Australia manage to reclaim their lost manhood through academic success
by using his theory of Chinese masculinity as defined by the wen-wu (roughly
equivalent to brain-brawn) dyad. Tseen Khoo and Kam Louie write about Brian
Castro’s representation of Chinese masculinities in “Angry Yellow Men: Cultural
Space for Diasporic Chinese Masculinities” (Khoo, T. 2003) and “Decentring
Orientalist and Ocker Masculinities in Birds of Passage” (Louie 2005).

Studies of the representation of Chinese masculinity in Chinese Australian literature
are still small in number, when compared to the scholarship on the same issue in
Chinese American literature. Research on the representation of Chinese masculinity in
Chinese American literature includes two PhD dissertations: Healing the Phallic

6

This is the English translation of the original Chinese title “娶个外国女人当太太”.
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Wound: The Construction of Manhood and Identity in Literary Works by Male
Chinese-American Writers (Shen 1996) and Negotiating Masculinity: Rereading Male
Figures in Gish Jen, Frank Chin, Gus Lee, and Maxine Hong Kingston’s Novels
(Zhang 2008), one MA thesis: Between Bruce Lee and the Houseboy: The Creation of
Chinese American Masculinities Through Literature (Virasin 2004), as well as two
monographs: Chinese American Masculinities: From Fu Manchu to Bruce Lee (Chan
2001) and Racial Castration: Managing Masculinity in Asian America (Eng 2001).
However, both in Australia and in North America, little critical attention is paid to the
question of masculinity in writings produced by writers of PRC background, nor have
scholars who are involved in research on Chinese Australian literature in the PRC
addressed this issue. Though Kam Louie discusses He Married A Foreign Woman by
Wu Li, who is from mainland China, in his article mentioned above, the book is a
collection of ‘confessions’ and can hardly be classified as literature. My research is
intended to fill this academic void.

By Chinese Australian literature, I refer to the literature produced by the Chinese
diaspora in Australia. The Chinese diaspora in Australia comes largely from the
following five sources: (1) the old Chinese communities (Australian-born Chinese), (2)
Chinese immigrants from Southeast Asian countries in the 1950s and 1960s, (3)
Indo-Chinese refugees of the 1970s, (4) migrants from Hong Kong and Taiwan through
the Business Migration Program of the 1980s, and (5) people from the PRC who have
mostly come to Australia since the 1980s. This thesis aims to identify the models of
9

Chinese masculinity constructed in fiction and autobiography as well as to explore the
theoretical and historical underpinnings of these constructions. Though subsumed
under the category of diasporic Chinese, Chinese Australian writers are far from
homogenous. They are of various origins: mainlanders, Taiwanese, Hongkongese,
Indo-Chinese, and second- or third- generation Chinese Australians. Chinese first came
to Australia as contracted labourers and gold miners in the mid-19th century. The
number of Chinese migrants peaked at the end of the 19th century but declined
drastically under the White Australia Policy which ended in 1973. Indo-Chinese came
to Australia as refugees in the 1970s as a result of the Second Indochinese War. The
Business Migration Program (BMP) launched in 1981 by the Australian government
attracted affluent Hongkongese and Taiwanese migrants. Large numbers of Chinese
mainlanders came to Australia as ELICOS 7 students in the mid-1980s as a result of
Australian government’s education export policy. Between the 1980s and 1990s over
40,000 mainland Chinese arrived in Australia, mostly on student visas. The Tiananmen
Square Incident in Beijing in June 1989 changed their fate in Australia. In 1990, ten
thousand Chinese students applied for refugee status in Australia (Kendall 2005, p.
189). The Labor government granted these students permission to remain in Australia.
On 1 November 1993, the government decided to grant permanent residency to nearly
30,000 students and their family members who had arrived in Australia before 20 June
1989. The government extended this ‘1 November 1993’ decision to cover
approximately 16,000 students who arrived between 20 June 1989 and 12 March 1992

7

ELICOS is short for ‘English Language Intensive Course for Overseas Students’.
10

(Jupp 2001, pp. 223-224). These students constitute the second largest wave of
Chinese immigration to Australia. According to The Australian People: An
Encyclopedia of the Nation, Its People and Their Origins, these migrants from
mainland China were “predominantly men in the mid-20s to mid-30s age groups, and
their level of educational qualifications was far higher than either the Chinese or
Australian populations at large” (Jupp 2001, p. 218). In the years since then, mainland
Chinese have continued to come to Australia in large numbers either to pursue a better
education or to seek permanent residence through the BMP. 8

The main focus of my research is on writers of PRC background. This group of writers
comprises both those who have obtained either permanent residency in Australia or
Australian citizenship, and those who have sojourned in Australia. The overwhelming
majority of their works are written in Chinese, and the readership is varied. These
works are probably intended to appeal to Chinese readers who do not have a chance to
go abroad but are curious about lives of the Chinese diaspora. It is also highly likely
that they are targeting Chinese speakers in Australia. I concentrate on writers of
mainland background for two main reasons. Firstly, although scholarship on Chinese
Australian literature has expanded over the past years, work by writers of mainland
background is under-represented, despite the unrelenting efforts made by a few
Australian critics to promote their writings. Wenche Ommundsen is the first critic to
study this group of Chinese writers. She has published extensively on Chinese

8

A more detailed account of the history of Chinese migration to Australia is offered in Chapter 1.
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Australian literature and paid considerable attention to writers of mainland background.
The following are some of her publications dealing exclusively or partially with
mainland Chinese Australian writing: “Not for the Faint-Hearted - Ouyang Yu: The
Angry Chinese Poet” (Ommundsen 1998), “Birds of Passage? The New Generation of
Chinese-Australian Writers” (Ommundsen 2000), “Slipping the Net: Trevor Hay and
Fang Xiangshu's Stories of Modern China” (Ommundsen 2001b), “Of Dragons and
Devils: Chinese-Australian Life Stories” (Ommundsen 2002b), “From 'Hello Freedom'
to 'Fuck You Australia': Recent Chinese-Australian Writing” (Ommundsen 2002a),
“Floating Lives: Cultural Citizenship and the Limits of Diaspora” (Ommundsen 2004),
and “Sleep No More: Ouyang Yu's Wake-Up Call to Multicultural Australia”
(Ommundsen 2005b). Apart from journal articles, Ommundsen edited a book entitled
Bastard Moon: Essays on Chinese-Australian Writing (Ommundsen 2001a), the first
collection of criticism on Chinese Australian literature published in English.
Scholarship on mainland Chinese Australian writing also includes “Australia as
Dystopia: Recent Mainland Chinese Writing in Australia” (McLaren 2001), “Ouyang
Yu, New and Selected Poems” (Jose 2005) and “Returnee Scholars: Ouyang Yu, the
Displaced Poet and the Sea Turtle” (Louie 2006). What these critics have in common is
that their research is based largely on English language texts, which are either
produced by bilingual writers such as Ouyang Yu and Li Cunxin, or translated into
English from Chinese, such as Ding Xiaoqi’s Maidenhome, Liu Guande and Huangfu
Jun’s Bitter Peaches and Plums and Sang Ye’s The Year the Dragon Came, or
co-authored books such as East Wind, West Wind and Black Ice by Fang Xiangshu and
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Trevor Hay. However, most writers of PRC background write in Chinese. English
language texts make up only a small portion of their literary production, and large
numbers of Chinese language texts remain untranslated and unexamined.

Chinese scholars in the PRC as well as those of PRC background in Australia have also
offered critical views, some of which appear in a book entitled A Selected Collection of
Articles on Australian ‘New Chinese’ Literature and Cultural Studies 9 edited by Qian
Chaoying. Formerly a student in Sydney and currently professor of Literature at
Shenzhen University, Qian Chaoying has long been engaged in research on mainland
Chinese Australian literature, producing the following publications: “Australia: The
‘New Chinese’ Literature in the English-Speaking World” (Qian 2001a), “Death in the
‘New Chinese Literature’ of Australia” (Qian 2001b) and "Death" of the "Poet": A
Metaphor of an Era - The Anxiety of Identity in Australian ‘New Chinese’ Literature
1988 to 1998. Scholarly research on writings by Chinese of PRC background deals
largely with issues concerning national, cultural or ethnic identity; the issue of
gendered representations is under-represented and masculinity remains virtually
unexplored.

The second reason for my concentration on writers from the PRC is that I share with
these writers the same ethnic and cultural background, which grants me the advantage
of having an informed, insider’s understanding of the cultural and historical

9

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “澳大利亚新华人文学及文化研究资料选”.
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underpinnings of their works. As an academic straddling both Chinese and Western
cultures, I am in a position to examine the issue from the perspective of both an insider
and an outsider. This double perspective allows me to avoid what Edward Said has
called the “exteriority” (Said 1998, p. 875) that generates imagined representations of
the Orient 10.

As my research focuses on the work of Chinese mainlanders, I will examine both
Chinese and English language texts written after 1978. The year 1978 is important in
that it was in that year that the PRC government decided to embark on the journey of
opening-up and reform after thirty years’ seclusion. One of the major consequences of
this national agenda was the massive emigration of mainland Chinese to Western
countries such as Australia. My research is intended to answer the following questions:
(1) What models of Chinese masculinity are constructed by male writers and women
writers in Australia respectively? (2) What are the social and cultural contexts which
have shaped the different representations constructed by male and female writers?

To gain greater insight into the factors that impact on the construction of Chinese
masculinity in Australia, I will also study works by Brian Castro, a writer of Chinese,
English and Portuguese descent. I will compare Castro with male writers from the PRC
in an attempt to discover whether the difference in the authors’ backgrounds such as
education and life experiences in Australia results in a difference in their

10

When he uses the term ‘Orient’, Edward Said is mainly referring to the Middle East.
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characterisation of Chinese masculinity. I choose Brian Castro for the following
reasons: First, with a significant body of work, he is an internationally recognised
writer. Despite the fact that he is only part Chinese by origin, he lived in Hong Kong, a
cosmopolitan city under both Chinese and Western influence, until he migrated to
Australia at the age of 12. He is generally regarded as the best-known Australian writer
of Chinese origin even though he rejects being pigeonholed by his identity. Secondly,
though there is a large body of scholarhsip on Brian Castro, it tends to concentrate on
cultural identity; issues of sexual and gendered identities are inadequately explored 11.
Thirdly, of his nine novels, two deal directly with male characters from mainland
China, which provides a good opportunity to compare his constructions with those by
male authors of mainland background.

In terms of methodology, I combine gender theory, particularly masculinity theory,
with narrative analysis. The major theoretical underpinnings of my research include
Kam Louie’s wen-wu dyad of Chinese masculinity (Louie 2002), the concepts of
‘hegemonic masculinity/marginalised masculinity’ and ‘protest masculinity’ proposed
by R. W. Connell (Connell 2005), as well as Anthony S. Chen’s notion of the
‘hegemonic bargain’ (Chen 1999). Kam Louie argues that Chinese masculinity is a
wen-wu construct which is shaped by cultural practices and ideology inherent in
Chinese society and subject to social transformations. Connell’s theory deals with the
hierarchical relationship between men of different races as well as the response of

11

A detailed review of research on Brian Castro is offered in Chapter 5.
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disadvantaged men to their marginalisation. Anthony S. Chen’s ‘hegemonic bargain’
concerns the strategies adopted by marginalised men to negotiate their place in relation
to hegemonic masculinity. These theories have their limitations 12. One of the aims of
my research is to determine to what extent the models of Chinese masculinity that
figure in the texts used in my research endorse or challenge these theories. The primary
texts for my research include both fiction and autobiography. While the fiction shows
how

writers

represent

Chinese

masculinity

through

their

characters,

the

autobiographies give an insight into how male Chinese construct their own images.

My thesis is divided into five chapters. Following the introduction, Chapter 1,
“Theoretical, Historical and Literary Backgrounds”, presents an overview of the
scholarship on masculinity which includes (a) masculinities in general, (b) diasporic
masculinities, (c) Chinese masculinity and diasporic Chinese masculinities, and (d)
representations of Chinese masculinity in indigenous and diasporic Chinese literature.
In this chapter, I attempt to provide readers with an understanding of theories of
masculinity that progress from the general to the particular. I also offer a brief account
of the history of Chinese in Australia as well as an outline of Chinese Australian
literature, with particular focus on mainland Chinese Australian writing.

Mainland Chinese men’s self-representation falls into two categories: frustrated men
and successful men, which are discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 respectively. In

12

A detailed overview of these theories is presented in Chapter 1.
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both chapters, I present a survey of a number of texts, followed by an extended study
of a particular text. The texts in the survey are grouped according to different types of
male images, and my choice of text for the case study is based on the assumption that
the particular text features a prominent model of masculinity. In Chapter 2, “Frustrated
Intellectuals”, I present an overview of relevant texts including Bitter Peaches and
Plums (Liu and Huangfu 1995), which comprises two novellas originally written in
Chinese by Liu Guande and Huangfu Jun and translated into English by J. Bruce
Jacobs and Ouyang Yu, as well as three Chinese language novels, Bleak Sydney 13 (Yan
2001), Humanity Lost 14 (Li 1994) and Bungee Australia 15 (Liu 1999). I then conduct a
detailed analysis of Ouyang Yu’s novel The Eastern Slope Chronicle (Ouyang 2002a),
using it as the basis for explaining the prevalence of frustrated men in the works of
male writers by reference to the social-historical context as well as to theories of
masculinity.

Fictional and autobiographical accounts of successful men are addressed in Chapter 3,
“Successful Men”. In this chapter, I examine male characters in Ying Ge’s novel Why
Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean 16 (Ying 1997) and self-portraits
in two autobiographies: Australian Dream 17 (Jin 2005) by Jin Kaiping and Mao’s Last
Dancer (Li 2003) by Li Cunxin. In this chapter, I use Zhong Yazhang’s novel Living in

13
14
15
16
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This is my translation of the original Chinese title “萧瑟悉尼”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “遗失的人性”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “蹦极澳洲”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “出国为什么 – 来自大洋彼岸的报告”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “澳洲梦”.
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Sydney 18 (Zhong 2008) as my extended case study. I isolate various models of
successful masculinity from the texts and discuss the factors that contribute to these
models.

Chapter 4, “Unreliable Men: Female Representations of Chinese Masculinity”, deals
with how women writers of mainland background represent Chinese males. The
structure of Chapter 4 is different from that of chapters 2 and 3 in that there is no
extended study of a particular text. Instead, the textual analysis is focused on different
categories of male images. I analyse short stories and novellas by Cai Zixuan, Jin Xing,
He Yuqin, Lingzhi, Shi Guoying, Su Shan’na and Xibei, as well as novels by Bi Xiyan,
Xia’er and Wang Hong. To understand the background of their constructions, I
examine the relationship between these works and the tradition and development of
Chinese women’s literature. I also look into the impact of experiences of migration on
literary creation in Australia.

In Chapter 5, entitled “Brian Castro’s Chinamen”, I offer a survey of criticism on
Castro’s works which deals with gendered representation, followed by a detailed
analysis of his two novels Birds of Passage and After China. I identify the models for
masculinity that emerge in these two novels and discuss similarities and differences
between them. I compare Castro’s models of masculinity with those created by male
writers from the PRC and compare Castro’s ‘Chinamen’ with those created by Frank

18

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “活在悉尼”.
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Chin, a Chinese American writer. Castro’s narrative technique is also examined as it is
integral to his cultural constructions.

In my conclusion, I sum up my findings and state the implications of my research for
the scholarship on Chinese Australian literature as well as on diasporic Chinese
literature in general. I identify the limitations of my research and propose directions for
future research. I also address the representation of gay Chinese masculinity. The
reason why I discuss this question at the end of the thesis is not that I regard it as least
important, but that representations of gay Chinese men are rare in the works of PRC
writers, and so do not justify writing a whole chapter on this topic. I discuss the cause
of the rarity of gay Chinese characters in the works of PRC writers in relation to larger
historical and cultural contexts, as well as analyse the characteristics of gay Chinese
masculinity constructed by PRC writers.
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CHAPTER ONE: THEORECTICAL, HISTORICAL AND
LITERARY BACKGROUNDS
This chapter begins with a review of scholarship on masculinities, followed by an
outline of the history of Chinese migration to Australia, and a brief introduction to
Chinese Australian literature with a focus on works of PRC writers. The purpose of this
chapter is to identify theories of masculinity and examine to what extent they have
been applied to research on indigenous and diasporic Chinese literatures.

1. Scholarship on Masculinities
This section consists of four parts. In ‘masculinities in general’, I discuss the dominant
schools of thought on masculinities, with a detailed explanation of key concepts such
as ‘hegemonic masculinity’ and ‘protest masculinity’. In ‘diasporic masculinities’, I
address research on how men of different ethnic backgrounds negotiate their
masculinities in multicultural and multiracial contexts. In ‘Chinese masculinity and
diasporic Chinese masculinities’, I present an overview of critical studies of indigenous
and diasporic Chinese masculinities. These studies are focused on two areas: (1)
models of Chinese masculinity that have been produced by Chinese culture throughout
Chinese history, and (2) the way Chinese masculinities are negotiated in the diasporic
context. I examine important concepts such as gender strategies and the ‘hegemonic
bargain’. In the final part of this section, I investigate literary representations of
Chinese masculinity in indigenous and diasporic Chinese writing.
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1.1 Masculinities in General
Scholarship on masculinity in the 20th and 21st centuries covers a wide range of
disciplines. An overview of the research on masculinity has been offered by scholars
over time, particularly in the 21st century (Buchbinder 1994; Connell 2000; Lippa 2002;
Connell 2005; Connell, Hearn et al. 2005; Flood, Gardiner et al. 2007, pp. 390-394).
My literature review will discuss various approaches to masculinity. These approaches
can be grouped generally into essentialist, sex role socialisation and social
constructionist ideas. Essentialists see gender as determined by biological factors or
psychological drives. Gender is inborn and largely immune to social influences. By
contrast, social constructionists reject the biological and psychological assumptions
underlying the essentialist approach. Instead, they argue that gender is a practice, a
performance which is conditioned by social dynamics. An intermediate position is
offered by sex role socialisation approaches, which emphasise the influences of social
forces on the formation of gender but argue that masculinity and femininity are
manifestations of internalised sex roles that hardly change with social dynamics.

1.1.1 Essentialist Approaches to Masculinity
One important body of essentialist approaches to masculinity originates with the work
of Sigmund Freud. Psychoanalysis, founded by Freud in the late 19th century, includes
the first attempt to gain an in-depth insight into the making of masculinity. Freud
postulates that the boy is driven by instinctual sexual desire (libido) and has to go
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through five stages in his psychosexual development, i.e. oral, anal, phallic, latency
and genital. The key element of Freud’s psychoanalysis is the Oedipus complex which
emerges in the phallic stage. The Oedipus complex is “the fateful combination of love
for the one parent and simultaneous hatred for the other as a rival” (Freud cited in
Connell 1994, p. 12). According to Freud, the oedipal masculinisation follows a plot
line, i.e. pre-oedipal attachment, the oedipal crisis, and identification (Connell 1994, p.
16). Michael S. Kimmel offers a lucid account of how the Oedipus complex helps to
shape masculinity in his article “Masculinity as Homophobia: Fear, Shame, and
Silence in the Construction of Gender Identity”:
As Freud had it, the oedipal project is a process of the boy’s renouncing his identification
with and deep emotional attachment to his mother and then replacing her with the father as
the object of identification. Notice that he reidentifies but never reattaches. This entire
process, Freud argues, is set in motion by the boy’s sexual desire for his mother. But the
father stands in the son’s path and will not yield his sexual property to his puny son. The
boy’s first emotional experience, then, the one that inevitably follows his experience of
desire, is fear of the bigger, stronger, more sexually powerful father. It is this fear,
experienced symbolically as the fear of castration, Freud argues, that forces the young boy
to renounce his identification with mother and seek to identify with the being who is the
actual source of his fear, his father. In so doing, the boy is now symbolically capable of
sexual union with a motherlike substitute, that is, a woman. The boy becomes gendered
(masculine) and heterosexual at the same time (Kimmel 1994, p. 126).

‘Castration complex’ in the case of the boy and ‘penis envy’ in the case of the girl
are fundamental ideas in Freud’s theory. The ‘castration complex’ occurs when the
boy finds that the girl doesn’t possess a penis which he assumes everyone should
have, and believes that the girl’s penis has been removed. ‘Penis envy’ is the girl’s
desire to have a large visible penis and the absence of it makes her feel “heavily
handicapped” (Lauzon 1963, p. 187). The concept of ‘penis envy’ has been severely
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criticised by feminists for its assumption that women are biologically inferior to
men.

On the basis of Freud’s ideas, researchers have made attempts to explain the reason
why men have an apparent predisposition to hate women and gay men and fear
other men. According to Kimmel, after pulling away from the mother, the boy sees
his mother’s nurturance and love as threatening his masculinity. He therefore has to
repudiate his dependence on the mother to prove his manhood. This is what
Kimmel calls the “flight from the feminine” (Kimmel 1994, p. 127). Freud posits
that humans are constitutionally bisexual, that boys’ and girls’ sexuality diverges
sharply only in adolescence (Connell 1994, p. 13) and that the ‘complete’ Oedipus
complex involves the “superimposition of two patterns of erotic attraction and fear:
one leads to identification with the father, the other to choice of the father as erotic
object and to rivalry and identification with the mother” (Connell 2005, p. 137). In
other words, the boy sees his father as the object of both erotic desire and emulation.
But he has to repress his homoerotic desire for his father because he is fearful of
being castrated like a girl. This is what Kimmel has understood as the source of
homophobia, the fear of gay men, which attempts to suppress and repudiate the
homoerotic desire within, to purify all relations with other men and to ensure that
no one could possibly ever mistake one for a homosexual (Kimmel 1994, p. 130).

The boy’s fear of being unmasked as a fraud of fake masculinity because of his
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dependence on the mother and his fear of being accused of being a ‘homosexual’
lead to what Kimmel characterises as another type of homophobia, “the fear that
other men will unmask us, emasculate us, reveal to us and the world that we do not
measure up, that we are not real men” (Kimmel 1994, p. 131). It is this homophobia,
argues Kimmel, that leads to sexism, heterosexism and racism, which are prevalent
among men (Kimmel 1994, p. 133). However, it is important to note that not all
societies harbour hatred toward homosexuality. For example, R. W. Connell
discovered a positive attitude towards homoerotic relationship in early Confucian
culture in ancient China (Connell 1993, p. 604). The same was true of ancient
Greece and Renaissance Europe, and also of pre-modern Japan.

Freud’s ideas were initially hailed but later challenged by some of his staunch
supporters. Two of the most prominent dissidents were Alfred Adler and Carl Jung.
Adler dismissed Freud’s libido theory as mechanistic, leading to his split with Freud. He
became well-known for his ‘masculine protest’, which refers to the innate mechanism of
overcompensation towards aggression and struggle for triumphs resulting from
childhood experiences of inferiority and powerlessness. Jung held the view that all
human beings are androgynous regardless of age. A man consists of persona, the
conscious exterior, and anima, the unconscious interior constructed by the process of
repression. This means that the public masculinity of a man mirrors his private
femininity. Jung attributed the feminine interior in masculine men to the influence of
inherited, archetypal images of women, which his followers have traced in mythologies
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and religious systems. A case in point is Robert Bly whose Jungian work Iron John
heralded the Mythopoetic New Man’s Movement prevalent in North America in the
1990s. Jung’s idea of androgyny accords with the Chinese ideological construct of yin
and yang – the feminine and masculine principles in the psyche. In Chinese culture, to
be spiritually and physically healthy involves the checks and balances between yin and
yang. Sukie Colegrave, a Jungian analyst, observes that the primal polarity of yin and
yang has inhabited Chinese consciousness for thousands of years and found its rich
expression in myth, legend, literature and particularly medicine (Colegrave 1979, p. 3).

While Freud emphasised the father and the Oedipus complex in the shaping of
masculinity, other psychoanalysts shift their attention to the pre-oedipal period and the
role of the mother. Object-relations theorists represented by Melanie Klein have
discovered a pre-oedipal femininity in boys, a phenomenon largely ignored by Freud.
As opposed to Freud’s focus on the boy’s fear of the castrating father, Karen Horney
argues that fear of the mother is more deep-seated and more energetically repressed
(Connell 1994, p. 24). Drawing upon object-relations theory, psychoanalytic feminist
Nancy Chodorow holds that as the first love object of the son, the mother imposes the
concept of sexual difference on the son from the start and forces him to “conform to
masculine ideals and to reject identification with or participation in anything that seems
feminine” (Chodorow 1989, p. 36). In this regard, masculinity is developed through the
exercise of misogyny in patriarchal society. According to David Ownby, in traditional
Chinese society, when the son reached the “age of reason” (six or seven), the father
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tried to distance himself from his son in order to maintain authority in the household.
Mothers who were left with nurturing their sons would pressure them to fulfil social
expectations, i.e. to succeed in the Confucian studies that would lead them to pass the
civil service examinations and become officials (Ownby 2002, p. 243). This suggests
that the Chinese mother who was herself victimised by Chinese patriarchy acted as the
instrument of patriarchy and imposed on her son the patriarchal ideal of the masculine
man.

While some orthodox psychoanalysts focus on the instinctual elements in the human
psyche, others link Freudian theories to social dynamics. In 1933, Wilhelm Reich
associated the social function of sexual repression with the creation of ‘authoritarian
patriarchy’ and asserted that patriarchal marriage and the authoritarian family are the
foundation of the authoritarian state. Reich’s concept of the authoritarian family was
later taken up and expanded by the Institute for Social Research of the University of
Frankfurt. The Authoritarian Personality, co-authored by Theodor W. Adorno and other
Frankfurt School scholars, “provided the first detailed clinical picture of a type of
[authoritarian] masculinity linked to the social and political setting in which it was
constructed”, according to Connell (1994, p. 29). Both Reich and the Frankfurt School
based their idea on the classic concept of libido which was rejected by the existential
psychoanalysis developed by Jean-Paul Sartre in 1943. Existential psychoanalysts hold
the view that gender is constructed as a developing engagement with situations and
structures and that the contradictions of gender are not mechanical but socially produced.
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Jacques Lacan, a contemporary of Sartre, established structuralist psychoanalysis which
reasserts the Oedipus complex and focuses on the semiotic symbolisation of the phallus.

Though psychoanalysis provides a wide range of hypotheses and insights about the
construction of gender, it centres on instinctual biological factors, prioritising internal
psychological dynamics over social influences. Although psychoanalysis is criticised as
essentialist, it is widely referred to in literary, artistic and cultural studies. Freud
claimed that human achievements are the “sublimation of instincts” (Lauzon 1963, p.
154), which means that the repressed instinctual libido finds its gratification through
sublimated and socially acceptable objects such as literature, art and religion. In other
words, a writer’s work is the external expression of his inner psyche. Psychoanalysis of
the work is analogous to interpretation of a dream, which leads to the revelation of the
repressed hidden world.

Other essentialist approaches to masculinity include biological and psychoevolutionary
theories. Biological theorists argue that differences between women’s and men’s
behaviour are caused by inherent biological differences such as those in the brain and/or
hormones (Gurian 2003). Psychoevolutionary theorists associate the differences
between men and women with differences in gene pools as a result of a slow process of
natural selection. For example, in Why Men Don’t Have a Clue and Women Always
Need More Shoes: The Ultimate Guide to the Opposite Sex, Allan and Barbara Pease
argue that the reason why men tend to talk less than women is that their ancient
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ancestors had to remain silent when hunting for fear of startling their prey (Pease and
Pease 2004). Like psychoanalytical approaches to masculinity, both biological and
psychoevolutionary perspectives on gender have come under heavy criticism. A large
number of the critiques challenge the taken-for-granted link between gender
performance and biological qualities (Whitehead 2002, pp. 9-14; Fine 2010).

1.1.2 Sex Role Socialisation Approaches to Masculinity
The first attempt to create a social science of masculinity was the sex role theory. The
sex role theory dates back to late nineteenth-century debates about sex difference,
re-emerged in the 1940s, and became prevalent over the following twenty years. It
argues that masculinity and femininity are internalised sex roles and artefacts of social
learning or socialisation which encourage wanted and discourage unwanted behaviour
through agencies such as the family, schools and the media. Men are expected to
perform ‘instrumental’ activities such as career and professional advancement, and
decision making, while women are expected to take up ‘expressive’ activities such as
housework, childcare and education. Internalised sex roles were believed to maintain
social stability and mental health as well as to perform necessary social functions. The
feminism which revived in the West in the 1970s interrogated and repudiated
internalised sex roles, denouncing the reactionary nature of the sex role theory, and the
oppression and subordination of women by patriarchy. In the 1970s, as a result of the
impact of feminism, the Men’s Liberation movement encouraged men to replace the
traditional male role with a modern version which emphasises gender equality. The sex
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role theory has been criticised and abandoned as a valid framework for the social
analysis of gender. For example, Connell points out that it relies on biological
dichotomy, fails to take account of power and social interest involving race, class and
sexuality, and neglects the historicity of gender (Connell 1987, p. 53).

1.1.3 Social Constructionist Approaches to Masculinity
In contrast to essentialist approaches to masculinity, some researchers, who are
identified as social constructionists, investigate masculinity within larger-scale
historical and social dynamics. They reject the biological and psychological
determinants of gender, investigate norms and stereotypes of masculinity, and examine
the learning patterns of masculinity (Flood, Gardiner et al. 2007, p. 575). They argue
that masculinity is not essentially fixed but rather mutable with the passage of time and
social development, and that performance of masculinity varies from society to society.
Although social constructionist and sex role socialisation perspectives share a common
emphasis on the importance of social factors in shaping men’s gendered behaviours,
they differ from each other in a number of ways. One major difference lies in the fact
that social constructionism sees masculinity as flexible and fluid rather than fixed and
universally homogenous; masculinity has thus turned into the plural, masculinities. For
example, Kimmel declares that masculinity is not “innate, residing in the particular
biological composition of the human male, the result of androgens or the possession of
a penis”, but rather is socially constructed (Kimmel 1994, p. 119). Similarly, Connell
defines masculinity as “a place in gender relations, the practices through which men
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and women engage that place in gender, and the effects of these practices in bodily
experience, personality and culture” (Connell 2005, p. 71). By stating that masculinity
is practice, Connell indicates that masculinity is based on the roles people perform
rather than on what is expected or imagined by society in general. In the article titled
“Theorizing Masculinities in Contemporary Social Science”, Scott Coltrane argues for
the use of comparative sociological methods in the investigation of masculinity
because they focus on the concept of social structure, pay attention to gender as an
interactional resource and enable people to better understand how gender is actively
constructed by social actors (Coltrane 1994, p. 57).

Social constructionism has constantly been informed by historical and anthropological
approaches to masculinity. In “The Big Picture: Masculinities in Recent World
History”, Connell sketches the historical evolution of hegemonic Euro/American
masculinity. According to Connell, the male ideal has shifted from the warriors of the
16th–17th century, the gentry valuing kinship and honour in the 18th century, to
bureaucrats and businessmen of the 19th century and currently professionals with
special expertise (Connell 1993). In “Masculinity as Homophobia: Fear, Shame, and
Silence in the Construction of Gender Identity”, Kimmel examines the making of
American masculinity. He identifies the Genteel Patriarch, the Heroic Artisan, and the
Marketplace Man to demonstrate how dominant American masculinity varies with
historical change (Kimmel 1994, p. 123).
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The anthropological approach enables an understanding of the diversity of masculine
performance. This means masculinities are constructed differently in different cultures.
Connell discovers “deprecation of military life” in the Neo-Confucian construction of
Chinese masculinity and a positive attitude towards homoerotic relationships in early
Confucian culture (Connell 1993, p. 604). Her observation that Chinese culture plays
down military prowess tallies with Kam Louie’s understanding of Chinese masculinity.
Louie argues that Chinese masculinity is based on a wen-wu (brain-brawn) dyad where
literary competence takes precedence over physical prowess as the result of the
influence of Confucianism 19 (Louie 2002, p. 17). Harry Brod discovers a similar
valorisation of intellectual over physical prowess in diasporic Jewish masculinity. But
the ideal of the intellectual Jewish male, according to Brod, is a combination of a
“mechanism of resistance by the culture as a whole against foreign gender norms
imposed by the hegemonic culture” and a “means of perpetuating specifically Jewish
patriarchal norms” (Brod 1994, p. 91). Brod asserts that “this sort of double bind is
precisely characteristic of gender norms in non-hegemonic cultures” (p. 91). However,
Brod’s assertion may be problematic when generalised to other forms of
non-hegemonic cultures. In the article “Ethnographies and Masculinities”, Don
Conway-Long discusses the adolescent homosexual behavior of male-male fellatio in
the construction of masculinity in Papua New Guinea. He remarks that “this
developmental process of early ‘homosexuality’ transforming into a mature adult
19
There is considerable debate about Confucianism regarding its definition and principles. Confucianism is by no
means a monolithic philosophy. There have been a variety of schools of Confucianism throughout Chinese history.
Interpretations of Confucianism have also varied over time, for example, with reference to gender equity. The
conventional view amongst modern Confucian scholars holds that Confucianism is essentially sexist. However,
some scholars of the 21st century contend that Confucianism is not to blame for the subordination of Chinese
women; instead, it has a positive influence on gender equality (Clark and Wang 2004; Rosenlee 2006; Jiang 2009).
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heterosexuality contradicts most of the attempts to theorise how homosexuality and
heterosexuality are produced in Western culture” (Conway-Long 1994, p. 67). Western
norms of masculinity also diverge to some extent even though they are often grouped
into a whole vis-à-vis non-Western versions.

Social constructionist perspectives on masculinity pay considerable attention to
collective and institutional gender relations, and the material and bodily practices of
gender (Connell 2000, pp. 15-36; 2005, pp. 67-86). The most striking characteristic of
the social constructionist approach is its emphasis on power relations in the interplay
between various factors such as gender, class and race. Michael Kaufman argues that
power means “domination and control” (Kaufman 1994, p. 146), and that “the
common feature of the dominant forms of contemporary masculinity is that manhood
is equated with having some sort of power” (p. 145). According to social
constructionists, the majority of whom are also feminists, the equation of manhood
with patriarchal power enables men to dominate and control women. But men have
different experiences of power. Some men have greater power than others, some have
limited power, and some, particularly black men and gay men, assert that they have
little power. According to Arthur Brittan, writing three decades ago, the biggest threat
to man’s access to power is the loss of his status as the ‘breadwinner’ (Brittan 1989, p.
189).

Central to the social constructionist approach is the concept of ‘hegemonic
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masculinity’ developed by R.W. Connell from Antonio Gramsci’s ‘hegemony’.
Hegemonic masculinity is defined as the “configuration of gender practice which
embodies the currently accepted answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy,
which guarantees (or is taken to guarantee) the dominant position of men and the
subordination of women” (Connell 2005, p. 77). Connell argues that “hegemonic
masculinity is constructed in relation to women and to subordinated masculinities”
(Connell 1987, p. 186). This suggests that ‘hegemonic masculinity’ oppresses not only
women but also other men. Connell classifies these non-hegemonic masculinities as
subordinate, complicit and marginalised masculinities. According to Connell,
homosexual men and effeminate men are subordinated by heterosexual men.
Working-class men, men of colour and immigrant men are marginalised. Complicit
masculinity is embodied by the majority of men who do not measure up to the
hegemonic model but still benefit from its dominant position in the patriarchal order.
Connell contends that while hegemonic, subordinate and complicit masculinities only
concern gender order, marginalised masculinity takes into account the interaction
between gender, class and race.

The concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’ thus focuses on the hierarchical interaction
between multiple masculinities and the legitimatisation of men’s subordination of
women and other men. Widely accepted as the concept is, it has been contested and
challenged by scholars. For example, Demetrakis Demetriou argues that Connell
dichotomises masculinities into hegemony and non-hegemony that exclude and
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antagonise each other. Thus, his ‘hegemonic masculinity’ is a “closed, coherent, and
unified totality that embraces no otherness, no contradiction” (Demetriou 2001, p. 355).
Demetriou does away with Connell’s dualism between hegemonic and non-hegemonic
masculinity and comes up with the concept of the ‘hegemonic masculine bloc’ which is
capable of reproducing patriarchy through negotiating, translating, hybridising and
reconfiguring other non-hegemonic masculinities (p. 355). Stephen Whitehead
challenges Connell’s argument that hegemonic masculinity is particular to heterosexual
men by asking the question “Can women and gay men behave in a hegemonic
masculine fashion?” (Whitehead 1999, p. 58). Whitehead’s idea is supported by Cliff
Cheng’s observation that women have to make a gender presentation of hegemonic
masculinity in order to become successful managers (Cheng 1999, p. 3). Cheng
criticises Connell’s idea of hegemonic masculinity as essentialist because it maintains
that biological sex and race determine social behaviour. Cheng characterises
‘hegemonic masculinity’ as having “numerous attributes such as domination,
aggressiveness, competitiveness, athletic prowess, stoicism and control” (Cheng 1999,
p. 3). This redefinition has shifted the attention from “men as a dominant, oppressive
gender category, onto masculinity as a dominant gender ideology” (Whitehead 1999, p.
59). Other researchers contend that the concept is confusing. It denotes a particular
configuration of gender practice related to patriarchal authority on the one hand, and
on the other refers to a specific type of masculinity which is dominant in a given social
order (Donaldson 1993; Lorber 1998; Martin 1998; Flood 2002). Its meaning also
slides between representing a political strategy or mechanism for ensuring men’s
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power and referring to the actual male bearers of that power (Flood 2002, p. 207;
Beasley 2008). Though far from perfect, Connell’s model of ‘hegemonic masculinity’
has contributed importantly to the examination of both gender relations and hierarchy
among multiple masculinities.

On the basis of Adler’s notion of ‘masculine protest’, Connell advances the concept of
‘protest masculinity’. According to Connell, ‘protest masculinity’ is “a response to
powerlessness, a claim to the gendered position of power, a pressured exaggeration
(bashing gays, wild driving) of masculine conventions” (Connell 2005, p. 111).
Connell contends that the difference between ‘masculine protest’ and ‘protest
masculinity’ is that the latter is a “collective practice and not something inside the
person” (p. 111). Connell examines ‘protest masculinity’ mainly in terms of social
class, informed by her observation of a group of young underprivileged working-class
Australian men. Though she notices that a ‘protest masculinity’ evolves in ethnic
minorities in America (p. 111), she does not develop her concept in regard to race. Like
her concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, ‘protest masculinity’ has also come under
intense scrutiny. For example, in “Disciplined Protest Masculinity”, Gregory Wayne
Walker argues that ‘protest masculinity’ is more complicated than Connell has
suggested. Walker identifies two kinds of ‘protest masculinity’: anomic and disciplined.
‘Anomic protest masculinity’ is what Connell calls the ‘protest masculinity’
characterised by destructive machismo, whereas ‘disciplined protest masculinity’ is its
antithesis. Men exhibiting ‘disciplined protest masculinity’ would describe themselves
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as homosexuals and disparage the use of sexual power, displaying behaviours that
contravene the conventions of hegemonic masculinity. Their disdain for the ideals of
hegemonic masculinity, argues Walker, is “an effort to make a mockery of their lack of
power and to make that lack of power visible, explicit, and always in the collective
conscious” (Walker 2006, p. 18). Walker further argues that the context determines the
type of ‘protest masculinity’ the working-class men present. When alone, they would
probably suffer from ‘anomic protest masculinity’, whereas when forming
communities, they tend to adopt a ‘disciplined protest masculinity’ in order to facilitate
the process of bonding and communication required in the interdependent setting.
Walker criticises Connell’s concept of ‘protest masculinity’ for being “monolithic”
(Walker 2006, p. 8), but because he takes little account of other options, Walker’s
dualistic understanding of ‘protest masculinity’ could be argued to present a false
dichotomy.

1.2 Diasporic Masculinities
The term ‘diaspora’ originates from ancient Greek meaning ‘to sow over’ or ‘to scatter
around’. Later, in the Greek translation of the Bible, it denotes the dispersion of Jews
beyond Israel, and finally, the concept has expanded to express the displacement of
ethnic groups for reasons of labour, trade and culture (Flood, Gardiner et al. 2007).
When people relocate from their home country to a host country, they transplant cultural
practices including gendered behaviour into the new land. Clashes often occur between
immigrants and mainstream inhabitants of the host country or other diasporic
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communities, due to cultural disparities and sexual contestation. Different forms of
masculinities intersect, collide and negotiate with each other. As a result, some
masculinities are subordinated by others. Central to the conflict between masculinities
are differences in race and culture. In the contemporary world, the white Euro/American
masculinity is dominant. Immigrants who fail to measure up to the norms of hegemonic
masculinity in the host country often feel subordinated and marginalised.

An important body of research concentrates on how diasporic masculinities negotiate
their position in the face of the dominant masculinity of the host country. These studies
indicate that diasporic masculinities employ various strategies

to combat

marginalisation. One strategy is to reject the hegemonic masculinity of the host country.
For example, in examining the making of diasporic Jewish masculinity, Brod argues
that the self-abnegation and patriarchy which characterise Jewish masculinity arise out
of its negotiation with the hegemonic cultures within which Jewish people reside. He
further argues that the emphasis in diasporic Jewish masculinity on intellectual
well-being and disdain for physical prowess serve as a defence mechanism against a
dominant and more brawny male ideal (Brod 1994). In “Indonesian Muslim
Masculinities in Australia” (Nilan, Donaldson et al. 2009), Pam Nilan, Mike
Donaldson and Richard Howson examine how Indonesian Muslim men on graduate
student visas in Australia construct their masculinity in relation to hegemonic
Australian masculinity. The researchers find that Indonesian Muslim men who have a
short-term engagement with Australia remain bound by hegemonic Indonesian
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masculinity which celebrates inner spiritual strength, self-regulation in social and
sexual behaviours and loyalty to family and community. The researchers contend that
these Indonesian Muslim men feel empowered by constructing themselves as the ‘real
men’ according to Indonesian norms of masculinity, while relegating Australian men to
the opposite.

Another strategy is to invoke elements of the hegemonic masculinity but enact them in
a different way. In “Gendering Diaspora: Space, Politics, and South Asian Masculinity
in Britain” (Westwood 1995), Sallie Westwood investigates the history of the Red Star
project which was initiated by South Asian youth in collaboration with Afro-Caribbean
youth in northern London in the 1980s. The project was initially launched to secure
resources for football and other leisure activities, but later developed into concerted
efforts by young black people to fight against social marginalisation and to lay claim to
national citizenship through a series of political campaigns. These young black men
occupied a school building and used streets to stage protests against policemen. At
football venues where they defeated white teams, they flaunted their masculinity in the
face of racialisation and marginalisation. In “The Making of Black English
Masculinities”, Mairtin Mac an Ghaili examines a group of young Afro-Caribbean men
called Rasta Heads who “were seen as projecting an antiauthority form of masculinity”
(Mac an Ghaili 1994). His view that the Rasta Heads’ masculinity stressed solidarity,
physical toughness and territorial control as a tactic against racial discrimination
resonates with Westwood’s conceptualisation of the Red Star masculinity mentioned
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above. According to Mac an Ghaili, the hypermasculinity characterised by aggression,
domination and misogyny is an attempt to challenge the ‘emasculation’ conspiracy
being carried out by the dominant white masculinity (Mac an Ghaili 1994, p. 188). I
would argue that this supermasculinity demonstrated by the Red Star youth and the
Rasta Heads exemplifies Connell’s concept of ‘protest masculinity’ which highlights a
collective practice and a response to powerlessness through exaggerated masculine
performance (Connell 2005, p. 111). ‘Protest masculinity’ is also found in Lebanese
youth in Western Sydney in an ethnographic study conducted by Scott Poynting, Greg
Noble and Paul Tabar (Poynting, Noble et al. 2003).

The two strategies discussed above focus on how marginalised men construct and
display forms of masculinity as ways of resisting other men’s power over them. Some
researchers find that marginalised masculinities also manage to reclaim power through
domination or subordination of women. In “Gender Display and Men’s Power: The
‘New Man’ and the Mexican Immigrant Man”, Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo and Michael
A. Messner observe that undocumented male Mexican immigrants in America, who are
oppressed by their American bosses, oppress their spouses at home and hanker to go
back to their home country to reclaim the patriarchal privilege denied them by American
society (Hondagneu-Sotelo and Messner 1994). Another study of undocumented male
Mexican immigrants in America conducted by Nicolas Walter, Philippe Bourgois and H.
Margarita Loinaz yields a similar result. The study demonstrates that illegal male
Mexican migrants in the United States, who are insulted, oppressed, exploited and
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injured by the host society, feel they are undertaking a lofty and holy mission as “men
of honor”– sacrificing themselves for the “welfare of their families and the dignity of
their nation” (Walter, Bourgois et al. 2004, p. 1162). The sense of mission spurs them on
to be tough, stoic and hard working and prepares them to brave any injustice, hardship
and danger they encounter in America. However, what underlies these heroically
sacrificial deeds, argue Walter, Bourgois and Loinaz, is male Mexicans’ conviction that
by finding work and sending money back home they are able to strengthen their
position as the sole family providers and hence safeguard their patriarchal position in
the family back in Mexico. This idea supports Arthur Brittan’s assertion that
“unemployed men see themselves as powerless and trivialized” and that “the
breadwinner’s role gives men a sense of identity of structural location” (Brittan 1989, p.
189). In other words, the status of being the sole provider of the family empowers
diasporic men to subordinate their spouses, which helps them to retrieve a sense of
manhood deprived of them by their host countries.

A growing body of scholarship has investigated diasporic Asian masculinities, but a
large part of these studies focus on the North American context 20. Cliff Cheng argues
that Asian and Asian-American men are often stereotyped as nerdy, feminine, sexless
or even homosexual (Cheng 1999). The reasons, according to Cheng, are: (1) Asian
men are physically inferior to their white counterparts; (2) Asian men have a history of
doing women’s domestic work due to the absence of wives who were not allowed to be
20

A review of research on diasporic Chinese masculinity is presented in the next section entitled “Chinese
Masculinity and Diasporic Chinese Masculinities”.
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united with their husbands and due to antimiscegenation laws which prohibited men of
colour from marrying Euro-American women; (3) Asian men are regarded as
conquered and uncivilised as the result of military colonisation in the past and the more
insidious cultural colonisation which Cheng refers to as ‘post-colonialism’ at the
present time; (4) Asian-Americans themselves believe that high-tech occupations will
decrease the chance of being racially discriminated against. Put simply, in Cheng’s
view, Asian males in the United States are marginalised because they don’t fit into the
hegemonic masculinity of white American men.

Using psychometric scales as a research methodology, Chua and Fujino examine how
college-age Asian American men comprising U.S.-born Asian and immigrant Asian
men, and college-age white men express their masculinities, how Asian American
women comprising U.S.-born Asian and immigrant Asian women, and white women
perceive Asian American masculinities, and how Asian American men negotiate their
gender expectations (Chua and Fujino 1999). They find that unlike white American
men, Asian American men do not view masculinity and femininity as bipolar and
confrontational. To combat marginalisation by white hegemonic masculinity, Asian
American men develop a flexible masculinity which incorporates certain caring
characteristics. According to Chua and Fujino, U.S.-born Asian men are the only men’s
groups who express willingness to do domestic tasks. The research also finds that
U.S.-born Asians associate their masculinity with economic power while immigrant
Asian men simply see their masculinity in terms of physical strength. All groups of
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American women perceive Asian American men as having more traditional gender
roles, which highlight men’s position as the family provider, than white American men.
At the same time, they see Asian American men as more romantic, nurturing and
academically successful, and white men as more independent, masculine and outgoing.
However, all groups of American women think of Asian American men as less
masculine and less physically attractive than white American men, which lends support
to Cheng’s idea that Asian men tend to be feminised against the norms of hegemonic
masculinity in America (Cheng 1999). Chua and Fujino’s research provides some
insight into Asian American masculinities, but the conclusion would be problematic if
generalised to all groups of Asian people in America due to the limitation of the study
sample which covers only Chinese and Japanese students aged between 16 to 35 at the
University of California, Los Angeles. In fact, Asian American masculinities are far
from homogeneous, given differences in race, ethnicity, sexuality, class, religion and
age as well as dates of migration.

1. 3 Chinese Masculinities and Diasporic Chinese Masculinities

1.3.1 Chinese Masculinities
Until the end of the 20th century, the amount of scholarship devoted exclusively to
Chinese masculinity remained extremely small in both China and the West. In the
limited literature, Chinese masculinity was mainly addressed in terms of the yin-yang
dichotomy (Colegrave 1979; Furth 1988). Since the beginning of the 21st century,
research on Chinese masculinity has gained considerable momentum with the
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publication of three important monographs: Theorising Chinese Masculinity: Society
and Gender in China (Louie 2002), The Fragile Scholar: Power and Masculinity in
Chinese Culture (Song 2004), and Negotiating Masculinities in Late Imperial China
(Huang 2006). There are two dominant schools of thought about Chinese masculinity.
The one proposed by Kam Louie is that Chinese masculinity throughout the large
sweep of Chinese history is a wen-wu construct. The other idea, supported by Song
Geng and Martin W. Huang, argues that gender in pre-modern China is power-based
rather than sex-based.

In Theorising Chinese Masculinity: Society and Gender in China, Kam Louie
constructs a wen-wu model of Chinese masculinity, which he believes is particular to
Chinese culture, thus subverting the Orientalist theorisation and representation of
Chinese masculinity as a feminised other (Louie 2002, p. 3). According to Louie, wen
refers to “those genteel, refined qualities that were associated with literary and artistic
pursuits of the classical scholars” and wu generally means “physical strength and
military prowess” (p. 14). To make it better understood by Western readers, he renders
the Chinese terms into “cultural attainment – martial valour” (p. 4). Louie’s theoretical
construction of the wen-wu paradigm can be summarised as follows. An ideal man is
expected to possess either wen or wu so that a scholar is regarded as no less masculine
than a soldier. A man who has both superb wen and wu is believed to stand above other
men who have only one of the two attributes. Such a man is likely to become a
supreme leader. Wen is given precedence over wu even though both are indispensable
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components of Chinese masculinity. Education in its wen sense is equated with power,
so a well-educated man of wen feels that he is entitled to “a leadership role in the
moral and social dimensions as well” (Louie 2003, p. 5). Both wu and wen stress the
virtue of self-control and restraint, which encompass the true man’s repression of his
sexual desire for women. The wen-wu paradigm is a social constructionist model, and
hence varies with societal, temporal and spatial dimensions. Louie presents the shifting
ideal of Chinese men, from the Tang Dynasty (618-907) which prioritised wu over wen,
to the Ming and Qing dynasties which favoured an effeminate Confucian scholar, up to
contemporary China which commends a scholar-turned-businessman.

Applauded by gender scholars for its groundbreaking significance, Louie’s concept of
the wen-wu dyad is not without problems. Critics challenge Louie’s assertion that
Chinese masculinity modelled on the wen-wu dyad has remained relatively unchanged
and barely informed by other forms of masculinity until the advent of globalisation in
the 20th century (Lean 2003, pp. 833-834; Litzinger 2005, p. 202). In addition, the
wen-wu dyad draws largely upon cultural icons such as the wen sage Confucius and the
wu sage Guan Yu as well as symbols in a wide range of official and popular texts, but
pays little attention to the larger social dynamics where masculinity intersects with
sexuality, class and ethnicity. For example, Song points out that when it comes to
sexuality, the wen-wu dyad fails to distinguish between the amorous caizi and the
self-restrained junzi even though both fall witin the wen category (Song 2004, p. 14).
Finally, even if it configures the masculinity of the majority Han ethnicity, it ignores
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masculinities of the minority ethnicities within the diversity and heterogeneity of the
Chinese people.

Both Song and Huang examine Chinese masculinity in pre-modern China. In The
Fragile Scholar: Power and Masculinity in Chinese Culture, Song studies the
scholarly masculinity in late imperial China and accounts for the ‘effeminacy’ of male
images in scholar-beauty romances in light of the politicised, hierarchical yin/yang
framework. He argues that in pre-modern China, masculinity was primarily
constructed in a homosocial network, rather than in opposition to women. He
concludes that pre-modern Chinese masculinity is power-based rather than sex-based,
and thus vastly different from the Western heteronormative gender construct. Whilst
Song anchors his argument in the yin/yang framework, Louie repudiates it, arguing that
“it is too fluid to define masculinity precisely because yin and yang are characterised as
elements evident in femininity as well as in masculinity” (Louie 2001, p. 39). This
reflects a marked difference between Louie and Song in their understanding of
yin/yang. Louie sees yin/yang as two opposing physical attributes, whereas Song
understands them in terms of power relations in political and social structures. Critics
contend that the major problem of Song’s research lies in its total disregard of women’s
voice (Jay 2006; Xiao 2007).

In Negotiating Masculinities in Late Imperial China, Huang examines a range of
literary texts of the late Ming and Qing period, arguing that Chinese male literati
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adopted two strategies to construct their masculinity. The first is the ‘strategy of
analogy’: to “validate itself through the feminine”, and the second the ‘strategy of
differentiation’: to “defend itself against the feminine” (Huang 2006, p. 32). By the
‘strategy of analogy’, a man portrays himself in positive terms as a neglected wife or as
a chaste widow when he is trying to show his loyalty to his ruler or his superiors.
Huang contends that the application of the ‘strategy of analogy’ by male Chinese
literati in late imperial period “confirms the simple but important fact that gender
relations are in many ways power relations” (p. 5). However, when a man seeks to
justify switching allegiance to a more worthy lord, he would employ the ‘strategy of
differentiation’ which allows him to distinguish himself from a woman characterised
by unconditional loyalty and obedience. Although Huang’s book fills an important
vacuum in the scholarship on masculinities in pre-modern China, it is not without
problems. Like Song’s work, Huang’s research is also male-centred, paying little
attention to female characters and women authors who, though small in numbers,
coexisted with their male counterparts during the same period of time.

The research of Louie, Song and Huang is based largely on their reading of a range of
historical documents and literary texts, and does not take much account of the larger
social and historical contexts. Chinese Femininities/Chinese Masculinities: A Reader
(Brownell and Wasserstrom 2002) edited by Susan Brownell and Jeffrey N.
Wasserstrom goes some way towards compensation for this shortfall by examining
masculinity from historical and social perspectives. The contributing researchers adopt
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anthropological and historical approaches to study how Chinese masculinities and
femininities were constructed as ‘lived experience’ spanning several hundred years
from the Qing period to the late 20th century.

Since the early 21st century, researchers have paid considerable attention to the
discourse of masculinity in contemporary Chinese society. Their focus is on the
representation and construction of masculinity in literature 21 and in mass media
including films, TV programs, music and magazines (Lu 2000; Baranovitch 2003;
Pang and Wong 2005; Song 2010; Song and Lee 2010). For example, in “Chinese
Masculinities Revisited: Male Images in Contemporary Television Drama Serials”,
Song examines the images in popular TV programs from 2003 to 2007, arguing that
“forms of masculinity are becoming increasingly hybrid in a globalizing China and that
the male images in these dramas are a product of social changes tied in with new
formations of power” (Song 2010, p. 404). In “Consumption, Class Formation and
Sexuality: Reading Men’s Lifestyle Magazines in China”, Song examines the
construction of consumerist middle-class masculinities in postsocialist China through
his analysis of men’s lifestyle magazines. He concludes that the forms of masculinity
promoted

by

men’s

lifestyle

magazines

are

heavily

influenced

by

the

“commercialisation of culture in contemporary China” and “distinguishable from both
the Confucian and Maoist masculinities of earlier eras and the ‘New Man’ and ‘New
Lad’ masculinities in the West” (Song and Lee 2010, p. 177).
21

A review of the representation of Chinese masculinity in literaure is presented under the title of “Representations
of Chinese Masculinity in Indigenous and Diasporic Literatures” later in this chapter.
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All of the above-mentioned publications on Chinese masculinity are written in English.
Mention should also be made of Chinese language publications. The 1980s witnessed
the emergence of research on Chinese masculinities in literature, with particular
attention paid to classical Chinese novels such as Dream of the Red Chamber 22. For
example, as early as 1988, Fan Yang published a book devoted exclusively to the
discussion of Chinese masculinity through an detailed analysis of the male protagonist
Jia Baoyu in Dream of the Red Chamber (Fan 1988). Taiwanese scholars broke new
ground with sociological and historical research on Chinese masculinity and produced
an impressive body of scholarship by the end of the 20th century, leaving behind their
counterparts in both the mainland and Hong Kong (Fang 2008, pp. 33-35). In mainland
China, it was not until 2007 that the first sociological work on Chinese masculinity
appeared. In his PhD thesis “A Study on the Construction of Masculinity among Male
Sex Workers” (Fang 2007), Fang Gang uses a modified version of Connell’s theory of
‘hegemonic masculinity’ to investigate how male sex workers construct and negotiate
masculinity in contemporary China.

1.3.2 Diasporic Chinese Masculinities
Research on diasporic Chinese masculinities has been productive, though far from
plentiful. On the whole, these studies pay considerable attention to Chinese American
masculinity and less attention to Chinese masculinities in other locations such as

22

This is the English translation of the original Chinese title “红楼梦”.
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Australia, Canada and Great Britain.

In his book Chinese American Masculinities: From Fu Manchu to Bruce Lee,
Jachinson Chan examines a series of stereotypical images of Chinese males, including
Fu Manchu, Charlie Chan, Bruce Lee and Shang-Chi, which have appeared in
literature, films and comic books. He uses sociological models of masculinity,
particularly Connell’s concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, to explore how Chinese
American masculinities are constructed in relation to dominant American masculinity.
He argues that stereotypical representations of Chinese men in American popular
culture “naturalize social hierarchies based on race, class, gender, and sexual identity”
and

“marginalize specific racial groups in order to sustain the superiority of the

dominant group” (Chan 2001, p. 7). On the basis of his analysis of iconic figures in
popular culture such as Bruce Lee and characters in literature such as Song Liling in
David Henry Hwang’s M. Butterfly, he identifies an “ambi-sexual model of
masculinity” (p. 17). According to Chan, an ambi-sexual masculine identity is neither
heterosexual nor homosexual, but “an unresolved relationship to both heterosexualised
and homosexualised gazes” (p. 18). Chan’s ‘ambi-sexual model of masculinity’
emphasises the disarticulation between masculinity and heterosexuality. Since Chinese
men have long been deemed to be feminine, homosexual or asexual as opposed to
dominant American masculinity (Cheng 1999, p. 303), to dismantle the
taken-for-granted relationship between masculinity and heterosexuality is a strategy
against dominant American masculinity as well as a tactical defence of a variant of
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Chinese masculinity.

In the article “Lives at the Center of the Periphery, Lives at the Periphery of the Center:
Chinese American Masculinities and Bargaining with Hegemony”, Anthony S. Chen
examines nine male American professionals of Chinese origin who vary with regard to
age (from mid-20s to mid-40s) as well as duration of settlement in the United States.
Eight of the subjects are heterosexuals and one is gay. He investigates what strategies
these Chinese American males use to cope with negative stereotypes of Chinese men.
He identifies four main gender strategies:
compensation, which is meant to undermine negative stereotypes by meeting the ideals of
hegemonic masculinity; deflection, which tries to divert attention away from self-perceived
stereotypical behaviour; denial, which rejects the existence of stereotypes or their applicability
to the actor himself; and repudiation, which disavows the cultural assumptions about
masculinity that make such stereotypes possible (Chen 1999, p. 591).

Chen advances the concept of the ‘hegemonic bargain’ which refers to “Chinese
American men’s exchange of social advantage for the elevation of their manhood” (p.
600). Chen asserts that three gender strategies, compensation, deflection and denial,
lead to the ‘hegemonic bargain’. He posits that “when a Chinese American man is
located at the dominant end of at least one social hierarchy – whether it be race, class,
sexuality, or generational status – he is in a position to strike a hegemonic bargain”
(p. 600). Accordingly, an American-born Chinese who excels in athleticism uses
compensation as the gender strategy to elevate his masculinity and strike the
‘hegemonic bargain’ – he exchanges his athletic prowess for a dominant masculinity.
Similarly, a middle-class Chinese professional asserts his masculinity using
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deflection which diverts attention from the stereotypical image of Chinese men to his
strong educational background and cutting-edge professional expertise. He is also
able to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’- he exchanges his privileged class for a
hegemonic masculinity.

However, to attain a dominant American masculinity, Chinese American males are
not entitled to trade on their race, which has been seen as inferior to whites, or
sexuality, which is either feminised, homosexualised or desexualised. Chen’s study
makes a theoretical contribution to the scholarship on masculinity with his
introduction of these innovative concepts. Additionally, he points out that hegemony
is a “two-sided process involving the ever shifting balance of coercion and consent”
(p. 604). His study reveals the ‘consent’ side of the process, which resonates with
Connell’s concept of ‘complicit masculinity’.

In a paper “Constructing Masculinities and Experiencing Loss: What the Writings of
Two Chinese Americans Tell”, Nhan Truong studies two autobiographies written by
Chinese American men, Ben, an American-born second generation Chinese of
working class family background, and Yi-Fu, a first generation Chinese American of
upper-class background. In the face of a dominant American masculinity
characterised by whiteness and heterosexuality, both Ben and Yi-Fu find themselves
in a position of inferiority though they manage to exchange privileges of social and
cultural experiences (in the case of Ben), which have been accruing ever since he
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was born in America, or class privilege (in the case of Yi-Fu) for a share of
hegemonic masculinity. Truong discovers that they both experience a painful sense
of loss: for Ben, it is the ideal of being white, and for Yi-Fu, it is the desire for
homoerotic intimacy. They suffer from melancholia, “a ceaseless grieving of a lost
object” (Truong 2006, p. 326). Truong argues that grief is “a negotiation between
[healthy] mourning and [pathological] melancholia” and “a strategy of survival for
those who confront racism and homophobia” (p. 326). According to Truong, the
strategy of survival that serves as resistance against socially institutionalised
practices such as racism and homophobia is to split their selfhood. For Ben, his
“American identity [such as athleticism and socializing with white Americans]
surfaces while his Chinese cultural identity sinks” (p. 327). In the case of Yi-Fu, he
brings “his Chinese cultural and privileged class identities to the surface while
submerging his gay identity” (p. 327). Clearly, the parts that come to the surface are
the privileges they trade on and benefit from to achieve manhood. To cope with grief,
Ben adopts the aforementioned gender strategies such as compensation and denial,
whereas Yi-Fu largely resorts to repudiation for support. Truong suggests that the
cure for melancholia is to bring to the surface the submerged part of the self, i.e. the
Chinese identity of Ben and the gay identity of Yi-Fu. Truong’s study investigates
marginalised masculinity from a new perspective. It reveals the psychological state
of marginalised masculinity and its self-healing mechanisms.
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1.3.3 Chinese Masculinity in Australia
As outlined above, Chinese first migrated to Australia during the gold rush period of
the 1850s. Non-white labourers were claimed to be a threat to employment, and the
Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 was particularly aimed at the Chinese, who were
claimed to be an inferior race. Male Chinese migrants were not allowed to bring their
spouses to Australia, and were forbidden to marry white women. A very small number
of Chinese men married Anglo and Aboriginal women, while the rest remained either
single or separated from their Chinese wives. The virtual absence of Chinese women in
the early Chinese ethnic communities in Australia led to the formation of “bachelor
societies” (Fung cited in Hibbins 2005, p. 168). That being the case, the Chinese ethnic
communities were almost totally male with the total number of Chinese women less
than 400 by 1921 (Hibbins 2005, p. 168).

In her article “Confucians Down Under”, Shen Yuanfang examines the earliest Chinese
Australian autobiographies and discovers that the ideal of the earliest Chinese
masculinity in Australia is modelled on the ‘Superior Man’ (junzi) in Confucian
discourse who is supposed to embrace “jen (‘human-heartedness’), i (‘righteousness’),
li (‘rites’ or ‘propriety’), chih (‘moral-knowledge’), and hsin (‘good faith’) as well as
other virtues, such as filial piety” (Shen 2001a, p. 33). According to Shen, these
earliest Chinese Australian autobiographers believed that the Confucian model of
masculinity protected them against adversities in this strange land and ensured both
familial stability and success in business. Shen also finds that the autobiographers
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characterised themselves as “Chinese pioneers, equal to their European counterparts”
(p. 23) as opposed to the Chinese immigrants stereotyped as alien sojourners in
Western representations. Shen points out that these Chinese pioneers attached great
importance to diligence, perseverance and economy as well as other Confucian values
such as etiquette and virtue (p. 30). Her study is based on the life stories of two
successful Chinese businessmen who regarded themselves as the equals of settler
Australians. However, many Chinese migrants to Australia suffered profoundly. Alison
Broinowski observes that male Chinese labourers in Australia, who were found to be
“inoffensive, reasonable and law-abiding, patient under oppression, uncomplaining and
fatalistic (like a donkey)” (H. G. Turner cited in Broinowski 2001, p. 8) were “robbed,
scalped, beaten” and their shelters were burned by settler Australians (Broinowski
2001, p. 10). According to Broinowski, in response to the appalling atrocities inflicted
on them, these Chinese men petitioned time and again to the rulers of both China and
Australia for assistance. Petitions were traditionally undertaken in imperial China by
people who thought of themselves as subjects to the monarch to express their
complaints and grievances in the hope that the ruler would intervene and right the
wrongs. Broinowski’s study shows that the early Chinese males in Australia regarded
themselves as the subjects of both China and Australia and pledged allegiance to the
rulers of both countries. Allegiance to the ruler is one of the core elements of
Confucianism. A true man in traditional China was expected to be both loyal to the
ruler and filial to his parents. Broinowski’s research suggests that allegiance to the
ruler, which is not mentioned in Shen’s study, is an important component of early
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diasporic Chinese masculinity. These Confucian models of masculinity emphasise
traditional Confucian moral and ethical virtues, showing little regard for either wen or
wu accomplishments. In other words, Louie’s wen-wu dyad of Chinese masculinity is
virtually absent in the earliest Chinese Australian autobiographies.

Confucian models of masculinity continue to exist in the contemporary Chinese
community in Australia, according to Ray Hibbins’ sociological research on male
Chinese migrants in Brisbane. Hibbins interviewed a sample of 40 male Chinese
skilled migrants of middle to upper-middle socio-economic status “from a variety of
countries of origin and varied in marital status, sexuality, age [ranging from 19 to 57
years] and previous migration experiences as well as duration of settlement in Australia
[ranging from 1 to 45 years]” (Hibbins 2005, p. 167). He finds that these male Chinese
immigrants, no matter how long they have lived in Australia, maintain traditional
Confucian values such as emphasis on patriarchy, industriousness and education. The
ideal Chinese man is characterised as a provider, protector and guardian of the family.
Hibbins argues that the Australian masculinity that generally values sports, sexual
prowess and alcohol consumption is not favoured by these male Chinese immigrants
(Hibbins 2003, p. 203). Furthermore, Hibbens’ study suggests that the Confucian
model of masculinity is hardly undermined by the local dominant masculinity. One of
the reasons, according to Hibbins, is that Chinese migrants tend to stick together by
forming close-knit communities, and largely interact with other people of the Chinese
race in the host country. Though he observes some male exceptions who take a more
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egalitarian attitude towards involvement in domestic labour (Hibbins 2006, p. 296),
Hibbins generally speaks of Chinese males as a homogenised group that favours the
traditional gender role model. Moreover, his study concentrates on Chinese immigrants
of privileged class but fails to take account of those of underprivileged class. However,
in a later article “The ‘New’ Chinese Entrepreneur in Australia: Continuities in or
Challenges to Traditional Hegemonic Masculinities”, Hibbins discusses similarities as
well as differences between young Chinese entrepreneurs in Australia and their fathers.
He points to a tension between the young Chinese entrepreneurs’ willingness to
embrace Australian masculinity and their grip on hegemonic Chinese masculinity
informed by Confucianism by saying that “there is some evidence of a softening of the
hard edges of hegemonic [Chinese] masculinity among the majority of these young
entrepreneurs. Hegemonic [Chinese] masculinity persists nevertheless” (Hibbins 2009,
p. 168).

Contemporary diasporic Chinese men’s deviation from Confucian gender norms is also
supported by Da Weiwei’s sociological study of Shanghai men in Sydney. In “A
Regional Tradition of Gender Equity, Shanghai Men in Sydney, Australia”, Da Weiwei
analyses Shanghai men’s participation in housework, attributing their active
involvement in domestic labour to a gender tradition originating in Shanghai. She
argues that it results from early industrialisation during the 19th century which attracted
women to join the work force, earlier exposure to Western influences during the
mid-19th century as a result of the imperialist invasion of China, and political
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campaigns, particularly the socialist movement during Mao’s regime which advocated
equality between men and women in both family and work force (Da 2004, pp.
143-144). The social transformations that happened in Shanghai have much to do with
the city’s unrivalled position as China’s economic centre and key political arena. This
unique position enables both Shanghai men and women to be exposed to new
ideologies and social practices and thereby to change entrenched gender relations
earlier than people in other parts of China. Da’s research points to the diversity and
heterogeneity of male Chinese migrants in Australia. While some are averse to
domestic tasks such as washing dishes, as indicated by Louie in his discussion of the
wen-wu dyad in Australia, and by Hibbins who concludes that Chinese males generally
stay away from housework, others take to it. Besides, Da’s research lends support to
the social constructionist understanding of gender. Chinese males who are generally
regarded as male chauvinists and apologists for patriarchy begin to embrace
egalitarianism in gender relations under the influence of a new social dynamism. They
are changing from a ‘masculine’ man in the traditional sense to an ‘androgynous’ man.
According to Da, Shanghai men are in the vanguard of this change.

Though the wen-wu framework of Chinese masculinity is constructed within
indigenous Chinese culture, Louie attempts to apply it to the analysis of gender
performance in the Chinese diaspora in Australia. In his article “I Married a Foreigner:
Recovering Chinese Masculinity in Australia”, Louie refutes the accusation that
Chinese migrants to Australia are ingrates and racists because they vehemently express
dissatisfaction and disillusionment and direct their anger and hatred at Australia. Louie
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argues that the frustration and disillusionment experienced by a large number of male
Chinese immigrants are caused by the non-recognition of their wen credentials by
mainstream Australian society due to their poor English proficiency (Louie 2001, p.
48). This argument is based on life stories written by several Chinese migrants, in
which a large number of well-established Chinese intellectuals who came to Australia
from the PRC from the 1980s undertake menial tasks such as washing dishes in
restaurants, a role that they have long regarded as the preserve of women. However,
the cause of Chinese men’s frustration is more complicated than what Louie suggests. I
will address this issue in Chapter 2.

In “What’s behind White Masks and Yellow Skin: a Postcolonial Critique of a Chinese
Sex Debate in Sydney”, Zhong Yong provides an in-depth analysis of the
aforementioned debate about Chinese women’s perception of Chinese and Australian
men, triggered by Shi Guoying’s assertion that “Western men who are excellent love
makers are everywhere. Out of every ten Western men, at least eight are terrific and
only two are average. Out of every ten Chinese men, two are average and eight are
pathetic” (Shi 2002, pp. 146-147). The Shi Guoying case provides an excellent
opportunity to examine the performance of Chinese masculinity in a multicultural and
multiracial context. Zhong argues that Shi invokes Orientalist discourse to attack
Chinese men, while her opponents resort to Occidentalism and nationalist discourse
which emphasises traditional Chinese gender norms and practices in their
counterattack. Zhong accuses Shi of judging Chinese men against the norms of
dominant Western masculinity by asserting that “her discourse was complicit with the
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colonial project to valorise hegemonic masculinity by projecting insensitivity, cruelty,
aggression, domination and misogyny onto subordinate groups of men” (Zhong 2001,
p. 63). With regard to the action taken by Shi’s opponents, Zhong’s attitude seems
ambiguous. On the one hand, he acknowledges the positive effect of nationalist
discourse to counter Shi’s Orientalism by saying that it is an “effective strategy to
combat the subconscious Orientalism hidden in the hegemonic European discourse – to
combat poison with poison” (p. 69). On the other, he opposes the replication of
Chinese gender norms and practices in Australia because of their patriarchal nature (p.
69). Though supported by cultural theories, Zhong’s article reads like a diatribe against
Shi. He does not probe into the historical, cultural and social reasons why Shi and her
supporters, all of whom are Chinese women, attack their male diasporic counterparts. I
will address this issue in Chapter 4.

1.4 Representations of Chinese Masculinity in Indigenous and Diasporic Chinese
Literatures
As Chinese migrate from their home country to host countries, they bring with them
not only their tangible material belongings but also an intangible spiritual inheritance
including literature. To some extent, diasporic Chinese literature can be said to be the
extension of indigenous Chinese literature. Therefore, for any proper understanding of
diasporic Chinese literature it must be linked with its indigenous counterpart. Here, I
will briefly consider the research on representations of masculinity in indigenous
Chinese literature before shifting my focus to diasporic Chinese literature.
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1.4.1 Representations of Chinese Masculinity in Indigenous Chinese Literature
Researchers have examined representations of Chinese masculinity in a range of
genres throughout Chinese literary history. Their attention has focused primarily on the
poetry of the imperial period, drama of the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), vernacular
fiction of the Ming-Qing period, and fiction from the May Fourth movement to the
present day.

Researchers have shown that in the poetry of imperial China, male poets not
uncommonly adopted the voice of a woman. Researchers tend to associate this
‘femininisation’ of Chinese masculinity with Confucian ethics which equates a
subordinated man with a woman, arguing that gender was more power-based than
sex-based in pre-modern China (Song 2004; Yang 2004; Huang 2006). In Yuan drama
and Ming-Qing novels, researchers note a clear tendency to portray the caizi (frail but
talented Confucian scholar) and the macho hero as embodying the twin ideals of
Chinese masculinity. Critical attention is focused on two well-known images of caizi:
Student Zhang in The Story of the West Wing 23 (Louie 2002, pp. 59-68; Song 2004), a
drama of the Yuan Dynasty based originally on a tale of the Tang Dynasty, and Jia
Baoyu, the male protagonist of the classic novel Dream of the Red Chamber (Fan 1988;
Edwards 1988-1989; 1990; 1994; Wu 2003). The caizi is the male protagonist of the
traditional scholar-beauty romance, love stories between a talented scholar and a
beautiful woman. The origin of this scholar-beauty genre can be traced back to the Han

23

This is the English translation of the original Chinese title “西厢记”.
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Dynasty, and it reaches its summit in the Ming-Qing period (Louie 2002, p. 59). Huang
offers an explanation of the long-standing celebration of the feminine male beauty of
the caizi:
A man’s fair skin, refined looks, and elegant manners – qualities supposedly admired by
both men and women – testifies to a man’s cultural sophistication and therefore his
superior moral virtue, and a feminine-looking man is often presented as the embodiment
of such sophistication and virtue (Huang 2006, p. 3).

Scholars explain the popularity of the caizi in relation to larger social and historical
contexts. Robert Hans van Gulik, for example, argues that the Han Chinese scholar’s
exaltation of femininity and literary cultivation is a counter-attack against the
valorisation of martial arts and physical prowess by the non-Han rulers of the Yuan and
Qing dynasties (van Gulik 1961, p. 196). As to the cause of the caizi’s effeminacy,
Song adopts a Foucauldian perspective, arguing that the ‘docile body’ of the caizi is
shaped by the Confucian discourse:
The image of the fragile scholar and the bodily rhetoric of wen, as a signifier of
knowledge and civility, became the dominant version of male body in a society that
encouraged the production and training of obedient and subservient subjects (Song 2004,
pp. 83-84).

Song argues that the difference between the caizi and the junzi is that the former is
attracted to female charm, while the latter shuns it. Song further argues that the caizi
version of masculinity is set up by the popular discourse of the literati as a
countermeasure against the Confucian junzi ideal endorsed by the official discourse of
the ruling class (Song 2004, pp. 87-124).
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Studies have also explored the macho male images in classic novels of the Ming period
such as Romance of the Three Kingdoms 24(Sanguo yanyi) and Water Margin 25 (Shuihu
zhuan) (Louie 2002; Song 2004; Huang 2006). Critics agree that these macho heroes
have two things in common: misogyny and emphasis on male bonding. Huang argues
that the prevalence of misogyny in these macho heroes suggests that wu masculinity is
defined in opposition to femininity, “gauged by a man’s ability to distance himself
from women” (Huang 2006, p. 5). Misogyny leads to the establishment of homosocial
relations or male bonding among the macho heroes. Song observes that women are
“generally excluded as subjects from the masculine signifying system” (Song 2004, p.
179). Song argues that the exaltation of misogyny and male bonding as masculine
attributes conforms to the Confucian requirement for men to be utterly devoted to their
patriarchal obligations (Song 2004, pp. 172-180).

According to some researchers, the scholar-beauty narrative mode has continued to
influence contemporary Chinese literature with the traditional Confucian scholar
transformed into a talented intellectual. He is either a proletarian revolutionary in
works from the 1920s to the 1970s (Wang, Y.Y. 2003, pp. 46-47), a persecuted
intellectual in the ‘scar literature’ of the late 1970s and 1980s (Louie 2002, pp. 68-77;
Wang, Y.Y. 2003, pp. 47-48), or an emaciated writer in Jia Pingwa’s 1993 novel
Defunct Capital (Wang, Y.Y. 2003, pp. 49-56). Likewise, some scholars hold that the
macho wu masculinity also finds its expression in modern Chinese literature,
24
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This is the English translation of the original Chinese title “三国演义”.
This is the English translation of the original Chinese title “水浒传”.
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particularly in the ‘root-seeking literature’ of the 1980s, which emerged from male
writers’ response to women writers’ accusation that China lacks real men, as well as to
the impact of Western models of masculinity following the 1978 opening-up initiative
(Louie 2002, pp. 83-84; Wang, Y.Y. 2003, p. 48). By searching within Chinese
traditional culture for a source of energy to fuel Chinese national pride against
fast-moving Westernisation, ‘root-seeking’ writers portray a series of Chinese tough
guys, “hunters, primitive tribesmen and rough frontiersmen” (Louie 2002, p. 84).
These macho men provide a new model in contrast to the effeminate caizi in imperial
Chinese literature or the ‘soft’ communist intellectual in contemporary Chinese
literature.

However, not all the characters created by male writers during the 1980s and 1990s
conform to the wen-wu construct. Researchers have observed a tendency to deviate
from these two ideals. In her book Masculinity Besieged? Issues of Modernity and
Male Subjectivity in Chinese Literature of the Late Twentieth Century (Zhong 2000),
Zhong investigates male characters in fiction published by male authors in the 1980s
and 1990s. It covers a range of Chinese literary trends which were dominant in the late
20th century: scar literature, root-seeking literature, avant-garde literature and hooligan
literature. The male characters in these works are all ‘flawed’ and marginalised to
varying degrees: a political prisoner during the Cultural Revolution, a cook who is
ignored by both men and women during the Second Sino-Japanese War, a paranoid city
dweller, a mentally retarded villager, a hooligan in Beijing, and a self-loathing
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descendent of a macho hero. Few of the characters conform to the wen-wu stereotype.
Zhong argues that these male characters on the fringes of society suffer from what she
calls a “marginality complex”:
Instead of embracing the marginality (…), the Chinese male marginality complex is filled
with the desire to overcome the marginalized position by moving towards the center
(Zhong 2000, p. 11).

According to Zhong, what is behind the marginalisation of these male characters is
male intellectuals’ anxiety about being deemed weak and their desire to become strong.
Zhong further contends that male Chinese intellectuals’ anxiety over the degeneration
of Chinese masculinity and anguish about going unrecognised is linked to the besieged
situation of China as a weak nation-state, and their aspiration for a strong masculinity
coincides with the nationalist agenda of the Chinese Communist Party to modernise
China.

Although the scholar as the male ideal has had a profound influence on male writers,
there

have

been

indications

that

the

scholar

is

giving

way

to

the

entrepreneur/businessman since China embarked on capitalisation and marketisation in
the late 20th century. For example, Yu Hua characterises the tension between the
scholar, the traditional male ideal, and the businessman, the new male icon, in his
novel Brothers (Ye 2009). The businessman as the male ideal features prominently in
fiction, films, and TV series in postsocialist China and research on ‘business literature’
is also gaining momentum (Zou 2009). This indicates that Louie’s wen-wu construct of
Chinese masculinity has started to lose ground. Louie noticed this change; however, to
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make the applicability of his wen-wu framework universal, he redefined wen,
extending it from achievements in literary and cultural dimensions to those in the
business sphere: “although wen has never been before rendered as business acumen
and managerial skills, that unlikely interpretation seems to have been achieved in
recent times” (Louie 2002, p. 57).

In modern Chinese literary criticism, a number of researchers focus their attention on
the representation of Chinese masculinity by women writers. Scholarship on
female-created Chinese male characters either concentrates on the works of a specific
time period (Liu 2002; Wang 2007; Zhang, Y. 2007; Sun 2009) or examines shifting
male images throughout modern Chinese history (Louie 2002, pp. 98-118; Li 2005).
These researchers share the view that women writers in modern times were influenced
either by Western feminism or by the Maoist socialist women’s liberation movement,
which resulted in raised female consciousness. This enhanced female awareness
produced different types of male images in the works of women writers. One salient
image is that of the feminised man, as Louie argues:
When modern Chinese women write, men are portrayed as objects of desire. Men are
objects to be gazed at and assessed. As a consequence, under the pens of the women
writers, masculinity is associated with a whole array of characteristics such as youthful
innocence, sexual naivete, tenderness and exotica – characteristics which traditionally
have been associated with femininity, and not with wen-wu (Louie 2002, p. 99).

Louie observes that the male characters created by women writers do not conform to
his wen-wu construct. However, by implying that the feminised man is the only male
image created by women writers, he generalises about the representation of Chinese
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masculinity. In fact, representations of Chinese men in the works of women writers in
the post-Mao era underwent a change from positive to negative portrayals in the 1980s
followed by virtual disappearance in the 1990s when women writers focused primarily
on women’s experience, a process vividly captured by Chinese critics Chen Yao and
Zheng Hanlin as ‘loving the father – questioning the father – killing the father’ (Chen
and Zheng 2005). The change in female representations of Chinese men indicates the
psychological journey of women from initially submitting to patriarchy, then
interrogating its legitimacy and eventually repudiating it.

1.4.2 Representations of Chinese Masculinity in Diasporic Chinese Literature
Scholarship dealing with Chinese masculinity in diasporic Chinese literature is mainly
devoted to Chinese American masculinity with scant attention paid to diasporic
communities in Australia or other countries.

In her MA thesis Between Bruce Lee and the Houseboy: the Creation of Chinese
American Masculinities through Literature, Prisna Virasin focuses on Sui Sin Far, Amy
Tan, Louis Chu, David Henry Hwang and Russell Leong in an attempt to present an
overview of the representations of male Chinese characters in Chinese American
literature. She addresses the discrepancy between representations of Chinese men by
female Chinese American writers and their male counterparts. She argues that though
there is a general tendency for women writers to characterise Chinese men as
conforming to the negative stereotypes internalised in the American psyche,
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representations of Chinese American masculinity vary with the background of the
writer as well as the social world in which the writer resides. Virasin observes that
while Sui Sin Far portrays her male protagonist as a complex character “who possesses
a complementary balance of masculine and feminine traits” and “who proves to be
more than worthy of the love of a Caucasian American woman” (Virasin 2004, p. 81),
Amy Tan’s male characters in her novel The Joy Luck Club “are all unsavoury and
confirm some of the mainstream media’s worst stereotypes of Chinese men” (cited in
Virasin 2004, p. 24). Male Chinese American writers, argues Virasin, use writing as a
“political act” (Virasin 2004, p. 81) to resist derogatory images of Chinese men
prevalent in American culture. However, their strategies for dispelling the stereotypes
and thereby reconstructing Chinese American masculinity are different. According to
Virasin, Louis Chu, by setting his novel Eat a Bowl of Tea in the Chinatown bachelor
community, employs a historical discourse to sketch the true lives of early male
Chinese migrants who were ‘emasculated’ by the Chinese Exclusion Act. Chu suggests
that to claim a viable Chinese American masculinity, a Chinese man should leave
Chinatown, the site of emasculation. In analysing David Henry Hwang’s M. Butterfly,
Virasin argues that by dramatising the transformation of the protagonist Song from a
woman to a man, Hwang “defies the weak and effeminate Chinese male stereotypes as
well as the submissive Chinese female stereotype” (p. 50). Discussing gay Chinese
American literature, Virasin asserts that gay writers such as Russell C. Leong also take
political action in their writing in order to defy the subordination and marginalisation
inflicted on them by both the racism and sexism inherent in American society.
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In his PhD thesis Healing the Phallic Wound: the Construction of Manhood and
Identity in Literary Works by Male Chinese American Writers, Shen Yichin investigates
the works of male Chinese Americans by situating them within larger social and
historical dimensions. Shen’s author-based research focuses on the works of Pardee
Lowe, Louie Chu, Laurence Yep, Shawn Wong and Frank Chin. The texts he examines
span half a century from Pardee Lowe’s Father and Glorious Descendant in 1943 to
Laurence Yep’s Dragon Gate in 1993. He argues that male writers adopt various
strategies to combat stereotypical images of Chinese males who are either emasculated
or feminised in the American media. For example, he discovers in Pardee Lowe’s
Father and Glorious Descendant a “self-styled manhood” (Shen 1996, p. 49), which
embraces self-assurance, wisdom and intelligence, and a ‘dragon spirit’ – “intelligent,
hard-working, inventive, loyal to his friends and family, and loving and caring towards
his fellow human beings” (p. 91) in Chinese American men in Laurence Yep’s novels
for children. Discussing Frank Chin’s works including The Chickencoop Chinaman,
The Year of Dragon, Gunga Din Highway and Donald Duk, Shen points out that
though Chin’s ‘Chinamen’ are antithetical to the effeminate stereotypes of Chinese
men, they are modelled largely on the ideal of a traditional white male who displays
his masculinity through aggression and violence in both language and behaviour, as
well as through the sexual conquest of women. Chin’s imposition of a model of
traditional hegemonic masculinity on his male Chinese characters, Shen asserts, is
indicative of his inability to challenge that dominant definition and his failure to
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construct an alternative masculinity (p. 192).

In her PhD thesis Negotiating Masculinity: Recreating Male Figures in Gish Jen,
Frank Chin, Gus Lee, and Maxine Hong Kingston’s Novels, Zhang Kai investigates
how Chinese American writers such as Gish Jen, Frank Chin, Gus Lee and Maxine
Hong Kingston endeavour to correct the entrenched stereotypes of emasculated
Chinese American men in the American cultural imaginary. Zhang argues that in
Typical American, Gish Jen constructs “a new male image that incorporates Chinese
Confucianism as well as the Franklinesque myth of the self-made man, especially a
male image that transcends the strictly separate spheres of the domestic and public
worlds in order to stress the importance of one’s family and to develop equal gender
relations” (Zhang 2008, p. 53). Zhang contends that in Donald Duk, Frank Chin makes
an effort to tone down the confrontation between the cultural nationalists and feminists
in the Chinese community in America 26. Zhang notes Chin’s attempt to construct a new
model of Chinese American masculinity which combines traits celebrated in
hegemonic American masculinity and those traditionally associated with femininity.
Zhang’s reading of Chin’s Donald Duk is different from that of Shen Yichin who
argues that Chin’s Chinese American masculinity is modelled exclusively on
hegemonic Western masculinity which valorises aggressiveness and physical prowess.
In reading Gus Lee’s Honor and Duty, Zhang argues that Lee creates a confused

26

The cultural nationalists are mostly male Chinese American writers and critics who are devoted to preserving
Asian American cultural integrity. Frank Chin spearheaded this cultural nationalist campaign in the 1980s. He and
his nationalist colleagues criticised feminist writers such as Jade Snow Wang, Maxine Hong Kingston and Amy Tan
for misrepresenting Chinese culture and reinforcing white stereotypes of Chinese American men as lacking
masculine traits traditionally accepted by American culture (Zhang, 2008, p. 54-57).
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Chinese American man who is torn between the American military masculinity that
values physical toughness, emotional restraint and obedience, and the traditional
Chinese scholar masculinity, which is shaped by Confucianism. Lee’s resolution of the
conflict, according to Zhang, transcends both the American and Chinese norms of
masculinity. Zhang contends that Lee constructs a new model of masculinity for his
male protagonist that stresses “emotional expression, an ethic of caring, a sense of duty,
and an aspiration for individuality” (p. 173). Zhang reads this new mode of masculinity
as a reflection of Lee’s efforts to incorporate feminine traits into Chinese American
masculinity (p. 173). In her discussion of Maxine Hong Kingston’s China Men, Zhang
argues that Kingston characterises early male Chinese immigrants to America as
“choosing the margin as a liberating space” (p. 174). According to Zhang, Kingston
aims to “elevate the margins inhabited by her forefathers to a space for resisting racial
discrimination and claiming America as their second home country” (p. 168). Zhang
points out that Kingston is positive about the efforts made by early Chinese migrants to
use these margins as a site of resistance and as a means of asserting power. However,
she further argues that Kingston displays a pessimistic attitude towards the intention of
contemporary Chinese American men to continue to occupy the margins.

In contrast to the researchers who examine literary representations of Chinese
American masculinity in relation to historical, cultural or social dynamics, David L.
Eng adopts a psychoanalytical approach in his book Racial Castration: Managing
Masculinity in Asian America. Eng focuses on Maxine Hong Kingston’s novel China
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Men, Frank Chin’s novel Donald Duk, David Henry Hwang’s play M. Butterfly, Louie
Chu’s novel Eat a Bowl of Tea and David Wong Louie’s collection of short stories
Pangs of Love. Eng argues against the conventional idea that Kingston and Chin are
completely at odds with each other due to their “long-standing historical feud over the
public roles and personal responsibilities of Asian American writers to their ethnic
community” (Eng 2001, p. 90). Instead, Eng contends that Kingston’s and Chin’s
political projects in China Men and Donald Duk are similar: “Both seek to recuperate a
repressed history of Chinese American laborers on the railroad through the shifting of
visual images” (p. 92). According to Eng, the ‘shifting of visual images’, deployed by
Kingston in the form of ‘memory’ and by Chin in the form of ‘dreamwork’, is a
‘looking awry’ that refuses what Lacan calls the “given-to-be-seen” – “that group of
culturally sanctioned images against which subjects are typically held for their sense of
identity” (p. 43). Eng argues that both Kingston and Chin are aware of the racial
castration suffered by Chinese men due to the U.S. exclusion and miscegenation laws,
but they hold contrary views about the best way to rectify this crisis of masculinity.
Eng argues that while male characters in Chin’s early works are stranded between
American and Chinese cultural norms, Duk, the male protagonist in Donald Duk, starts
to embrace Chinese culture with a sense of ethnic pride. However, Eng criticises Chin
for his misogynistic and homophobic stance, as evidenced by his portrayal of a
Chinese American masculinity that celebrates heterosexuality and aggressiveness.
Eng’s critique of Chin echoes Shen Yichin’s contention that Chin has not been able to
challenge hegemonic American definitions of masculinity and fails to construct an
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alternative masculinity. However, Eng commends Kingston for her refusal to subsume
“the China man to a dominant Chinese heroic and heterosexual tradition” (p. 101);
rather, she gestures towards a “type of masculinity that could be feminist and
antihomophobic as well” (p. 102).

In his analysis of M. Butterfly, Eng focuses his attention predominantly on the
character of the French diplomat, Gallimard. His research suggests that not only are
Chinese men feminised against the norms of Western masculinity such as whiteness
and heterosexuality; even white men find it impossible to uphold these ideals and the
fantasies they create. Eng invokes Freud’s concept of ‘male hysteria’ to analyse the
male Chinese characters in Eat a Bowl of Tea and Pangs of Love. He argues that
although almost half a century apart, the male characters in the two books suffer from
the same male hysteria. This conveys at least two messages. For one thing, Chinese
men’s hysteria, an internal, psychic wound marked by alienation and impotence, occurs
as a result of being denied access to traditional patriarchal privilege by American
society. For another, the enduring presence of male hysteria on the part of Chinese
American men indicates that the transition of America from a racist to a multicultural
society hasn’t translated into bringing an end to Asian exclusion from American
national ideals. Eng points out that Chu and Louie differ in their response to the male
hysteria suffered by Chinese American men. While Chu resorts to ‘affiliation’ – racial
assimilation into America – as a means of curing male hysteria as well as recuperating
Chinese masculinity, Louie is pessimistic about the curing of male hysteria if America
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remains committed to “a model of filiation and biologism, a model inscribed by
whiteness and heterosexuality” (p. 200).

These researchers on Chinese American literature are concerned predominantly with
how Chinese American writers endeavour to dispel the negative stereotypes of Chinese
men in American culture. In other words, they are focused on identifying the ‘political’
strategies adopted by Chinese American writers to combat marginalisation and
racialisation. Chinese American writers’ attempt to use literature as a political tool for
demanding equality reminds one of the campaign slogan “The Personal Is Political”
which was widespread in the civil rights and women’s movements in the West.
However, few of the researchers examine the representation of Chinese masculinity in
the light of Louie’s wen-wu construct of Chinese masculinity, Connell’s concepts of
‘hegemonic masculinity/marginalised masculinity’ and ‘protest masculinity’, or Chen’s
notion of gender strategies. This raises a series of questions including whether the
wen-wu ideal is applicable to the diasporic Chinese community in America, how
marginalised Chinese men express their frustration in fiction, and whether they employ
any gender strategies in their interaction with hegemonic American masculinities in
order to elevate their manhood.

Compared with the scholarship on the literary representation of Chinese American
masculinity, research on Chinese masculinity in other diasporic Chinese literatures is
rare. In the article “Constructing Chinese Masculinity for the Modern World: with
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Particular Reference to Lao She’s The Two Mas 27”, Louie discusses the construction of
Chinese masculinity in the British context of the 1920s. He argues that the author Lao
She endeavours to construct a modern version of Chinese masculinity. This new ideal
of Chinese masculinity, according to Louie, can still be subsumed under the wen-wu
paradigm but has changed from the traditional emphasis on intellectual
accomplishments to include business acumen and financial success (Louie 2000, p.
1076). By examining Lao She’s The Two Mas, Louie showcases the flexibility and
adaptability of his wen-wu construct of Chinese masculinity. In her article titled
“ ‘Angry Yellow Men’: Cultural Space for Diasporic Chinese Masculinities” (Khoo, T.
2003), Tseen Khoo conducts a nuanced analysis of male characters in Wayson Choy’s
1995 novel The Jade Peony which is set in Chinatown in Vancouver of the 1930s and
1940s. She argues that Choy’s construction of diverse Chinese Canadian masculinities
reflects the heterogeneity of the male Chinese community that has resulted from the
influence of mainstream Canadian society.

When it comes to research on representations of diasporic Chinese masculinity in
Chinese Australian literature, my research has identified only a small amount of critical
literature. In addition to the aforementioned research by Shen Yuanfang on the
self-representation of early male Chinese migrants, critical attention is focused
predominantly on Brian Castro 28. As for the works of PRC writers, there has been no

27

Lao She is the pseudonym of Shu Qingcun (1899-1966), who is regarded as one of the most influential
contemporary writers in China. He was persecuted during the Cultural Revolution and forced to commit suicide in
1966. The Two Mas was written during 1928 and 1929 when Lao She was teaching Chinese in London, and
published in instalments from the 5th to the 12th issue of the Shanghai-based The Monthly Fiction in 1929.
28
A detailed review of critical literature on Brian Castro is presented in Chapter 5.
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research either on particular writers or on specific themes. However, this does not
mean that critics have completely ignored the issue of gender in the works of PRC
writers. In her article “Sleep No More: Ouyang Yu’s Wake-up Call to Multicultural
Australia”, Wenche Ommundsen presents an overview of Ouyang’s literary works and
examines his gendered representations. She asserts that Ouyang Yu’s male characters
display tendencies towards racism and sexism, which are a reaction to the loss of the
privileged male status that Chinese men used to enjoy in their home country, and to the
negative construction of male Chinese by male Australians who perceive Chinese men
as a threat to their cultural integrity (Ommundsen 2005b, p. 248). Ouyang Yu, a writer
and critic, argues that while mainland Chinese women writers tend to disparage
Chinese men and lionise Australian men, male mainland Chinese writers generally
vilify their Australian counterparts (Ouyang 2002b, pp. 91-93). It is worth noting that
apart from Kam Louie, none of the researchers have examined the representation of
Chinese masculinity in relation to theories of masculinity. Louie discusses the
representation of Chinese masculinity by Lao She and Brian Castro in light of his
wen-wu dyad. However, concentrating on only one paradigm of Chinese masculinity,
he risks losing sight of the complexity and heterogeneity of diasporic Chinese
masculinities.

2. A Historical Outline of Chinese in Australia
In his book Sojourners: The Epic Story of China’s Centuries-Old Relationship with
Australia, Eric Rolls records that small numbers of Chinese had been trickling into
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Australia from mainland China, Hong Kong, Mauritius and Singapore by the mid-19th
century (Rolls 1992, pp. 32-40). However, the first officially-documented arrival of
Chinese as a group in Australia took place on 2 October 1848, when “the Nimrod, a
234-ton barque, brought 120 Chinese labourers from Amoy to Sydney” (Pan 1994, p.
57). These Chinese who came as contract labourers were expected to provide pastoral
labour badly needed by British squatters after convict transportation ended. The
discovery of gold in New South Wales in 1851 sparked a massive influx of immigrants
from southern China into Australia as either contract coolies 29 or credit-ticket 30 gold
seekers.

According to statistics in The Other Australia: Experiences of Migration by Brian
Murphy, the number of Chinese in Australia was approximately 3,000 in 1854, soared
to 40,000 at the end of the gold decade, but dropped to 36,032 in 1891 and went further
down to 29,907 ten years later; in 1921 they numbered 15,224; in 1933 they were
down to 8,579 and in 1947 they numbered 6,404 (Murphy 1993, pp. 22-34). The
number of Chinese in Australia declined as a direct result of the White Australia Policy,
i.e. “the safeguard of social (white) purity and protection of wage standards against
cheap (coloured) labour” (Murphy 1993. p. 29).

Introduced by the passage of the Immigration Restriction Act in 1901 by the newly
established Commonwealth parliament, the White Australia Policy was founded upon
29

‘Coolie’ is a derogatory term referring to an unskilled labourer, particularly a porter or carrier in India, China and
some other Asian countries. A contract coolie was a migrant labourer who was contracted to work for a certain
period of time in return for wages or freedom.
30
The ‘credit-ticket system’ enabled labourers to borrow money from labour hiring agencies to cover the cost of
their passage to the host country. The money advanced by the agencies was to be paid back by wages earned by the
labourers later during their time in the host country.
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legislation enacted by individual Australian colonies during the Gold Rush era of the
1850s and later, especially in the 1880s. These pre-federation colonial laws were
intended to restrict immigration from the Asia-Pacific region, targeting Chinese in
particular.

As Brian Murphy points out, “opposition to the Chinese was a mixture of economic,
social and racial considerations and of course, it became a political question” (Murphy
1993, p. 22). Male Chinese gold seekers were viewed by Anglo-Celtic settlers as a
distinct ethnic group for their frugal habits, close kinship networks, the lack of women,
and engagement in rituals deemed indecent and immoral by white standards (Murphy
1993, pp. 22-23). With the number of Chinese gold miners rising sharply and gold
reserves depleting rapidly, competition between white and Chinese miners became
increasingly fierce and even violent. White miners were particularly infuriated by
Chinese sending gold back to their home country (Zhang, Q. 1998, pp. 75-76). Chinese
were deliberately denigrated and vilified as heathens and barbarians. Chinese were
deemed an inferior race that would lower white living standards and contaminate the
white race. The white miners’ hostility to Chinese escalated and culminated in a brutal
attack against Chinese gold diggers at Lambing Flat in New South Wales on the night
of 30 June 1861 (Pan 1994, p. 57). The riot led to the passing of the Chinese
Immigration Regulation Act two months later by the New South Wales parliament
intended to reduce the number of Chinese entering the colony.
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An important constituent of the White Australia Policy was the ‘Dictation Test’ 31 which
was adopted in 1901 to curb the immigration of coloured races and ensure racial purity.
As a result, potential Chinese immigrants were barred from entering Australia and a
large number of Chinese settlers were either prevented from re-entering Australia or
expelled from Australia, which resulted in the Chinese population plummeting. In fact,
the ‘Dictation Test’ could be administered to expel anyone white Australia didn’t want,
and as a consequence provoked anger and opposition from various ethnic groups. It was
less frequently used from the 1920s, abolished by the Migration Act in 1958 and
replaced by the more polite ‘entry permit’ (Murphy 1993, p. 172).

Amendments in 1903 and 1905 to the Immigration Restriction Act, which tightened the
rules governing the re-entry of male Chinese and entry of wives and families, aimed to
control and further reduce the number of Chinese immigrants. In 1901 women of
Chinese birth in Australia numbered 394; in 1911 the figure stood at 322; in 1921 it was
365 (Murphy 1993, p. 36). As can be seen, the number of Chinese women was
extremely small, which led to very few new Chinese births in Australia. Lack of women
forced some male Chinese to do what had been traditionally regarded as women’s jobs
such as cooking and laundering. Chinese men were hence regarded as feminine or
asexual. Meanwhile, in order to ensure racial purity, white settlers vilified Chinese men
as monsters and passed laws that banned miscegenation between a Chinese man and a

31
People seeking entry to Australia were required to write out a passage of fifty words dictated to them at the
discretion of Australian immigration officers. The test was initially administered in any European language, and
changed in 1905 to any prescribed language as a result of pressure from the Japanese government. The person who
failed to pass the test was declared a ‘prohibited immigrant’.
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white woman. Although Indians and Japanese were also oppressed by the
discriminatory legislation in the Australian colonies, they were treated far better than
Chinese. Because India was a part of the British Empire and Japan was a rising power,
both countries exerted influence on the colonial governments to cater to the needs of
their nationals in Australia. War-ridden China during the late Qing period was unable to
offer effective assistance to its expatriates in Australia.

A large body of research has pointed to the propaganda of the ‘yellow peril’ that
underpinned the White Australia Policy (Murphy 1993, p. 30; Kendall 2005, pp. 26-30).
Though widely used to denote abhorrence and fear of Asia by Europeans, the discourse
of the ‘yellow peril’ has special implications for Australia because of its peculiar
geographical position, i.e. an outpost of Europe in the Asia-Pacific region. In fact,
Australia was more profoundly influenced by this discourse than its European siblings.
In Australia, the discourse of the ‘yellow peril’ was “the belief in the moral and spiritual
degeneracy of Asian people; the fear of blending a superior race with an inferior race;
the effect of Asian economic competition, and the threat of military invasion from Asia”
(Kendall 2005, pp. 28-29). During World War II, Australians feared the ‘yellow peril’ of
Japanese invasion. The propaganda changed to target communists during the Cold War
period. Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the Menzies Coalition government
perpetuated the spectre of the ‘yellow peril’ with the imagined invasion of Australia by
China-led Asian communist countries (Kendall 2005, pp. 30-55).
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After the end of World War II, the Australian government accepted European refugees
and encouraged non-Anglo-Saxon and later non-white immigration to meet the needs of
its post-war economic expansion. The White Australia Policy was dismantled in stages
and was abolished by the Whitlam Labor government in 1973. To ensure racial equality,
the Labor government in 1975 passed the Racial Discrimination Act, which made
race-based selection criteria for immigration illegal. The Racial Discrimination Act
officially abolished the White Australia Policy which had been in place for three
quarters of the 20th century.

The influx of immigrants from Asian and other non-European countries contributed to
the replacement of the ‘White Australia Policy’ by ‘multiculturalism’ which was
adopted as a national policy from the mid-1970s to foster cultural diversity. In 1973,
Australia received 25,000 immigrants, of whom 1/12 were from Asian and African
countries (Zhang, Q. 1998, p. 142). From the end of World War II to the mid 1980s,
migrants of Chinese ancestry to Australia came mainly from Southeast Asian countries
including Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and Singapore as well as
Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Among the post-White Australia immigration cohort were Indo-Chinese refugees who
arrived in Australia in boats from refugee camps in Southeast Asian countries. In April
1976, around 2,000 people reached Australia’s northern shoreline by sea. They claimed
refugee status in Australia and asked for asylum. A large number of Indo-Chinese
refugees subsequently settled in Australia, and a majority of these were of Chinese
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ancestry. Approximately 44,000 Chinese were among those from Vietnam who had
arrived by the mid-1980s, and ten per cent of refugees from Cambodia identified
themselves as Chinese (Jupp 2001, p. 218).

In November 1981, the Australian government launched the Business Migration
Program (BMP) in the hope of attracting skilled and entrepreneurial migrants to create
new businesses to boost employment. Haunted by the unclear prospect of Hong Kong
after its scheduled return to the People’s Republic of China in 1997, many
Hongkongese sought residence abroad. To them, Australia was a good choice. The
Australian government especially welcomed the more affluent Hong Kong immigrants
because they were able to invest in Australia. According to Lynn Pan, “the number of
immigrant visas issued to Hong Kong residents between 1986-87 and 1987-88 nearly
doubled, from about 5,200 to ten thousand” (Pan 1994, pp. 361-62). At the same time,
a number of Taiwanese migrated to Australia through the BMP. Over one-sixth of
36,555 business migrants between July 1982 and June 1990 came from Taiwan, and
nearly two-thirds of the skilled settler arrivals from Taiwan between February 1991
and June 1995 were business migrants (Ip 2001, p. 117). They were well-educated and
affluent professionals or entrepreneurs who were seeking new business opportunities, a
better living environment, a good education for their children, and personal and
political safety (Ip 2001, p. 139). These wealthy Hongkongese and Taiwanese
constituted an overwhelming proportion of what Diana Giese calls the ‘astronauts’,
who commuted by air between their family in Australia and businesses in Hong Kong
and Taiwan (Giese 1997).
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Against the backdrop of liberalised migration, the establishment of Sino-Australian
diplomatic relationship in 1972 resulted in the formation of a variety of mainland
Chinese organisations and the reappearance of Chinese newspapers in Australia (Shen
2001b, p. 128). In the meantime, cultural and economic exchanges between the PRC
and Australia gained momentum. However, it was not until the end of the 1980s that
large numbers of Chinese mainlanders came to Australia on student visas.

In 1985, the Hawke government initiated the new Overseas Student Policy which was
distinct from the policy that operated under the Colombo Plan starting in 1950. While
the old Overseas Student Policy committed Australia to offering free education to
students from non-communist Southeast Asian nations and South Asian nations, the
new policy treated education as a profit industry that enabled Australia to exchange its
education resources for money. The new Overseas Student Policy was in fact an
education export policy. Its implementation coincided with the Chinese government’s
determination to open itself to the world after nearly 30 years of isolation. After the
signing of a memorandum of understanding on educational exchanges by Australian and
Chinese education ministers in 1986, a large number of Chinese came to Australia
through the ELICOS program. The number of ELICOS students was 273 in 1986, rising
to 13,142 in 1990, and these students made up 87% and 79% of the entire Chinese
student population in 1986 and 1990 respectively (Kendall 2005, p. 184). At the time of
the Tiananmen Square Incident in June 1989, there were 16,000 Chinese nationals in
Australia on temporary entry permits, 11,400 of whom were students; by December
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1992, an extra 34,793 students had arrived (Kendall 2005, p. 185).

Under the Reform and Opening-up Policy initiated by the PRC Government in the early
1980s, mainland Chinese were permitted to travel abroad, and many were eager to
experience individual freedom and democracy as well as to gain material wealth. Many
of them arrived in Australia largely because “Australian courses were cheaper and the
visas easier to obtain than to the United States, Japan or Canada” (Kendall 2005, p. 186).
Even so, a large number of these self-funded students borrowed money to pay their
tuition fees. In order to repay their debts, they had to transgress their visa conditions by
playing truant to do unskilled work in factories and restaurants at very low rates of pay.
Rapid and unplanned expansion of Australian educational institutions for more student
enrolments led to poor regulation and mismanagement. The abuse of the system by both
Australian operators and Chinese students put it at risk. The situation was further
worsened by the collapse of many Australian ELICOS schools due to the reduced
supply of Chinese students after the Tiananmen Square Incident. A lot of the Chinese
students lost their advance payments and were forced either to go back to China or to
drift in Australia, overstaying their visas. In 1990, 10,000 Chinese students applied for
refugee status to seek permanent residence in Australia (Kendall 2005, p. 189).
Sympathetic to the student movement in China, the Hawke government promised not to
force the students in Australia back to their home country. The successor Keating
government decided in November 1993 to grant permanent residency to 16,000 students
who arrived in Australia before 20 June 1989, and to their 12,000 family members who
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immigrated through the family reunion program (Kendall 2005, p. 190). Later, a total of
15,280 Chinese nationals who arrived after 20 June 1989 but before 12 March 1992
were also granted permanent residence (Jupp 2001, p. 224). Since then, Chinese
mainlanders have continued to come to Australia in order to pursue a better education or
seek permanent residence. According to the Australian Census conducted in 2006,
669,890 Australian residents identified themselves as having complete or partial
Chinese ancestry. Researchers point out that though subsumed under the category of
Chinese, these ‘Chinese’ are far from homogenenous in terms of educational
background, religious belief, political conviction, financial condition or personal
experiences (Zhang, Q. 1998, pp. 227-233; Ommundsen 2000, pp. 90-91).

3. A Sketch of Chinese Australian Literature
There is as yet no scholarly consensus as to when and where Chinese Australian
literature originated. Research on Chinese Australian literature has predominantly
focused on the post-White-Australia period. Scholarship on the works of Chinese
migrants during the White Australia era is very rare, and no comprehensive picture
exists of literary production by Chinese migrants during this period.

In her article “Chinese Writers in Australia: New Voices in Australian Literature”,
Mabel Lee highlights the important role of Chinese newspapers and magazines in the
growth of Chinese Australian literature (Lee 1998, p. 580). According to Broinowski,
the two largest Chinese newspapers in the early 20th century, the Chinese Australian
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Herald (Kwang Yik Wah Poh) and the Tungwah Times published articles deploring the
White Australia Policy (Broinowski 2003, pp. 51-52). However, from the beginning of
the 20th century under White Australia, the numbers of Chinese sojouners steeply
declined, and Chinese newspapers perished one after another. It was not until the
beginning of the 1980s that Chinese newspapers began to re-emerge. Among the
national Chinese language newspapers, the Sing Tao Daily was launched in March
1982, followed by the Daily Chinese Herald in May 1986, and the Australian Chinese
Daily in March 1987. The Independence Daily was launched in 1992 but closed down
ten years later, and the Chinese Daily started in 1992 but closed down in 2004. All
these newspapers were based in Sydney, and were established by immigrants from
Hong Kong, Taiwan or Southeast Asian countries, targeting Chinese readers from
these areas. However, with PRC students crowding into Australia from the mid-1980s,
these newspapers began to expand their readership to include mainlanders. Each paper
included a literature section, which became a very important outlet for literary works
by both settler and sojourner Chinese. Many mainland writers published profusely in
these newspapers (Zhang, A. 1998, p. 37). In addition, PRC students established
Chinese language magazines which contributed to the growth of Chinese Australian
literature (Zhan 2004). These magazines included the Melbourne-based Voice of
Chinese 32, Wind from Overseas 33 and Otherland, and the Sydney-based Great World
and River Flows Red 34.

32
33
34

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “汉声”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “海外风”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “满江红”.
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As researchers on Chinese Australian literature generally agree, the arrival of large
groups of mainland Chinese students was the driving force behind the expansion of
Chinese literature in Australia. Zhang Aolie, a writer and critic of mainland
background, asserts that “strictly speaking, Chinese Australian literature started at the
end of the 1980s and boomed in the mid-1990s” (Zhang 2001, p. 7). As a matter of fact,
Chinese Australian literature started long before the arrival of PRC students. But
Zhang’s assertion emphasises the impressive quantity of literary production during this
period. The prodigious literary output during this ‘boom’ period covered virtually all
genres of literature. A large amount of this Chinese language literature targeted
Chinese communities outside Australia, confirmed by the fact that nearly all of the
Chinese language books were published in the PRC, Taiwan and Hong Kong.

As can be seen from the brief history of Chinese immigration to Australia, Chinese
Australian writers come from various backgrounds. There are basically three ways of
grouping them. A common way is to categorise them according to place of origin, as
mainlanders,

Hongkongese,

Taiwanese,

Chinese

from

Southeast

Asia,

and

Australian-born Chinese. Another way is to classify them by the language they use in
their writing. There are thus Chinese language writers, English language writers and
bilingual writers. The third way is to group them by the time of arrival. There are the
‘old generation’ writers consisting of those who arrived in Australia from Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Southeast Asian countries before the mid-1980s, and the ‘new generation
writers’ comprising writers predominantly from mainland China after the mid-1980s.
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The exact number of Chinese Australian writers in the past three decades is unclear.
One estimate puts it at two hundred (Wang, L. 2003, p. 120). However, the majority of
them have produced one or two works that have essentially gone unnoticed. Writers
whose works have attracted the attention of the public account for a small portion.
Among these, Chinese language writers such as Huang Yonglian, James Chang, Julia
Chang-Hsia and Zhang Dianzi are from Taiwan. Brian Castro, who writes in English, as
well as two Chinese language writers Jiang Jingzhi and Liang Qiyun, are from Hong
Kong. From Southeast Asia are English language writers Ee Tian Hong, Kim Cheng
Boey, Lillian Ng, Lau Siew Mei, Arlene Chai, Beth Yahp and Hsu-Ming Teo, and
Chinese language writers Huang Yuye (Xin Shui) and Huang Huiyuan (Li Shu) whose
Lovers on the Bitter Sea 35 (1985) is the first Chinese language novel by an Australian
Chinese. William Yang and Tom Cho were born in Australia.

Mainland writers are numerically predominant in this group. Since this thesis
concentrates on fiction and autobiography, I categorise them by the genre of their
works. As far as the output is concerned, non-fiction and essays outnumber fiction and
poetry. However, very few of the non-fiction works and essays are written in English.
Among the well-known non-fiction writers are Bing Fu, Xu Jiazhen, Zhang Aolie,
Zhuang Weijie, Xiao Wei and Hong Pizhu. The Eight Eccentrics of Sydney 36 (1995),
published by the Sydney-based The Moreink Studio, is a collection of essays written
35
36

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “苦海情鸳”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “悉尼八怪”.
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by eight male Chinese from the mainland. In 1993, Fang Langzhou published his
bilingual poem The Birth of an Eagle at his own expense. However, it is Ouyang Yu,
author of two collections of English poems Moon Over Melbourne and Other Poems
(1995) and Songs of the Last Chinese Poet (1998), who attracts the attention of the
Australian literary mainstream.

Mainland Chinese writers have published a large number of novels and novellas in
Chinese. Their work spans twenty years, beginning with Tao Luosong’s Remaining at
the End of the World 37 (1992). Almost all the books were published in mainland
China 38 . A few of them such as Zhong Yazhang’s Living in Sydney originally
appreared in instalments in Chinese language newspapers in Australia. English
language novels and novellas include Black Ice: a Story of Modern China (1997)
co-authored by Fang Xiangshu and Trevor Hay, Wu Jianguo’s A Wriggling Stream
(1997), Ouyang Yu’s The Eastern Slope Chronicle (2002), The English Class (2010)
and Loose: A Wild History (2011), as well as three works translated into English from
Chinese. They are Bitter Peaches and Plums: Two Chinese Novellas on the Recent
Chinese Student Experience in Australia (1995) originally written by Liu Guande and
Huangfu Jun, Ding Xiaoqi’s Maidenhome (1993), and Oz Tale Sweet and Sour (2002)
based on Liu Ao’s Lost in Australia.

Among the well-known short story writers are Tian Di, Li Mingyan, Leslie Zhao,
37
38

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “留在世界的尽头”.
A list of the books is provided in the Appendix.
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Huang Weiqun, Wang Shiyan, Shi Guoying, Jin Xin, Cai Zixuan, Lin Da (Kang Ning)
and Qian Bo. In 1998, The Moreink Studio published The Collection of Australian
Chinese Women Writers in Sydney, an anthology of short stories by nine women writers
from mainland China.

Mention should also be made of English language auto/biographies, which include
East Wind, West Wind (1992) co-authored by Fang Xiangshu and Trevor Hay, Mao’s
Last Dancer (2003) by Li Cunxin, and The Year The Dragon Came (1996), an English
language reportage by Sang Ye which gave rise to great controversy for its blunt
account of the bleak life of Chinese in Australia and its sharp criticism of Australia,
and The Finish Line: A Long March by Bicycle through China and Australia
co-written by Sang Ye, Nicholas Jose and Sue Trevaskes.

4. Conclusion
Chinese have lived in Australia for more than 150 years, during which time they have
produced a significant body of literature. However, Chinese Australian literature has
not received sufficient critical attention. One reason is that an overwhelming majority
of the texts are written in Chinese. Scholars with an English language background are
restricted to research the limited number of texts written either in English or translated
from Chinese into English. While Western scholars ignore the Chinese texts due to the
language barrier, Chinese researchers disregard them, probably because these texts are
considered to be of slight literary value or because Chinese researchers are not
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particularly interested in Australia. As can be seen from the above literature review,
there is a large body of scholarship on masculinity. However, important theories of
masculinity, particularly those proposed by R. W. Connell, Anthony S. Chen and Kam
Louie, have rarely been applied to research on gendered representations in diasporic
Chinese literatures. No systematic research has so far been devoted to representations
of Chinese masculinity in Chinese Australian literature. Gendered representations in
the works of PRC writers in Australia remain virtually unexplored. My thesis is
intended to fill this void, beginning with a discussion about the representation of
Chinese masculinity by male PRC writers.
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CHAPTER TWO: FRUSTRATED INTELLECTUALS

1. Introduction
The PRC government’s decision to embark on the course of reform and opening-up in
1978 triggered an exodus of mainland Chinese to Western countries to pursue freedom
and wealth as well as to acquire professional expertise. Among these Chinese, quite a
few wrote about their experiences abroad, which created a new genre of writing –
liuxuesheng wenxue (Overseas Students’ Literature). The ‘education export’ policy
initiated by the Australian government in 1985 attracted a large number of mainland
Chinese to Australia to study English language through the ELICOS program.
Mainland Chinese writers in Australia have contributed substantially to Overseas
Students’ Literature, as can be seen from the section entitled “A Sketch of Chinese
Australian Literature” in the previous chapter.

This chapter is devoted to the examination of one type of male image – frustrated
intellectuals – in fiction by male Chinese mainlanders. It aims to establish why and
how male Chinese are represented as frustrated men in this social-historical context
and to relate this to theories of masculinity. Structurally, this chapter provides an
overview of a number of Chinese language texts, followed by a detailed case study of
Ouyang Yu’s novel The Eastern Slope Chronicle. The selected texts include the
English translations of Liu Guande’s novella My Fortune in Australia and Huangfu
Jun’s novella Australia – Beautiful Lies. These two novellas, translated into English by
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J. Bruce Jacob and Ouyang Yu, are published together in Bitter Peaches and Plums
(Liu and Huangfu 1995). This chapter will also examine three Chinese language novels,
Bleak Sydney (Yan 2001), Humanity Lost (Li 1994) and Bungee Australia (Liu 1999).
These texts were published in mainland China and none of them has been translated
into English.

A common feature of these texts is that a great number of the male characters are
‘zhishifenzi’ in Chinese terms, that is, well-educated professionals including university
teachers, journalists and writers. A look at the background of the mainlanders who
came to Australia on student visas from the mid-1980s provides useful clues. A 1996
report entitled Changing Perceptions: The Attitudes of the PRC Chinese Towards
Australia and China, 1989-1996 by Edmund S. K. Fung and Chen Jie offers important
data: a 1992 survey of 100 students in Melbourne shows that “63.5 per cent had
Chinese tertiary qualifications; 10 per cent were graduates from Chinese polytechnics;
and the remainder were high school graduates” (Fung and Chen 1996, p. 8); a 1993
survey of 200 Chinese students shows that over 60 per cent of these students had
received tertiary education in China, 30 per cent were university students, and 10 per
cent were students with qualifications equivalent to Australian TAFE 39 qualifications
(p. 4). According to Fung and Chen, “before coming to Australia, many were
schoolteachers, scientists and engineering technicians…None belonged to China’s new
breed of private business entrepreneurs” (p. 4). Qian Chaoying points out that “this is a
39
The Australian Technical and Further Education. TAFE is a government-owned and nationally operated system of
colleges, providing a wide range of predominantly vocational tertiary education courses.
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bloc of young intellectuals who had little interaction with economic activities” (Qian
2000, p. 28). Louie identifies this group of Chinese men as “wen men” because of their
academic achievements: “In Chinese terms, these people would be classified as
zhishifenzi, and were seen as having high wen accomplishments” (Louie 2002, pp.
135-136). Throughout this thesis, I use ‘intellectual’ to refer to ‘zhishifenzi’. But it
should be noted that the Chinese term ‘zhishifenzi’ does not exactly equate with the
Australian definition of ‘intellectual’. In Australia, a tertiary education does not make
one an intellectual. The status has to be earned. Therefore, most of the characters in
these texts may not be considered to be intellectuals in Australia.

These texts can be divided into two groups. One group deals mainly with casual
workers on short-term visas, and the other with Australian permanent residency or
citizenship holders. Liu Ao’s Bungee Australia and Ouyang Yu’s The Eastern Slope
Chronicle belong to the latter group, and the remainder of the selected texts to the
former. The casual workers have three identities: intellectual, student and worker.
Robert Niu, the protagonist in My Fortune in Australia, who previously was an editor
and a writer in Shanghai, becomes a cook in a Korean restaurant in Sydney. Jiang Yifu,
the protagonist of Bleak Sydney, formerly taught at a university in China but is
transformed into a kitchen hand in Sydney. Shi Ning, the other male character in the
same novel, was a computer expert in China but now carves chicken in a food factory.
Humanity Lost describes how a group of Chinese men, the majority of whom are
graduates of top universities in China, make a living through gambling. These texts
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featuring casual workers portray three types of male images: confused scholar,
beleaguered hero, and immoral intellectual. Before migration, all the male characters
see Australia as the land of promise where they expect to realise their dreams, but they
end up in despair and disillusionment in their host country.

2. Confused Scholar
The late 1980s saw China continue along its path towards marketisation and
capitalisation. The Westernisation and globalisation of China also sparked an exodus of
Chinese intellectuals to Western countries. Chinese intellectuals in modern times are
modelled on the Confucian scholars in imperial times. In imperial China, because the
ruling class chose its bureaucrats from Confucian scholars, scholars, who were
exclusively male, were ranked above peasants, craftsmen and businessmen. In the long
sweep of Chinese history, wen masculinity, which values educational credentials and
cultural attainments, has occupied a dominant position (Louie 2002, pp. 17-21). During
the Cultural Revolution, intellectuals were persecuted and relegated to the “stinking
old ninth” (chou laojiu) category among “class enemies” (White III 1987, p. 254).
After the havoc of the Cultural Revolution was brought to an end in 1976, intellectuals
were elevated to satisfy the needs of China’s modernisation. After the start of economic
reforms in 1978, the Party-state defined intellectuals as an ‘internal part of the working
class’, and many were recruited into the bureaucracy and Party leadership (Li and
Bachman 1989; Gu and Goldman 2004, p.6). However, the transformation of the
Chinese economy brought about a change in social and cultural structures. Elite
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masculinity started to be disconnected from wen achievements and to be linked with
material success. Intellectuals, particularly those who were not directly involved in
economic activities and those who were outside the bureaucracy, were marginalised.
This created a crisis of masculinity among these intellectuals, manifested as anxiety,
bewilderment, and a sense of loss and alienation. Faced with the tension between wen
masculinity and the emerging ideals in new China, they also had to deal with
challenges arising from their first contact with Western countries. Bleak Sydney and My
Fortune in Australia describe how middle-aged Chinese intellectuals negotiate these
tensions in Australia.

Bleak Sydney is a third-person narrative. The story is set in Sydney in the late 1980s
and early 1990s. Jiang Yifu, the male protagonist, who had been a lecturer of
Aesthetics at a university in China, is married and has a son. He is not satisfied with
being a poor academic. He wants to be a wealthy wen man who possesses both
academic accomplishments and wealth: “I am like Goethe’s Faust who pursues
spiritual enlightenment and worldly pleasures at the same time” (Yan 2001, p. 61). His
ideal is not a brain-brawn masculinity, but a brain-brass 40 one. Unable to achieve his
ideal in China, he comes to Australia. However, after arriving in Australia, he finds life
very difficult. In addition to studying English at a language school in Sydney, he has to
work in a restaurant after class in order to cover his living costs and repay debts
incurred by high tuition fees. After his student visa expires, he faces being forced to

40

I use ‘brass’ to refer to money.
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leave Australia. He is frustrated by being unable to attain the brain-brass ideal in
Australia. Jiang Yifu adopts a personal motto: “A man must succeed” (p. 222). Without
any achievements in Australia, Jing Yifu’s masculinity is in crisis, and he is ready to
take any risk. When his father-in-law’s subordinate, Manager Ma, offers to help him
obtain Australian permanent residency by changing his identity, Jiang wavers
temporarily between the Superior Man (junzi) and the Inferior Man (xiaoren), who are
antithetical in Confucian discourse. The Superior Man is a model for men, while the
Inferior Man is what every man should eschew. The difference is that “the junzi
understands the importance of morality, and the xiaoren understands the importance of
profitability” (Yang 1958, p. 42). In order to justify his decision to use illegal and
immoral means to achieve his end, Jiang subverts the Confucian discourse:
Ever since ancient times, the Inferior Man has been more likely to succeed. The reason is
that the Inferior Man is not bound by any moral and ethical principles, being bent solely
on making profits. In order to achieve his goal, he will try every means he can. By
contrast, the Superior Man must abide by certain codes of conduct. If what he is doing
threatens to violate the codes, he will stop, not caring about the result. Therefore, among
those who have achieved prominent positions, the majority are corrupt government
officials, profiteers and swindlers; good people are few and far between. Whoever
succeeds is a hero (Yan 2001, p. 93).

As shown in the above passage, Jiang Yifu redefines masculinity. For him, masculinity
is equated not with morality but with material success. By turning the Inferior Man
into the ‘real man’, he acquires a new masculine identity for himself. In the tension
between morality and profitability, Jiang Yifu opts for the latter. He accepts Manager
Ma’s offer and stays in Australia with a fake passport. This puts him on the fast track to
success. Not only does he change his Mandarin name Jiang Yifu to a Cantonese name
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Gang Jie Fow, he also gives up his academic pursuits and becomes a businessman, thus
abandoning wen masculinity for entrepreneurial masculinity. However, he does not
possess the essential qualities of entrepreneurial masculinity such as business acumen
and managerial skills. He imposes upon himself a masculinity that he is not prepared
for.

Jiang Yifu pays a heavy price for his transformation as well as his subversion of the
Confucian discourse. He is caught by Australian police and imprisoned. He has
cherished a dream of having his wife and son join him in Australia, but his wife has
remarried. His journey in Australia leads to nothing:
During the past two years in Australia, I have achieved nothing: no identity, no diploma,
no good English, no money. What I have had is a jail term. My wife has remarried, and
my son has left me...Why did I come to Australia in the first place? (p. 272)

His journey to achieve his masculine ideals also comes to its end. He feels remorseful
and attributes his downfall to his abandonment of morality: “Because I only care about
imminent profits, I disregard other important issues. I wanted to be smart, but made a
fool of myself” (p. 272). His introspective remarks show that he still hankers after the
Superior Man ideal. Jiang is stuck in a dilemma. He admires the ideal of the Superior
Man who values morality, but at the same time, he is attracted to the Inferior Man who
prioritises material success. He does not live up to the traditional ideal, nor is he able to
achieve the modern one in Australia. This text vividly captures the bewilderment,
indecisiveness and ineptitude of male Chinese intellectuals in their attempts to adapt to
new male ideals. It displays disapproving attitudes towards intellectuals’ abandonment
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of morality.

My Fortune in Australia is a first-person narrative. The narrator/protagonist is Robert
Niu, who, after graduating from university in China, worked for a publishing house
and later became a writer. In spite of working very hard, he has failed to attain fame: “I
had no glorious history, not even a relatively glorious history” (Liu and Huangfu 1995,
p. 9). He is married and longs to make his wife happy: “When we were still dating, I
had promised to make her future happy. It hadn’t been an empty promise designed to
mislead her. Although I still had no achievements, I had the spirit of a new-born calf”
(p. 10). Robert believes his wife’s happiness and his own masculinity depend on his
career success. A man must succeed, and if not, he falls short as a man. Robert’s lack
of achievements makes him depressed: “I became a Yang Bailao 41, carrying a burden
of debt, grew old without being able to raise his head with pride” (p.10). So he decides
to come to Australia:
I felt as if I was ‘Braving the Journey to the Northeast’ like the poor who left their
southern homes seeking a new life in Manchuria before liberation. The madness and
enthusiasm of seeking a way out, the stimulation of an unpredictable future, the attraction
of the mysterious and foreign… all this only ‘Braving the Journey to the Northeast’ could
epitomise (pp. 4-5).

To realise his dream, he designs a beautiful plan for his life in Australia:
When I started dreaming of studying abroad, I already had a plan of working part-time
while studying. I’d first overcome the language barrier and then get a scholarship to do a
degree in ‘Oriental Literature’ or ‘Comparative Literature’. I’d get up every day when the
cock crowed and work hard for three to five hours to obtain my PhD before returning
41

The poverty-stricken father in the famous Chinese opera, “The White-Haired Girl”, which gained enormous
popularity during the Cultural Revolution.
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home in silk robes (p. 48).

As shown in the above passage, Robert aspires to wen masculinity. He believes that his
wen accomplishments, represented by a PhD in literature, will boost his masculinity.
However, reality shatters his dream: “But after I arrived in Australia, I found this was a
mirage” (p. 48). Before coming to Australia, he had borrowed a large sum of money to
pay tuition fees. He tries to find a job which will allow him to use his literary talents,
but to no avail. The rejection of his wen talents frustrates his sense of manhood. In
order to repay his debt, he is forced to skip classes: “Since I was in a situation where I
couldn’t both study and work. I finally opted for the latter” (p. 49). He becomes more
frustrated after his hope to achieve masculinity through academic study is dashed.
Though physiologically male, psychologically he does not feel like a man. He works as
a cook in a Korean restaurant, and his whole purpose is to make money. Unlike Jiang
Yifu, Robert Niu has never included money in his ideal of masculinity. For him,
making money is only an obligation. He self-mockingly compares himself to a beast of
burden. He shoulders the burden of being a successful man/husband and maintaining
his position as the family provider by sending money back home. Whereas Jiang Yifu
cares only about his family’s happiness, Robert Niu also carries the burden of
representing China:
I was always shouldering a heavy cross – I felt as if the Chinese national flag and
emblem were imprinted on my chest and I was a national team member. Eating, pissing
and drinking – no matter what I did I represented China and Chinese people (p. 71).

His desire to meet both requirements plunges him into a dilemma. On the one hand, he
takes great pains to pressure his miserly Korean boss to increase his wages by fifty
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cents per hour. On the other, he tries to keep a dignified face before his boss, not
wanting to give her the impression that he is after money: “As a citizen of the dignified
nation of Gentlemen, I could not let such miserliness destroy my refined image” (p.
134).

Robert Niu does the “dirtiest and most tiring work in the restaurant” (p. 44). He feels
depressed and the only ‘medicine’ to treat his depression is money: “As soon as I took
the medicine, my spirits rose and suddenly the stove was not so hot, the oil from the
wok did not burn, my lower back did not ache” (pp. 45-46). However, as time goes by,
he becomes increasingly disgusted with his role as a beast of burden, wanting to escape,
even contemplating suicide:
The more I thought about it the more I sensed the drabness of life, the more I thought
about it the more I felt it was a bitter sea without bounds and even when you turned back
there was no shore. From this the idea of death arose (p. 105).

When he finally repays his debts and expresses to his family his wish to go home, they
discourage him from doing so. Instead, they want him to earn money in Australia,
because in China “people from all walks of life were going into business” (p. 107). His
family members force him to live up to the new ideal, the successful businessman. He
laments his predicament in Australia: “[I]t’s not easy to go abroad, it’s difficult to stay,
and even more difficult to return” (p. 108). He is trapped in Australia: if he stays on, he
will continue to suffer, but if he returns, he will also suffer because he falls short as a
real man who is supposed to be rich. As a man, he is required to fulfil patriarchal
obligations imposed on him by Chinese society. However, in post-reform China where
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commercialisation and consumerism prevail, wen masculinity is marginalised. To meet
the patriarchal requirements, he is pressured by his family to embrace the new ideal
that values material success. He has neither the confidence nor the ability to achieve
the new ideal in Australia, but he cannot retreat. Helpless and hopeless, he is at a loss
about what to do, comparing himself to a “small sailless and rudderless boat, which
drifted with the wind and waves” (p. 170).

Bleak Sydney makes little mention of how social and cultural elements of Australia
lead to Jiang Yifu’s frustration. There are positive portrayals of Australians such as
Milson, who is kind to Chinese students and offers assistance to Jiang Yifu. My
Fortune in Australia locates characters in larger social and historical contexts,
presenting an Australia embroiled in a conflict between racism and multiculturalism. It
also reveals the exploitative nature of the ‘education export’ policy. However, the main
part of the narrative focuses on the tug-of-war between Robert Niu and his Korean
boss. There are few descriptions of Robert Niu’s engagement with the Australian
mainstream. These two texts examine male frustration through the characters’
introspection, representing their frustration as resulting mainly from their difficulties in
adapting to new male ideals. By contrast, Huangfu Jun’s novella Australia – Beautiful
Lies lashes out at Australia, arguing that Chinese students are victims of Australian
racism and financial exploitation.
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3. Beleaguered Hero
Australia – Beautiful Lies is a third-person narrative. The male protagonist is Ho
Xiaobo, an ELICOS student. He comes to Australia not to make money but to pursue
advanced studies:
Ho Xiaobo had his own hopes. He definitely did not come to Australia simply to make
money. He realised that study in a language school would enable him to master English
more quickly and allow him to enter an Australian university to study for a degree and
pursue advanced studies (Liu and Huangfu 1995, p. 195).

This passage shows that Ho Xiaobo is keen to pursue wen masculinity. However, after
he arrives in Australia, he finds it impossible to study due to financial difficulty: “He
had to pay his rent, he had to repay his debt and he had to earn money to eke out a
living” (p. 179). He quickly becomes one of the student causal workers who “only
wanted to sell their labour, to find an employer, to earn money to repay their debt and
change the circumstances of their lives” (p. 201). Financial difficulty thwarts his plan
to achieve wen masculinity in Australia.

Though both Ho Xiaobo and Robert Niu have turned into casual workers, carrying the
heavy burden of repaying their debts as well as struggling to make a living, there are
differences between them. While Robert Niu is forced by his family against his own
inclination to live up to the new male ideal that values material success, Ho Xiaobo
does not feel any pressure from his family. Instead, male characters in Australia –
Beautiful Lies, like Ho Xiaobo, shoulder the responsibility of providing for their
families voluntarily:
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A large proportion of their burden was for the future life of their wives and children. They
all endured and all accepted it. In silence they accumulated, in silence they saved, and in
silence they bore the full obligation of a son or husband (p. 227).

As the above passage shows, these male characters are presented as responsible,
devoted and stoical in difficult situations.

Though Ho Xiaobo, Jiang Yifu and Robert Niu all abandon their pursuit of educational
achievements, the reasons are different. Jiang Yifu and Robert Niu give up their
academic pursuits partly due to external factors such as their financial predicament and
partly for their own reasons. Jiang Yifu’s attraction to worldly pleasures and the
pressure Robert Niu receives from his family contribute, at least in part, to their
abandonment of academic pursuits. Ho Xiaobo is different: “I want to study” (p. 194).
He is forced by external factors: abject financial hardship as a result of being cheated
in Australia. Ho Xiaobo and his fellow Chinese students are shown to be victims of
Australia’s education export policy. They are treated as ‘slaves’ and forced to return
home after their material value is exhausted. To avoid being caught by immigration
officers, some of the students change their names, conceal their identities and move
constantly from one place to another: “they were like the subterranean water which had
seeped beneath the Australian desert, fearing exposure to the sun’s rays” (p. 201).
These characters are not simply marginalised; they are relegated to the status of
non-humans. The narrator regards Australia as racist and associates Australia’s
exploitation of and discrimination against Chinese with China’s poverty:
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The Australian contempt for Chinese might come from their poverty. It was only because
of poverty that Chinese had to travel far to immerse themselves into this so-called ‘lucky’
country (p. 230).

The narrator suggests that the only thing that will prevent discrimination against
overseas Chinese is the elevation of China’s international standing: “only if they
successfully build their own country and make it a world power will Chinese receive
respect and be welcomed wherever they go” (p. 249).

The narrator’s association of Chinese suffering in Australia with the weakness of China
as a nation-state is reminiscent of what Zhong Xueping calls the ‘male marginality
complex’ that Chinese intellectuals of the 1980s suffered from. According to Zhong,
the ‘male marginality complex’ is a “male psyche predominantly manifested through
Chinese (male) intellectuals’ preoccupation with the weakness of the country, the
culture, and Chinese men” (Zhong 2000, p. 37). Zhong further contends that “the
complex is also a male desire, a desire to overcome marginality and to search for
(masculine) identity” (p. 37). This novella indicates that as male Chinese intellectuals
relocate to Australia, they carry with them this ‘male marginality complex’, which is
further aggravated after their hope to overcome marginality in Australia is dashed.
Blaming Australia for the suffering of Chinese, however, demonstrates a bias on the
part of the narrator. The narrator does not take into account the problems entailed by
migration which may negatively affect Chinese assimilation into Australian society.
These problems include lack of English and the incompatibility of professional
qualifications with the needs of Australian society.
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Australia – Beautiful Lies describes Chinese men fighting courageously for their future
in an alien and hostile environment. The majority of the male characters are portrayed
in a positive light. However, the text also mentions several characters in the Chinese
student community who deviate from this portrayal. For example, a student called Tom
often gives up in the face of challenges, trying to insulate himself from frustration by
frequently having sex with prostitutes. Another student named Bao, hired by Ho
Xiaobo’s language school to supervise Chinese students, bullies and exploits his
compatriots. The dark side of Chinese men, intellectuals in particular, is dramatised in
much greater detail in Li Wei’s novel Humanity Lost.

4. Immoral Intellectual
Humanity Lost, a third-person narrative, focuses on the life of a group of Chinese
gamblers in Australia. The story is set largely at a Sydney-based casino called the
Oxford Club. The majority of the male characters are well-educated professionals. Xu
Jianghai used to be a doctor at a prestigious hospital in Shanghai. He is enrolled in an
ELICOS school in Brisbane. While a large number of his fellow Chinese schoolmates
skip classes to do casual work, he remains committed to improving his English.
However, as his funds slowly dwindle to nothing, he becomes obsessed with the idea
of making money. He moves to Sydney, hoping to find a job related to his medical
expertise, but his Chinese qualifications are not recognised in Australia. He works as a
cleaner, a job he despises: “It is a disgrace for a doctor to do a cleaner’s job” (Li 1994,
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p. 15). However, he feels elated when his boss hands him his wages, and his shame
about being a cleaner vanishes: “Who says that intellectuals do not bow down to
money? In a moment, half of Xu Jianghai’s grievances have dissipated. Half a month
later, he works even harder and without any complaints” (p. 16). Xu Jianghai becomes
a money grubber and an inveterate gambler at the Oxford Club. In his desperate
struggle for money, he cheats and exploits his compatriots. Though he has a wife in
China, he has an affair with a Chinese woman, who is also a regular gambler in the
Oxford Club. There are other similar characters in this novel. Hu Xiaoming is a
university graduate with a degree in computer science. He does not apply his expertise
to the service of human beings. Instead, he devotes all his talents to recording and
calculating the chances of winning for each of the poker machines in the casino. Wang
Yanan is doing a Master’s degree in Physics at the University of Sydney but spends
most of his time gambling. Zhang Guoliang, an English teacher in China, relies on the
advice of a fortune-teller to win money at the casino. Although they exhaust all
possible means to get money, they lose everything. The winner is invariably the poker
machine in the casino. In the presence of money, the noble aspects of human nature
such as kindness, sincerity and compassion are lost, while evil features such as greed,
selfishness and ruthlessness are exposed. None of the characters meet a good fate in
Australia. Wang Yanan commits suicide after he loses the money remitted by his father
to pay his tuition fees. Zhang Guoliang becomes mad. Xu Jianghai loses all his
possessions as well as the money he swindles from his former boss. In order to repay
his debt, he turns himself into an indentured labourer to his boss.
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Humanity Lost and Australia – Beautiful Lies present opposite portrayals of male
Chinese intellectuals. While the former characterises them as beleaguered heroes, the
latter indicates that Chinese intellectuals in Australia are unable to face up to
difficulties and challenges. In his article “Chinese Intellectuals Facing the Challenges
of the New Century”, He Baogang argues that intellectuals take centre stage in Chinese
cultural and political landscapes:
In both ancient and modern China, an intellectual has a mission (whatever concrete form
it might take) to defend the Dao. Intellectuals are seen as the centre of public life and are
supposed to act as the political and social conscience and moral vanguard of the
community (He 2004, p. 263).

However, the intellectuals in Humanity Lost contradict the above image of Chinese
intellectuals. Instead of being the ‘political and social conscience and moral vanguard
of the community’, they are malicious, rapacious and hypocritical, devoid of moral
quality and lacking in spirituality. Not only do they suffer crises of conscience, they
also experience crises of masculinity. As intellectuals, they do not pursue academic
achievements, thus repudiating wen masculinity. Instead, they pursue money, but none
of them intend to make money through developing business skills and engaging in
business activities, suggesting that they are not poised to embrace entrepreneurial
masculinity. They seem completely ‘disoriented’ in the diasporic setting, unable to
follow any male ideal.

In a cross-cultural context dominated by commercialisation, consumerism and
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globalisation, Jiang Yifu, Robert Niu and Xu Jianghai are each faced with a crisis.
They not only lose their elite status, but they also abandon, of their own accord or
under external pressure, their pursuit of the sublime. Consequently, they resign
themselves to fate. As Robert Niu laments: “Circumstances were my Supreme Dictator.
I had no choice but to do as Shanghai people say, ‘to stand on a watermelon rind and
land wherever one slides’. Were there any other alternatives?” (Liu and Huangfu 1995,
p. 49). They turn into ordinary and mediocre people who are concerned with mundane
matters such as eating and drinking. For them, the title ‘intellectual’ becomes an empty
signifier which only indicates that they have received an advanced education. This
vulgarisation of Chinese intellectuals can be attributed to the social context with which
these male authors engaged. It also has its roots in indigenous Chinese literature.

In Changing Perceptions: The Attitudes of the PRC Chinese Towards Australia and
China, 1989-1996, Fung and Chen point out that among the mainlanders who came to
Australia between 1989 and 1996, only 10 per cent, made up of researchers and
university teaching staff, were sponsored by either Chinese or Australian organisations,
and the remaining 90 per cent were self-funded and enrolled in intensive English
courses and other short-term programs (Fung and Chen 1996, p. 4). Before coming to
Australia, they “had very limited knowledge of [Australia]” and “grossly
underestimated the costs of studying and living in Australia” (p. 7). When they were in
financial difficulty, they “received little help from the Australian community” (p. 8).
Nearly all of them borrowed heavily to pay tuition fees. For them, “Life was a matter
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of survival first and foremost” (p. 8). It is this financial predicament that transforms
them into casual workers, preventing them from achieving excellence in academic
dimensions. Robert Niu in My Fortune in Australia laments the situation of these
casual workers who bear a resemblance to 19th century Chinese labourers:
It goes without saying that they are all great fellows. They are absolutely not inferior to
tall and strong Australians in capability, talent and fighting spirit. But what are they doing?
Chief surgeons are baking bread, computer specialists with master’s degrees are washing
dishes and doing chores, painters are selling paintings in open stalls, university lecturers
are sweeping streets early in the morning… we Chinese are not stupid, so why do we
always perform roles in such tragedies?! [sic] (Liu and Huangfu 1995, pp.170-171).

The authors of the Chinese language novels were themselves private students, and had
distressing working experiences in Australia. They lived and worked with their fellow
countrymen, knowing the Chinese student community better than anyone else. Their
first-hand experience in Australia has been turned into material for literary creation.

Researchers of Chinese literature point out that in modern and contemporary Chinese
literary history, there have been far more negative portrayals of male intellectuals than
positive ones (Kong 2004; Zhang, C. 2007; Wang 2010). Although these researchers
address the issue adopting a gender-neutral perspective, the majority of the writers they
discuss are male. Under the pens of male writers, from Lu Xun in the 1920s and Qian
Zhongshu in the 1940s to Su Tong and Jia Pingwa in the 1990s, male Chinese
intellectuals are portrayed largely as either ‘dysfunctional’ or ‘lacking in moral fibre’.
Researchers explore the issue from a range of perspectives including social and
historical dynamics and the characteristics of Chinese intellectuals. For example, Wang
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Weiping argues that Chinese intellectuals, from Confucian scholars in imperial China
to well-educated professionals in contemporary times, have been trained to serve
political regimes; they prefer mental activities such as reading and thinking to practical
social work; when society undergoes transformation, they are slow to respond and have
trouble accommodating to new challenges; they are often hesitant and timid, making
them an easy target for male writers who, intellectuals themselves, are keen to expose
and criticise the weaknesses of their fellows (Wang 2010). Among the Chinese
intellectuals who went overseas, the majority were men, and they suffered a double
impact. At the time of their migration to Australia, China was undergoing a major
social transformation marked by the transition from planned economy to market
economy. This change disrupted their connection to social and cultural traditions,
causing alienation and anxiety. When they relocated to Western countries such as
Australia, a land which was totally strange to them, they felt even more alienated,
insecure and frustrated.

The male characters in the novels discussed have one thing in common: they have little
engagement with the Australian mainstream. As new arrivals in Australia, they are
keen to be accepted through education, but their dream is quickly dashed by their
financial predicament. They are trapped at the bottom of society. By contrast, Wu Ming
in Bungee Australia and the male characters in The Eastern Slope Chronicle have lived
in Australian much longer. They have obtained permanent residency or Australian
citizenship, and have changed from student workers to legal immigrants. Their
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financial situation is better than that of the student workers, and their understanding of
Australian society is much deeper. However, they still feel marginalised in both China
and Australia. I call these characters ‘marginal men’.

5. Marginal Man
Wu Ming is the protagonist of Liu Ao’s Bungee Australia, a third-person narrative.
Formerly a Beijing-based journalist, he comes to Australia, earns a Master’s degree
and obtains Australian permanent residency, but he is not well-off: “I have nothing but
a Kangaroo Certificate and a Master’s degree” (Liu 1999, p. 6). When he returns to
China five years later, he is surprised to find that China is being rapidly transformed by
capitalism, as his friend Ma San describes tongue-in-cheek: “Ninety percent of Chinese
people are doing business, and the remaining ten percent are about to start” (p. 41).
The value of a man is measured not by his scholarship and expertise but by the amount
of money he possesses. As a divorcee, Wu Ming lives in the hope of finding a wife in
his home country. However, much to his disappointment, the women he encounters are
only interested in his money: “Wu Ming realises that what leads to marriage is money”
(p. 134). The woman he marries in China and later brings to Australia ends up
throwing herself into the embrace of a racist Anglo-Australian – a future leader of the
‘White Australia Party’.

Unlike the casual workers who are hiding from Australian society, Wu Ming ‘surfaces’
and achieves brilliant educational qualifications. Still, he resides on the periphery of
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the mainstream, leading a frugal life. He tries in vain to exchange his educational
credentials for a decent job. Failure to obtain social status dashes his hope of striking
the ‘hegemonic bargain’ for the elevation of his masculinity. With his hope frustrated in
Australia, he expects to reclaim his masculinity in his home country. He tries to
exchange his Australian identity and educational qualifications for the elevation of his
manhood in China. He fails again because, even though he has Australian permanent
residency and educational credentials, he is not seen by Chinese women as manly. Wen
masculinity which has long been valued in China is giving way to entrepreneurial
masculinity. Wu Ming laments his own situation:
We are a group of marginal men. In Australia, we want to go home, but after staying in
China for a while, we start to miss Australia. We are attached to both countries but do not
have a sense of belonging. We are regarded merely as visitors in China, and in Australia,
we remain outside the mainstream. Where should we live? (p. 259).

He is further hurt when he later finds out that his Chinese wife has used him as a
springboard to jump into the arms of white men. The argument of the novel, that
Chinese men are victimised as a result of the collusion between Chinese women and
Anglo-Australian men, is echoed by nearly all the texts discussed in this chapter. In My
Fortune in Australia, Robert Niu says: “most Chinese women who came here had
dreams of immigration. Falling in love and marrying an Australian was the best way to
turn this dream into reality” (Liu and Huangfu 1995, p. 5). In Australia – Beautiful Lies,
the narrator criticises Chinese women for deserting their boyfriends or husbands for
Western men after they arrive in Australia: “There were cases where a student went to
the airport to meet his girlfriend and saw her walking away with an elderly foreigner”
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(p. 219). In Bleak Sydney, Jenny, the girlfriend of Jiang Yifu’s friend Shi Ning, marries
an Australian man. Though her marriage is motivated by her desire to obtain Australian
residency so that she can live with Shi Ning in Australia, Jenny is condemned by the
narrator as morally degenerate: “Jenny is not a good woman” (Yan 2001, p. 24).
Chinese women’s abandonment of Chinese men for Western men is also an important
theme of Ouyang Yu’s English language novel The Eastern Slope Chronicle which I
use as an extended case study in this chapter.

6. The Eastern Slope Chronicle
While Ouyang and the authors hitherto discussed have the same ethnic and cultural
background, and their works reflect the same theme of frustrated Chinese masculinity,
they are different in at least two respects. The Chinese language fiction published in
mainland China targets a domestic readership, while Ouyang’s English language novel
is aimed primarily at Australian readers. This may account for the fact that while
sensitive political issues such as the Tiananmen Square Incident are avoided in the
Chinese language fiction, Ouyang highlights them. Events in The Eastern Slope
Chronicle (hereafter TESC) coincide with the Tiananmen Square Incident. Besides,
unlike the self-funded student writers, the majority of whom do not have sufficient
English proficiency to smooth their passage into Australian society, Ouyang is a
prolific writer, has fluent English and a doctorate in literature, qualifications which
should earn him a place among successful men. However, his reputation as what
Ommundsen calls “the angry Chinese poet” (Ommundsen 1998) suggests that his good
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English, long list of publications and academic success did not bring him the early
rewards that he thought he deserved.

I choose TESC for two main reasons. In the first place, I intend to explore the author
and his fiction from a new vantage point. Previous criticism has addressed Ouyang
Yu’s writing primarily from the perspective of cultural, ethnic or national identity
(Ommundsen 1998; Qian 2000; Ommundsen 2005b; Wang and Zhao 2005; Lee
2006; Louie 2006). The issue of gender identity remains virtually unexplored. Given
that the protagonists of this novel are all male, a discussion of the issue of
masculinity is long overdue. A close examination of his novel in the context of
masculinity will enable a better understanding of Ouyang Yu’s anger as well as the
motivations behind particular character trends in this novel. In the second place, the
novel presents a comprehensive account of migration: a Chinese man’s life in China,
his migratory experience in Australia, his journey back to China and his return to
Australia. This process of two-way mobility between China and Australia provides a
good opportunity to observe how Chinese masculinity is constructed and performed
in different contexts.

By traversing both temporal and spatial dimensions, the novel situates a Chinese
Australian man in the transcultural arena of a fast-changing China and a
multicultural Australia in the era of globalisation. With the Tiananmen Square
Incident as the historical backdrop, TESC focuses on Dao Zhuang’s migratory
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experience between China and Australia. Before migrating to Australia, Dao taught
English at Red Cliff University in the town of Eastern Slope. Dao felt that his
position in his family was undermined by his wife, a teacher at the same university,
who “adopted quite an unconscious feminist point of view” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 11).
While away from his wife attending a graduate class at Shanghai Oriental University,
Dao had an affair with Rose, a female student of the same university. After
completing his program in Shanghai, he comes to Australia to further his studies
with the help of his Australian teacher. His wife later joins him, but then leaves him
for an Australian man. In Australia, Dao obtains a Master’s degree in Chinese and
has begun a PhD in Cross-Cultural Studies. Despite his impressive educational
credentials, Dao fails to find a proper job in Australia. Feeling rejected by his host
country, Dao returns to China in the hope of obtaining a decent job and a wife.
However, he is unable to achieve either of them. Dejected, he returns to Australia.

TESC is a semi-autobiographical narrative, since Ouyang Yu and his character Dao
Zhuang have similar life experiences in both China and Australia. TESC has a
distinctive narrative structure. The main part of the plot focuses on the story of Dao
Zhuang, into which is inserted the story of Wu Liao, who is a character in a novel
written by Dao, and the story of Warne, who is Dao’s housemate in Australia. These
three men are of PRC background. They are also similar in terms of profession,
migratory experiences and outlook. Dao is a PhD student in Cross-Cultural Studies and
a novelist, Wu Liao a history student and Warne a poet. They all feel alienated and
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frustrated in Australia. Dao’s story is told in first-person narrative, while the stories of
Wu Liao and Warne are related in the third person. The alternation between first and
third-person narration blurs the boundary between author and character, fiction and
reality, which is suggestive of postmodernist influences. The frequent appearance of
passages in italics supposedly written by one of the characters further complicates the
narrative structure. The use of these techniques generates a sense of confusion and
uncertainty, mirroring the chaotic and precarious life of the male characters in TESC.

Dao presents himself as a wen man who has achieved remarkable educational
credentials. He is from “a family of scholars” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 105). He teaches
English at Red Cliff University before coming to Australia to pursue advanced studies.
He obtains a Bachelor’s degree in English, a graduation certificate from the
‘Postgraduate Class’ at Shanghai Oriental University, a Master’s degree in Chinese at
an Australian university, and is a PhD candidate in Cross-Cultural Studies. But his
masculinity is in trouble, as is revealed in his relationship with his wife. Dao’s wife is
not the illiterate, obedient and submissive housewife whose life is contingent upon her
husband’s, but a university lecturer, later an associate professor of English. Her
advantage in English suggests that she has been exposed to Western influences earlier
than her female Chinese contemporaries. She gradually internalises Western ideologies,
awaiting the right time to assert her rights and power. Now the opportune moment has
come. Dao complains bitterly:
Because she had gained a Master’s Degree from a better university, Wuhan University,
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and had a better salary than mine, she had all the reason to bully me into doing things
traditionally a woman’s job, such as going to the market, cooking, cleaning the house,
even folding the blankets in the mornings (p. 11).

Dao perceives gender relations in the family from the perspective of the traditional
labour division: man-as-breadwinner and woman-as-housewife. But in his own
family, gender roles are reversed. Dao attributes his wife’s ‘bullying him to do
women’s jobs’ to her feminist point of view, her better educational qualifications
and higher salary. He also complains about his wife’s demanding sexual desires
and her dominance in their sexual relationship, which leads him to become frigid,
a sexual malfunction traditionally associated with women. Dao feels that he is
‘emasculated’. In his view, he turns into a ‘woman’ before his wife.

Although Dao’s manhood is challenged by his wife, he has never abandoned his
ambition to reclaim it through other women, asserting that “a man was a man,
whose rights of propriety and decency should be respected” (p. 11). He makes it
clear that he “had a taste for the women on the subtle side, women who appeared
delicate and quiet” (p. 250). Obviously, the woman of his heart must be weak and
submissive, the opposite of his wife. Dao suffers from a ‘caizi jiaren’
(scholar-beauty) complex, dreaming of the idealised union between a promising
scholar and a young beautiful woman. The ‘scholar-beauty’ romance has a long
tradition in Chinese literature, and by extension, Chinese culture as a whole. A
typical example is the Yuan Dynasty drama ‘The Story of the West Wing’, a love
story between Student Zhang, a Confucian scholar, and Cui Yingying, a beautiful
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and elegant lady. Student Zhang encounters Cui Yingying on his way to the capital
to attend the highest imperial examination. He is enthralled by Cui Yingying’s
beauty and woos her in every way. Attracted to Student Zhang’s poetic talent, Cui
Yinging falls in love with him. She sexually entertains and spiritually nurtures him
during his sojourn at her place. After Student Zhang wins first place in the imperial
examination, they marry. In her book Breaking Free From the Patriarchal
Tradition: Criticism of Patriarchy in Literature 42, Liu Huiying argues that the
‘scholar-beauty’ romance is in essence a product of Chinese patriarchy:
In the ‘scholar-beauty’ narrative, women’s love and happiness hinge completely on men’s
talent and men’s career success. Women don’t need any talent. They are not even
expected to provide men with proper advice and spiritual support. What they are
supposed to do is use their good looks and emotional devotion to stimulate men’s desire
for success (Liu 1995, p. 21).

In the case of Dao, he is infatuated with the image of a Cui Yingying type of woman,
who lives to entertain her man and stimulate his desire for success. He manages to find
such a woman, Rose, at Shanghai Oriental University. Rose is from Suzhou, which has
a reputation for producing beauties. Dao sees Rose in sexual terms:
She was one of those rare girls who like to dress well and used lipstick, and I encouraged
her to do so by giving her money to buy the cosmetics. And the fact that she spoke fluent
Shanghai dialect heightened her sexiness (Ouyang 2002a, p. 252).

The above passage suggests that while a large number of female students are
shifting away from their traditional gender role, Rose seems to stick to the
principle laid down by Dao that “women exist to attract men and, if they don’t,
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This is my translation of the original Chinese title “走出男权传统的藩篱 – 文学中男权意思的批判”.
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there is a problem” (p. 195). Her fancy clothes, lipstick, cosmetics and a name
redolent of erotic romance all point to what Connell has called an ‘emphasised
femininity’ – “one form [of femininity which] is defined around compliances with
this subordination [of women to men] and is oriented to accommodating the
interests and desires of men” (Connell 1987, p. 183). Dao has every reason to
encourage Rose to develop ‘emphasised femininity’ because it caters not only to
his sexual desire but also to his need to control her.

Dao shows that he can exercise control over Rose through his role as the
‘breadwinner’, or rather the ‘money-giver’. In the eyes of Dao, Rose’s body is not
simply an object to arouse and satisfy his sexual desire, but a site to cure his wounded
male power and reassert the masculinity denied him by his wife. However, as he later
finds out, she is not the reincarnation of Cui Yingying that he imagines her to be.
Unlike Cui Yingying, who is completely submissive to Student Zhang, Rose “probably
had her own hidden agendas” and “had not entertained the idea of marriage, for she
wanted our relationship for fun only, as more and more girls were practicing this sort
of sexual liberation” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 275). It dawns on Dao that Rose is probably
using him for her own benefit. Her mind is on white men, preferably Americans. This
is not the first time Dao is hurt by Chinese women who fantasise about Western men.
Earlier in his life, he is hurt by his wife’s half-joking remark that “she would go for
another man, preferably a white man with blue eyes with whom she could have a
blue-eyed and perhaps black-haired baby” (p. 12). Her joke becomes reality when she
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comes to Australia: she then leaves Dao for an Australian man.

Westernisation undermines established gender relations in China, resulting in a crisis
of masculinity. If a man accommodates to the new model of masculinity, he will
survive. If he sticks to wen masculinity, he is a misfit and will be cast out of
mainstream society. Dao belongs to the latter group, and decides to come to Australia.
As to the driving force behind his migration to Australia, Dao gives contradictory
answers. On the one hand, he claims that it is his concern for “politics” in China that
“propelled [him] in a downward thrust into Australia” (p. 126). On the other, he shows
that he is not interested in politics. He is a “non-active member” (p. 284) in the
political campaigns organised by students that lead to the Tiananmen Square Incident.
Unlike his fellow intellectuals who are committed to the collective mission of
modernising backward China through political movements, Dao is an outsider, as he
bluntly states that “I refused to be an active [member of the student movement]
because I was convinced it was better to stand alone from the rest of the crowd, and for
my own secret reasons” (p. 278). Dao’s remarks suggest that his leaving China for
Australia is not motivated so much by political reasons as by his own escapism. Dao
deviates from the ideal of intellectuals in Chinese official discourse. In imperial China,
the male ideal is the junzi (the Superior Man) established by the official discourse of
the ruling class. In The Fragile Scholar: Power and Masculinity in Chinese Culture,
Song discusses this junzi-hood:
Enormous emphasis has been placed upon a man’s sense of social and political
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responsibility and his contribution to the sovereign and state in the Confucian discourse
of manhood. The worth of a man lies in his success in public vocation; commitment to
political affairs and lofty political aspiration constitute the touchstone of a junzi (Song
2004, p. 91).

The ideal of Confucian scholars was to become servants of the state and advisers to the
ruler. Though the collapse of the feudal system in 1911 blocked intellectuals from
entering officialdom by taking civil examinations, their desire to serve the state did not
dissipate. Researchers have shown that the Confucian ideal of intellectuals having a
responsibility to make their country better and their leaders more accountable has been
passed on to intellectuals in modern times (Goldman and Cheek 1987; Hamrin 1987, p.
289; Feng 1997; He 2004). Intellectuals throughout Chinese history take as their motto
the famous remarks made by Fan Zhongyan, a scholar-official in Northern Song
Dynasty (960-1127), that “a scholar should be the first to show concern for the
troubles of people and the last to enjoy himself” (xian tianxia zhi you er you, hou
tianxia zhi le er le). Dao, however, is not interested in this Confucian junzi ideal. As
shown in the above discussion, he embodies characteristics of the caizi masculinity,
and as his name suggests, he also subscribes to Taoism.

Dao’s understanding of Chinese history as “cyclic destruction and renewal” (Ouyang
2002a, p. 53) indicates that he is under the influence of Taoist determinism. His claim
that “politics, whether Western or Eastern, was the same dirty business the world over”
(p. 202) echoes Chuang Tzu’s 43 relativism. It seems that Dao has seen through the
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Chuang Tzu, also identified as Zhuangzi in this thesis, is a Chinese philosopher of Taoism/Daoism who is
thought to have lived around the 4th century BC during the Warring States Period. He is regarded as the successor of
Lao-tzu, who is credited with founding Taoism/Daoism.
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secular world with his “penetrating eyes” (p. 251). Taoist determinism allows Dao to
realise that however hard human beings try to change the world of their own free will,
their efforts are doomed from the outset. Through Chuang Tzu’s relativism, Dao
becomes aware that an ideal society in the human world will never be achieved.
Furthermore, his father’s ups and downs under different political regimes have brought
home to him the volatility of politics and reinforced his understanding that human life
is subject to fluctuation. It is Dao’s Taoist worldview that makes him desire to
transcend meaningless human struggles so as to pursue his own freedom and
happiness.

Dao also highlights the influence of the philosophy of the Song Dynasty poet Su Shi
(also known as Su Dongpo or Eastern Slope Su in the novel). After his political
ambitions to better the life of his countrymen were thwarted by his opponents, Su Shi
underwent demotion, dismissal from office and even imprisonment. In 1080, he was
exiled to Huang Zhou (the town of Dong Po or Eastern Slope in the novel) where he
composed two famous prose poems, “The First Prose Poem on the Red Cliff” and “The
Second Prose Poem on the Red Cliff”. Researchers have argued that Su Shi invoked
Taoism and Buddhism to combat the disappointment and grievances that arose from
the persecution by his political rivals (Ma 1998; Cheng 2003; Deng 2004; Wang, J.
2004; Wang and Yang 2004). Taoist sentiments permeate his two prose poems, which
Dao frequently refers to. Dao, who grows up in a town rich in historical relics
associated with Su Shi, is deeply influenced by the great poet. As Dao himself says, he
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has “read the two prose poems from character to character, trying to work out what
each character means”, and is “thrilled by the philosophical and powerful passages”
(Ouyang 2002a, p. 261). He is so touched by what Su Shi has written that he comes to
identify with the exiled poet. This sense of identification intensifies when he later
migrates to Australia and becomes even stronger after he goes back to China.

However, the fact that Dao Zhuang has a Taoist worldview does not mean that he is a
real Taoist. Unlike Su Shi, a real Taoist who was content with the situation no matter
what happened to him, Dao’s embrace of Taoist ideology is superficial. He has never
reached the stage where he can wander freely both physically and spiritually. He is
making use of Taoism for his own selfish purposes. When his masculinity is
undermined by Western standards of masculinity and feminism at a time when China is
in political and social turmoil, Taoism drives him to escape to quieter and safer places
where he hopes to reassert his masculinity. He has never really given up his pursuit of
fame and success. In “Migrant Men and Domestic Life: Renegotiating the Patriarchal
Bargain?”, Bob Pease points out:
When men migrate to another country, they bring with them assumptions and practices
associated with manhood in their culture. When they arrive in Australia, they have to
engage with a different set of assumptions and practices… Thus, the immigrant men find
their assumptions about gender challenged as they settle in a different environment
(Pease 2009, p. 80).

This is exactly what happens to Dao Zhuang. When wen masculinity comes into direct
contact with dominant Australian masculinity, Dao is overwhelmed by the collision.
His great hopes of reconstructing his manhood in this wealthy, democratic, but alien
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land are dashed.

The legend of the ideal Australian male is created around a series of myths, which can
be traced back to the literary image of the white bushman of the colonial period
(Moore 1998, p. 44). Addressing the characteristics of colonial Australian masculinity
in a paper entitled “Colonial Manhood and Masculinities”, Clive Moore argues that the
colonial Australian masculinity embodied by the white bushman was “violent, racist
and sexist” (Moore 1998, p. 43). This larrikin white bushman icon was later replaced
by the courageous and self-sacrificing ANZAC 44 soldier who gave way in turn to
lifesavers (Saunders 1998) and contemporary sporting heroes (Tranter and Donoghue
2007). Propagated by the media, these male icons have been accepted as the ideal of
Australian masculinity. Although the male icon has changed over time and been
challenged by emerging male ideals such as the successful businessman, it retains at
least two salient features: whiteness and emphasis on physical prowess. Dao feels that
he is marginalised against this Australian male ideal.

For Dao, a real Australian man is white. He claims that he himself is a “third-class
citizen, or even a last-class citizen” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 45), and attributes his
marginalisation to being non-white:
I had had great hopes in Australia. Like many who came before or around the time when I
came, I regarded Australia as a land of opportunity. However, that opportunity seemed to
exist only for Australians and people from other countries of the British Commonwealth
and not the likes of me. Even though I had sworn my allegiance, Australia saw in me an
44

The Australian and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) fought at Gallipoli in Turkey during World War I.
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un-Australian (p. 25).

Dao fails to benefit from the Australian policy of multiculturalism, which aims to
eliminate racial discrimination. The failure of multiculturalism is poignantly expressed
by Ouyang Yu in his poem ‘Moon Over Melbourne’: “[The moon] put every body to a
multicultural sleep who know not what it means by one dancing with oneself and one’s
shadow under you” (Ouyang 2005, p. 67). Dao sees the race-related cultural barrier put
up by Australian society as preventing him from climbing the ladder of power. While
white males are high up on the ladder flaunting their male power, Dao is trapped at the
bottom. According to what Dao observes in Australia, a real Australian man is also
athletic. He says that he reads and writes while “they play cricket and football, ski, go
to the beach, surf and swim, rock-climb, and do all sorts of recreational activities, none
of which I do” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 205). Dao, who pins all his hopes on Australia,
realises that against the dominant Australian masculinity featuring a white and athletic
bloke, he stands no chance. However, rather than giving up, he goes to great lengths to
rescue his troubled masculinity.

Dao’s unwillingness to take part in physical activities shows that he doesn’t want to
strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’ through compensation. His identification with Chinese
culture does not allow him to deploy denial. In fact, he attempts to use deflection –
exchanging his educational achievements and resultant social status for the elevation of
his manhood. The first step is building up his academic credentials. After coming to
Australia, he completes an MA in Chinese and starts a PhD in Cross-Cultural Studies.
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Obtaining educational credentials paves the way to a profession from which he expects
to gain social status, the key to striking the ‘hegemonic bargain’. However, Dao is
unable to find a decent job in Australia. He attributes this to his identity as an ethnic
Chinese. He finds jobs such as selling Encyclopedia Britannica from door to door.
However, only jobs that are compatible with his educational qualifications would
enable him to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’. Low status jobs such as a door-to-door
salesman or a kitchen hand are excluded from his list of desirable professions. Dao’s
contempt for manual labour such as kitchen work suggests that he subscribes to the
Confucian notion of prioritising mental work over physical labour. To borrow a phrase
from Louie, for a male Chinese scholar to do menial labour “is tantamount to being
emasculated” (Louie 2001, p. 48).

The decent jobs he has obtained are temporary, like “doing a research job for a
Melbourne-based market research company on the images of Australia in China” and
gathering information on the great Chinese poet Eastern Slope Su for Professor
McLoughlin at Melbourne University (Ouyang 2002a, p. 230). For most of the time,
Dao is on the dole and unable to achieve the admirable social position which would
deflect attention away from his racial and cultural background. Unemployment
frustrates his ambition to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’ and puts an end to his efforts
to gain access to hegemonic masculinity. Without the halo of hegemonic masculinity
around his yellow body, he is not a real man in Australia, which he thinks is the reason
why his wife abandons him for a Caucasian man. His housemate Warne is also
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deserted by his wife, resulting in him “living in a vacuum, homeless, deprived of love
and sexual enjoyment” (p. 30). No wonder Warne curses women as “the worst lot in
the world!” (p. 343). Wu Liao is snubbed even by prostitutes, who “never looked his
way although many had gone passing by and never attempted to touch him with their
white slabs of flesh that set him afire sexually” (p. 57). He has no choice but to
masturbate for the release of his sexual desire.

Failing to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’ for a share of dominant masculinity causes
Dao to develop a ‘protest masculinity’. Connell likens ‘protest masculinity’ to a “tense,
freaky facade, making a claim to power where there are no resources to power”
(Connell 2005, p. 111). While ‘protest masculinity’ in the case of young working-class
Australian men is manifested in supermasculine behaviour such as violence, heavy
drug/alcohol use, and wild driving (p. 110), Dao demonstrates a more complicated
‘protest masculinity’. According to Connell, ‘protest masculinity’ is a marginalised
masculinity, which picks up themes of hegemonic masculinity and reworks them in the
context of poverty (p. 114). The themes Dao adopts include violence and
phallocentrism. However, instead of resorting to physical violence, he launches verbal
attacks on his host country and women. His phallocentrism is manifested through
imagined sexual aggression towards women and his host country. But his ‘protest
masculinity’ also deviates from norms of hegemonic masculinity. Dao feminises
himself, mocking his lack of power and making that lack of power visible. This
suggests that his ‘protest masculinity’ has certain characteristics of what Gregory
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Wayne Walker identifies as a ‘disciplined protest masculinity’ (Walker 2006).

Dao is verbally aggressive. He abuses Australia as racist, claiming that Chinese are
discriminated against in Australia: “nowhere else in Australia would Chinese be
extended such welcome…only in brothels and casinos” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 57). He
criticises Australians as “extremely snobbish”, “extremely afraid of making mistakes”,
“jealous and miserly”, “conservative”, “suspicious”, “fearful of confrontation” and
“fond of making empty promises” (pp. 169-175). He denigrates Australia by
invidiously comparing its history to the long and glorious past of his home country. He
remarks that “Australia is a country that originated in convicts, a country that rode on
the sheep’s back, a country that few gave a damn about” (p. 53), and that “what they
termed history in a mere two hundred years is a miscellany of crammed indiscriminate
and inspired facts that in Chinese terms would mostly be pared away” (p. 52). He also
puts down Australia by comparing it invidiously with more powerful Western
countries: “Australia is but a small brother” (p. 41).

Dao is a misogynist. He directs his resentment at women whom he curses collectively
as an “insatiable beast hungry for materialistic gains” (p. 369), treating them merely as
sexual objects. His misogyny can be understood as a retaliation for his loss of
masculinity. Chinese women desert him for white men, and Australian women use him
for their own advantage. He hates women because they collude with the dominant
masculinity in marginalising him and shattering his masculinity.
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Dao’s ‘protest masculinity’, represented by his verbal attacks on Australia and women,
resonates with the argument of Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo and Michael A. Messner:
Men of color, poor and working-class men, immigrant men, and gay men are often in
very contradictory conditions at the nexus of intersecting systems of domination and
subordination. In short, although they are oppressed by class, race, and/or sexual systems
of power, they also commonly construct and display forms of masculinity as ways of
resisting other men’s power over them, as well as asserting power and privilege over
women (Hondagneu-Sotelo and Messner 1994, p. 215).

Put differently, ‘protest masculinity’ is a countermeasure taken by immigrant men like
Dao against being rendered powerless.

Dao does not actually abuse women – his violence is only verbal. With his verbal
sexual aggression towards women, Dao appropriates a phallocentric discourse, in
which the ‘phallus’ is a sociocultural symbol of the anatomical penis – the emblem of
masculinity and hence man’s power. In Dao’s mind, women turn into supersexualised
objects he can fantasise about, and targets he wants to destroy. He does so through his
alter ego Wu Liao:
Wu was so exhausted that all he could see in front of his eyes was the wall of the girl that
stood inviting entry. In his sleep that night, he dreamt that he entered the girl like a bullet,
deep into her until the wall broke (Ouyang 2002a, p. 66).

By equating masculinity with sexual conquest and also with violence, Dao expects to
reclaim the masculinity of which dominant Australian society deprives him. However,
he can only do so in dreams. Dao also feminises Australia as part of his strategy to vent
his frustration over being rendered powerless. This is expressed through his fictional
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character Wu Liao, who on one occasion masturbates before pornographic magazines,
but ejaculates “by chance” onto a copy of Manning Clark’s A History of Australia,
which is later found “partly covered in his semen, white Chinese semen” (p. 59). This
feminisation of Australia also appears in Ouyang’s poetry. In the article “Sleep No
More: Ouyang Yu’s Wake-up Call to Multicultural Australia”, Ommundsen argues
that in his book Moon Over Melbourne and Other Poems, Ouyang Yu projects a
female gender onto Australia and ‘fucks’ it – “a country/ flowing with gold and
fuck-holes” (Ouyang cited in Ommundsen 2005b, p. 243). She points out that
“Australia and poetry are feminised and figured as potential victims of the poet’s
combined rage and sexual aggression” (Ommundsen 2005b, p. 243). Addressing
Ouyang Yu’s feminisation of Australia in both his poetry and his novel TESC,
Ommundsen contends that “it is through these figurative sexual acts, presented as
doomed bids for power by those who have been rendered powerless, that Ouyang most
poignantly articulates the acute sense of isolation experienced by the male migrant” (p.
243).

Apart from venting his frustration and anger on his host country and women, Dao
experiences extreme depression and pain deep in his heart: “Pain is the dearest gift
they’ve earned in Australia in the late twentieth century” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 222).
According to Michael Kaufman, powerless men tend to “direct buried pain against
themselves in the form of self-hate, self-deprecation, physical illness, insecurity, or
addiction” (Kaufman 1994, p. 149). This happens to Dao as it does to other characters,
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such as Robert Niu, discussed above. Dao is so depressed that he even contemplates
ending his life: “I sometimes get so frustrated that I nearly want to kill myself”
(Ouyang 2002a, p. 198).

Dao Zhuang, whose masculinity is hurt in China, escapes to Australia for the purpose
of healing his wound and asserting his male power, only to have his masculinity
completely shattered. He decides to restore it. This time, he chooses to go back to his
home country, China. However, Dao is not the old Dao, nor is China the old China. In
China, Dao is a new man. Apart from the change of his name from Dao Zhuang to
Dole Zane, his identity has changed too: he is now an Australian citizen. In the eyes of
Chinese, he is a ‘haigui’, a term coined by Chinese mainlanders to refer to ‘returnees
from overseas’. Male returnees who have received an education in developed Western
countries are seen as radiating modernity and prosperity. They are valued and granted
privileges by the Chinese government. Their returnee status enables them easy access
to higher social positions and to women as well. The prospect of enjoying these
privileges is part of what induced Dao to return. However, the undeniable fact is that
while some of the returnees have achieved fame or obtained wealth abroad, a large
number of them have not done very well, and some badly. Obviously, Dao belongs to
the latter category. Although his persona looks impressive – an Australian citizen with
educational qualifications in both Chinese and English, his ‘true self’ is another thing:
he is unemployed, living on government benefits. Unlike the successful returnees who
are a credit to their family, Dao’s return threatens to taint his family’s reputation, as his
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sister Tao says:
The worry is that once the word is out that you are not doing as well in Australia as
people would imagine, our reputation as a family would be in jeopardy. People would
start talking behind our backs (p. 105).

Therefore, to save both his family’s and his own face, Dao has to conceal his ‘true self’
from the public. Deep down, he is tormented by the anxiety that his ‘true self’ will be
uncovered.

To Dao, China is also new. Ten years earlier, China was in political turmoil, torn
between pro-West radicals and communist conservatives. Shanghai offers a glimpse of
new China:
The night had set the city in a blaze of shining colours. The neon signs of Coca-Cola
stood side by side with those of Daewoo and Motorola. Trees were dripping with pearls
of light bulbs. Crowds of high-rises loomed large in the distance and roared past us in the
twinkling of an eye (p. 38).

Dao is obviously astonished that the backward motherland he left behind ten years
earlier is being transformed into a modern and prosperous country. Socialist China is
being rapidly Westernised and capitalised. Adding to his surprise is the fact that the
ideal of Chinese masculinity has shifted from the scholar to the entrepreneur during his
absence. Louie argues that “throughout the 1990s, the powerful forces of
industrialisation and consumerism have pushed cultural artefacts, including
masculinity, into the marketplace as commodities”, and that “ business success is now
clearly a primary aim of moral-political education” (Louie 2002, pp. 55-56). It is no
wonder that a large number of intellectuals have turned into businessmen. In “Chinese
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Intellectuals Facing the Challenges of the New Century”, He Baogang observes:
Before 1992, even when Chinese intellectuals were “victims” suppressed by political
powers, they still occupied a central place in society. However, as China moved faster
towards the market economy in the 1990s, they have been gradually marginalized, while
the new rich and the new pop stars have occupied the centre stage of the societal theatre.
As increasing economic freedom has provided Chinese intellectuals with opportunities to
make profits, many of them have given up academic and governmental jobs to enter
business and turn their cultural “capital” into financial capital (He 2004, p. 270).

Thus, Louie’s brain-brawn masculinity, extended to include money, becomes what can
be called a brass-brain-brawn triad. The word order in the triad, in fact, reflects the
order of importance of the three components in modern Chinese masculinity. Dao
observes that Chinese men including his friends and schoolmates who used to be
infatuated with literature and philosophy are “all for market economy” and “practicing
capitalism” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 84). A typical example is Ston Wan, a
novelist-turned-entrepreneur who entertains Dao to a sumptuous dinner in one of the
most expensive restaurants in Shanghai. Wan boasts that he can eat lobsters every day,
go to Australia any time he feels like a rest, and afford to employ white people to work
for him. Compared to this wealthy and arrogant Chinese man, Dao “felt very
embarrassed” and “kept [his] silence and nodded [his] head, mechanically, not without
appreciation” (pp. 41-43). Dao shows that he falls short as a man before a ‘real man’, a
man with a large amount of money in his pocket.

Dao does not have much ‘brawn’ because of his aversion to physical activities, nor
does he have ‘brass’ due to long-time unemployment. The only thing he has is his
‘brain’, or wen attributes – literary talent and educational qualifications. He has
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Australian citizenship, which is regarded as desirable in China. However, lack of
money, the most important component of the ideal of modern Chinese masculinity,
threatens to disqualify him from being a real man. Dao once again finds himself in an
awkward predicament. China gave birth to his scholar masculinity and has valued it for
much of its history, but now it is in jeopardy. Once again, to rescue his besieged
masculinity, Dao decides to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’, this time with the current
hegemonic masculinity of his home country. He doesn’t choose compensation which
would mean turning into a businessman. While all his friends are exploiting the great
poet Eastern Slope Su for cash, Dao refuses to take part. The private world that Dao
guards against commercial erosion is a purely literary and philosophical world where
he expects to communicate with the great poet. He hates commercialisation. While all
his friends are pursuing money, Dao remains a true scholar.

The strategy he adopts is deflection. As we have seen, he used deflection in Australia –
diverting attention to his educational achievements for the purpose of making the
‘hegemonic bargain’. However, in China, he diverts attention to his Australian
citizenship, which is assumed to be synonymous with ‘Western’ and ‘wealthy’. The
logic goes like this: (a) Australia is a Western and wealthy country; (b) Dao is
Australian; (c) therefore, Dao is Western and wealthy. Thus, by flaunting his Australian
citizenship, Dao gives the impression that he is a wealthy Western man. He employs
the discourse of race in the reconstruction of his masculinity in his home country. He
speaks English and highlights his Australian identity in the presence of his Chinese
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audience at Red Cliff University. With remarks such as “Did anyone know who John
Howard is? He is our Prime Minister” (p. 184), he tries to distinguish himself from his
fellow Chinese. By deflection, he is able to strike the ‘hegemonic bargain’ with
dominant Chinese masculinity featuring the wealthy businessman. His strategy seems
to work: “In China, I was valued, not because I was Chinese, but because I was
Australian” (p. 296). Therefore, as long as he keeps his Australian ‘face’, he projects
dominant masculinity. However, once the ‘true self’ covered by his Australian ‘face’ is
made public, his masculinity will be shattered.

As it happens, his Australian ‘face’ is under scrutiny and interrogation from the
moment he sets foot in his home country. He is squarely challenged by an escort girl in
a karaoke bar in Eastern Slope: “You look Chinese. You speak Chinese. And you look
no different from your friends. Come on, gentleman, don’t play with us” (p. 82). His
Chinese compatriots are trying to pry open his persona to have a look at his ‘true self’,
constantly damaging his confidence in his effort to sustain his Australian ‘face’. To
bolster his frail confidence, Dao resorts to his white dentures. In one scene in the novel,
they are dashed out of his hands by Minnie, a female student at Red Cliff University
who is sceptical about Dao’s claims and bent on finding out what he really is. The
disappearance of his white dentures unsettles him and sends him searching frantically
on the floor. After Minnie gives them back to Dao, he feels much relieved:
I seized them in my own hands, had a look at them to see that they were intact, went
inside the toilet to wash them and put them back. Instantly, I was the bloke from Australia
with a full toothy smile again (p. 240).
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Dao is clearly aware that his masculinity, propped up by his Australian citizenship and
white dentures, is so frail that it may collapse at any time. He needs something tangible
to consolidate it. He chooses jobs and women, which he regards as indispensable
measures of manhood. He assumes that although he is denied both a job and women in
Australia, it is easy for him to get them in China with his Australian citizenship and
outstanding educational credentials. He lodges an application for a lectureship in both
Chinese and English at Red Cliff University. However, his educational credentials are
questioned. His MA in Chinese obtained in Australia is not recognised by a Chinese
professor, who “doubts if a foreign MA in Chinese will count much because genuine
Chinese is not found overseas but right here in China” (p. 154). His English is deemed
not as “pure” as that of the “white, genuine native speakers” (p. 152). Dao gets no
response from the university, just a silent rejection of his job application.

Dao is hankering for both the physical and spiritual nurture of women to heal his
wounded masculinity. Compared with his wretched sexless life in Australia, he is
excited to find that women are easily available in China, as he happily exclaims: “It
was amazing that my downward trajectory since my arrival in Eastern Slope seemed to
have been entirely feminine, with women, women, nothing but women” (pp. 79-80).
Shortly after he checks into a hotel in Eastern Slope, he is sexually entertained by a
university-student-turned-prostitute. Later, in the company of his friends, he finds
himself surrounded by a group of escort girls in a karaoke bar. However, he comes to
the realisation that these women approach him for the sake of nothing but money. His
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sister Tao, who attempts to arrange a marriage for him, cautions Dao: “Although you
are from Australia and now a citizen, your position is not that attractive to Chinese
women these days” (p. 103) (emphasis in the original text). She explains:
Chinese women or girls nowadays are very particular about the men they choose. They
not only mind their good looks but more importantly the money in their pockets as well
as their social position. If you come from overseas, they may allow you some discount on
those things. Still, you have to convince them that you are in a secure financial position to
provide for them before they can make up their mind to go overseas with you (p. 104).

Dao’s own experience and Tao’s words convince him that Chinese women have
degenerated into ‘materialist animals’. Chinese women are greedy not only for money
but also for sex. An example is a female general manager of a big company whom Tao
recommends to Dao as a candidate for marriage. Dao describes the woman in
masculine terms: her remarkable ability to smoke and drink, her raucous laughter as
well as her bragging that “I can buy you a house in Melbourne where we can live
together” and “whatever you want I can buy you as long as you listen to me. I can see
you are a nice kid” (pp. 108-110). Dao feminises himself in a description of how the
manager makes sexual advances towards him:
[S]he put her hand on my shoulder and let it slide to where my cock was and rested it
there against my unexpected hard-on, her face showing nothing, moving ever closer to
mine. I edged away, like a woman (p. 109).

In the process of love-making in the hotel later on, she makes Dao satisfy her sexual
desire: “The love we made was a success only for her” and “she wanted me to fuck her
again until she was fucked dead” (p. 110). Dao is completely at the mercy of this
woman:
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I acted the passive guy as I wasn’t even allowed a chance to play the leading role,
reduced to a willing slave to her wild passions, with her taking a pivotal sitting position
on top of me, assuming total control. I came even before she started because I was
thinking of the pretty girl in my audience in Shanghai who was gazing intently at me
from a distance. I concentrated on her large dark eyes, ignoring the animal on me, and the
image worked. Angrily, she thrust me aside and washed herself clean in the toilet (p. 111).

In the above passages, Dao reverses the conventional Chinese gender and sexual
hierarchy. Projecting himself as a submissive woman, he expresses a mixed feeling of
anger and lamentation over being rendered powerless. The male-female relationship
Dao constructs is not one of harmony and reciprocity but of control and domination.
Even in this reversal of conventional gender roles, Dao’s sexist ideology is revealed.
Here, Dao demonstrates a different type of ‘protest masculinity’. Rather than invoking
norms of hegemonic masculinity in order to make a claim to power, he feminises
himself and mocks his lack of power.

The woman Dao fantasises about is a beautiful girl who admires him. To Dao, a
woman who is intelligent and independent is asexual, like Minnie who “was somehow
asexual because of her intellectual potential” (p. 196). Minnie is plain-looking; her
plainness “defies description” and “doesn’t attract any attention” (p. 196). According to
Dao’s theory that “women exist to attract men and, if they don’t, there is a problem” (p.
195), Minnie’s sexuality is problematic because she values knowledge and
independence rather than ingratiating herself with men. Minnie is obviously not a
woman of his heart. Dao, who suffers from the ‘scholar-beauty’ complex, is searching
for a beautiful, sexy and submissive woman. However, much to his disappointment, he
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finds that beautiful and sexy women are selling themselves for money, wealthy women
turn into insatiable beasts, and intelligent women are asexual. To Dao, all women are
problematic in China in the late 1990s. Dao’s ambition to fill his ‘empty’ masculinity
with a job and women is frustrated. His ‘true self’ is finally disclosed by Minnie – “an
impostor in China and a failure in Australia” (p. 233).

The fact that he is unable to find a place for himself in his own home country makes
him feel alienated: “Somewhere at the back of my mind, the vague idea came again
that somehow I was this Eastern Slope Su” (p. 311). Like Eastern Slope Su who was
exiled to Huang Zhou some nine hundred years earlier, Dao is doubly exiled in both
Australia and China. The difference between the ancient poet and Dao is that while
“[Eastern Slope Su] simply enjoyed his freedom in poverty or his poverty in freedom”
(p. 384), Dao is suffering, because he never abandons his ambition to obtain power.
Eastern Slope Su is a real Taoist, while Dao is not. Dao is a modern scholar who
remains nostalgic about the patriarchal times when scholars were granted power and
rewarded with wealth and women. He is unable to fulfil his ambition in either Australia
or China. Dao’s lamentation about the doom of the traditional China echoes Ouyang
Yu’s poetry collection Songs of the Last Chinese Poet. Facing massive Westernisation
all over the world, the last Chinese poet feels powerless and helpless and can only let
out an apocalyptic howl: “THE WEST WILL WIN” (Ouyang 1997, p. 95). This is
exactly what Dao predicts about China on the basis of what he has experienced.
Westernisation is transforming the social and cultural structure of China.
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Intellectualism which has long been valued in Chinese culture is giving way to
commercialism and consumerism, and traditional Chinese gender relations and
standards of masculinity are collapsing. Unlike Warne who still lives in the hope of
going back to China to reclaim his masculinity, Dao is totally disillusioned. Though he
physically returns to Australia as an Australian citizen, he has no idea where to go.
Rejected by both his home country and host country, he is trapped in ‘no man’s land’.

Dao and Wu Ming in Bungee Australia have remarkably similar experiences in
Australia and China. Both have obtained postgraduate degrees in Australia. Both are
deserted for Australian men by their Chinese wives. In comparison with the student
casual workers who have little knowledge of Australian society, Dao and Wu have a
much deeper understanding of Australian cultural norms and practices. Both attempt to
make a ‘hegemonic bargain’ to elevate their manhood in Australia as well as in China.
However, there are also some differences. Dao develops a ‘protest masculinity’,
launching verbal attacks on Australia and women. But after his attempts to rescue his
manhood fail, he resigns himself to his fate, abandoning himself to lamentations. By
contrast, Wu Ming is more interested in taking action than expressing grief. He is
actively involved in political campaigns including forming a party to fight against
racial discrimination.

The main theme of Ouyang’s novel, that Chinese men are victimised by Chinese
women in collaboration with white men, informs all the texts discussed in this chapter.
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By presenting Chinese women as abandoning Chinese men for Australian men, male
characters put themselves in the disadvantaged position in a Chinese man/Australian
man dichotomy. The objectification of Chinese women as a yardstick for masculinity is
a reflection of patriarchal ideology embedded in the psyche of these male characters.
This theme also reinforces the Orientalist stereotype of the union between a white man
and an Asian woman. The male characters under discussion seem blind to the fact that
even though Chinese women’s social status rose after the Cultural Revolution, which
iconoclastically attacked Confucius for his misogynistic attitude, the treatment of
women as men’s inferiors has not essentially changed. Unsympathetic to Chinese
women who are still subordinated by Chinese patriarchy, male characters blame them
for courting Western men and deserting their own men. In her PhD thesis Negotiating
Masculinity: Rereading Male Figures in Gish Jen, Frank Chin, Gus Lee, and Maxine
Hong Kingston’s Novels, Zhang Kai quotes Goellnicht, an American critic: “having
been ground down themselves by white men, having been forced into ‘feminine’
subject positions, Chinese American men often seek to reassert their lost patriarchal
power by denigrating a group they perceive as weaker than themselves: Chinese
American women” (Zhang 2008, p. 159). The attitudes of BaBa in Maxine Hong
Kingston’s China Men, discussed by Goellnicht and Zhang Kai, Wu Ming in Liu Ao’s
Bungee Australia, as well as Dao Zhuang and Warne in Ouyang Yu’s Eastern Slope
Chronicle, all demonstrate that the first target chosen by Chinese men in diasporic
fiction when their masculinity is undermined is always Chinese women.
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7. Conclusion
In Theorising Chinese Masculinity: Society and Gender in China, Louie argues that
male PRC intellectuals in Australia have a sense of loss of manhood because their wen
accomplishments are not recognised. He contends that these Chinese men attempt to
recuperate their manhood through achieving both wen and wu: “For the men at least,
creating an acceptable wen-wu in the host country is tantamount to recovering a lost
manhood” (Louie 2002, p. 134). However, the Chinese men discussed in this chapter
do not aspire to both wen and wu ideals. They are only interested in the wen aspect of
the wen-wu dichotomy. None of them demonstrate what Louie identifies as the wu
attributes including martial valour or physical prowess.

The texts discussed in this chapter do not construct resilient models of Chinese
masculinity but put on show the predicament of wen masculinity. Wen masculinity is
not only being marginalised in post-reform China but also denied a place in Australia,
unsettling male Chinese intellectuals and forcing some of them to take action. They
waver between the traditional ideal, wen masculinity, and the emerging ideal,
entrepreneurial masculinity. These intellectuals are forced to make a choice: whether to
continue to adhere to wen masculinity or to embrace the new ideal. Dao remains
committed to wen masculinity. He fails in his attempt to claim a place for it in
Australia, which provokes him to develop a ‘protest masculinity’. He also finds that
there is no room for wen masculinity in post-reform China. Robert Niu struggles to
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hold onto his ideal, but Chinese society and his family pressure him to give up. Wu
Ming attempts to boost his masculinity through styling himself as chairman of a board
of directors. However, he remains devoted to literary writing, suggesting that he does
not really intend to give up wen masculinity. Jiang Yifu chooses to abandon wen
masculinity for entrepreneurial masculinity, but remains tormented by the conflict
between morality and profitability. He attempts to free himself from Confucian
influences, but cannot fully escape them. In contrast to his fellow Chinese men, Ho
Xiaobo is not troubled by the tension between the two ideals. His anger is directed at
Australia. Xu Haijing and his fellow gamblers are again different. They abandon both
ideals, retreating to a secluded world.

Male writers represent the predicament of Chinese intellectuals as lamentable, and
their narratives do not show these men finding any resolution. However, it does not
follow that all Chinese men end up in despair in Australia. Quite a few Chinese men
have produced remarkable achievements and won recognition from Australian society.
Examples of such successful men, recreated as characters of fiction and aubobiography,
will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE: SUCCESSFUL MEN

1. Introduction
While the previous chapter deals with images of frustrated Chinese men created by
male authors from the PRC, this chapter aims to explore how male authors from the
same ethnic background construct positive and resilient Chinese masculinities. It
presents three short case studies followed by a longer one.

Australian Dream by Jin Kaiping is an autobiography describing how a Chinese
student from the PRC realises his dream of becoming a successful businessman in
Australia. Why Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean by Ying Ge is a
novel depicting a group of Chinese students from the PRC struggling to survive and
endeavouring to fulfil their mission under the leadership of the kind of man Nina Glick
Schiller calls a ‘long-distance nationalist’ (Schiller 2004). In his autobiography Mao’s
Last Dancer, Li Chunxin narrates his transformation from village boy into ballet
dancer during the Cultural Revolution, and his subsequent defection to the West. The
longer case study of this chapter focuses on Zhong Yazhang’s novel Living in Sydney,
which is devoted to the construction of Shanghai men as ‘real men’.

While the male characters in the previous chapter belong to a relatively homogeneous
group – well-educated Chinese intellectuals – the male characters in this chapter are
more diverse. They differ in age as well as in educational background. Each of the
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texts presents a distinctive male image: a goodwill ambassador, a long-distance
nationalist, a successful ballet dancer, and an indomitable fighter.

2. Australian Dream
Australian Dream is the autobiography of Jin Kaiping, currently Chairman of the
Board of the Aust-China Group based in Melbourne. As an example of the
‘rags-to-riches’ genre, Jin Kaiping’s book presents his life trajectory from coming to
Australia from mainland China in 1987 with only 1,000 Australian dollars plus two
boxes of economics books, to business tycoon. Jin Kaiping employs the narrative of
the self-made man to construct his image. In Reading Autobiography: A Guide for
Interpreting Life Narratives, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson argue that “a narrative of
the self-made man requires a plotting that takes the narrative subject first through
apprenticeship and then through successive stages of public accomplishment and
validation” (Smith and Watson 2001, pp. 169-170). However, Jin Kaiping’s narrative
does not follow a continuous chronology from birth to adolescence to adulthood. It
starts from the middle stage of his public accomplishments. At this stage, he constructs
three images of himself: an extraordinary student, a successful businessman and a
‘Goodwill Ambassador’. These images follow a linear pattern. Jin Kaiping’s
‘apprenticeship’ stage is inserted between the first and the second image.

The narrative begins with a description of the circumstances which caused Jin Kaiping
to travel to Australia. Always looking to the future, he went to Australia rather than
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America because “competition is tough in America with so many talented people
wanting to go there” (Jin 2005, p. 12). He focused his attention on medium and
small-sized enterprises, because he saw them as neglected and “had foreseen their
important role in China’s future economic structure” (p. 12). Determined and
methodical, before going to Australia, he made adequate preparations for “life,
knowledge and work” (p. 13). He “frequented the ‘English corner’ at the People’s
Park” to improve his English and “bought a large number of economics books as well
as brochures about Australian life and society” (p. 13). To enhance his chances of
finding a job in Australia, he published two articles in The Australian Financial
Review.

In Chapter Two entitled “Let the Boeing 747 Wait”, Jin Kaiping gives a detailed
account of how, checking in at Guangzhou Airport for his flight to Melbourne, he
prefers to force the flight to be delayed rather than agree to get rid of his overweight
luggage, most of which consists of books. Here, Jin Kaiping creates an image of
himself as a man who will not easily give up and a man who is ready to take risks.

Chapters Three through Fifteen deal with Jin’s student life in Australia. Here emerges
the first image, the ‘extraordinary student’. Jin indicates that he is extraordinary not
because he has made remarkable achievements in academic study but because he has
embarked on a unique road to success: “Studying plus working is the most
conservative way of life…I choose to take risks” (p. 66). Unlike other Chinese students
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who were studying at language schools or universities and at the same time doing
menial jobs in restaurants or factories, he set out to make his fortune by interacting
directly with the Australian mainstream. He boasts many accomplishments: he gave a
presentation at Melbourne University only five days after arriving in Australia,
established the China Economics and Trade Research Centre on the 30th day after his
arrival, obtained the first work permit among Chinese students, became “a Chinese
student-turned-lecturer at an Australian university” (p. 1), published A Guidebook of
Trade in China in 1988, and opened a class training Australians who intended to do
business with Chinese.

Chapter Sixteen, entitled “Recalling the Past Years”, structurally marks the end of Jin
Kaiping’s apprenticeship and the ‘official’ start of his business career. In a flashback, it
presents his life’s trajectory from birth to the time he went abroad. He describes his
preschool and school years:
In 1956, I was born into an ordinary family in Shanghai…My preschool years were spent
at the Jing An park where kids of my age were playing games such as hide-and-seek and
‘conquering the hill’, a game imitating war battles. Because I was thin and small, I was
always asked to play the rank-and-file soldier. I protested and feigned crying loudly, but
nobody would listen. I had to repress my ‘hatred’ deep in my heart. But my dream was
always to be a commander-in-chief. I was ordinary looking, and had mediocre academic
performance from primary to high school. My handwriting was awful. I was poor at
singing. My drawing was average. My mathematics and Chinese (only writing) were a
little bit above average. Nobody thought that I would amount to anything in the
future…Though small and frail, I harboured a high ambition, that is, to rise head and
shoulders above others. It was this ambition that spurred me to go ahead in spite of
difficulties and adversities. Even as a little child, I had a dream of becoming an
extraordinary man (pp. 182-183).

This passage conveys at least three messages. First, he was not from a distinguished
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family. Secondly, by the conventional standards against which students are judged by
their academic achievements, he was ordinary in both his childhood and adolescence.
Thirdly, he cherished the great ambition of becoming an extraordinary man ever since
his childhood. Moreover, his experiences of acting as a student cadre during his school
years and getting repeated promotions on the farm where he received re-education
from impoverished peasants show that he is a skilled organiser. Jin compares himself
to an eagle: “I think I am an eagle and will fly high up in the sky” (p. 184). This
metaphor conjures up an image of a man endowed with great potential and ambition. A
working-class background, great ambitions and potential for success, as well as a
certain degree of unconventionality are the qualities that a self-made man is supposed
to possess. Furthermore, a self-made man is adventurous. The most adventurous thing
Jin did was to abandon his job at a governmental agency and start his own business in
1983 in spite of his father’s strong opposition. From 1983 to 1987, he established a
company, a scholarly society devoted to the research of middle and small-sized
enterprises, and two newspapers (p. 191). His resignation from public office and his
involvement in economic activities indicate that he repudiated wen masculinity. He
instead embraced entrepreneurial masculinity and became what Kimmel calls a
“Marketplace Man” who “derived his identity entirely from his success in the capitalist
marketplace, as he accumulated wealth, power, status” (Kimmel 1994, p. 123).

Chapters Seventeen through to Thirty-One feature a new image – a successful
businessman. The narrative develops from Jin’s “making the vital decision to abandon
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academic study for business” (Jin 2005, p. 192) in 1989, to “striking the first barrel of
gold” (p. 210) in 1990, and culminates in “entering the real estate industry in
Australia” (p. 327) in 1996. Jin emphasises that he has remarkable business acumen,
which is demonstrated by a series of events. In 1990, he opened his first Chinese
medicine clinic in a wealthy non-Chinese community, defying the conventional idea
that only Chinese people favour traditional Chinese medicine. The success of this
clinic encouraged him to open a chain of six clinics in Melbourne, which brought him
his first million Australian dollars. In 1996, he bought the so-called ‘Hawke Building’,
the former Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) Building where Bob Hawke
had worked as President: “At the price of only 5.5 million dollars, I bought a
commercial building named after the former Prime Minister which was worth 20
million dollars. Isn’t it amazing?” (p. 342). The purchase of the ‘Hawke Building’
earned him both fame and profit. Jin represents his business acumen as due to his
forward thinking, and his wisdom and resourcefulness in outmaneuvering the owner of
the ‘Hawke Building’ in their negotiation over the price. He compares the marketplace
to a battlefield: “Jewish businessmen are the shrewdest in the world…I will use my
Chinese shrewdness to combat his Jewish shrewdness” (p. 338). Defeating the
‘toughest combatant’ in the business world, by his own account he turns into a great
hero.

The image of the ‘Goodwill Ambassador’ figures in the final section (chapter 32 to the
end). This image coexists with the dominant images in the previous narrative, of Jin’s
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‘extraordinary student’ period and his ‘successful businessman’ phase. The image of
the ‘Goodwill Ambassador’ follows, with Jin becoming “Envoy of China-Australia
Communication” (p. 361), shuttling between Australia and China, organising and
attending various kinds of exchange programs. Jin does not conform to the wen-wu
model of masculinity. He constructs himself as embodying entrepreneurial masculinity
that values business acumen and wealth. However, with his self-awarded title of
‘Goodwill Ambassador’, Jin sublimates his motivation for making profit, thus
distinguishing himself from businessmen who merely seek to make money.

3.

Why Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean

Ying Ge’s Why Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean focuses on
three Chinese men and two Chinese women. Lu Dapeng, previously a Beijing-based
government official, comes to Australia because he becomes tired of his routine office
work. Li Mengfei is a self-employed businessman, who does not have much schooling
and was jailed for two years for his involvement in street fighting. Jiang Xiaofan was
born into a family of scholars and has obtained a Master’s degree from a prestigious
university in China. Lin Yun is a physician whose father is a retired high-ranking army
officer. She migrates to Australia to heal a broken heart after her husband leaves her for
another woman. Chen Xiaoyi joins the large influx of students to Australia shortly after
she graduates from university. The three men and Lin Yun get to know each other at
Melbourne airport after disembarking from the same flight. Faced with the same
difficulty of finding an anchor in an alien land, they decide to take a flat and live
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together. Li Mengfei comes across Chen Xiaoyi in a business deal in Beijing, and she
later moves to their flat after witnessing the brutal murder of her housemate. Thus, five
Chinese people who have no family relationships form a new family in Australia.
However, this is a patriarchal family and the familial relationship is hierarchical, with a
‘perfect’ man dominating the ‘faulty’ men as well as the women. Li Mengfei is
kind-hearted and always ready to help others, but as a businessman, he is bent solely
on making profit. He gambles in the casino and loses almost all his money. Later on he
is coaxed by a treacherous Chinese man into opening a brothel and nearly ends up in
prison. Jiang Xiaofan “regards himself as a talented scholar, prides himself upon his
scholar family background, and takes every opportunity to show off his knowledge”
(Ying 1997, p. 31). He is conceited and selfish. These two ‘faulty’ men need a role
model to emulate.

For the third-person narrator, neither the businessman masculinity embodied in Li
Menfei nor the scholar masculinity represented by Jiang Xiaofan is the ideal model of
Chinese masculinity. The ideal model is an amalgam of an intellectual, a fighter, a
businessman and more importantly, a socialist/nationalist. This ideal masculinity is
represented by Lu Dapeng. Lu is an intellectual, which is demonstrated not only by his
profound knowledge of history and philosophy but also by the oratorical capability he
displays in his defence of socialism in a debate held at the University of Melbourne. Lu
is also physically tough: in an arm wrestling match, he defeats Peter, the strong-bodied
hairy foreman in the factory where he works as a welder. However, the narrator puts a
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premium on Lu’s nationalist stance:
Hundreds of years ago, Chinese who were wandering all over the world struggled to
survive by taking the most menial jobs such as running restaurants, washing clothes and
doing causal work. However, today, when we come out of the ‘yellow earth’, what we
carry are not woks and bowls, or shovels and spades, but knowledge and expertise. Will
we inherit the legacy of our ancestors? Chinese will have to establish a new image in the
world (p. 237).

Lu’s identity as a businessman is inextricably linked to his political mission of
‘establishing a new Chinese image in the world’. He establishes a company which
provides technological services, calling on his fellow Chinese to join him for this
nationalist undertaking. Lu’s nationalist behaviour is indicative of the entrenched
influence of CCP’s socialist discourse. Meanwhile, given that his mobilisation takes
place in a diasporic context, one may argue that it is a strategy taken by migrant men
against being rendered powerless. Schiller defines ‘long-distance nationalism’ as “a set
of identity claims and practices that connect people living in various geographical
locations to a specific territory that they see as their ancestral home” (Schiller 2004, p.
570). According to Schiller, “the immigrants who experience a loss of social standing
maintain their personal self-esteem by identifying with the homeland” (p. 578). For
Chinese men such as Lu who have lost their elite status in Australia, ‘long-distance
nationalism’ enables them to claim a sense of identity.

Contrasted with problematic men such as Li Mengfei and Jiang Xiaofan, Lu Dapeng’s
heroic image is further confirmed through the admiration of women. The female
character Lin Yun serves as a foil for Lu Dapeng. Lu Dapeng’s male charm is
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described in physical terms, and it is established through Lin Yun’s eyes:
Lin Yun raised her head slightly and stared at Lu Dapeng’s angular face. She felt that her
heart was beating violently…. Lin Yun threw herself into the embrace of the second man
in her life and leaned on his broad chest (italics my emphasis) (Ying 1997, pp. 193-194).

In sharp contrast to Cheng Xiaoyi who is “naïve and immature”, Lin Yun is
“cool-headed, firm and persistent” (p. 222). However, even this independent and
strong-willed woman succumbs to Lu Dapeng. She cannot help but fall in love with Lu
Dapeng, although he is a married man:
Dapeng is ordinary, but he is a real man. It seems that his heart accommodates another
world. He has never mentioned his past nor looked back on the road he has walked on.
He is always looking far into the future, exploring and pursuing. I love him. Even though
I am aware that this love is painful, I am ready to bear the pain (p. 287).

In the previous chapter, I argued that in order to prove that Chinese masculinity is in
crisis, Chinese men are portrayed as being abandoned by their female counterparts.
Here, to prove that Lu Dapeng is a ‘real man’, Chinese women such as Lin Yun are
shown to be attracted to him. In both situations, Chinese women, who are presented as
devoid of independent thinking and spiritual pursuits, function only as a device to
prove Chinese men’s masculinity. The relationship between Lu Dapeng and Chinese
women is suggestive of the ‘hero-beauty’ (yingxiong meiren) motif which is prevalent
in classical Chinese literature. In his examination of classical novels such as Romance
of the Three Kingdoms, Huang argues that the “heroic image of men needs to be
authenticated or enhanced by the appreciation of a beautiful woman, as empowered in
the so-called hero-beauty convention” (Huang 2006, p. 7). Though the ‘hero’ has
transformed from a macho man in imperial China to a nationalist in Australia, the
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Chinese women in Ying’s narrative have not changed their status as the enslaved
beauty whose duty it is to submit to and serve the ‘hero’.

The novel ends on a nationalist note. Li Mengfei’s uncle, an old Chinese expatriate in
Singapore, donates thirty million US dollars to Lu Dapeng in the hope that Lu Dapeng
can lead his compatriots to “change the national image of China” (Ying 1997, p. 345).
This is a national obligation every Chinese who goes abroad is required to carry out.
The novel suggests that to accomplish this mission, Chinese abroad should be united
under the leadership of a perfect man like Lu Dapeng, who possesses not only
knowledge and physical prowess, but also conventional communist doctrine. Lu
Dapeng reminds one of the heroic gao, da, quan stereotypes – “men of upright and
unfailing moral character found in the CCP’s didactic literature” (Zhong 2000, p. 89).
The ideal masculinity embodied by Lu Dapeng conforms to the wen-wu construct.
However, it also extends beyond the wen-wu scheme, embracing more attributes
including business accomplishments and nationalism/patriotism. The author Ying Ge
had been a government official before he migrated to Australia in 1989. It is not
difficult to associate him with his fictional character Lu Dapeng due to their similar
experience in China. Thus, if the frustrated male image discussed in the previous
chapter realistically reflects the plight of male intellectuals in Australia, the heroic
image of Lu Dapeng can be read as the fantasy of a male intellectual and government
official about striving to fulfil the national dream of “revitalizing China as a
nation-state” abroad (Ying 1997, p. 345).
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4. Mao’s Last Dancer
Li Cunxin’s autobiography Mao’s Last Dancer describes how he was transformed from
a peasant boy into an international ballet star. Although both Li Cunxin’s and Jin
Kaiping’s autobiographies belong to the genre of transformation narratives, they are
different in at least three respects. First, Jin’s narrative starts from the middle of his life,
while Li’s account is chronological, beginning with his parents’ wedding and ending
with his triumphant return to his hometown seven years after his defection to America.
Secondly, Jin is concerned almost exclusively with the representation of his public
image, whereas Li Cunxin balances his writing between his public and private life,
including his intimate relationship with his parents. Thirdly, Jin’s narrative relies
largely on statistics and historical events to achieve what Philippe Lejeune calls “The
Autobiographical Pact” 45 (Smith and Watson 2001, p. 140) whereas Li deploys a
variety of literary techniques including dialogues, fables and metaphors.

In Mao’s Last Dancer, there are two narrative perspectives. One is from the narrating
“I”, a renowned ballet dancer, and the other from the narrated “I”, who, originally a
village boy, was selected to study at Beijing Dancing Academy and later defected to
America. The first voice is retrospective, coloured by the narrator’s privileged position
as a famous ballet dancer as well as by his subscription to Western (particularly
American) propaganda about China and America. The narrated Li Cunxin also speaks,
45
In the book Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, Smith and Watson write:
“according to Lejeune, the autobiographical text establishes a ‘pact’ between narrator and reader that ‘supposes that
there is identity of name between the author (such as he figures, by his name, on the cover), the narrator of the story,
and the character who is being talked about’” (Smith, S and J. Watson 2001, p. 140).
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but his voice is manipulated by the narrating Li Cunxin. The words of Li Cunxin as a
little boy show that he knows nothing about politics, and the words of Li Cunxin as a
ballet student suggest that he shows no interest in politics. But his carefully chosen
words, as well as other detailed descriptions of deprivation and political indoctrination
in China, indicate that the narrating Li Cunxin has a political agenda, setting a
repressive and poor China against a democratic and wealthy America. The narrator Li
Cunxin has achieved success in America and later in Australia as a ballet dancer. His
success in the West rather than in China has impacted upon his perspective on his past
life.

The table of contents in Mao’s Last Dancer divides the narrative into three parts: “my
childhood”, “Beijing” and “the West”. This division marks three stages of his life and
three vastly different worlds. The author creates two images of himself: a loyal and
dutiful son, and an ambitious and successful individual. The author tries to convince
his readers that his struggle for individual achievements is driven by his filial duty.
However, he also shows that it is propelled by his personal ambition. The narrative is
structured around Li’s endeavour to negotiate the tension between his individual
ambition and his filial duty to his family.

The theme of the first part of the narrative concerns the driving force behind Li’s
pursuit of success. Li constructs himself as a filial son through the narration of a myth
about a Chinese boy who transforms himself into a cricket. The father of the boy
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captures a cricket and intends to give it to the emperor as a mandatory tribute. The
cricket escapes and is eaten by a rooster after the boy opens the cage. To replace the
cricket, the boy turns himself into one. By sacrificing himself, he brings great wealth to
his family. Li remarks: “I loved the boy’s bravery and I wished that I too could turn
myself into a cricket and save my family” (Li 2003, p. 66). By comparing himself to
the cricket boy, Li emphasises his sense of filial duty.

He also narrates another Chinese fable ‘The Frog in the Well’, revealing that his
personal struggle is spurred by his ambition. ‘The Frog in the Well’ tells about a little
frog who tries hard to escape the dark and cold well where his family has been living
for generations:
‘What’s the use? Your destiny is down here in the well. There is no way you can get
out of here,’ the father frog replied.
The little frog said, ‘I can, I can get out of here. Let me show you!’ he jumped and
hopped, but the well was too deep and the land was too far above.
‘No use, my son. I’ve tried all my life and so did your forefathers. Forget the world
above. Be satisfied with what you have, or it will cause you such misery in life.’
‘I want to get out, I want to see the big world above!’ the little frog cried
determinedly (p. 53).

The little frog and the boy Li Cunxin both face the same predicament. However, the
story only tells of the frog's aspiration and frustration. It is only in Li's reading that this
tale of ambition is related to filial duty: “I daydreamed about all the beautiful things in
life that were not mine. I begged them for more food for my family. I begged the gods
to get me out of the well so I could help my family” (p. 54). Here, Li downplays his
own ambition and emphasises his devotion to his family. But although Li stresses his
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filial duty, the difference between the ambitious frog and himself is that in fact he
dreams of getting away from his impoverished family.

Li refers to both his filial duty and his individual ambition as motives for going to
Beijing to study ballet:
Beijing is my chance. I am scared to leave my parents yet I know this will be my only
chance of helping them. I am afraid of what is waiting for me yet I know I have to take
that first step forward. I can’t let my parents down. I can’t let my brothers down. I am
carrying their dreams as well as my own (p. 120).

Li reinforces his image of a filial son by stating that his primary motivation for going
to Beijing is to save his family from poverty. At the same time, the addition of ‘my
own [dreams]’ shows that he has his own ambitions.

Li’s masculinity takes shape in the first stage of his life. It does not seem to tend
towards a wen-wu dichotomy. Rather, it manifests a traditional Chinese virtue – filial
piety – alongside a tendency towards individualism. While the former is highly valued
in traditional Chinese masculinity discourse, the latter is generally regarded as a
Western ideal. They are associated with different value systems. The filial son model
attaches paramount importance to communal values, whereas the ambitious individual
puts a premium on individual ambition and personal achievements. The link between
filial piety and manhood can be traced back to the ‘Superior Man’ model advocated by
Confucius. Both Shen and Song argue that filial piety is a Confucian prescription for a
real man (Shen 2001a, p. 33; Song 2004, p. 171). In the pre-modern Chinese gender
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discourse, a man who could fulfil both zhong (loyal service to the state) and xiao (filial
piety) is deemed the ideal man. Li’s keen awareness of “duty towards my motherland,
responsibility for my family” (Li 2003, p. 316) that appear in the third part of the
narrative clearly demonstrates the profound influence of the zhong-xiao paradigm.

Li Cunxin’s second phase is represented by the Beijing Dance Academy where he is
taught ballet and indoctrinated into communist ideology. Li Cunxin makes a sharp
contrast between this ‘world’ and the first one, his home where he enjoys his parents’
overwhelming love and care. By comparing himself to a “feather in a whirlwind” (p.
123) a “caged bird” (p. 140), Li characterises himself as a frustrated student trapped in
the politically-charged institution. Here, Li underscores the crucial role his filial duty
plays in his struggle against “political and artistic suppression” (p. 357): “My success
was my parents’ only hope of breaking that vicious cycle of poverty. I couldn’t let my
parents down, even if I did feel trapped in a cage of rules, routines and frustration” (p.
154).

From the beginning to the middle of the narrative, Li goes to great lengths to construct
himself as a filial son whose duty to his parents is the major driving force behind his
striving for success. However, he exhibits a different self when he talks about his visit
to his family during the Chinese New Year holiday in the second school year:
I would always miss my parents’ love and my brothers’ company, but I knew deep in my
heart that my future now lay ahead, not behind. This trip home had once and for all
stripped off the fantasy of the ideal countryside life I’d always thought was possible…I
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was looking forward to facing the challenges. A mysterious voice sounded in my ears:
‘Cunxin, you are privileged. You are lucky. Go forward. Don’t be afraid and don’t look
back. There is nothing back there, only your family’s unconditional love and that will
always propel you forwards”. But now for the first time, this voice wasn’t my brother’s
voice. It wasn’t my dia’s. It wasn’t even my beloved niang’s. This voice was my own (p.
200).

If, two years earlier, the boy Li Cunxin went to Beijing harbouring the naïve hope
of sacrificing himself to save his family from poverty, this time the more mature
student Li Cunxin leaves home for the purpose of realising his own ambitions. His
‘own voice’ represents his determination to embark on the course of
self-realisation. It also shows for the first time that his own ambition has prevailed
over his filial duty, and that he is prepared to admit it.

America, Li Cunxin’s third ‘world’, transforms him from a ballet student into a
world-class ballet dancer. When it comes to his decision to defect, Li describes the
dilemma he is confronted with:
My feelings about leaving her 46 and going back to China became unbearable. Duty
towards my motherland, responsibility for my family, the desire for Western freedom – I
thought I had made up my mind to go back to China but now I was wavering (p. 318).

From the start, Li represents his dilemma as the intensified conflict between two male
ideals: an ambitious individual bent on self-fulfilment versus a filial son and loyal
citizen. Now, however, he chooses to disguise his real motivation for defection by
claiming he is seeking ‘Western freedom’ and love. Li’s final defection can be read as
his turning his back on his country and family. It signifies his official abandonment of

46

Li’s Amerian wife Elizabeth
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the Chinese male ideal for his own ambitions. In this part of the narrative, Li reinforces
the image of an ambitious individual that is present but downplayed in the first part of
the narrative. His self-portrait conforms to the stereotypical representation in China of
a man who pursues what he calls the “capitalist dream” (p. 358) which values
individual ambitions and material success.

He harbours the ‘capitalist dream’ at an early age. However, he chooses to reveal it by
stages. As discussed earlier, Li’s ‘capitalist dream’, represented by his aspiration for
individual success, starts in his childhood, but he makes light of it for the purpose of
performing his filial duty. He expresses it more clearly with his ‘own voice’ after he
turns into a ballet student, and exposes it completely after he defects to America. He
strives to realise the dream, presenting himself as a professional who is committed to
carrying out his motto “the pursuit of artistic dreams was paramount” (p. 357):
As my standard of dancing improved, my ambition of becoming one of the best dancers
in the world was never forgotten. I worked even harder. I kept Nureyev, Baryshnikov and
Vasiliev always in my mind. I had overcome so many obstacles in my life. Nothing could
stop me now (p. 405).

Finally, his dream comes true. He has accomplished the transformation ‘from rags to
riches’:
I had realised the capitalist dream. Suddenly a Chinese peasant boy and a former
communist Red Guard had become a landowner in the Western world! I was amazed at
how easily I had done it (p. 358).

In the third part of his narrative, alongside the image of an ambitious and successful
professional, Li presents the other side of himself: a melancholic and desperate son:
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I had made my career a success. I should be happy, but I wasn’t. I wanted my niang, I
wanted to hear her voice, I wanted to feel her love. This dream had slipped further and
further away over the years. Now I felt despair beyond description (p. 361).

It would be reasonable to argue that Li’s stress on his filial affection is a strategy to
counterbalance the image of the ambitious individual. Li’s book is intended to please
both Western and Chinese readers, including particularly the extended family he has
turned his back on. On the one hand, he shows his Western readers that he epitomises
the ‘capitalist dream’ and his success is due to his own ambition and hard work. On the
other, he tries to prove to his family and Chinese readers that he adheres to the Chinese
ideal, and that his striving for success is driven by filial piety. The repeated appearance
of the word “guilt” (p. 316, 437) or “guilty” (p. 316, 359) expresses Li’s remorse for
having betrayed his family and country as well as his inability to fulfil the Chinese
ideal.

Li returns to the image of a filial son at the end of the narrative:
Ever since I had been selected for the Beijing Dance Academy, I had felt this guilt, this burden,
this sense of responsibility for my family. I wished all of my brothers could have had the
opportunities I’d had, but deep in my sad heart I knew that it was not to be. I was the one who
had to fulfill my niang’s, my dia’s and my six brothers’ dreams (p. 437).

The expression “I was the one who had to fulfill…” (my emphasis) recalls the image
of the sacrificial cricket boy in the first part of the narrative. Li describes returning
home as “closing a full circle within my heart” (p. 437). The ending and the beginning
of the narrative form a circle in that both establish him as a filial and loving son. What
he tries to cover up between the two points is his image as an ambitious individual.
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While Dao Zhuang and his fellow Chinese intellectuals discussed in the previous
chapter feel frustrated in Australia, Li Cunxin enjoys his life in America. Dao Zhuang
is trapped, because, on the one hand, his wen masculinity does not fit in with dominant
Australian masculinity, and on the other, he fails to strike a hegemonic bargain in order
to elevate his manhood. He feels angry because Australia denies him the elite status
that Chinese society has accorded scholars like him. A number of the intellectuals are
stuck in the conflict between their wen masculinity and the emerging entrepreneurial
masculinity. Their frustration is mainly caused by their difficulties in accommendating
to the new ideal, which is further aggravated by their stressful situation in Australia.
However, Li is different. His training at the Beijing Dance Academy revolves around
dancing skills and politics. He is not trained to be an intellectual but a ballet dancer
whose duty is to serve politics. Nowhere does the narrative show that he idolises the
wen-wu masculinity. What Li seems to have experienced in China is not privileged
status but oppression. By his own account, however, he does have a mission: to save
his family from poverty. Li shows that his mission is driven by filial duty. Additionally,
he has a personal mission: to be a famous ballet dancer. Unlike the male intellectuals
whose mission of achieving success in Australia has become a mission impossible, Li
has accomplished both missions, i.e. saving his family from poverty and becoming a
distinguished ballet dancer in America and subsequently a successful stockbroker and
public speaker in Australia. Unlike Dao Zhuang and Wu Ming, Li has successfully
struck a hegemonic bargain. He exchanges his ballet skills for an elevation of
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manhood in both America and Australia.

5. Living in Sydney
Living in Sydney is a martial arts narrative. Martial arts narratives can be traced back to
the Youxia Liezhuan (Knight-Errant Biographies) in Shiji (Records of the Historian) by
Sima Qian (145 AD-87 AD) in the Western Han Period of China. Martial arts fiction of
the modern period boomed in Hong Kong in the 1950s and became popular in
mainland China and Taiwan in the early 1980s (Li 2004, p. 127). The author Zhong
Yazhang transfers the battleground from China to the multicultural Australian arena,
replacing the rivalry for supremacy between various schools of martial arts by the
conflict between Chinese and other ethnic groups. This novel was originally published
in instalments in 1993 in a Chinese language newspaper in Sydney, Daily Chinese
Herald, under the title of ‘Shanghai Playboys in Sydney’. Living in Sydney is a
first-person narrative in which the narrator Bo Si, a Shanghai man, describes the efforts
he makes to protect the Chinese student community in Sydney against bullying and
exploitation, the heroic deeds he performs in bringing the perpetrators to justice, as
well as the tortuous path he takes to success. Bo Si’s narration begins with a
description of his experiences two years after he comes to Australia. He mentions in
passing his family and educational background. Bo Si was born in Shanghai and
practiced “Shaoyangchun Kung Fu in his childhood” (Zhong 2008, p. 127). In
response to the Communist Party’s call for the re-education of youth during the
Cultural Revolution, he left Shanghai and “worked on a farm in Jinggangshan of
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Jiangxi Province for five years before he was admitted to Shanghai Foreign Languages
Institute” (p. 224). In the 1980s, he came to Australia as a self-funded student.

The major thread running through the narrative concerns the killing of two Chinese at a
petrol station in Sydney. While working as a kitchen hand at the Green Dream
restaurant, Bo Si becomes acquainted with two other Shanghai men, Wei Wei and
Allen. Wei Wei was previously the general manager of a large state-owned factory. He
left China because he was unable to stay on good terms with the party secretary of the
factory. Wei Wei “is a tall and sturdy man with a dark complexion and he has the
remarkable ability to endure hardships: doing three jobs every week and sleeping no
more than four hours every night” (p. 47). He is venerated by Bo Si as the “only
mainstay [of the Chinese community] in Australia” (p. 332). Allen is a postgraduate
student of Communications and Media at the University of Sydney. Apart from being a
kitchen hand, he works as a casual cashier at a petrol station. One night, Bo Si and his
girlfriend Beibei are filling up their car at the petrol station where Allen works, when a
robber breaks in with a gun in his hand and demands money of Allen. Allen is shot
dead in a fierce battle with the robber, and the robber also kills Beibei when she diverts
the robber’s attention from Bo Si to herself. The grief-stricken Bo Si is determined to
track down the killer to avenge the death of Allen and Beibei. Bo Si does not trust the
Australian police. He seeks help from his Australian friend James, the owner of the
Green Dream restaurant, a gay man who has a deep affection for Bo Si, and a Hong
Kong man Simon, who runs a strip club in Sydney’s King’s Cross. Bo Si finally hunts
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down the killer, Andy, who turns out, near the end of the narrative, to be the
illegitimate son of a Japanese woman and an American soldier who raped her when
stationed in Japan. Andy is given up by his mother to a charity in Japan and adopted by
an American couple, who later migrate to Australia along with Andy. Andy grows into
a troubled youth who becomes addicted to drugs. He robs the petrol station because he
is in bad need of money to buy drugs. After Bo Si discovers Andy’s whereabouts, he
conceives a plan to kill him secretly. Bo Si offers Andy illegal drugs through a drug
dealer, and gradually increases the intensity of the drugs. But after Bo Si learns about
Andy’s situation, he feels sympathy for him and decides not to kill him. Bo Si arrives
just in time to rescue Andy from death, and instead turns him over to the police.

Parallel to the main thread are three subsidiary narratives: (1) Bo Si’s conflict with the
Lebanese businessman Yili, (2) Bo Si being deceived by fellow Shanghai man Zames,
and (3) Bo Si’s battle with a group of Beijing men.

The conflict between Bo Si and Yili is triggered by the experience of a Chinese woman,
Chen Huihui. Chen Huihui works in a clothing factory and is constantly harassed by
her Lebanese boss Yili, who despises the Chinese. After Chen Huihui tells him that Yili
has attempted to rape her in his office, Bo Si becomes indignant and pledges to punish
him. He and Lin Xiaodong, his flatmate who is also from Shanghai, find Yili in his
office. Bo Si describes Yili as a “demon”: he is “of massive stature”, has a “meaty
head” and “black whiskers”, and “his arms are as big as the shanks of an Asian and are
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covered with black hair” (p. 130). During the fight with Yili, Bo Si manages to nip
Yili’s fingers with a mousetrap. Yili decides to take revenge. On the third day after Bo
Si and Wei Wei open their restaurant “No.1 in the World”, a group of Middle Eastern
men storm into the restaurant and destroy a large part of it. Bo Si is not in the
restaurant. Wei Wei, who has been diagnosed with terminal gastric cancer, faces up to
the perpetrators and puts up a fight. The Middle Eastern men hit Wei Wei so hard that
he spits blood, which further aggravates his condition. The attack on the restaurant is
masterminded by Yili. In the final showdown between Bo Si and Yili which takes place
on the balcony of a four-storey building on the occasion of what he calls the Sydney
Carnival, Bo Si “musters all his force in his palms with which he hits Yili hard on his
chest” (p. 450). As a result, Yili, “whose face shows an agonised and astounded look,
falls over backwards” and “breaks his pelvis when he falls on the balcony on the third
floor” (pp. 450-451).

Bo Si’s battle with Yili is a representation of ethnic conflict within Australian society.
The narrator also gives an account of the tension between Chinese mainlanders and
other ethnic groups in Sydney: Caucasian Australians, Aborigines, Jews and Japanese.
Bo Si attributes the conflict between Chinese mainlanders and other ethnic groups to
racial discrimination:
Now, I am aware that although these devils smile at you, they look down upon you in
their heart. The reasons are that you are an immigrant, that you cannot speak good
English, and that you always do a labour job which is inferior to theirs (p. 102).

Bo Si’s way of handling the conflict is mainly through display of physical prowess,
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particularly his kung fu skills. His heroic image is thus established through his physical
conquest of the oppressors of his Chinese compatriots.

The other two narrative threads deal with Bo Si’s conflict with the ‘black sheep’ within
the Chinese student community who cheat their compatriots out of money. Zames is
the opposite of the heroes in the camp of Shanghai men. He has secretly engaged in
gambling and drug trafficking in collusion with gangsters. Zames persuades Bo Si to
buy a piece of land in Parramatta which Zames claims is worth 3.2 million dollars. Wei
Wei later joins them in the venture. They plan to build an apartment building on this
land. Bo Si and Wei Wei manage to get a loan from a bank. After each of them invests
more than one million dollars in buying the land, they are informed that the Parramatta
council will not approve their construction plan. Bo Si and Wei Wei are suddenly
brought to the verge of bankruptcy. Later, Zames and his mistress Lily are kidnapped
and held for ransom. With the assistance of the Australian police, Bo Si defeats the
kidnappers and rescues both Zames and Lily. It turns out that the kidnapping was
planned by Zames himself for the purpose of cheating Bo Si out of the ransom money.
Learning the truth, Bo Si shows a deep contempt for Zames, but pardons him and asks
him to leave Australia. It is not until Zames is on his way back to Shanghai that he
divulges to Lily that the Parramatta land project is a scam. Zames hasn’t invested a
penny in the project. He set the trap in order to cheat Bo Si and Wei Wei out of their
money. The attitudes Bo Si adopts towards his hometown acquaintance Zames and the
Lebanese boss Yili are quite different, even though both of them threaten to take his
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life. While he employs every possible means to incapacitate Yili, he spares Zames from
physical punishment. Instead, he expects Zames to repent: “Zames, the reason why I
didn’t kick you is that I want you to remember: although the Australian police didn’t
arrest you, justice is in everyone’s heart. It will do you good if you turn over a new
leaf” (p. 444).

Among the wicked characters are some Beijing men, Chi Song, Guo Xing and Chen
Ziwei. They swindle Chinese students out of large sums of money under the cover of
providing services for studying overseas. Afraid of being uncovered by the students,
they hide from the Chinese community. Chen Ziwei has a car accident. He loses a lot
of blood and is in a critical condition awaiting a blood transfusion in hospital. However,
his blood type is the rare Rh-negative (AB): “Only five out of ten thousand Asian
people have this blood type” (p. 350). In order to save Chen’s life so that he can repay
the Chinese students who have been cheated, Bo Si offers a reward of ten thousand
Australian dollars out of his own pocket to the person who is willing to give blood to
Chen Ziwei. Moved by Bo Si’s generosity and sincerity, Cheng Liang, a man from
Shangdong province, donates blood to Chen Ziwei without claiming the reward. Chi
Song is so overwhelmed by Bo Si’s heroic gesture that he turns over his accomplice
Guo Xing to Bo Si. Upon meeting Bo Si, Guo Xing attempts to take him by surprise,
but is quickly subdued. The story ends on a bittersweet note. Wei Wei, who is in the
last stages of his illness, dies on a footbridge near the Sydney Central Railway Station
after he tries in vain to dissuade a disillusioned Chinese student, Xiao Zheng, from
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committing suicide by jumping off the bridge. The Parramatta council finally approves
Bo Si’s construction plan due to business prospects created by the 2000 Olympic
Games. This construction project brings a huge profit to Bo Si. At the same time, the
Chinese student community is overjoyed by the Australian government’s decision to
grant them permanent resident status. The end of the novel has conflicting overtones.
While the death of Wei Wei may indicate that the living environment of Australia is
still extremely harsh for immigrants, the euphoria felt by Bo Si and his Chinese
compatriots seems to herald a promising and prosperous future in Australia.

The narrator Bo Si is from Shanghai and seems to be obsessed with what people think
of Shanghai men, particularly Chinese women’s perceptions. Lily tells him: “Shanghai
men are parsimonious” (p. 258). A woman from northern China says: “Shanghai men
are shrewd and calculating” (p. 360). Ms Huang complains after a large part of the
restaurant “No.1 in the World” is destroyed by the Middle Eastern men: “You are not
good at fighting. All Shanghainese are cowards” (p. 307). At the same time, however,
Bo Si’s description of his and Wei Wei’s behaviour shows a completely different
picture. Bo Si represents himself as a fearless fighter and describes Wei Wei as a
“leader of the jiang hu 47” (p. 54), a “lion” (p. 239) and a “man of iron” (p. 306). The
narrator is at pains to dismantle entrenched negative stereotypes of the Shanghai male.

According to Bo Si, there are two ‘real men’ in the story. He is one, and Wei Wei is the
47

Literally, this Chinese expression means ‘rivers and lakes’. When it appears in martial arts narratives, it refers to
an imaginary world inhabited by martial arts masters.
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other. Bo Si’s own ‘real man’ model is represented by his multiple identities: an
indomitable fighter, a homophobe, and an ambitious and successful businessman,
while Wei Wei is characterised as a communist martyr. They share some characteristics:
virtues such as benevolence and righteousness, physical prowess, and a passionate
interest in business. However, there are two major differences between them. Bo Si
indulges in romantic relationships with women, while Wei Wei is sexually restrained.
Bo Si makes a point of showing off his physical prowess, but Wei Wei attaches greater
importance to spiritual strength. It is these differences that make Bo Si feel inferior to
Wei Wei: “I feel I am a younger brother before Wei Wei. I am at his mercy” (p. 306). In
the eyes of Bo Si, Wei Wei is the ideal ‘real man’.

Bo Si presents both himself and Wei Wei as men of virtue. They possess two particular
virtues: righteousness and benevolence. Bo Si tries to demonstrate that he fights not
simply to display his kung fu skills but for a just cause: protecting his compatriots from
being bullied and exploited. Bo Si sets his virtuous self-portrait against Sydney, which
he describes as a hostile city where he believes he and other Chinese mainlanders are
discriminated against and oppressed. He gives vent to his angry frustration:
I appear to be happy every day, but I have high hopes. I try to find a job but always end
up in restaurants. I will amount to nothing. It is only because of James that Yabi has
increased my wages, bought me insurance and given me a holiday. He must offer these
rights to a local Australian, otherwise he violates the Australian Labour Law. Why do
they treat us so badly? Don’t they know that they are violating the law? Damn it! Isn’t it
because we are new arrivals? Isn’t it because we don’t have Australian passports? Isn’t it
because we don’t have citizen’s rights? Damn it! Damn it! (p. 102).

The change of pronouns from the singular ‘I’ and ‘he’ to the plural ‘we’ and ‘they’
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suggests that Bo Si extends his personal suffering inflicted by his Jewish boss to the
overall oppression and exploitation of all newly arrived non-white immigrants by local
Australians. Bo Si thus turns himself into a spokesman for the oppressed. He sees
Sydney as a dichotomised world of oppressors and oppressed in which he and his
Chinese compatriots are oppressed and bullied by Middle Easterners, Japanese, Jews
and white Australians. It is true that he despises Zames and the Beijing swindlers, and
he physically punishes the Beijing man Guo Xing. But his hatred and violence are
predominantly directed at non-Chinese oppressors. This can be seen from the different
treatment he metes out to his compatriot Zames and the lecherous Lebanese boss Yili.
His behaviour towards the villains reflects the distinction he makes between the
oppressed (the Chinese) and the oppressors (the other races), suggesting that he sees
these oppressors as his real enemies. Bo Si’s narration of the brutal killing of Allen and
Bei Bei as well as the tragic suicide of Xiao Zheng emphasises the harshness of the
Sydney

environment

for

Chinese

immigrants.

While

Dao

Zhuang,

the

narrator/protagonist in Ouyang Yu’s TESC, focuses on his individual experience of
marginalisation, Bo Si is obsessed with the collective suffering of the Chinese
mainlander community in Sydney, and that of Shanghainese in particular. Bo Si
constructs himself as a representative of the oppressed, justifying his vengeful attacks
against the villains by reciting a litany of his suffering and that of his compatriots.

Throughout the text, Bo Si seeks to demonstrate that both he and Wei Wei are
committed to the welfare of their Chinese compatriots rather than their own. He offers
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as an example of his altruism his provision of a reward of ten thousand dollars to
whoever is willing to donate blood to Chen Ziwei. Bo Si constructs his image as an
altruist through the mouths of the people who are moved by his heroic gesture after
learning that he has fallen victim to a swindle:
“Bo Si’s trouble is my trouble, because when we are in trouble, Bo Si would sacrifice his
own life to save us”.
“I cannot imagine there is such a man in Sydney. I won’t hesitate a moment to give him
the money I have earned from doing part-time jobs. I trust him! I adore him”, says a
woman in her thirties, holding a cheque in her hand (p. 455).

This woman’s enthusiastic praise of Bo Si contradicts the disparaging comments on
Shanghai men by other Chinese women. For Bo Si, Wei Wei is even more altruistic
than himself. Having learned that Lily was kidnapped, Wei Wei, who is dying, “opened
his eyes again, took up the pen, and with great efforts he wrote down two words
‘Rescue Lily’” (p. 411). Bo Si is moved by Wei Wei’s heroic gesture: “He is my real
brother! Although he himself is dying, he is bent on rescuing others” (p. 411). Bo Si
reinforces Wei Wei’s image as a selfless hero through a vivid account of the way Wei
Wei spends the last moment of his life persuading Xiao Zheng not to commit suicide:
“Wei Wei reached out his hand, which was a mere skeleton, for Xiao Zheng, but it
dropped slowly in midair” (p. 461). Clearly, Bo Si uses both himself and Wei Wei as
examples to counter the accusation that Shanghai men are ‘parsimonious’, ‘shrewd’
and ‘calculating’.

Bo Si presents himself and Wei Wei as ‘yishi’ (righteous men) who are concerned not
with their own interests but with the just cause of serving their countrymen in Australia.
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Bo Si is obviously influenced by Confucianism which places ‘jen/ren’ (humanity) and
‘i/yi’ (righteousness) at its core. Humanity is “the principle of love”, and righteousness
is “that of what is right” (Ch'en 1986, p. 70). Therefore, by proving that what they are
doing in Australia is the ‘right’ thing, Bo Si emphasises that he and Wei Wei are men of
i. Righteousness is a characteristic of male heroes in Chinese martial arts narratives. In
“A Comparison between the Western Knighthood Literature and the Chinese Martial
Arts Fiction” (Ye 2003), Ye Jizong argues that one of the major differences between
them is that while in European history, knights are concerned with achieving individual
fame, Chinese martial arts masters value ‘i/yi’ (righteousness), the accomplishment of a
just cause, over their individual honour. According to Wing-tsit Chan, ‘jen’ is the
governing moral principle of Confucianism expressed in terms of “conscientiousness
and altruism” (Chan 1963, pp. 16-17). Therefore, by projecting an altruistic image of
himself and Wei Wei, Bo Si presents them both as men of jen. He reinforces this image
by his magnanimous act of pardoning his enemies Zames and Andy. Bo Si contrasts
the virtuous image of Wei Wei and himself with the selfish and malicious Beijing
swindlers who put profit above human virtues. By doing so, he manages to transfer the
negative image of Shanghai men onto Beijing men. Wei Wei and Bo Si bear the heavy
imprint of the haohan (stalwart) image in Chinese classical fiction such as Water
Margin. According to Huang, “the ultimate paragons of yi unanimously admired by
haohan heroes are apparently those who have demonstrated their virtue by constantly
helping others with money and other goods” (Huang 2006, p. 104). The male bonding
between Bo Si and Wei Wei is also suggestive of the homosocial relationships between
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the stalwarts and heroes in classical novels such as Romance of the Three Kingdoms
and Water Margin.

Apart from being a righteous and benevolent man, Bo Si portrays himself as an
indomitable fighter skilled in kung fu. Bo Si offers a vivid description of the beating he
gives a young Australian man who cohabits with Lily and threatens to kill her after
discovering that she is pregnant:
A golden-haired young devil, lean and tall, was standing outside the door with a bottle in
his hand. He was glancing at me in the dark, his head swaying to and fro. He was an utter
drunkard. I flew into a rage… Thanks to the Shaoyangchun Kung Fu I practiced earlier in
my life, I managed to stand firm on the ground after being pushed backwards by three
steps. In an instant, I spun my body, lifted my leg and kicked the sole of my foot into his
face. This was the simplest and also the most popular movement in Chinese kung fu. It is
called ‘Yan Qing Flying Kick’. The devil was hit hard. He stumbled, knocking over
several stools, and eventually fell heavily on the ground, throwing up yellow fluids and
red blood (Zhong 2008, p. 185).

For Bo Si, Chinese kung fu is a refined form of fighting which is built on a significant
skill base with spiritual and cultural overtones. Good mastery of kung fu skills makes
him superior to the rascals who depend on nothing but muscles. Bo Si conveys a more
important message. His image as a fighter who courageously challenges the
non-Chinese bullies or oppressors recalls Huo Yuanjia 48 who “scared the foreign devils
away after they learned that he accepted the invitation offered by the marital arts
people in Shanghai to participate in the fighting competition” (p. 425). In mainland
China, Huo Yuanjia is venerated as a righteous man and a hero because of his patriotic

48

Huo Yuanjia (1868-1910) is a Chinese martial artist. He is credited with defeating foreign fighters in highly
publicised matches when China was semi-colonised by Western powers. His life story has been adapted into films
and TV series, in which he is portrayed as a hero who fights to uphold the dignity of China.
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behaviour. Thus, by relating himself to Huo Yuanjia, Bo Si reinforces his image as a
man of yi (righteousness).

Bo Si offers further proof that he is not the stereotypical weak Shanghai man through a
detailed description of how he single-handedly confronts four gangsters:
… I am to fight four of them. I am unable to ask other people to help me at this moment.
After all, they are not ordinary people but gangsters… Suntzu says, military tactics are
like water, for water in its natural course runs away from high places and hastens
downwards; so in war, the way is to avoid what is strong and to strike at what is weak.
Therefore, even though I am weak, I will have to pretend to be strong. I will not let them
know my true circumstances.
I laughed and shouted, “all right! If you want to set fire, you do it here. Set fire!” I glared
at them furiously like a man-eating monster (p. 216).

Bo Si embellishes his own image as a fearless fighter by claiming that he displays
courage and perfect self-control before his enemy. What’s more, he presents himself as
a tactician well versed in Suntzu’s military classic The Art of War, thus distinguishing
himself from brainless macho fighters.

Though not a kung fu master, Wei Wei is no less excellent at fighting than Bo Si before
he contracts gastric cancer: “[Wei Wei] flew into a rage. He was like a lion, hitting onto
the ground the waiter who was taller than himself by half a head” (p. 239). However,
the cancer severely debilitates him, which can be seen from the following account of
Wei Wei’s fight with the Middle Eastern men:
Wei Wei rushed forward immediately and attempted to punch the attacker. Probably
because he had kung fu skills, the attacker dodged Wei Wei’s strike. When Wei Wei made
the second attempt, the attacker grabbed hold of his fist. Another attacker who was
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standing behind Wei Wei struck Wei Wei violently with a hockey stick in his hand, which
caused blood to gush out of Wei Wei’s mouth (p. 307).

Even though Wei Wei is physically enfeebled, Bo Si reveres him as a “man of iron” (p.
306) and shows great respect and admiration for him:
Although Wei Wei and I have neither met each other frequently nor lived in the same
apartment, I regard him as my only mainstay in Australia. I hold him in considerable
respect. When I hear his voice, ideas come to my mind. When I hold his hand, I feel that
a man will give me strength in this world. I cannot lose him. He is my only ‘elder
brother’ in Australia (pp. 332-333).

What Bo Si really admires about Wei Wei is his spiritual strength. It points to a
hierarchy in Bo Si’s mind: spiritual strength is superior to physical prowess. For Bo Si,
Wei Wei’s spiritual strength is represented by his ability to challenge two invisible
enemies: female charm and death. For Bo Si, women test a man’s masculinity and his
spiritual strength. There is another hierarchy in Bo Si’s mind: a man who is able to
protect and attract women is manly, but a ‘real man’ should be able to hold women at
bay. He is the former, while Wei Wei is the latter.

For Bo Si, masculinity is equated with virility and independence, whereas femininity
means weakness and dependence. His remark that “the male hormone is triggered by
the weakness of the female” (p. 184) demonstrates his conviction that women are the
weaker sex, and that women depend on men for protection. By describing his heroic
deeds of saving Chinese women from trouble or danger, Bo Si constructs a self-image
as a mighty protector of women. However, his ability to protect women is not enough
to show his manliness. A ‘real man’ like him must also be irresistible to women. Bo
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Si’s lament at the beginning of the narrative that “beautiful Chinese women all fall for
the devils. What are we Chinese men doing?” conveys an important message. He sees
admiration by Chinese women as a measure of his own masculinity, and he judges
masculinity in terms of a man’s ability to ‘conquer’ women. His remark indicates that
in the competition for women between Chinese and white men, the former are the
losers. However, the text shows that he sees himself as different: the women he either
protects or meets by chance all fall for him. Bo Si bears a close resemblance to Lu
Dapeng discussed earlier in this chapter in that both suffer from a ‘hero-beauty’
complex: their heroic image has to be authenticated or enhanced by the appreciation of
women. Bo Si’s attitudes towards Chinese women seem vastly different from those
held by Dao Zhuang in TESC. While Dao Zhuang asserts that Chinese women collude
with white males in marginalising Chinese men, Bo Si claims that Chinese women are
equally oppressed by the Australian mainstream. In apparent contrast to Dao Zhuang’s
overt misogyny, Bo Si shows sympathy towards Chinese women. However, Bo Si
insidiously takes advantage of Chinese women to prove his masculinity. He wants
other men to see that he is more irresistible to women than they are. This lends support
to Kimmel’s argument that “women become a kind of currency that men use to
improve their ranking on the masculine social scale” (Kimmel 1994, p. 129).

However, a real hero (yingxiong) should be able to repudiate female sexuality. In his
book Negotiating Masculinities in Late Imperial China, Huang argues:
Yingxiong is first of all a concept of masculinity that defines itself against what is
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perceived to be feminine and what is associated with women. In San’guo yanyi, the
masculinity of many heroes is measured in terms of their ability to dissociate themselves
from women or their ability to resist the “evil” influence of the feminine (Huang 2006, p.
92).

Wei Wei is cast in the mould of the male heroes in Sanguo yanyi (Romance of the
Three Kingdoms). The major difference between Bo Si and Wei Wei lies in their
attitudes towards female sexuality. Unlike Bo Si who tends to get into a romantic
relationship with every beautiful woman he encounters, Wei Wei is sexually restrained.
While there are abundant descriptions of Bo Si’s erotic fantasies about and sexual
affairs with women, there is no mention of Wei Wei’s sexual life. Bo Si has a guilty
conscience about his relationship with Xiao Hua, the girlfriend of Zhou Dongdong,
who is in a critical condition after being hit in the head by Aboriginals in Redfern:
I hear someone talking to me continuously: the reason why you called Xiao Hua and
asked her to come here from Shanghai is that you want to take advantage of her; you
pretend to help Zhou Dongdong gallantly only for the purpose of stealing his girlfriend
(Zhong 2008, p. 291).

Bo Si’s guilt is due to the fact that he perceives his lack of self-control as a serious
shortcoming. For Bo Si, a real man “should be able to keep your sexual desire under
control when [Xiao Hua] plays the coquette before you” (p. 295). In this case, Bo Si
uses Xiao Hua as a test of his spiritual strength, defining masculinity as the repudiation
of female sexuality. By his own standards of masculinity, Bo Si falls short as a ‘real
man’. However, he shows that he has temporarily lived up to this masculinity ideal by
rejecting the sexual temptation of a waitress of his restaurant. The man who really
achieves this standard of masculinity is Wei Wei, who does not trust women, including
his own girlfriend Ms Huang, and who values brotherhood above heterosexual love.
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Because Wei Wei is more capable of resisting female charm, Bo Si regards him as
spiritually stronger than himself. For this reason, Bo Si regards Wei Wei as the ‘leader’
and his ‘elder brother’. Bo Si’s association of sexual restraint with leadership supports
Louie’s idea:
To be able to exercise discipline over one’s sexual desires is therefore more than an
exercise in self-discipline, it is a necessary criterion for gaining political power, as well as
moral and spiritual superiority (Louie 2002, p. 92).

Louie argues that in the Chinese context, the ability to resist female charm, which is
admired as a masculine trait, results from Confucian prescriptions for the gentleman
(junzi) (Louie 2002, p. 91). Song Geng holds the same idea. He identifies
“desexualized heroism” (Song 2004, p. 158) as a common feature of the male heroes in
Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Water Margin, which are also classified as
martial arts novels. Song identifies an “overwhelming misogyny” (p. 175) in the two
novels mentioned above, which he attributes to the influence of Confucian doctrines:
The Confucian prescriptions for a real man include filial piety to his parents, obligations
to family, and above all, loyalty and contribution to the sovereign and state. In other
words, masculinity is not defined by a man’s relations with his woman, but by his
relations with the political mechanism. For Chinese men, manhood is the ability to honor
their family name and achieve fame in serving the state…Women are dangerous because
they pull men away from their public and social responsibilities, away from their loyalty
to other men (pp. 172-175).

Misogyny is also a characteristic of the male heroes in the new martial arts narratives
in modern China (Ye 2003; Zhao 2009). Scholars point out that misogyny constitutes
the major difference between the Chinese martial arts narrative and the literature of
European chivalry which romanticises women and celebrates female sexuality and
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chastity (Ye 2003; Song 2004, pp. 166-168; Zhan 2009). Apart from being a remnant
of Confucian discourse, misogyny is also understood by Huang as a strategy taken by
marginalised men to re/masculinise themselves:
[M]asculinity is a fluid concept, and, paradoxically, a man becomes concerned with its
articulation only when he feels discriminated against by other men. That is, it often
becomes an urgent issue when a man feels compelled to distinguish himself from the
weaker sex, while women as the defining “other”, are always needed in this
re/masculinizing process, no matter what the specific strategies (Huang 2006, p. 8).

Though Huang’s argument is based on his reading of texts of imperial China, it is also
applicable to the misogyny in the works of male PRC writers in diaspora. Constructing
women as the ‘other’ and the weaker sex allows marginalised Chinese men such as Bo
Si and Wei Wei to reclaim their masculinity undermined by Australian society.

Wei Wei’s spiritual strength is further highlighted by his contempt for death. While he
fears women, Wei Wei is not afraid of death. To prove that Wei Wei is a spiritual ‘iron
man’, Bo Si offers a detailed account of Wei Wei’s defiance of death. He ascribes Wei
Wei’s spiritual strength to his political conviction: communist ideology. Wei Wei says
to Bo Si: “Communists are not even afraid of death, let alone difficulties” (Zhong 2008,
p. 296). Bo Si describes Wei Wei talking about his own cancer in the following way:
Wei Wei said, “Isn’t it just a tumor? There is no difference between an early-stage cancer
and a late-stage cancer. As long as it is cancer, it is terminal. If the early-stage cancer can
be cured, then the late-stage cancer can be cured too!”
I thought to myself, “The way communists speak is extraordinary. They are real men!” (p.
299).

In the eyes of Bo Si, Wei Wei is a tough man because he is spiritually tough. Bo Si
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believes that it is Wei Wei’s communist belief that makes him spiritually strong.
Though Wei Wei is physically incapacitated, he is spiritually invincible. Wei Wei bears
a remarkable resemblance to the stereotype of the “bodyless” communist epitomised
by Pavel Korchagin, the male protagonist of a Soviet novel How the Steel Was
Tempered. In her book Masculinity Besieged? Issues of Chinese Masculinity and Male
Subjectivity in Chinese Literature of the Late Twentieth Century, Zhong Xueping
argues:
As Pavel Korchagin’s story demonstrates, to become a communist or a revolutionary, one
must turn against one’s own body; individuals were expected to “leap forward” out of
their bodies and to become steel-like heroes…With a “bodyless” self as its ideal subject,
it was almost natural for the CCP to call on the Chinese to emulate Korchargin-like
heroes: to become self-less (Zhong 2000, p. 45).

Whilst the male ideal in traditional China is shaped by Confucianism, that of socialist
China during Mao’s era is informed by communist doctrines. Zhong further contends
that this Korchagin-like communist male image continued to appear in literature in
post-Mao China (Zhong 2000, pp. 89-90). Wei Wei can be said to be a mix of a
desexualised hero (yingxiong) in the traditional discourse and a selfless communist
‘made of iron and steel’ who dominates the socialist discourse. However, he is more
than that.

Bo Si’s ‘real man’ model also embraces success in business. Although they give top
priority to serving the Chinese community, both Bo Si and Wei Wei show a strong
interest in business. Wei Wei’s passionate pursuit of success in business does not end
until he dies of cancer. Bo Si’s life in Sydney revolves around restaurants. His proud
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display of the success of his own restaurant ‘No.1 in the World’ can be read as his way
of ovecoming the humiliation he suffers while working as a kitchen hand in restaurants
run by people of other ethnicities. His success in business contributes to the making of
his masculinity, and is confirmed when he ultimately gains recognition from the
Australian mainstream as “chief of the Chinese community” (Zhong 2008, p. 448).

Bo Si’s effort to prove his masculinity through his physical superiority over his
enemies reflects elements of ‘protest masculinity’. ‘Protest masculinity’ serves as a
vehicle for marginalised men to vent their frustration as well as assert some sense of
male power, although this is reproduced in different ways from one person to another.
Dao Zhuang, a scholar, launches verbal attacks on his host country in TESC, whereas
Bo Si, who claims to represent the Chinese community, stages his angry protest against
the oppressors of Chinese both physically and verbally. In his verbal assaults, Bo Si
often uses the derogatory term ‘devil’ to address Caucasian Australians. He also
barbarises them:
In my eyes, all the devils are the same. They are the ape men in the primitive society, and
their brains are much inferior to those of Chinese (p. 101).

This passage reveals his racist ideology, which is shaped by Sinocentrism that regards
China as the centre of the world and Chinese as superior to people of other ethnic
backgrounds. Ironically, while Bo Si criticises white Australians for being racist, he
himself launches racist attacks against them. In other words, ‘protest masculinity’ may
deploy the very strategies against which it protests.
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Another form of verbal attack launched by Bo Si against his male oppressors is less
explicit: he ‘emasculates’ them. Bo Si describes a gay party in the following way:
Among those who had black hair were Italians, Middle Easterners, black people,
Islanders, Japanese and I, probably the only Chinese there. Tony introduced a person to
me, whose family was originally from England. He had pale yellow hair, and his skin was
white with a touch of red like that of an infant mouse. His eyes were as blue as those of a
Persian cat. Since he saw me, his face had been red as if he were drunk. He was too coy
to ask me questions. I took the initiative to ask him what he was doing, where he was
living, and whether he was married and had children. He replied that he was divorced and
one of his daughters was with her mother. He spoke softly like a woman …
All of sudden, gooseflesh rose over my body. I was overcome with horror as if every hair
on my body were standing on end (pp. 45-46).

The gay men in this scene are all non-Chinese males, among whom are people of
ethnic groups Bo Si regards as the oppressors of Chinese. Bo Si defines masculinity as
heterosexuality. Gay men therefore fall short as real men. Furthermore, Bo Si equates
homosexuality with femininity, which is exemplified by his portrayal of the gay British
man through expressions like ‘coy’ and ‘he spoke softly like a woman’. By projecting
feminine traits onto his oppressors, Bo Si ‘emasculates’ them and relegates them to the
bottom of his male social scale. Expressions like ‘gooseflesh rose over my body’ and ‘I
was struck with horror’ show that he is a homophobe. To be a man is to be
heterosexual, and to be a ‘real man’ is to be homophobic. He bolsters his own image as
a ‘real man’ by differentiating himself from these gay men of non-Chinese ethnicity.

In order to dispel the negative stereotype of Shanghai men, the author creates two
masculine ideals, Bo Si and Wei Wei. Both of them embody the wu ideal in Louie’s
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wen-wu dichotomy of Chinese masculinity. However, the author establishes a hierarchy
between them, elevating Wei Wei over Bo Si. Wei Wei embodies the ideal masculinity
that attaches utmost importance to moral and spiritual excellence. The ideal
masculinity is also informed by success in business and physical prowess signified by
kung fu skills. Bo Si is a ‘tough and good man’ but falls short of the ideal because of
his lack of spiritual strength. Bo Si is a more ‘true to life’ character, whereas Wei Wei
is too perfect an ideal for ordinary people to emulate. This is perhaps the reason why
the author chooses Bo Si as the narrator and lets him live on, but makes Wei Wei a
martyr, a godlike hero whom people can look up to but never reach. The ideal
masculinity, which extols ‘ren’ and ‘yi’ as masculine attributes and particularly
associates women with the undermining of masculinity, is strongly suggestive of
Confucianism. In her book Dragon Seed in the Antipodes, Shen Yuanfang argues that
the nineteenth century Chinese autobiographers in Australia held up the Confucian
junzi (Superior Man) as the ideal model of masculinity (Shen 2001b, pp. 47-64). This
novel indicates that Confucian doctrines still exert a profound influence on the
construction of the male ideal by diasporic male Chinese in the late twentieth century.
The ideal is also informed by the socialist discourse which celebrates a selfless
communist ‘made of iron and steel’. At the same time, the incorporation into the ideal
of success in business, which is despised by Confucianism, reflects that the Confucian
model is not fully relevant in the age of globalisation and modernisation; individual
diasporic Chinese males have needed to create a new ideal to live up to.
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6. Conclusion
This chapter addresses the textual construction of successful diasporic Chinese
masculinities. While two autobiographies, Jin Kaiping’s Australian Dream and Li
Cunxin’s Mao’s Last Dancer, present the authors’ self-representation, two novels, Ying
Ge’s Why Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean and Zhong
Yazhang’s Living in Sydney, deal with the construction of ideal Chinese masculinities
in a multicultural context. Factors which have been shown to influence the
construction of these models of masculinity include hegemonic masculinity in the
capitalist world, Confucianism, patriarchal discourse, racial discourse, socialist
discourse and sexuality.

As a result of global Westernisation, hegemonic masculinity in Western gender
discourse has been widely accepted in Chinese culture as ideal masculinity. The impact
of Western hegemonic masculinity on Chinese culture is shown by the recognition of
success in business as a manly attribute. While success in business has long been
idolised in Western masculinity discourse, business acumen and commercial
achievements were disparaged by Confucianism in imperial China. It was not until
China re-opened its door to the world in the late 1970s that success in business found
its way into ideal Chinese masculinity. Therefore, a successful entrepreneur can now
be the hero of a novel for Chinese readers. One common feature of the various models
of masculinity discussed in this chapter is their emphasis on success in business. Jin
Kaiping, Lu Dapeng and Bo Si are all portrayed as successful businessmen. Wei Wei,
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the communist martyr, maintains his passionate pursuit of success in business even
though he is dying of cancer. Although Li Cunxin does not present himself as a
successful businessman in his narrative, he does say that he has abandoned ballet for
finance in the postscript of his book. Though the male authors extol success in business
as a masculine trait, they give different weight to business in their respective models
for masculinity. Jin Kaiping defines masculinity almost exclusively as the ability to
earn money. Zhong Yazhang’s real man Bo Si is a combination of excellent fighter and
businessman. Ying Ge’s ideal man Lu Dapeng is an entrepreneur who is committed to
changing the negative national image of China. These authors have mixed attitudes
towards wen and wu. Li Cunxin makes no mention of either wen or wu. Ying Ge
portrays Lu Dapeng as a man of both wen and wu, while Jin Kaiping repudiates both.
Zhong Yazhang extols wu as a manly attribute but is pessimistic about wen masculinity
in Australia in this comment on the brutal killing of Allen:
Allen wants to become a member of the upper class after obtaining a Master’s or a
Doctor’s degree through academic study. But heaven is blind. He is killed (Zhong 2008, p.
102).

Zhong’s abandonment of the wen ideal echoes Ouyang Yu’s tacit contention that
persevering with wen masculinity is to invite failure, which is clearly demonstrated
through his fictional character Dao Zhuang.

Confucian moral values are also incorporated into the

construction of diasporic

Chinese masculinity.. Though these authors hail success in business as a masculine
attribute, they seek to demonstrate that their own or their male characters’ involvement
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in business is motivated not by the acquisition of personal profit but by the pursuit of a
just cause. Jin Kaiping embellishes his businessman image with the self-proclaimed
title of the unofficial ambassador committed to promoting the friendship between
China and Australia. Lu Dapeng’s engagement in business is driven by his ambitious
nationalist undertaking to ‘revitalise China’. The altruistic images of Bo Si and Wei
Wei show that they put the interest of their troubled compatriots above their own. The
fact that the male protagonists link their interest in business with a virtuous cause
points to the lingering effects of the Confucian ideology that dismisses profit-making
as unmanly behaviour. The ‘real man’ prescribed by Confucianism is the junzi who is
supposed to devote himself to serving his country rather than pursuing personal gain.
There is a strong presence of Confucian moral values in some of these male models.
The male ideal embodied by Wei Wei attaches paramount importance to two Confucian
virtues: ‘benevolence’ and ‘righteousness’. Li Cunxin tries hard to negotiate the
tension between the Confucian male ideal that values loyalty and filial piety, and the
Western one which places emphasis on individual ambition.

The influence of patriarchal discourse is discernible in the fact that sexism exists in
varying degrees in all these narratives. In Living in Sydney as well as in Why Go
Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean, there is a presence of the
traditional ‘hero-beauty’ narrative mode in which women appear as sexual objects
whose duty it is to admire and serve real men. In Living in Sydney, women are also
objectified as a test of a man’s spiritual strength and perceived as a threat to manhood.
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In Jin Kaiping’s narrative, which is completely devoted to the construction of his
masculine image, women are virtually absent. Though Li Cunxin sings the praises of
his mother, the relationship he emphasises is the vertical parent-child kinship rather
than the horizontal gender egalitarianism. He offers scant and ambiguous descriptions
of both his first and second wife, though he dedicates his book to both his mother and
his second wife.

Racial discourse also plays a role in the creation of the Chinese male in these texts.
Both Why Go Abroad: A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean and Living in Sydney
emphasise racial discrimination as a decisive factor in shaping the characters’
masculinities. Bo Si and Wei Wei display physical superiority over their oppressors,
which can be read as a manifestation of ‘protest masculinity’ – supermasculine
behaviour in response to being rendered powerless. Their proud exhibition of success
in business could be understood as an act to reclaim their marginalised masculinity.
While objecting to Australian racism, they practice racism themselves. By contrast,
though Jin Kaiping does mention the mistreatment he receives in the early stages of his
life in Australia, he claims that what has triggered his unrelenting pursuit of success in
business is not racial discrimination but his inborn business acumen. Li Cunxin’s ballet
talents enable him to make a successful bargain with his host countries, which allows
him to completely ignore the issue of race. Socialist discourse, which emphasises
collectivism, selflessness and spiritual strength, also exerts a significant influence on
the construction of ideal masculinity. Sexuality plays a central role in the construction
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of Chinese masculinity in Living in Sydney. In this novel, manhood is defined by
heterosexuality. Chinese men such as Bo Si qualify as real men, whereas Western men,
a majority of whom are homosexual, do not.

As shown in the second chapter, frustrated men epitomised by Dao Zhuang blame
Chinese women for their marginalisation. The successful men discussed in this chapter
either stigmatise Chinese women as a threat to their masculinity, objectify them as
proof of their masculinity, or make them disappear. If male Chinese authors are either
critical of or indifferent to Chinese women, what attitudes do Chinese women writers
hold towards Chinese men? This is the issue to be addressed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: UNRELIABLE MEN – FEMALE
CONSTRUCTION OF CHINESE MASCULINITY

1. Introduction
In the introduction, I offered an account of the debate on the comparison between
Chinese men and Western men in the Chinese Australian community in the 1990s. The
debate points to a marked difference between men’s self-perception and women’s
perception of men in the diasporic Chinese community in Australia. This prompts me
to raise questions regarding how Chinese Australian women writers present male
Chinese in their fiction, and whether there are differences between female
representations of Chinese men and male writers’ self-representation. This chapter
aims to address these questions, with a particular focus on the factors that shape the
representations.

I argue that there is an inextricable link between Chinese Australian women’s literature
and indigenous Chinese women’s literature. I will discuss representations of Chinese
and Western men in indigenous Chinese women’s literature before shifting to the
Australian context. With regard to the texts produced by Chinese Australian women
writers of mainland background, I will examine short stories and novellas by Cai
Zixuan, Jin Xing, He Yuqin, Lingzhi, Shi Guoying, Su Shan’na and Xibei, as well as
novels by Bi Xiyan, Xia’er and Wang Hong. These texts are all written in Chinese, and
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only one of them has been translated into English 49.

2. The Chinese Man/Western Man Dichotomy
Researchers point out that the development of modern Chinese women’s literature is
linked to Chinese feminism (Liu 1995; Li 2005; Wang 2007; Sun 2009). In her article
“Towards an Ethics of Transnational Encounter, or ‘When’ Does a ‘Chinese’ Woman
Become a ‘Feminist?’”, Shu-Mei Shih writes:
Chinese women’s liberation has followed a historically different path from that of the
West. Scholars of China have traced this path from liberal, Western-style feminism in the
1920s to revolutionary feminism in the 1930s and after that, most importantly, to the
socialist, state-sponsored official feminism established in 1949 and in place until the
1980s (Shin 2002, p. 97).

In the post-Cultural Revolution era, Western feminism exerted a profound influence on
women’s literature in China (Lin 1990; Ji 2002). The images of Chinese men in
women’s literature have varied with the feminist campaign of each period.

Examining the works of the most influential female writers such as Ding Ling, Ru
Zhijuan and Wang Anyi who, according to Louie, “represent the attitudes of three
generations of women in post-Imperial China” (Louie 2002, p. 100), Louie argues that
there is a general tendency for women writers to feminise Chinese men (p. 99). But not
all of the male characters are repulsive or negative. Ding Ling’s “Miss Sophie’s Diary”
(1928) was published during the era of the May Fourth Movement which aimed to
replace Confucianism with Western ideologies so that China could catch up with
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Ding Xiaoqi’s Maidenhome is the only book translated into English from Chinese.
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Western powers. In this story, Ding Ling constructs two male images. One is the
Chinese man, Weidi, who, according to Louie, is characterised as “pathetic and silly”,
“typical of the kind of excessively sentimental, dependent male found in May Fourth
fiction” (p. 103). The other is the Western-educated Singaporean Ling Jishi, whom the
protagonist Sophie romanticises as “a tall man from a strange land, a man who is
alluring and seductive” (p. 104). For her, though only a half foreigner, Ling Jishi
embodies her fantasy of “chivalric European knights” (cited in Louie 2002, p. 105).
While Ding Ling’s negative portrayal of Weidi suggests the influence of the ‘liberal,
Western-style feminism’, Li Jishi symbolises Sophie’s “yearnings for Western things
characteristic of the May Fourth period” (Louie 2002, p. 100), according to Louie. Li
Jishi is a mythic construction of the ‘Western Man’.

The myth of the Western Man is part of the ideological construction of the West in the
Chinese imagination. The idea that the West is superior to China began with the defeat
of Qing China by Great Britain during the First Opium War (1840-1842). Since then,
Qing China lost all its wars with Western countries. As a consequence of the successive
defeats of China by Western powers starting from the mid-19th century, China’s sense
of superiority was seriously eroded. The West thus became a synonym for ‘power’ and
‘modernity’. Chinese people’s altered perception of the West was reflected in the
change in the forms of address from the disparaging ‘fangui’ (barbarian devils) or
‘hongmaofan’ (red-haired barbarians) to the more respectful ‘yangren’ (people from
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the ocean) (Peng 2006). The New Culture Movement 50, in the wake of the downfall of
the Qing dynasty in 1911, held Confucianism accountable for the backwardness of
China and promoted Western ideologies. In the literature produced during this period,
positive images of Western men emerged. An example of this is the white boy in Zhu
Ziqing’s 51 short story “White People – God’s Favourite”, who, according to Luo Peng,
is an image of the “powerful man” (Luo 2006). In sharp contrast to powerful Western
men, Chinese men were depicted as “physically decrepit and morally unworthy” by
some of the best writers of the 1920s and 1930s (Louie 2002, p. 101).

This opposition between the negative portrayal of male Chinese and the myth of the
‘Western Man’ was virtually absent in women’s literature produced during the Mao era
when China secluded itself from the international community. Although the PLA
soldier in Ru Zhijuan “Lilies” (1958) is “feminised” (Louie 2002, p. 116), he is
eulogised as a revolutionary hero and a communist martyr – a positive image that
conforms to the communist propaganda of self-sacrifice. It was not until China
embarked on reform and opening-up in the late 1970s that female writers once again
took Chinese men to task. Zhong Xueping argues that “one can safely suggest that
literary attention to men as gendered beings in post-Cultural Revolution literature
started with a number of women writers’ critical representations of men” (Zhong 2000,
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The New Culture Movement of the mid 1910s and 1920s, which was spearheaded by distinguished scholars like
Chen Duxiu, Cai Yuanpei, Li Dazhao, Lu Xun and Hu Shi, attacked Confucianism and called for the creation of a
new Chinese culture modelled on the West. On May 4, 1919, students in Beijing staged a public protest against the
Paris Peace Conference which intended to transfer German control over Shangdong Province to Japan. As a result,
this cultural movement turned into a political one known as the May Fourth Movement.
51
Zhu Ziqing is a well-known Chinese poet and essayist. His “White People – God’s Favourite” was published on
Literature Weekly in 1925. The English title is my translation of the original Chinese “白种人—天之骄子”.
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p. 4). The ‘men’ discussed by Zhong are Chinese men. Zhong also points out that the
stories by Zhang Jie and Zhang Xinxin “constituted the strongest criticism of (Chinese)
men to date” (p. 5). Evidently, female writers’ negative representations of Chinese men
have to do with two important factors: discontent with patriarchy and China’s exposure
to Western ideas.

Although the Chinese Communist Party under Mao’s leadership established ‘equality
between men and women’ as national policy and women’s rights were written into law,
Chinese women did not really achieve equality with men. The scholarship on Chinese
women in Maoist China indicates that although Chinese women’s social status was
raised after the CCP gained power, Chinese women were still subject to patriarchy. As
researcher Wang Zheng argues, “studies on gender and the Chinese socialist state have
convincingly argued for the existence of a socialist patriarch” (Wang, Z. 2005, pp.
519-520). When China re-opened its doors to the international community and the
market economy after thirty years’ seclusion, Western ideologies poured into China.
This Western impact on the Chinese intelligentsia was no less powerful than that
experienced by Chinese intellectuals at the turn of the 20th century when feudal China
was forced open for the first time in its history by the ‘strong ships and large cannons’
of Western powers. Repeating what had happened in the early years of the 20th century,
there re-appeared among intellectuals a general valorisation of Western civilization and
criticism of China’s culture and political system, a phenomenon termed by Chen
Xiaomei as “anti-official Occidentalism” (Chen 1992, p. 691). In “The Fate of an
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Enlightenment: Twenty Years in the Chinese Intellectual Sphere”, Xu Jilin argues for
the similarity between these two intellectual movements:
In terms of intellectual history, the most noteworthy development on mainland China
over the past two decades was the appearance of what is known as the “New
Enlightenment movement” (xin qimeng yundong) during the late 1980s…in some ways
the New Enlightenment was another “May Fourth” (wusi), but of course a contemporary
one which, like its predecessor that developed over the decade 1917-27, also came to be
known as the “Chinese Enlightenment” (Xu 2004, p. 183).

While imperial China’s conquest by the West gave rise to the May Fourth
Enlightenment Literature which condemned Confucianism and exalted Western culture,
socialist China’s reform and opening-up exposed Chinese intellectuals once again to
Western civilisation, which resulted in the emergence of “The Second Enlightenment
Literature” or “The New Enlightenment Literature” (Yang 2007). With the easing of
political censorship in the post-Mao era, female writers started to present negative
portraits of male Chinese. What is behind the negative portrayal of male Chinese,
according to Zhong Xueping, is Chinese women’s attack on Chinese patriarchy:
Through the lenses of these women writers and critics, we find that the issue is not
whether or not men are “weak” and suffer from being “feminized.” Rather, it is that men
are still more powerful than women, and that male chauvinism is still very much part of
Chinese male subjectivity and is still dominant in Chinese society at large (Zhong 2000, p.
47).

The pioneer of this criticism of Chinese men in the 1980s is Zhang Jie who portrayed
male Chinese as “selfish, vulgar, and chauvinist” (Zhong 2000, p. 47). Behind this
wave of attacks on Chinese men were female intellectuals’ heightened feminist
awareness and their internalisation of Western ideologies. Judging their male
counterparts by Western gender norms, Chinese women claimed that China lacked
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‘real men’ (Louie 1991, p. 166; Zhong 2000, p. 5). With their “masculinity besieged”
(Zhong 2000), male writers retreated to masculine images from indigenous Chinese
culture with which to counterattack Chinese women’s accusations (Louie 1991, p. 167;
Zhong 2000, p. 5). The mythic construction of the ‘Western Man’ that first appeared in
Ding Ling’s “Miss Sophie’s Diary” in the 1920s but disappeared in the Mao era
re-emerged in women’s literature in the 1990s. It is not difficult to see that the myth of
the Western Man in women’s literature has occurred under similar circumstances:
China’s opening-up to the West. Researchers have argued that the ‘Western Man’
symbolises Chinese women’s strong yearnings for Western civilization (Louie 2002, p.
100; Shen 2008).

It was against this background that a group of female Chinese intellectuals migrated to
Australia. All the Chinese women writers mentioned in the introduction section of this
chapter came to Australia in the late 1980s and 1990s. In Australia, they proceeded
with their campaign of attacking Chinese patriarchy, which could be seen as the
extension of the ‘Western feminist campaign’ in Chinese literary circles that started in
the 1980s aiming to “establish a gender egalitarian society on the basis of interrogating
and unmasking the Chinese patriarchal system that has been in existence for thousands
of years” (Lin 1990, p. 40). For example, before her migration to Australia, Shi
Guoying had denounced the “patriarchal tradition” of male Chinese literature in the
academic journal Shanghai Forum (Lin 1990, p. 38). The images of Chinese men
Chinese women writers in Australia create generally represent them as unreliable,
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feminised and frustrated. The ‘Chinese Man/Western Man’ dichotomy, which was
prevalent in indigenous Chinese women’s literature, continued to exist in the works of
Chinese Australian women writers.

3. Unreliable Lovers
While themes such as love and marriage are virtually absent in the works of male
writers, an overwhelming majority of the women’s texts focus on them. Chinese
women characters differ markedly from their male Chinese counterparts in their
understanding of love and marriage. Chinese men created by female writers are
predominantly portrayed as unsatisfactory or inadequate lovers. These men can be
divided into three types.

The first is the young unmarried man who seeks ephemeral sensual pleasure rather
than a lasting spiritual attachment. An example is Chen Zuo in Jin Xing’s short story
“A Story in Sydney” 52. As Chen Zuo remarks, “genuine care and a warm bed are
enough because love is luxurious and impractical” (Jin 1999c, p. 311). Zu Er, the
female narrator/protagonist, dismisses Chen Zuo as an unreliable lover because of his
hedonisic attitudes. The second type is a treacherous sex-seeker who preys on women
in the guise of a caring lover. In Cai Zixuan’s short story “Illusion” 53, the first-person
narrator talks about her bitter experience of being deceived by Rui De, a famous
Chinese painter in Australia, into becoming his model and mistress. Rui De treats her
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My translation of the original Chinese title “悉尼的故事”.
My translation of the original Chinese title “错觉”.
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not as a human being but an object from which he gains inspiration for his artistic
creation. The narrator comes to realise that what she understands as Rui De’s love for
her is nothing but an illusion. In Lingzhi’s short story “If Soul Can Cry” 54, Ling, the
female protagonist, reflects on her relationships with all her ‘lovers’ before committing
suicide. Ling, who “likes men and devotes her life to the pursuit of true love” (Lingzhi
1998b, p. 194), falls victim to three mainland Chinese men. Xiao Zheng, the first man
in her life, is attracted to her only because she is a virgin. He deserts Ling as if she
were a piece of worn-out clothing after she loses her virginity to him. Later, Ling falls
prey to Di Sheng, a married man who is “tall, handsome, polite”, “caring” and
“knowledgeable” (p. 197). Abandoning her, he brazenly asserts: “A woman who is
easily available for sex cannot be my wife. My wife remains faithful to me during my
four years’ absence. What I want is this kind of woman!” (p. 200). Deeply hurt by Xiao
Zheng and Di Sheng, Ling becomes disillusioned with love. It is not until she meets Ah
Xiong that her longing for love is rekindled. However, it turns out that Ah Xiong is a
cheat who not only takes advantage of her sexually but also swindles her out of all her
possessions.

Married Chinese men like Di Sheng are negatively portrayed by female writers as
sex-seekers and womanisers. He Yuqin’s three short stories “Excellent Man” 55 ,
“Walking Pigs” 56and “The Contribution of the Prostitute” 57 centre on extramarital
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My translation of the original Chinese title “如果灵魂可以哭泣”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “出色男人”
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “遛猪”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title“妓女的奉献”.
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relationships. “Excellent Man”, a third-person short story, focuses on Zhang Heitu,
who is a PhD student at the Australian National University and an Australian citizen.
During his wife’s absence in China, Zhang has an affair with Hong Yu, a visiting
scholar from mainland China who shares his rented apartment. Zhang deserts his wife,
Xiao Ai, and marries Hong Yu who, it turns out, wants Australian citizenship for the
purpose of staying in Australia. While he is with Hong Yu, Zhang also has an affair
with Jing Wen, a PhD student at the same university, for whom he then abandons Hong
Yu. He then goes back to his first wife, but leaves her again two weeks later. Xiao Ai
laments: “All excellent men are fickle” (He 2007, p. 67). Xiao Ai’s experience leads
her to question the sexual morality of all men, particularly targeting ‘excellent’ Chinese
men who exchange their academic achievements for sensual pleasure. The irony of the
story is that Zhang Heitu performs better in extramarital affairs than he does
academically. In this story, the author suggests that married Chinese men such as
Zhang Heitu are lustful animals. This idea is also expressed in her two other stories,
“Walking Pigs” and “The Contribution of the Prostitute”. The two stories concern the
extramarital relationships between Wu Fei, a married Chinese man, and two Chinese
women. The first story is told by the first-person narrator, one of the women, and the
second by a third-person narrator. In the two stories, Wu Fei is presented as a licentious
sex-seeker. The narrator in “The Contribution of the Prostitute” comments on the
relationship: “They have completely different needs; she wants his ‘heart’, whereas he
needs nothing but her body” (p. 16). The first-person narrator in “Walking Pigs”
compares Wu Fei to a boar that is used to inseminate sows on heat, as in the narrator’s
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hometown, indicating that he lacks human qualities.

Dehumanisation of married Chinese men also appears in Lingzhi’s short story “Hoping
for the Next World” 58. Ai Qiang, the protagonist, is a career woman who remains a
virgin until she is thirty-six years old. She romanticises love, hoping to “give up her
virginity to the man she loves most” (Lingzhi 1998a, p. 157). Driven by the nationalist
idea that “it is better to give my thirty-six year old chaste body to my own compatriots
than to strange foreign devils” (p. 159), she eventually decides to have sex with Xiao
Zhang, a married man whose wife is in China. Xiao Zhang, who is “lurking for the
proper moment for action” (p. 160), sees Ai Qiang as “a prey that isn’t lured but comes
to him of its own accord” (p. 160). He “feels it is his duty to help her” in the belief that
“it is foolish not to take advantage of it” (p. 159). Ai Qiang accuses Xiao Zhang of
being fickle and licentious:
Having sex without love is animal behaviour. Nevertheless, even animals have love, as
can be seen from the fact that many animals are faithful and die of inconsolable grief at
the death of their spouses (p. 155).

By Ai Qiang’s standards, Xiao Zhang is inferior even to animals.

The third type is a scholar who prioritises career over family and discriminates against
women. In He Yuqin’s novella “The Unbearable Past” 59, the female narrator’s Chinese
ex-husband was “a top student of a prestigious university in China” (He 2007, p. 260)
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This is my translation of the original Chinese title“希望来世”.
This is my translation of the original title“不堪回首”.
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who gains a doctorate from an Australian university. His academic work is concerned
with “purely theoretical research” (p. 260). In the view of the narrator, he is “extremely
devoted” (p. 264) to scholarship, but not a good husband. He demands that the narrator
sacrifice her career for his. According to her ex-husband, women’s domain is the home
and their role is “xiangfu jiaozi” (assisting husbands and bringing up children) (p. 263).
This Confucian doctrine, which has been eulogised as a feminine virtue in Chinese
culture, denies women access to power and subordinates them to their male
counterparts. The narrator’s decision to leave her Chinese husband suggests that she
not only denounces the wen masculinity that has long been held up as the ideal but also
rejects the subordinate role imposed on her by Chinese patriarchy.

In Bi Xiyan’s novel The Green Card Dream, Jiang Jianming, who is known as James
in Australia, has obtained two degrees in China: one in Chinese language and the other
in medical science. Before he comes to Australia, he teaches Chinese at a Chinese
university and frequently publishes articles, of which his “beautiful and loving” (Bi
1996, p. 42) wife is very proud. However, “with the devaluation of knowledge as a
result of social change, his relationship with his wife deteriorates”, which results in
“the loss of his patriarchal role in the family” (p. 42). The narrator describes his
motivation for going abroad:
It is good for him to restore his prestige and re-establish his image in the eyes of both his
wife and other people… It hurts him deeply to think about the tragic change of his
familial and social position. Going abroad is perhaps the only way out (p. 42).

It is clear that Jiang’s move to Australia is triggered by his desire to reclaim the male
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status that has been eroded by the marginalisation of wen masculinity in mainland
China. In Australia, Jiang works as an unskilled worker in a Sydney-based nursing
home. He regards this job as “shameful” (p. 40), so he lies in his letter to his wife,
saying that he works as a doctor in a hospital. In Jiang’s mind, an intellectual worker
such as a doctor is superior to an unskilled labourer such as a care worker. His wife
later joins him in Australia, where, having found out the truth, she is desperately
disappointed with her husband. Setting her heart on staying in Australia, she
contemplates a fake marriage. “With his consent and full cooperation” (p. 101), she
divorces him and marries an old Australian man. However, she never comes back to
Jiang, which devastates his male pride. Jiang pins all his hopes on becoming a doctor
through hard work. In the end, he obtains a scholarship from the University of Sydney
to do a doctoral degree in Geriatrics. With a bright future in sight, “he feels that he is
powerful again” (p. 248). His sense of power comes from the prospect that he will be
rewarded with a decent social position. His masculinity rescued and confidence
restored, Jiang assumes that he, now a man of power, deserves a woman’s love and a
marriage. Like Dao Zhuang in TESC, Jiang also has a ‘scholar-beauty’ syndrome.
What underlies the so-called ‘perfect match’ between an excellent scholar and a
beautiful woman is the assumption that Chinese women are rewards for the male’s
success. But when Jiang proposes to Zou Yi, the female protagonist, he is rejected. Zou
Yi tells him:
‘Perfect match’ does not equal love…Indeed, you have emphasised love time and again.
But this love is based on your scholarship and your bright future. Part of the reason you
want us to be together is because you will benefit a lot from our marriage. Does personal
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appeal play a part in this marriage? (p. 250).

For Zou Yi, marriage must be founded upon “mutual respect and admiration” (p. 250).
She has seen through Jiang Jianming and therefore resolutely refuses to be his enslaved
beauty. By rejecting Jiang Jianming, Zouyi rejects the patriarchal scholar-beauty ideal.

As can be seen from these examples, mainland Chinese men who appear as hedonists,
womanisers or male-chauvinistic scholars all fall short as lovers or husbands. But what
qualities is a worthy lover supposed to have from a woman’s point of view? Who
deserves Chinese women’s love? What is the female construction of ideal masculinity?
Female writers from the mainland tend to divide men into two categories: mainland
Chinese men and men of other ethnic backgrounds. Apparently despairing of mainland
Chinese men, these writers project their ideal of masculinity onto the others. White
men dominate among ‘good men’ in their view, ahead of a few men of mixed Chinese
and other racial ancestry. These good men are characterised as caring, loving, selfless
and responsible, whereas mainland Chinese men, who are represented either as
anti-heroes or as inconsequential characters, are the reverse.

“Love in the Blue Mountains” 60 is a first-person short story by Su Shan’na. The story
is set in the Blue Mountains, a tourist destination near Sydney. It describes the
encounter and subsequent love affair between a divorced Chinese woman, Ms Lan, and
a married Spanish painter. The narrator sets up the masculine image of the Spanish
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painter against her Chinese ex-husband. Her ex-husband is “sullen and capricious” (Su
2003, p. 70). Besides, despite his impotence, he is a womaniser: he is not only
physically decrepit but also morally degenerate. By contrast, the Spanish painter is
“handsome”, “hairy and sturdy” (p. 74), and “ready to sacrifice his life for his career
and beloved woman” (p. 79). His strong body and his skills in bed satisfy her sexual
desire. Meanwhile, his “humorous and riveting talk” and “lively character” (p. 81)
cater to her emotional needs. Ms Lan compares the Spanish man to “a place where I
can let my soul take a rest, and which I must get hold of by all means” (p. 74),
suggesting that it is she who initiates the romance and controls the course of the
relationship. In her eyes, men are objects of desire, a role in which a Spanish man
measures up, but for which Chinese men never qualify. However, there seems to be a
blind spot in Ms Lan’s account: she does not criticise her Spanish lover who betrays
his wife in the same way that her ex-husband betrays her. The possible reason is that
accusing him of betraying his wife would destroy her idealised image of him.

In He Yuqin’s novella “Don’t Look Back”, the narrator contrasts her Chinese
ex-husband with Brian Smith, an Australian man who is her boss in a logistics
company and later her fiancé. Compared to her Chinese ex-husband who is only
concerned about his academic work, Brian has a more balanced personality: “He is
hardworking, methodical, clean and skilled in manual work” (He 2007, p. 276). What
strikes the narrator most about Brian is his altruism as well as his undivided love for
her, which he demonstrates by sacrificing his life to rescue her and other passengers
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from a burning coach in China. For the narrator, Brian embodies ideal masculinity
marked by marital fidelity, sexual equality and self-sacrifice.

The male protagonist in Lingzhi’s “Hoping for the Next World”, discussed above, is
not Xiao Zhang but William who is an Australian war veteran of Spanish descent.
William is a married man but “lives a loveless life” (Lingzhi 1998a, p. 165). He falls in
love with Ai Qiang whom he calls his “Jane Eyre” (p. 166). Although both Xiao Zhang
and William are involved in extramarital relations, their motivations are different.
While Xiao Zhang is completely driven by “sexual instinct” (p. 160), William’s
relationship with Ai Qiang is motivated by his desire to escape an unhappy marriage.
Their attitudes towards Ai Qiang differ markedly. Xiao Zhang regards Ai Qiang as a
sex object, whereas William cares for her and loves her deeply. Knowing that Ai Qiang
has a heart problem, he never asks her for sex. He “does all the housework that a man
is required to do” (p. 168). Ai Qiang is “mesmerised by a power, both spiritual and
corporeal, in William” (p. 169). She willingly offers sex to him and determines to “take
him away from his wife and marry him” (p. 170).

In The Green Card Dream, Zou Yi has two suitors. One is Jiang Jianming, formerly her
classmate in a Chinese university, the other Oscar. Oscar comes from a Scottish family
in Canada. His father, who “was forced to drop out of school due to poverty and ended
up running a small grocery” (Bi 1996, p. 15), expects his son to rise high in life
through a good education. Following the trajectory designed by his father, he “obtained
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a Bachelor’s degree and a Master’s degree, and started to do a PhD” (Bi 1996, p. 16).
However, despite his father’s strong opposition, he gives up his PhD in Linguistics. He
comes to Australia because of its “azure sky and blue sea, pleasant climate as well as
happiness and freedom” (p. 16). He falls in love with Zou Yi while teaching English at
a Sydney-based ELICOS school where she is a student. For Zou Yi, Jiang Jianming
and Oscar are very different: “Oscar is simple and straightforward, while James looks
pensive and worried” (p. 218). The difference in their images reflects a difference in
their worldviews. James, who has lost his patriarchal position in China, goes all out to
regain it through receiving a higher education in Australia. He embarks on the
conventional course that a Chinese man is supposed to take. By contrast, Oscar
repudiates the patriarchal prescriptions. He abandons the power-oriented trajectory and
chooses to live without sexual inequality and racial discrimination.

The ideal lovers constructed by these female writers share some fundamental
characteristics. The typical lover can be characterised as a Western man who is
physically attractive, sexually potent and emotionally caring. While discussing Shi
Guoying’s construction of ‘more caring Western men’, Zhong Yong argues that Shi
Guoying employs an Orientalist discourse, “complicit with the colonial project to
valorise hegemonic masculinity by projecting insensitivity, cruelty, domination and
misogyny onto subordinate groups of men” (Zhong 2001, p. 63). As shown by the
above discussion, Shi Guoying is only one of many Chinese Australian women writers
who portray mainland Chinese men as inferior to Western men. But Chinese women
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writers’ negative representation of Chinese men is not confined to Australia. It is also a
recurrent theme in Chinese American literature (Virasin 2004). In a manner similar to
Zhong Yong’s criticism of Shi Guoying in Australia, Chinese American critic and
author Frank Chin has denounced the works of Chinese American women writers like
Maxine Hong Kingston and Amy Tan as products of a “white racist imagination” (cited
in Virasin 2004, p. 14).

As discussed above, the ‘Chinese Man/Western Man’ dichotomy replicates the cultural
binary of ‘China/the West’, in which China is oppressive, weak and backward, whereas
the West is egalitarian, strong and modern. In the Australian context, this cultural
divide has been highlighted and amplified. Men are objectified by these women writers
as cultural markers. This may be due to two factors. Firstly, Chinese women’s
transcultural experiences and personal engagement with Australian society enabled
them to be the spokeswomen for their Chinese ‘sisters’. In a paper entitled “The World
Map of Haunting Dreams: Reading Post-1989 Chinese Women’s Diaspora Writings”,
Zhang Zhen argues:
The writings of the women writers situated in the diaspora are conditioned by the
historical and spatial distance between their present dispersed lives and the immediate
past and present political life back home. To a large extent, that has enabled them to be
more daring in exploring the oppressive nature of that political system and also linking it
with a deeply rooted patriarchal structure (Zhang, Z. 1999, p. 313).

Secondly, because Chinese women were generally on the periphery of Australian
society in the first years of their migration, they had a strong desire to assimilate into
the Australian mainstream. In Jin Xing’s novella “The Australian Lover”, the narrator/
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protagonist, a Chinese woman, explains to her Australian lover, Kevin, the reasons
why she loves him:
Do you know why I love you? Because in my eyes, you are so complete. You have
complete love, marriage, career and life. You can live comfortably in your own country,
speaking your mother tongue, loving nature and enjoying life. When I am with you, your
tremendous vigour and passion for life seem to have been instilled into my blood, making
me energetic and optimistic. Chinese men who are wandering in Australia like ghosts do
not have root or destination. They are more frustrated than I am. Maybe what I love is not
you but the ideal life embodied by you that we have travelled a long distance to pursue
(Jin 1999b).

In this passage, Kevin is nothing but an object onto which the narrator projects her
desired qualities of life, including entering mainstream society. While Kevin
symbolises a stable identity, Chinese men represent alienation, displacement and
uprootedness. Therefore, to marry an Australian man is to procure a sense of security
in an alien land. As these Chinese language texts are intended for a Chinese readership,
it is also likely that these Chinese women writers are sending a feminist message to
their male countrymen in both China and Australia that if they do not change, they will
be abandoned.

Chinese Australian women writers differ greatly from their male counterparts in their
representation of masculinity. Male writers associate masculinity with either
intellectual achievements, physical prowess, spiritual strength, or accomplishments in
business. Gender relations are virtually absent. By contrast, female writers define
masculinity largely in terms of gender relations. Gender equality is emphasised by all
female writers as the core of ideal masculinity. The ‘wen-wu’ dyad or the
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‘brain-brown-brass’ triad doesn’t apply to their ideal men. In a general sense, as Zhang
Zhen argues, female writers “articulate through their writing about living in the
diaspora a new powerful sensibility that challenges the identification of Chinese
national culture with masculinity” (Zhang, Z. 1999, p 334).

4. Shi Guoying’s Feminised Chinese Men
The ‘Chinese Man/Western Man’ binary in which Chinese men are regarded as inferior
to their Western counterparts also surfaces in some of Shi Guoying’s works. Her short
story “Xue’er” (Shi 1996), which is in the third person, focuses on the relationship
between Xue’er, the female protagonist, and two men: John, an Australian man of
British origin, and Li Hua, a mainland Chinese man. For Xue’er, John is “guileless and
straightforward”, while Li Hua is “selfish and hypocritical” (p. 10). It is no wonder that
Xue’er abandons Li Hua for John in the end. This ‘Chinese Man/Western Man’ binary
is repeated in her other short story “The Story of Mark”. In the narrative, which is in
the first person, a mainland Chinese man surnamed Chen comes to Australia seeking to
obtain a “foreign degree”, because “lacking a foreign degree has disqualified [him]
from getting promotion and a subsidised apartment” (Shi 1998, p. 145). In Chen’s eyes,
Mark, a gay Australian man who “persistently refuses to find himself decent and
regular jobs” (p. 145), is completely eccentric, not simply because of his sexuality but
because of his worldview. Chen is puzzled by Martin’s behaviour: Why did Mark, who
used to be “the youngest and the most capable secretary of the Australian Labor Party”
(p. 145), “give up his promising political career” and choose to live in “self-denial and
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self-exile?” (pp. 147-148). One message conveyed by the story is that while Chen’s
mind is entirely focused on “worldly values” (p. 148), Mark has transcended the
material world. In contrast to “Xue’er” and “The Story of Mark”, the idealised Western
man seems to be absent in Shi’s novella “Mistaken Love”. “Mistaken Love” is a
first-person narrative in which the narrator, Linda Li, describes her relationships with
her three lovers – a Chinese man, Sang Hai, an Australian man, John, and a Frenchman,
Dominic. The use of the first-person narrative presents the story from Linda’s point of
view, and possibly seeks readers’ identification with it. Linda is established as the
female subject, the narrator and the viewer, hence subverting traditional Chinese
gender relations in which women are generally objectified, narrated and viewed by
men.

Traditional gender discourse describes man-woman relationships as dominating and
dominated, the conqueror and the conquered. Man is commonly characterised as
avoiding love and marriage, while woman is depicted as desirous of them. Woman is
objectified as a mirror to reflect man’s values, serving to put man on a pedestal. Linda
appropriates this patriarchal discourse but inverts the gender hierarchy, asserting that in
life’s play, “woman is the leading character, whereas man is a mere prop” (Shi 1999, p.
242). She positions herself at the centre of her gender discourse and pushes men to the
margins. Linda constructs her own identity as an independent, educated, attractive
Chinese woman. Before migrating to Australia from China five years earlier, she
worked for a magazine in Shanghai. She describes all the men she meets as
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succumbing to her charms. She comes across Sang Hai, an art broker, at a farewell
banquet held in her honour. Sang Hai immediately falls for Linda: “He had never met
such an intelligent and ebullient woman in his life and was mesmerised by the way I
spoke” (p. 222). Leaving a lovesick Sang Hai behind in China, Linda comes to
Australia to indulge in more romances. She gets acquainted with Dominic at the
University of Sydney where he is studying for a PhD in ancient Chinese philosophy.
Dominic becomes deeply enamoured with Linda upon their first meeting because in his
eyes she is “young, beautiful and intelligent” (p. 227). John, the son of her landlady,
thinks that Linda is the “very girl that he has been dreaming of” (p. 230) ever since his
childhood. He woos Linda in every way he can and marries her.

For Linda, men are instruments serving to carry out different functions, and “to provide
me with enjoyment” (p. 251). She treats Dominic, a married, hot-blooded womaniser,
as nothing but a plaything because she wants to “have a taste of Frenchmen” (p. 227).
After Dominic divorces his wife and expresses to Linda his wish to marry her, Linda
rejects him: “I like to play with dissolute men, but I never love them” (p. 239).
Dominic functions as a “professional lover” (p. 238), an exotic and erotic lover, with
whom she can play a love game while withholding feelings and passion. While
Dominic is used by Linda to satisfy her spiritual and sexual needs, her Australian
husband, John, serves to fulfil her material needs. Linda infantilises John by portraying
him as a naïve big boy: “A shy and introverted man of British origin with curly blonde
hair and a baby face” (p. 230), who “repeatedly took his childhood bicycles and toys
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out of the garage and talked about his childhood” (p. 230). Linda’s marriage to John is
motivated by her practical requirement for a “passport with which she can travel the
whole world”; she is also happy that “he is easy to control” (p. 234). Linda later
terminates the marriage because John is unable to live with the fact that she maintains
sexual relationships with Dominic and other lovers. Linda’s overt expression of and
emphasis on her sexual desire can be understood as a counter-attack against the
condemnation of women’s desire in patriarchal texts. She breaks free from men’s
control of her body and her sexuality: “[I] love wandering, unwilling to be restrained. I
never belong to a nation, a city or a man” (p. 233).

Linda regards Sang Hai as her “eternal lover” (p. 214) because he meets her
requirement that “my man must be absolutely faithful to me” (p. 239). For her, Sang
Hai functions as a ‘slave’ lover who ends up dying from unrequited love: shortly after
Linda indicates to Sang Hai on the phone that she will not marry him even though she
and John have separated, Sang Hai drinks a large amount of alcohol and dies after
driving while drunk. Linda presents Sang Hai as transgressing Chinese norms of
masculinity, possessing traditional feminine virtues. In Confucian gender discourse,
Chinese manhood is “not defined by a man’s relations with his woman” but by his
“ability to honor their family name and achieve fame in serving the state” (Song 2004,
p. 172) or his ability to make intellectual and physical (wen-wu) achievements. Women
are objectified as a test of masculinity. The well-known Chinese saying ‘hong yan huo
shui’ likens women to floods, suggesting that women bring danger and misfortune.
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Throughout male-centred Chinese literary history, positive male images are
constructed largely according to Confucian prescriptions of masculinity. Women are
constructed as the ‘other’: desirous, seductive and dissatisfied. The female ideal is
represented by a woman who remains chaste and faithful to her lover or husband
during her lifetime. In this text, Linda projects these male-identified female attributes
onto Sang Hai, thus deconstructing the traditional male image. Meanwhile, by
mimicking the way Chinese men treat their female counterparts, she satirises the
traditional Chinese gender discourse.

Linda shows that Sang Hai desperately desires her. What is central in Sang Hai’s life is
not his pursuit of fame or success in the public world but his private emotional life. He
is consumed by his deep love for Linda: “He missed me every day” (Shi 1999, p. 247)
and “on my wedding day, he locked himself in a hotel room and cried his heart out” (p.
236). He is unable to remain in control of his body and his emotions in Linda’s
presence:
While I was reading a book in bed, he made a cup of tea and walked to my bed. He put
the teacup on the bedside cupboard, knelt down before me and buried his head in my
bosom. I put my fingers into his hair, held his face in my hands and gazed at it for several
seconds (p. 223).

The above passage conveys at least two messages. It reveals power relations involved
in male-female relationships. Here, Sang Hai is the object of the gaze, while Linda is
the subject. Linda replaces the traditional male gaze with the female gaze, indicating a
strong female subjectivity. By describing Sang Hai’s submission to her, she subverts
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the dichotomy of ‘man-as-the-conqueror/woman-as-the-conquered’ which dominates
male-centred discourses. Sang Hai breaches the Chinese code of masculinity. In
Chinese masculinity discourse, there is a famous saying: ‘a man’s knees are as precious
as gold’ (nan’er xixia you huangjing), which means that a real man should not kneel
down easily. Kneeling before women is regarded as utter humiliation. Sang Hai breaks
this taboo.

Linda depicts Sang Hai as not only suffering from lovesickness but also practicing
chastity. She contrasts herself with him: while she allows herself unrestrained
indulgence in sensual pleasures, Sang Hai strictly abides by his resolve that he “will
never have sex with women he doesn’t like or love” (p. 223). For Sang Hai, Linda is
his only love and his love for her is desperate and unconditional:
During the three years of my absence, he had to think about my shortcomings so that he
could alleviate his suffering caused by his pining for me. My romances made him suffer.
After he later knew that a number of the friends I introduced to him were my lovers, he
couldn’t help but weep. To love me is to suffer. He was a normal man, but abstained from
having sex with other women. Sometimes, he was tormented by his sexual desire…He
knows that I am not a good wife, but I am the only woman he respects and admires. Only
with me is he able to be a good husband. Although he often struggles between emotion
and reason, he has no way out, because his heart tells him: he needs me, only me (p. 249).

In the above passage, Sang Hai, who is described as lovelorn, dissatisfied and
melancholic, bears a remarkable resemblance to the typical female image in
male-dominated literature that conforms to the Confucian prescriptions of womanhood.
The Confucian moral code has a double standard in terms of conjugal relationships: a
man is granted the right to have wives and concubines, whereas a woman is required to
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be completely faithful to her husband. Chastity and faithfulness are hailed as virtues of
utmost importance for women. A woman has to be a virgin before marriage and remain
committed to her husband even after her husband is dead, an act deemed as preserving
her chastity. Here and throughout the story, Linda appropriates the Confucian discourse
but inverts the gender hierarchy: she presents herself as the libertine patriarch and turns
Sang Hai into the faithful, dissatisfied wife. By so doing, she manages to deprive Sang
Hai of his subject position and transfer it to herself. Throughout male-centred Chinese
literary history, women have been depicted either as suffering from lovesickness and
dying of melancholia, or as sacrificing themselves for their dead husbands. By
superimposing on Sang Hai the image of a lovesick and sacrificial woman, and putting
Linda in control of both her body and her sexuality, Shi Guoying satirically subverts
the literary tradition and writes herself and her sex back into power.

In this narrative, sexuality and race are interwoven. Though Linda characterises all her
lovers, who come from various racial backgrounds, as submitting to her appeal, she
makes a distinction between them. Within their sexual relationships, both Dominic and
John play the active role: “[Dominic] took my hand and led me, running towards the
sea” (p. 229), and “[John] took my hand and led me to the bedroom” (p. 233). She
passively enjoys being led, being kissed and being dominated: “When [Dominic]
forced his lips upon mine, I closed my eyes as if a patch of flaming sunlight were
penetrating my eyelids” (p. 229). However, she behaves differently in front of Chinese
men, remaining in full control of her body and her sexuality, leaving Sang Hai at her
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mercy. The Chinese man she takes to a hotel room to have sex with in order to mourn
the death of Sang Hai is timid and passive:
I unfolded the quilt. His naked body exuded a tender feminine beauty. While stroking his
ivory body, I came to the realization that I hadn’t had sex with Chinese men for a long
time. He was aroused and could hardly control himself. He lay on my bosom awkwardly,
but the moment he entered, he collapsed (p. 218).

Linda is an active partner in this encounter: the driving force, the subject of the gaze.
The male body under her gaze has attributes that are traditionally ascribed to women in
traditional Chinese literature. Once again, Linda borrows the patriarchal discourse but
reverses the gender order. The Chinese man’s failure to sustain his erection contrasts
sharply with Dominic’s sexual potency which gives Linda “a feeling of unparalleled
euphoria” (p. 252). The contrast between the anonymous Chinese man and Dominic
corresponds with Shi Guoying’s generalisation that Chinese men are inferior to their
Western counterparts in terms of sexual competence. As indicated in the above
discussion, the ‘Western man/Chinese man’ binary still exists in this narrative, though
it is represented mainly through sexuality, specifically through the sexual act.

Both the female characters discussed in the previous section and Linda, the focus of
this section, bring down Chinese men, but they adopt different strategies. The first
group of women replace the Chinese man with the Western man as the male ideal, but
they don’t challenge the traditional gender hierarchy. By contrast, Linda satirically
subverts traditional gender relations. By casting Sang Hai in the traditional female role,
Linda knocks Chinese men off their pedestal. However, by the end of the novel, she
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has also overthrown Western men:
We were half drunk. He (Dominic) tried to stop me from drinking more. I took off his
belt and pushed him down on the floor. I sat on top of him shouting: “Let’s make love!
Let’s forget this absurd world!” (p. 256).

This passage shows that Linda has conducted a double subversion. She upsets both
gender and racial hierarchies. This interpretation is supported by Shi’s explanation of
her original intention for writing this story:

“Mistaken Love” deals with the positioning of women in gender relations. Human
societies have long been dominated by males. Man also gains the upper hand in
male-female relationship. For me, this gender order is wrong. At least in “Mistaken
Love”, the female protagonist has reversed the wrong order in her own emotional life
(cited in Zhang, W. 1999, p. 14).

This gender role reversal is not Shi’s invention. It is in fact a discursive practice that
has occurred in Chinese women’s literature since the early 1990s. In the 1980s,
Chinese women writers were facing a paradoxical dilemma. They attacked patriarchy
on the one hand but yearned for ‘real men’ on the other, pointing to the lingering
influence of patriarchal ideology on the collective unconscious of Chinese women (Sui
2003, p. 41). However, in the 1990s, with their heightened feminist awareness as a
result of their increased exposure to Western ideas, women writers shifted their focus
of attention from men to themselves, and started to “characterise Chinese men in the
same way male writers characterise Chinese women” (Shou 2007, p. 84). Chinese men
were portrayed as “objects to be used, enjoyed and viewed” (p. 85), roles that have
traditionally been assigned to Chinese women. Shi had been actively involved in this
feminist literary movement before migrating to Australia in 1989. “Mistaken Love”
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was published when subversion of traditional gender relations was widespread in
Chinese women’s literature. However, critics seem to be divided on this subversion.
While some sing its praises, saying that “this revolutionary subversion undermines and
destroys male power and male superiority” (Shou 2007, p. 85), others call it into
question. For example, Liu Huiying argues that this subversion of gender relations is a
female subscription to patriarchy by asserting that “the idea of living like men is a
choice superimposed on women by patriarchy” (Liu 1995, p. 200).

In their discussion of “Mistaken Love”, Zhang and Chen argue that “Shi Guoying’s
subversion is too obvious, too urgent and too violent to achieve the desired effects. She
tries to overthrow patriarchy, but the matriarchy she establishes is somewhat fictitious
and far-fetched” (Zhang and Chen 2008, p. 15). I tend to agree with Kong Lingyun’s
argument:
Chinese women’s attempts to accomplish an imaginative redemption from patriarchy by
copying patriarchal cultural behaviour are both a counter-attack against patriarchy and a
misunderstanding of women’s freedom (Kong 2005, p. 3).

Sang Hai is presented as a pitiable character, but his effect on female and male readers
are different. Female readers may share Linda’s sense of liberation and read Shi’s
fiction as satirical. Male readers, however, may feel angry about the way Linda treats
men, as they did when Shi’s article appeared in 1994. They may put themselves in
Sang Hai’s shoes, and develop a feeling of despair. This is perhaps what Shi Guoying
intends her story to achieve, or it may be that in this respect too, she is satirising
Chinese male writers’ assumptions about women.
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5. Frustrated Men
Another image constructed by women writers is that of a frustrated man who suffers
from alienation, disillusion and despair in Australia. There are similarities as well as
differences between the frustrated men created by women writers and those created by
male writers. One shared feature of these male characters is that having been
intellectuals or professionals in China, they end up doing low-status jobs in Australia.
The reason why both female and male writers focus on the intellectual community is
that the overwhelming majority of the mainland Chinese immigrants to Australia from
the 1980s have a tertiary education background (Fung and Chen 1996). Male writers
present a complicated picture with regard to the cause of their characters’ frustration
and their attitudes towards plight. By contrast, women writers characterise Chinese
men as passive and hopeless, resigning themselves to their fate.

Some women writers use a first-person narrative voice, others tell their stories in the
third person. Through the third-person narrative form, female writers aim to provide a
seemingly objective picture of Chinese men’s life in Australia. In Xi Bei’s short story
“The Angry Lizard”, for example, the male protagonist, Lu Ping, who “used to be a
lecturer of Physics in a prestigious university in China” (Xi 1999, p. 296), works as a
butcher in a poultry processing plant. By contrast, Lu Ping’s wife speaks good English
and obtains a white-collar job. In this family, the traditional gender hierarchy is
inverted. Lu Ping’s wife assumes the role of breadwinner, accusing him of “not being
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ambitious” (p. 297). Lu Ping develops an intense sense of self-abasement and suffers
from melancholia. His family snub him and his white colleagues abuse him, which
brings home to him the callousness and hostility of human beings. In one of his dreams,
he turns into a lizard and encounters a beautiful and kind-hearted lizard lady. It is only
in his dreams that he is able to express his true feelings and vent his frustration.

While Lu Ping is the central figure in “The Angry Lizard”, Chinese men are presented
as marginalised in another third-person narrative, Wang Hong’s novel The Extremely
Happy Parrot (Wang 2002). Lao Yan is one of the marginal characters. Having
deserted his teacher’s job and left his wife and daughter behind in China, he roams
around Australia seeking employment to earn money so that he can send it back to his
family. While picking oranges in a remote town in Victoria, he offers assistance to the
female protagonist, Ma Lan, who is in a desperate situation, struggling to survive.
Later on, in a covert battle for a cleaner’s job in a Sydney-based shopping mall, Lao
Yan falls victim to a rape scandal planned by a Chinese woman, which results in him
losing his job. Upon bidding farewell to Lao Yan before leaving Sydney for a small
town in Victoria, Ma Lan is surprised to find that Lao Yan has turned into an apathetic
man who rarely speaks.

Both texts address the cause of Chinese men’s frustration. They suggest that the
frustration of Lu Ping and Lao Yan is partly associated with external factors such as
racism and intra-ethnic rivalries, but the main cause is the traditional Chinese norms of
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masculinity that define manhood as a man’s ability to support his family and achieve
success in the public world. Failure to do so threatens his manhood. In Australia,
Chinese men like Lu Ping and Lao Yan are under pressure to meet the requirements for
manhood. Ze Fu, a male character in Jin Xing’s short story, “The Alien Land”, says:
[Chinese men] are supposed to fulfil the expectations of their parents, spouses and
children. They long to succeed in order to live a happy life. However, after their high
hopes are dashed by the cruel reality, they lose confidence (Jin 1999a, p. 323).

In the case of Lu Ping, his frustration is caused by his failure to meet his own
expectations and those of his wife. He longs to succeed so that he can measure up to
Chinese standards of masculinity. His frustration is intensified when his wife reinforces
this code of masculinity and expects him to fulfil his role as a Chinese husband. The
texts show that, in Australia, these men are unable to perform their gender role, which
seriously undermines their manhood.

The two texts discussed above suggest that in Australia, Chinese men like Lu Ping and
Lao Yan remain bound by traditional Chinese prescriptions of manhood. While both Xi
Bei and Wang Hong take a sympathetic approach to marginalised Chinese men, other
authors are not so sympathetic. They reveal the predicament of Chinese migrant men
on the one hand but criticise them for resigning themselves to their fate on the other.
What these texts have in common is that Chinese women are presented as disappointed
with their male counterparts because of the latter’s lack of courage to face up to life’s
adversities.
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In Xia’er’s novel, The Bird of Paradise, the narrator/protagonist, Xiao Man, gives an
account of her relationship with two Chinese men, Lao Meng and Shen Shan. Xiao
Man is an artist who regards painting as the centre of her life. She has been waiting for
a ‘real man’ who can understand both art and women. The first such man is Lao Meng.
Lao Meng appears as a saviour who comes to Xiao Man’s rescue when she is being
harassed by a drunkard. Xiao Man describes Lao Meng in physical terms, which
suggests a stereotypical image of masculine strength: “tall and strong”, with a “craggy
and lined face” and “kind and keen eyes” (Xia'er 2008, p. 36). Xiao Man is deeply
attracted to Lao Meng not only because of his impressive physique but also because of
his extraordinary life experiences, which resonate with her own intellectual passions.
In China, he went to the countryside as an intellectual youth, conducted research on
classical Chinese literature, did some geological work, and learned to compose music.
However, in Australia, he has not been able to engage in intellectual work or life,
instead working casually as a cleaner of horse dung and a cook at various restaurants.
Still, he “publishes articles on art once in a while” (p. 37). Xiao Man falls for Lao
Meng and portrays their relationship as a dichotomised one: the stronger/the weaker,
the protector/the protected, the admired/the admirer, which conforms to patriarchal
gender norms. However, Xiao Man later finds out that Lao Meng does not fit this
construct: a man of “strong will” and “great passion” (p. 36). Rather, she discovers that
his masculine persona masks his true self – a ‘sick’ and ‘weak’ man, who doesn’t have
the capacity to love. He constantly struggles between his longing for true love and his
hatred of women that results from the painful experience of being cheated by his first
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girlfriend. It is only shortly before he dies of lung cancer that he relinguishes his hatred
of women. She also portrays him as weak because he has lost confidence in his ability
to battle against the odds. After his ambitions are frustrated, he “develops hatred
towards society and despises himself, alienating himself from the outside world” (p.
241). In his letter to Xiao Man, Lao Meng writes:
My conscience reminds me time and again that I should rise to the challenge at the
crucial juncture in social transformation, otherwise I don’t deserve to be a artist or a
man… I am enervated, no longer harbouring any ambition. The real me is already dead (p.
62).

It ultimately dawns on Xiao Man that Lao Meng is a “not a hero but a victim” (p. 171).
Xiao Man has mixed feelings towards Lao Meng. Although she knocks him off his
pedestal and shows contempt for him, she is sympathetic to his plight. She attributes
his misfortune to “bad luck and lack of talent” (p. 240). While bad luck is an external
factor, talent is a person’s internal quality. Significantly, Xiao Man’s acceptance of
stereotypical masculine norms helps her rationalise Lao Meng’s hatred of women.

The second man in Xiao Man’s life is Shen Shan who has a PhD in classical Chinese
literature and works as a “research fellow at the Sydney-based Asian Studies Centre”
(p. 97). While Lao Meng pathologically withholds his emotions, Shen Shan overtly
expresses his love for Xiao Man. Xiao Man is attracted to Shen Shan’s erudition and
moved by his verbal commitment to love, resulting in her consent to marry him. Xiao
Man comes to a better understanding of Shen Shan after they get married, finding him
an “uncomfortable” (p. 113) man, because he does not fit her model of masculinity
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marked by physical strength and spiritual tenacity. Physically, Shen Shan is “thin”,
“frail and delicate” (p. 113). Mentally, he is “despondent” (p. 146, 208) and
“capricious” (p. 211). As his financial situation worsens due to a crisis in his career, he
becomes addicted to gambling in the hope of making a fortune overnight. Deeply
disappointed, Xiao Man tries to persuade him not to waste his talent on gambling, but
he replies:
I am disheartened, feeling that I am sinking and getting lost…I am defeated, but I don’t
know who has defeated me…Men are different from women. Men need a few things to
prop themselves up, something that women don’t understand (p. 232).

Shen Shan’s frustration is due to his acceptance of the hegemonic definition of
masculinity. Shen Shan defines manhood by wealth or success in career, neither of
which he has achieved in Australia. Since he cannot obtain them in reality, he retreats
to the virtual world of gambling, expecting to have a sense of achievement and “feel
like a hero” (p. 237) through defeating the poker machine.

This passage also suggests that Shen Shan is prejudiced against women. For him,
women do not need a career. Instead, they should follow their men. Shen Shan tries to
stop Xiao Man from pursuing her career in art because of his conviction that “a woman
who is excessively devoted to art won’t gain man’s favour. It makes her unwomanly”
(p. 260). Instead, he attempts to confine her to their home, the traditional preserve of
women: “As a woman, your job is cooking food at home” (p. 248). In the relationship
between Xiao Man and Shen Shan, there is tension due to their expectations of
traditional gender roles: Shen Shan does not live up to her standards of masculinity;
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she refuses to meet his requirement of femininity. Xiao Man refuses to be cast in the
traditional role as a dependent and submissive wife. She defies him: “His attempts to
stop me from pursuing art have strengthened my resolve to continue my career” (p.
255). Neither Shen Shan nor Xiao Man compromises. Their marriage on the verge of
break-up, they part company and agree to meet again one year later.

When Shen Shan fails to turn up at the appointed time, Xiao Man feels depressed: “For
the first time in my life, I have a gloomy foreboding that he won’t be back; he has
deserted me” (p. 324). Here, Xiao Man presents herself as the disappointed ‘abandoned
wife’, a stereotypical female image in male-centred Chinese literature. Liu Huiying
argues that women throughout Chinese history suffer from an ‘abandoned woman’
syndrome which results from internalising the values forced upon them by Chinese
patriarchy (Liu 1995, p. 61). Xiao Man has a conflict: she resists Shen Shan’s
patriarchal control but positions herself as the weaker sex, longing to be with him.
Xiao Man is faced with the same dilemma as Chinese women in the 1980s who
attacked patriarchy but yearned for ‘real men’. Sui Li argues that this points to the
lingering influence of patriarchal ideology on the collective unconscious of Chinese
women (Sui 2003, p. 41).

Xiao Man’s disappointment with Lao Meng and Shen Shan results in part from the
patriarchal ideology which is part of her conditioning. She admires male power and
yearns for ‘real men’, but she is unable to find one in Australia. Against the ‘weaklings’
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in Australia, she sets up a ‘hero’, Zhao Chunyi. Zhao Chunyi is Lao Meng’s friend and
a well-known Paris-based painter. Xiao Man describes Zhao Chunyi as the opposite of
Lao Meng. Zhao Chunyi is physically disabled but spiritually strong: “He has a clean
and fair face with bright piercing eyes, sitting in a big wheelchair like a king on his
throne…brimming with energy and vitality” (Xia'er 2008, pp. 68-69). She is
overwhelmed by his “authority”, “toughness” and “spiritedness” (pp. 69-75). Her
confidante Yu Ye falls for him: “She intends to subdue him to her allure only to be
conquered by him” (pp. 76-77). Xiao Man characterises her and Yu Ye’s relationship
with Zhao Chuyi as the conquered/the conqueror, complying with traditional gender
hierarchy. The ideal masculinity represented by Zhao Chunyi does not conform to the
wen-wu model. Rather, it celebrates spiritual strength. Zhao Chunyi is reminiscent of
Wei Wei, the communist martyr, in Living in Sydney. But the difference is obvious:
while Wei Wei’s spiritual strength is informed by his communist ideology, Zhao
Chunyi’s has nothing to do with communism. By highlighting the supremacy of
spiritual tenacity in the masculine ideal, Xiao Man suggests that disaporic Chinese men
should not resign themselves to their fate. Instead, they should face up to challenges
and battle against the odds. The fainted-hearted are to be despised by Chinese women.
Only the strong-minded men like Zhao Chunyi deserve Chinese women’s admiration
and love.

While Xiao Man, waiting for the return of her husband, still fantasises about Chinese
men, Chinese women in other stories become disillusioned with their male
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counterparts and choose to live independently. In Jinxin’s short story, “The Alien
Land”, Fang Zuwei is a “talented and enterprising painter in China” (Jin 1999a, p. 323).
After his dream of becoming a professional painter in Australia is frustrated, he
abandons himself to alcohol and gambling on horse races. While the narrator shows
some sympathy for this disillusioned artist, she is critical of him and other Chinese
men: “Why are [Chinese] men more vulnerable than [Chinese] women? Women are
tenacious and determined to struggle against the odds, whereas men have already lost
heart” (p. 323). His wife, Rongzi, leaves him in the end: “I become increasingly
intolerant of his self-indulgence and his escapist attitude towards life. The talented and
ambitious man in my life is dead” (p. 325). “Disappointed but determined” (p. 326),
Rongzi embarks on her own journey towards independence and self-realisation in
Australia. In contrast to Xiao Man, Rongzi has progressed from relying on her husband
to expelling him from her life, expressing her heightened feminist awareness.
Nevertheless, Rongzi is unable to find a companion with whom she can go ahead hand
in hand in Australia. This reflects the traditional gender role conditioning in her
subconscious mind. It may also have to do with Chinese women’s migratory
experience. In the early years of their immigration, Chinese women commonly
experience solitude and anxiety, prompting them to seek the company of their male
compatriots.

The narrator refers to Australia as ‘the alien land’, indicating that she makes a
distinction on the basis of race. For her, Australia is the ‘other’, whereas Chinese men
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belong to the ‘self’. While exhorting her male Chinese compatriots to stand up for
themselves, she sends a message to the whole Chinese community in Australia: the two
sexes should promote mutual understanding and stand shoulder to shoulder. This idea
is clearly expressed by the female narrator of “The Alien Land”:
In this critical period, it doesn’t matter whether we get married or not. What really
matters is our determination to stay together and help each other out when both are in a
difficult situation. I don’t think it is easy to sort out all the problems in life. I am patiently
waiting for things to change (p. 326).

As the above passage shows, the narrator does not intend to go back to China, nor does
she favour the hegemonic masculinity based on traditional gender relations, but
supports a modern version of masculinity marked by gender equality.

6. Conclusion
Images of men presented by women writers occupy a continuum with a hero (Zhao
Chunyi) at the one end and liars and cheats at the other. Between them are a group of
confused and frustrated men. Female characters have mixed feelings towards their
male counterparts. While some show sympathy towards Chinese men and advocate
mutual understanding, others harbour a strong aversion to them.

Female characters’ perceptions of their male counterparts reflect different degrees of
feminist awareness. While Xiao Man expects the return of her Chinese husband, a
large number of women in these stories have abandoned Chinese men for Western men
who are more caring of women’s feelings and willing to do domestic work. However,
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by changing their ideal from a Chinese man to a Western man, not all of these women
alter their conception of traditional gender relations which characterise women as
inferior to and dependent on men. In these texts, Chinese women have a dilemma: they
attack patriarchy but yearn for ‘real men’, and traditional ideology still influences their
concept of a ‘real man’. When Shi Guoying’s Linda turns gender relations on their
head, her reversal bears the imprint of the patriarchal gender mode. This may indeed
have been Shi’s satirical intent. Nevertheless, this female voice celebrating gender
equality and women’s right to sexual pleasure suggests that these female characters
have started to break free from the fetters of patriarchal traditions. Rongzi’s expulsion
of men from her life proves her resolve to embark on a journey of self-discovery and
self-realisation in Australia. Female characters’ feminist consciousness is also
demonstrated through their rejection of essentially patriarchal paradigms of Chinese
masculinity including the wen-wu dyad and Confucian models. For these female
Chinese characters, ‘man’ is not only a corporeal entity but also a cultural signifier.
The fact that some of them construct the Western man as the ideal lover does not
reflect reality but represents a fantasy. Through their mythic construction of the
Western Man, these characters express at the same time their admiration for Western
civilisation as well as a strong desire to assimilate into the Australian mainstream. By
contrast, other female characters identify with frustrated Chinese men, viewing their
host country with suspicion and hostility.

Chapter 2, 3 and 4 deal with the representation of male Chinese by writers from
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mainland China. These writers come from a mono-cultural and mono-ethnic
background. This raises questions with regard to whether differences in the authors’
cultural and ethnic backgrounds and migratory experiences impact on the construction
of Chinese masculinity. The next chapter which focuses on Brian Castro will shed
some light on these issues. However, I do not propose Brian Castro as representative of
non-mainland Chinese writers. I am interested in exploring the relationship between
Castro’s personal background and his particular way of representing Chinese
masculinity.
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CHAPTER FIVE: BRIAN CASTRO’S CHINAMEN

1. Introduction
While previous chapters examine the images of Chinese men constructed by writers
who are Chinese mainlanders, in fiction involving Australia, this chapter discusses the
male Chinese characters created by Brian Castro, a writer of Chinese, Portuguese and
English descent. I choose Brian Castro not only because in part his origin is Chinese,
but also because he is a well-established literary figure in Australia. Mainland Chinese
writers began to engage with Australia in the mid-1980s. Castro, who was born in
Hong Kong in 1950, was sent to boarding school in Australia at the age of twelve and
has lived in Australia since then. This chapter addresses two questions: How does
Castro, an author with a mixed background, represent Chinese masculinity? In what
way are his male Chinese characters different from those created by Chinese
mainlanders? My focus is on the two novels in which the protagonist is a Chinese man
in Australia: Birds of Passage and After China.

Brian Castro has published nine novels: Birds of Passage (1983), Pomeroy (1990),
Double-Wolf (1991), After China (1992), Drift (1994), Stepper (1997), Shanghai
Dancing (2003), The Garden Book (2005), and The Bath Fugues (2009). He has won
numerous awards. He is also labelled as a writer’s writer because of his command of
contemporary literary theory and his remarkable ability to weave it into his writing.
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His ethnic background identifies him as a multicultural writer. To Castro, however, the
label ‘multicultural’ imposes upon him a stable and fixed identity, something he has for
long tried to break away from. In his article “Writing Asia”, Castro recalls:
In Australia, a similar preoccupation with identity was so virulent in the early eighties
that I found my creativity shackled by it, rather than being liberated by the imagined
communities which should have populated a writer’s psyche. The imposition of a static
and enforced identity stifled my creativity for six or seven years (Castro 1999, p. 159).

His agenda is, therefore, to create what Deleuze and Guattari call a “minor literature”
(Deleuze and Guattari 1986), which serves to “fragment and destabilise the so-called
‘ideal’ republics which demand integrity and homogeneity on the one hand, but which
extract invented confessions on the other” (Castro 1999, pp. 90-91). Positioning
himself as an “outsider”, “a minority within a minority”, he aims to unshackle himself
from both the Australian and Chinese cultures that he straddles; for him, “the former
seemed to exclude people of other cultures, the latter became too restrictive” (p. 52). In
a paper “Continental Drift: Writing, Experience and Geography”, Castro argues that his
writing serves the purpose of “challenging” a “definable and immutable identity” and
“unsettling” received opinion (Castro 1994, p. 116). The main fictional strategy he has
employed to do this is creating hybrid characters, according to Bernadette Brennan,
disrupting “the supposedly established binaries of self/other, Australian/Chinese,
fact/fiction” (Brennan 2008, p. 4).

While there is rich scholarship on Brian Castro, a majority of the studies are devoted to
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the discussion of cultural or social identity in relation to his narrative techniques (Pons
1990; Bennett 1994; Ommundsen 1994; Pierce 1995; Ommundsen 1996; 2005a; Zhan
2007; Brennan 2008). Very few deal with gendered representations in his fiction. To
my knowledge, only two articles are specifically concerned with masculinity. One is
Kam Louie’s “Decentering Orientalist and Ocker Masculinities in Birds of Passage”
(Louie 2005), the other Tseen Khoo’s “‘Angry Yellow Men’: Cultural Space for
Diasporic Chinese Masculinities” (Khoo, T. 2003). In Chapter 5 of her book
Confrontation and Reconciliations: Representing Chinese Women in Australian
Literature, Ma Lili discusses Castro’s representation of femininity and Chinese
masculinity in After China. Given that the majority of the protagonists of his fiction are
male, the issue of masculinity is underrepresented in the scholarship on Castro. This
constitutes part of the reason why I choose Castro’s work as a source of alternative
ideas about Chinese masculinity.

In Brian Castro’s interviews as well as his essays, questions of gender do not occupy a
prominent position. However, this does not mean that he is not concerned with them.
In an interview with Ouyang Yu, when asked about his opinion on the fact that Chinese
American women writers, like Maxine Hong Kingston and Amy Tan, have “recently
drawn much critical attention in their home countries and around the world”, Castro
remarked:
This raises another question, since the predominantly female Chinese writers have given
the West some false impression of exile and hybridity. A male Chinese writer in Australia
and, one would presume, in the US and the UK, has different problems of identity, since
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he is constantly seen as threatening the (silent) patriarchy of national character and
homogeneity. He is also seen as culturally violating the maternal tongue. I think the Amy
Tans have unwittingly played into the hands of host-nation chauvinists because although
the woman’s position in China, particularly in the past, has been one of servitude and
degradation, modern realistic depictions of this reinforces the tableau of “victimhood”
and underlines the continuing female subject as sensual, oriental and compliant. It is a
different case with the male writer, where the self is constantly under construction in a
desperate and terrorised way (Ouyang 2001, p. 77).

Castro detects a difference in the way Chinese women writers and their male
counterparts are received in the West. Observing that the works of Chinese women
writers play into Orientalist discourses, he expresses his concern about how these
works reinforce entrenched prejudices against male Chinese writers. In the article
“Dangerous Dancing”, he writes:
The ‘Asian’ is always the one who is not permitted to speak, despite the availability of
translations. An Asian man who is not ‘feminised’ into silence and submission can only
be portrayed as brutal and corrupt (Castro 1999, p. 211).

The statement Castro made more than ten years ago does not seem to apply to the
contemporary world in which Asian writers like Ouyang Yu are free to voice their
grievances in Australia. Castro’s remarks, however, prompted me to ponder the
following questions: Is his concern about negative images of Asian men the reason for
his positive portrayal of male Chinese in his fiction? If he is disgusted with the
‘feminised’ or ‘brutal and corrupt’ images of Chinese men in the Western media, in
what way does he challenge the image? How does he negotiate the tension between his
efforts to dispel the racial stereotypes of male Chinese, and his “desire not to be
suffocated by one’s own culture” (Castro 2004, p. 47)?
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My research is focused on Birds of Passage (hereafter BOP) and After China. I choose
these two novels because they offer a representation of how male Chinese, particularly
those of mainland background, negotiate their masculinity in the multicultural arena of
Australia. BOP and After China are the only two novels in which the protagonists are
identified as Chinese (Lo Yun Shan in BOP and You Buk Mun in After China) or
Australian Chinese (Seamus O’Young in BOP). His other novels feature men of either
European or mixed descent. These two texts provide opportunities for us to compare
Castro’s Chinese men with those constructed by male writers from mainland China so
that we are able to examine how differences in the authors’ ethnic backgrounds and
migratory experiences influence their characterisation.

My research is also informed by the questions I have raised in relation to the articles by
Kam Louie and Tseen Khoo on masculinity mentioned earlier. In the article “Angry
Yellow Men: Cultural Space for Diasporic Chinese Masculinities”, Tseen Khoo
analyses male characters in Brian Castro’s novel Pomeroy. She finds that Castro
characterises Jaime Pomeroy, a Chinese-European man, as having both a typically
Western ‘smart-arse’ type of masculinity featuring “quick wit, disrespect for authority,
physical toughness and fondness for a drink” (Khoo, T. 2003, p. 228) and ‘unmanly’
traits such as incompleteness, indecisiveness and hesitancy. She argues that the author
deliberately constructs a flawed masculinity in a bid to interrogate the practice of
superimposing a fixed paradigm of masculinity on a multicultural man. Khoo further
contends that Castro’s use of an apparently Chinese-European narrator, Jaime Pomeroy,
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to represent Australian masculinity, “upsets Australian ‘myths of nation’”, thus
presenting a “rigorous interrogation of Australian masculinity” (pp. 227-229). However,
Khoo’s argument is not without problems. Since the novel does not specify Pomeroy’s
ethnic identity, it is arbitrary to label him as part Chinese. Besides, as Khoo’s
discussion is confined to only one novel, it is reasonable to question her broad
conclusion that “incompleteness and hesitancy defines Castro’s method of presenting
images of men who are constantly confused and uncertain about their roles” (p. 230).
This may be the case in Pomeroy. However, it remains a question whether Chinese
men in Castro’s other novels are as confused and hesitant as Pomeroy.

Although Louie’s paper, as the title indicates, is primarily concerned with BOP, it
includes a discussion of After China, showing a strong link between these two texts.
Louie addresses the issue of masculinity largely in the light of his wen-wu construct,
arguing that “Castro has shattered the paradigm of both Chinese and Australian
masculinity, and by stitching the shattered pieces back together, he rejects any notion
of a new and fixed conception of masculine identity” (Louie 2005, p. 201). By contrast,
Ouyang Yu in his Chinese in Australian Fiction 1888-1988 argues that by distancing
both Lo Yun Shan and Seamus O’Young from the image of “the stereotyped coward
who kowtows before racist violence in the form of abusive language or riot”, Castro
“resists the stereotype of the Chinese as easily expendable human beings” (Ouyang
2008, p. 357).
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Writing about Castro’s invocation of Lao-tzu, who is credited with founding Taoism, as
well as Taoist sexual practices in After China, Louie accuses Castro of selling an
“Orientalised Chinese masculinity” which is “populist and unwelcome in China itself”
(Louie 2005, p. 194). However, discussing the same topic, Ma Lili argues that Castro
challenges the Orientalist notion that Chinese men are sexually incompetent by
introducing ancient Chinese sexual practices to the West (Ma 2005, p. 203). Ma further
contends that Castro portrays You Bok Mun, the male protagonist from the PRC in
After China, as embodying a new type of Chinese masculinity, which is characterised
by the abandonment of phallocentrism in favour of gender equality (p. 209). Neither
Louie’s nor Ma’s article presents a thorough discussion of Castro’s representation of
Chinese masculinity. Louie makes little mention of You Bok Mun. Although Ma
examines You Bok Mun, her focus is on how Castro constructs femininity. Ma
subscribes fully to Ouyang Yu’s assertion that Castro employs the ‘de-stereotyping and
de-Orientalising’ technique in his characterisation of Chinese men and Chinese women
in After China (p. 204).

The fact that Louie, Ouyang and Ma differ so widely in their interpretation of the same
text is not surprising in view of its complexity, which echoes Castro’s remarks that “as
with writing, in the end all is fluid and dynamic” (Barker 2002, p. 243). Their different
interpretations lend support to Brennan’s argument that “the beauty of Castro’s writing
is that it is so densely layered, so multifaceted, that it sustains multiple readings”
(Brennan 2008, p. 16). Just as Castro does not himself want to be pigeon-holed
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(Ommundsen 1996, p. 151), he also rejects the pigeon-holing of his characters.

2. Birds of Passage
Birds of Passage (BOP) occupies a distinctive position in Castro’s fiction not simply
because it is his first novel and winner of the prestigious Australian/Vogel literary
award, but because it is his only novel that, according to Cathy Bennett, “engages
directly with the fate of a particular group in Australian society. It particularly
addresses Australian racism towards Asians and the discourse of Australian nationalism,
which is presented as closely related with xenophobia” (Bennett 1994).

The distinctiveness of BOP is also manifested in its narrative structure. It has parallel
plots alternating between the story of Lo Yun Shan, a Chinese gold miner who suffers
hardships and racist persecution in Australia in the 1850s, and that of Seamus O’Young,
a Chinese-Australian orphan who believes that he is somehow related to Lo Yun Shan,
and who is translating the fragments of Lo Yun Shan’s journal one hundred and twenty
years later. The story is told in mixed first-person and third-person narratives, exposing
readers to polyphonic voices and varied points of view. This narrative technique
obscures the boundary between past, present and future, author and reader, fiction and
reality, a feature of postmodernist fiction. The narrative begins in Kwangtung in 1856,
with Lo Yun Shan’s description of himself and his family. It suddenly cuts to
contemporary Sydney where Seamus O’Young discusses his identification with the
author of a journal who, as readers later learn in the narrative, is Lo Yun Shan. The
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narrative shifts again to Lo Yun Shan’s journal in which he relates his life experiences.
This pattern of alternating narration is followed throughout the novel. Separate in time
but interlacing in space, the two plot lines run parallel to each other until they merge
into one near the end of the narrative where Lo Yun Shan and Seamus O’Young, who
are generations apart, meet each other. After the scene of the encounter, the narrative
bifurcates again until the end of the story. I will trace the two plot lines separately and
examine how they converge.

Though intersected by the narrative of Seamus O’Young, Lo Yun Shan’s narrative
follows a chronological order starting in 1856 and ending in 1863. His life can be
divided into three stages: in China, in Australia, and back in China. Lo Yun Shan’s
narrative is roughly equally divided between first-person and third-person narration. In
BOP, the mixture of first-person and third-person points of view enables readers to
examine Lo Yun Shan by following his psychological journey in relation to larger
historical and social contexts.

Lo Yun Shan’s life in China and his voyage to Australia are narrated from the point of
view of Lo Yun Shan himself. Lo Yun Shan (Shan hereafter) is born into a well-to-do
family in rural Kwangtung and becomes a teacher when he grows up. Unlike his father
who is a poet, Shan shows interest in business transactions, which drives him to
embark on a voyage to Australia where he hopes to find gold. However, neither the
voyage nor Australia turns out as Shan imagines. In addition to the tribulations he
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suffers on board the ship, he experiences severe racial discrimination in Australia.

His experience in Australia is related from the point of view of a third-person narrator
and that of Lo Yun Shan himself. These two perspectives are complementary,
presenting the world Shan and his countrymen inhabit as full of racism. Shortly after
the ship disembarks the passengers in the waters near the town of Robe, the narrator
informs readers through the mouth of a Chinese named Wah that “there is a lot of
resentment against us Chinese” and that Chinese are “accused of dirtying the water or
spreading disease” (Castro 1983, p. 76). This mistreatment of Chinese by white people
is subsequently confirmed by Shan’s own description of what he sees on the goldfields
in Ballarat:
They are taunting us, these white men, desperate for entertainment…In the clearing, we
are stopped, ordered to procure licences. We are designated an allotment of ground below
a hill. Running water is three miles away. We are not allowed to use the stream that the
whites are using, though we may buy their water for one shilling a bucket (p. 89).

The combination of racial discrimination and increasing scarcity of gold on the
goldfields forces Shan to move from one place to another. Having refused to join his
uncle, “a gambler and a cheat” (p. 92), in making money from selling opium to
Chinese miners, he relocates from Ballarat to Bendigo with his friend Tzu. However,
the situation is no better there than in Ballarat. The narrator describes how Shan and
Tzu, who are regarded as a “curiosity” (p. 108) by the white men, are menaced and
attacked. This racist attack on Chinese is noted by Shan himself: “We are now bearing
the full brunt of their hatred. Several Chinamen were beaten up in a dispute over water.
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Everywhere we are accused of wasting water, of dirtying it, of ruining good ground” (p.
109). Shan, however, does not put up a fight, despite his desire to defy the fate of the
Chinese diggers. The severity of racism is accentuated by a subsequent third-person
narration of the brutal killing of Tzu by two white men on his way to fetch water. Shan
is ignorant of the death of Tzu: “I wonder where Tzu has got to” (p. 114). The
contrasting narrative voices serve to evoke in the reader a sense of sympathy for the
Chinese diggers who are unable to control their fate in a racist environment.

The story cuts again to a third-person narrator who describes Shan’s conversation with
Clancy, an Irishman, as well as his relationship with Mary. Clancy is a fervent
nationalist who is hunted by the police for his leadership role in the Eureka riot, and
who is committed to his ideal of building Australia into a “pastoral paradise without
greed or fear” (p. 117). He tries to impose upon Shan his nationalist ideas, but Shan,
who remains vigilant against racist attacks by white men, is sceptical, showing little
interest in his nationalist rhetoric. Shan is more interested in practical things such as
gold and women. “Thinking of a woman” (p. 114), he goes to a brothel where he
encounters Mary Young. Mary used to be the mistress of Clancy but escaped from him
because he savagely beat her and she could not stand his depression. In contrast to
Clancy, Mary thinks of Shan as “attractive, determined and caring” (p. 124). Therefore,
when Shan asks Mary to go away with him, she agrees. They finally settle in
Burrangong in July, 1861, one month after the anti-Chinese riot at Lambing Flat. Shan
helps “draft a document for his people, petitioning for recompense” (p. 136), and Mary
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falls pregnant with Shan’s child. However, their life in Burrangong is interrupted by
the sudden appearance of Clancy who has tracked Mary down. What follows is the
climax of the story: the confrontation between Shan and Clancy as well as the
encounter between Shan and Seamus, which is told from the intertwined perspectives
of a third-person narrator and Seamus. Clancy attempts to kill Shan but is instead
killed in an act of self-defence during a fierce combat in a stream. Shan dumps
Clancy’s body into a mining shaft, and shortly after, finds his tent on fire. He rushes
back, only to find that his tent is destroyed and that Mary has disappeared. It is then
that Shan sees Seamus, the reader of his journal: “He saw a blind man naked in the
sun” (p. 144). Afraid of being tracked down by police, Shan decides to go back to his
hometown in China. The story ends with Shan’s first-person description of the
misfortunes that befell his family during his absence, as well as his thoughts about
society.

The narrative of Seamus O’Young differs greatly from that of Shan. First, while Shan’s
story is told in alternating first-person and third-person narratives, Seamus’ is narrated
predominantly in the first person, with the insertion on a couple of occasions of
third-person accounts of his illness, as well as an ending related by a third-person
narrator. Second, Shan’s narration is marked by an explicit chronological order and
logic, whereas Seamus’ is, to a large extent, in disarray, which can be seen as a
reflection of the “Hume’s syndrome” from which he suffers – his “inability to separate
and distinguish the past, present and future” (p. 58). This creates difficulties for readers
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attempting to form a clear and complete picture of Seamus’ life. While Shan’s narrative
is structured chronologically, Seamus’ is characterised by “anachrony” (Fludernik 2009,
p. 34).

Seamus’ narrative unfolds with the description of a dilemma he is facing. It depicts the
struggle between his identification with Shan and his wish to rid himself of Shan’s
influence. It then shifts to his account of his background as an Australian-born Chinese
orphan, in which he expresses the alienation and frustration caused by the ambiguity of
his identity. He goes on to tell of being adopted from a boy’s home where he suffered
from racial discrimination because of his appearance, as well as later moving with his
adoptive parents, Jack and Edna Groves, from their Sydney suburban cottage to a rural
farmhouse called Twin Groves. His carefree life in Twin Groves comes to an abrupt
halt when Jack commits suicide due to depression over the loss of his job, forcing
Seamus to return to the boy’s home. He is so heavily burdened with his ‘exotic’
appearance that he starts to see himself as a foreigner. Meanwhile, the feeling of being
foreign makes him develop an obsessive curiosity about ‘the secrets of places’ and
turns him into a voyeur. While working as a storeman at a clothing factory, he derives
pleasure from peeking into the women’s lavatory through a hole on the wall. However,
the foreman of the factory eventually discovers his voyeuristic behaviour and blocks
the peephole, which leads to Seamus quitting his job. Probably motivated by his desire
to escape the racial discrimination he has been exposed to, he goes back to Twin
Groves where Edna has been living since her husband died. It is in Twin Groves that he
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accidentally breaks a mirror and discovers behind it hundreds of pieces of fine yellow
paper which turn out to be fragments of Shan’s journal. As he reads the journal, he
feels a great affinity towards Shan. Seamus becomes obsessed with Shan’s fragmented
journal, so much so that he carries it with him and starts to translate it into English. He
believes that Shan’s journal can “strengthen [his] fragile sensitivity” and “protect [him]
from paranoia” (Castro 1983, p. 20). His obsession with Shan, however, is interrupted
for four years during which he studies French on a scholarship. It is when he is
travelling between France and England that he thinks of Shan again. He obtains a
teacher’s job near Paris. On a train going to London, he meets Fatima, an Australian
artist, and they later get married in Sydney. However, the marriage involves no sexual
relations and does not bring happiness to Seamus. Instead, as Fatima progresses in her
career, Seamus finds that “her life is already beginning to separate itself from mine” (p.
85). The further he is emotionally separated from his wife, the more closely he is
drawn to Shan. For him, translating Shan’s journal becomes a panacea for his illness.
In the absence of his wife who has started a lesbian relationship with one of her friends,
Seamus feels that he is “sunk in a kind of paralysis” and trapped in a “dark house” (p.
120). He feels so alienated that he contemplates suicide. Though his despondency is
alleviated by the company of his neighbour, Mrs Anna Bernhard, he slips into a
secluded world where he communicates his thoughts to Shan. Seamus’ identification
with Shan intensifies to such extent that he embarks on a journey to retrace the
footsteps of Lo Yun Shan in Australia. He follows Shan’s trajectory until he reaches the
crucial moment when Clancy is about to kill Shan. Having foreseen the danger Shan is
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facing, Seamus rushes “God-like to the salvation of the man” (p. 139). However, when
he arrives at the stream where Clancy is to kill Shan, Seamus somehow becomes
unable to function properly, turning into a blind, white-haired man. Seamus asks Shan
whether he (Seamus) is his descendent. Without answering his question, Shan
disappears into the bush. The narrative subsequently cuts to a third-person narrator
commenting that the brief encounter with Shan makes Seamus feel “a release, a purity,
a peace” (p. 144). The transition from first-person to third-person narration at this point
may suggest that Seamus has come out of his own inner world. The end of Seamus’
story features the ‘rebirth’ of Seamus, which invites different readings. It could mean
that Seamus has ultimately extricated himself from his obsession with Shan thanks to
the nourishment and protection of women. It could also be read as reference to Roland
Barthes’ ‘The Death of the Author’ 61. The disappearance of the author Shan gives birth
to the reader Seamus.

Through the character of Lo Yun Shan, Castro subverts the racial stereotype imposed
on Chinese men by reclaiming the term ‘Chinaman’. Two well-known stereotypes of
the Chinaman in Western media are Dr. Fu Manchu and Charlie Chan, the former a
super villain, the latter an emasculated man. In his book Chinese in Australian Fiction
1888-1988, Ouyang Yu argues that mainstream Australian literature has a long history
of Orientalising Chinese men who are portrayed either as “the diseased, the dirty, and
the licentious Chinamen” or as “the mysterious and inscrutable” (Ouyang 2008, p. 386).
61

In an earlier episode unrelated to the plot of the story, Seamus, who is travelling by train to London, comes
across a Frenchman who introduces himself as Roland Barthes.
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In BOP, Shan is explicitly labelled as a ‘Chinaman’, the label appearing so frequently
in the text that it virtually becomes a synonym for him. However, Castro endows the
name with a new meaning. He can be said to be engaged in what Abdul R.
JanMohamed calls “negating the negation as a form of affirmation” (Shen 1996, p.
143). This strategy, argues Shen Yichin, is also used by Chinese American writer Frank
Chin in his description of Chinese men in his fiction (p. 139). Part of Castro’s purpose
is to dispel the racial slurs associated with the term. He expressed this idea in an
interview with Chinese scholar, Wang Guanglin, in which he associated his motivation
for writing BOP with his concerns about the anti-Asian sentiments in the past 150
years in Australia (Wang, G. 2004b). Shan is set up as an ambitious, intelligent and
industrious Chinese man. At the same time, he is ambivalent, hesitant and confused.
The conflict demonstrated in the character of Lo Yun Shan resonates with the dilemma
China was facing from the mid-19th century when secluded feudal China was forced by
Western powers to open its doors to the outside world.

Shan is a teacher in a village in Kwangtung. He also sits on the village executive and
helps his father, a landlord and poet, collect taxes from the villagers. However, he has
no intention of following in the steps of his father, a ‘Confucian man’, but longs for a
different life: “I had no time for poetry or such musings…We are businesslike; we
want to get on in the world. We live for barter, trade, catties of rice…A poet like my
father sets himself apart” (Castro 1983, p. 2). Shan abandons his teaching career for an
adventure to discover gold in Australia. His decision to go overseas is partly motivated
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by his fascination with the sea. For him, the sea is the “gateway to the world” (p. 5)
and arouses in him “curiosity and excitement” (p. 3). Shan also fantasises about
foreign countries which he regards as modern and powerful. Upon seeing a British ship
approaching a Chinese harbour, he views it as “the powerful ingress of a foreign race”
and concludes that “their industry is a hundred times vaster and more precise than ours,
that their penetration of China this time will be deeper and more violent” (p. 7). His
admiration for Western countries such as the United Kingdom makes his “loyalties
divide” (p. 8). The division of his ‘loyalties’ produces a tension between his emotional
attachment to his home country and his wish to experience the world. Shan wants to
break free from the ‘Confucian man’ type of manhood and sees his voyage to Australia
as embracing both freedom and modernity: “For the first time in my life I sensed
freedom. I still remember feeling a strange premonition of being in touch with and
confident of the future. I was becoming a modern man” (p. 21). Shan’s remark
indicates that he decides to embrace the ‘Modern Man’ ideal that he thinks is
characterised by ambition, adventurousness and achievement of material wealth.
However, Shan also has another ideal, the ‘Great Man’. He refers to this ideal when he
feels frustrated in Australia:

What is the aim of all the training of my youth, what is the aim of a life of denial, of a
character whose ideal is strength? Is it not for the experience of the world? Is it not
through experience that one becomes a Great Man? Is not the bland Confucian man
lacking in flesh and bone; a sheltered, privileged, faceless nonentity? (p. 104).

In this passage, Shan distinguishes between the ‘Great Man’ and the ‘Confucian Man’.
However, he does not clarify what he means by the ‘Great Man’ here, leaving readers
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unclear about what the ‘Great Man’ is until a third-person narrator comments near the
end of the narrative that “since he had killed two men indirectly on account of a
woman, the Confucian ideal of the Great Man, the man of the highest calibre, had
entirely been destroyed” (p. 150). In this passage, Shan’s ‘Great Man’ seems to equate
to the Confucian ‘Great Man’ (junzi) who is supposed to value filial piety, and
prioritise moral and spiritual cultivation over material gains. In the Confucian tradition,
the Confucian man, on the other hand, refers to an ordinary Confucian scholar who is
yet to become a ‘Great Man’.

Since the ideals of ‘Modern Man’ and the Confucian ‘Great Man’ are mutually
contradictory, this raises the issue of which ideal Shan prefers. Shan’s rhetorical
question “Is it not through experience that one becomes a Great Man?” (p. 104)
suggests that he associates the making of the ‘Great Man’ with ‘experience of the
world’. For Shan, his ‘experience of the world’ involves access to women and gold,
both of which a Confucian ‘Great Man’ is required to eschew. His ‘Great Man’ is not
the conventional Confucian ‘Great Man’ but rather the ‘Modern Man’. In other words,
what he pursues is in fact the ‘Modern Man’, but he claims or may genuinely believe
that his ideal is the Confucian ‘Great Man’. This indicates a confusion on the part of
Shan as well as a dilemma in which he struggles between his desire to be empowered
by the discourse of the Confucian ‘Great Man’ to justify his pursuit of materialism and
his resistance to being restricted by its principles. Shan is bound by two conflicting
male ideals. The moment he embarks on the adventure, he cannot but vacillate between
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the ‘Modern Man’ and the Confucian ‘Great Man’ and he persistently negotiates the
tension that arises from the incompatibility of the two ideals. Given that these two
ideals are contradictory, they will continuously challenge each other and cause
psychological turmoil on his voyage to and throughout his journey in Australia,
plunging him into a state of confusion and constantly undermining his determination.

Shan’s journey to becoming a ‘Great Man’ begins with hope but ends in despair. On
board the ship to Australia, he experiences both racial inequality and severe storms,
and develops a strong sense of alienation: “we felt as one, linked to each other and to
our produce in a foreign ship upon a foreign sea” (p. 40). The harsh reality seems to
have dampened his enthusiasm, inviting him to question his motive for coming to
Australia:

I had now begun to place more emphasis on survival than on ideals and adventure. Was
this one of the far-reaching effects of the search for gold? Did the ideal of gold, which is
at the very foundation of the Chinese mind, mean that there was nothing beyond
materialism in life?… I felt my loyalties being torn apart (p. 49).

In this passage, he is faced with a different dilemma, the division of his loyalties
between his ‘Modern Man’ ideal which gives priority to material wealth, and the
Confucian ‘Great Man’ ideal which emphasises spiritual well-being. This conflict
continues to haunt him while he is trudging wearily from Robe towards Ballarat with
his fellow countrymen: “I am beginning to doubt my motives for coming here. Did I
really come for adventure and to discover gold?” (p. 80).
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When he observes in Bendigo that all men, regardless of race, having obtained gold
through backbreaking labour, are squandering it on gambling and whoring, he realises
that human beings’ search for the meaning of life is pointless: “Men go to ruin, some
because they have found gold, others because they have found none” (p. 103). In his
eyes, men turn into lustful animals: “Asian and Caucasian, men lusting after women,
men lusting after men” (p. 104). It dawns on him that men fall victim to their own lust:
“Are we all victims? Is this the dance of death, the revelry amidst the holocaust? Is this
the behaviour of ruined men, men who are under threat from within and without?” (p.
104). He realises that however hard human beings try, they will achieve nothing in the
end, driving him to interrogate his own quest for his ideal: Is it not through experience
that one becomes a Great Man?
.
The incongruity between Shan’s two ideals gives rise to his ambivalence towards
wealth and women. Shan’s mind is in conflict: attracted but resistant at the same time.
The ‘Modern Man’ entices him to experience sex with women, but at the same time the
Confucian ‘Great Man’ bars him from doing so. Even though he has seen men ruined
by their lust for money and women in Bendigo, he cannot help but do the same thing:
“Tzu and I are drawn like moths towards a lamp as we smell the food cooking in the
pots over the fires, as we see the anticipation of the gamblers, the peace of the drugged,
the passion of the debauched” (p. 104). He is tormented by his violation of the code of
the Confucian ‘Great Man’. He rejects his uncle’s suggestion of profiting from selling
opium to Chinese miners in Ballarat, showing that he is a man of high moral standards.
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However, his morality is undermined by his act of taking money from a Chinese man
who died on board his ship, leading the third-person narrator to comment that “he felt
hypocritical and angry at his failure to face such weaknesses in himself” (p. 97). The
same dilemma also occurs in his relationship with Mary. While making love to Mary,
Shan ‘felt also the sharp point of his pen inscribing the word ‘but’ on his heart” (p.
122), pointing to the dilemma between his desire to enjoy sex and the restraint of the
moral code of the Confucian ‘Great Man’.

With his increased exposure to racist attacks, he becomes frustrated, lamenting that his
ideal is in fact an illusion: “I cannot help feeling a sense of betrayal” (p. 109). Shan is
ambivalent about the racist attacks on Chinese in Australia. Though he expresses a
strong desire to rebel, he does not dare put up a fight. He seems to attribute his
suffering such as the racist attacks to his own deviation from his path of the Confucian
‘Great Man’:
I was not prepared to believe in a philosophy of suffering. It was fatalistic,
self-destructive, hallucinatory. Yet, I found it attractive. I saw in it a possible explanation
for the grain of sand that was irritating my heart; my basic cynicism, my radical
association with chaos, my irresponsibility and rejection of my filial duty (that great
Confucian ideal) (p. 46).

As shown in this passage, Shan justifies his punishment by saying that he breaches the
Confucian code such as filial piety. Both Shan and Dao Zhuang in TESC suffer in
Australia, but they interpret their suffering differently. While Dao Zhuang attributes his
hardships to racism inherent in Australian society, Shan thinks that he himself is to
blame. In fact, in the beginning of his narrative, Shan hints that his bad luck is
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associated with his disobedience:
In the interior of the temple you will see a huge Buddha carved out of stone. No one is
permitted to climb higher than the temple. To do so would be disrespectful and worse,
would bring back luck. I have taken the climb above the temple; I have reached the
summit and felt the moisture of the clouds. Time and time again I have gone to the
summit in my youth (p. 1).

Shan comes to the conclusion that human life is predetermined and resistance invites
bad luck. This fatalism causes him to become passive and compliant, resulting in him
“preferring the flow of events to the searching curiosity” (p. 128).

Shan’s fatalism distinguishes him from Dao Zhuang. One consequence is that Shan,
unlike Dao, does not develop a ‘protest masculinity’ characterised by aggressiveness
and misogyny. Shan is not aggressive: “There was no aggression in him. He accepted
whatever happened to him with a kind of fatalism that withstood anything” (p. 137).
He is not misogynistic either. Dao Zhuang is a misogynist, regarding women as lustful
animals and blaming Chinese women for colluding with white males to marginalise
Chinese men in Australia. By contrast, Shan treats Mary as his equal and cares for her
with a “real kindness, a real affection” (p. 136).

It is mostly through the description of Shan’s relationship with Mary that Castro
subverts the stereotype of the ‘Chinaman’ applied to male Chinese. To achieve this
purpose, Castro adopts two strategies: third-person narration and comparison. The
third-person narration allows readers to observe Shan from the outside as well as
offering them an insight into the minds of other characters such as Mary. As the
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narrators change, readers are able to observe Shan either from the point of view of
Mary or from a detached perspective. In the eyes of Mary, Shan is neither animalistic
nor inscrutable: “She looked across at his face. It has lost its inscrutability. He looked
defenceless, his face like that of a boy caught stealing apples in his neighbour’s
orchard” (p. 122). Through the contrast between Shan and Clancy, the image of Shan is
embellished. For Mary, Clancy is “an unreasonable man, an animal”, whereas Shan is
“attractive, determined, caring” and “honest” (pp. 122-124). Clancy treats Mary as an
object on which he vents his anger and depression: “Clancy, whose depressions were
always beneath the surface, ready to be blamed on her” (p. 137). By contrast, the
relationship between Shan and Mary is one of equality. Their interdependence is
demonstrated in their joint battle with the severe weather on their way from Bendigo to
the place where Mary used to work as a prostitute: “They fought their way down
against the wind, leaning on each other” (p. 128).

The farther Shan travels in Australia, the more ambiguous the aim of his journey
becomes. Shan is described by Mary as ‘determined’, but what is he determined to do?
One thing is certain: he is determined to continue his journey. However, it is not clear
what drives him to do so. The third-person narrator gives conflicting answers. On the
one hand, Shan wants to escape: “He wanted solitude. He yearned for the road, the
continuing journey: in the process of that journey he could not be touched, could not be
reviled by his conscience” (p. 131). On the other hand, the narrator tells readers that
Shan leaves because “he was not happy in this place; there would be no gold here” (p.
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131). This creates a sense of ambiguity and indeterminacy about the fate of Shan as
well as his motivation for journeying. Shan’s journey ends in tragedy, both of his ideals
shattered. At Burrangong, Mary, who is pregnant, leaves him because “her attachment
to Shan was eroded” (p. 150). He tries to find gold, but to no avail. The sudden
disappearance of Mary as well as his failure to discover gold turns his pursuit of the
‘Modern Man’ ideal into an impossible dream. Shan demolishes the Confucian ideal
when he kills Clancy, breaking the Confucian code that a ‘Great Man’ should not kill
other men for women. Shan returns to his home country, his journey coming full circle.
But it means nothing: he concludes that the sea “strangled my curiosity and led me to
meaninglessness” (p. 3). He has lost interest in searching for the meaning of life:
And I think now that I have found the significance for which I was searching: not in the
audacity of mere words, not in the belief in existences that transcend the human, but in
the celebration of not searching, in the wonder of imagination (p. 157).

It is only after Shan is freed from the shackles of the two conflicting male ideals that
he is able to live a contented life back in China.

Seamus O’Young was born and raised in Australia in the 1970s. As an orphan, he
knows nothing about his parentage except that he looks Chinese. His physical
appearance results in him suffering racial discrimination. He thus develops a strong
sense of alienation, which intensifies to the point that he starts to view himself as a
foreigner: “I was aware that my appearance created around me a desolation...I saw
myself as a foreigner, and this view pushed me into situations where it became fact” (p.
22). Both Seamus O’Young and Dao Zhuang in TESC are besieged by feelings of
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alienation and marginalisation in Australia, but they adopt different strategies to deal
with their plight. Dao Zhuang attempts to strike a hegemonic bargain with dominant
Australian masculinity. When his efforts fail, he develops a ‘protest masculinity’,
expressing outrage against powerlessness. By contrast, Seamus does not have the
intention of making the bargain, nor does he have a ‘protest masculinity’. Instead,
Seamus embarks on a journey to construct new identities for himself. He does it in two
ways. He manages to establish a new identity as the empowered subject by
objectifying women through what Laura Mulvey calls the “male gaze” (Mulvey 1989,
p. 19). He also constructs a cultural identity to match his Chinese face by creating a
cultural background including a family history and an ancestor.

Seamus achieves his first objective by hiding in places of refuge. These hiding places
function in two ways. First, they shelter him from the scathing and disparaging gaze of
the mainstream which objectifies and marginalises him. Seamus feels that he has been
under the dominant white gaze since he was born. He abhors it, as he says to his wife
Fatima: “I just hate to be seen” (Castro 1983, p. 69). But however hard he tries to avoid
the gaze, he cannot escape it. Fatima observes: “Wanting to be invisible, you are
nevertheless seen and noticed” (p. 70). These places of refuge thus provide him with a
makeshift sanctuary which protects him from the white gaze, as well as a vantage point
from which he is able to gaze at the world while remaining invisible. This ‘seeing’ or
‘watching’ from the periphery allows him to retrieve the sense of power denied him by
the mainstream, and the degree to which he can see reflects the extent to which he is
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able to exercise power.

One of the hiding places is the storeroom in the factory where he works as a storeman,
and where he can peer into the women’s lavatory through a hole in the wall. He derives
pleasure from watching Anna, a deaf and dumb worker, apply her make-up in the
lavatory:
I became uncontrollably excited by this movement of hers, this itinerant kissing of her
own image, this vaporous emission that clouded my view of her face, the muffled oracle
from the well of her mouth. I was entranced by the atonal music rising from within the
solitude of a deaf-mute (p. 29).

In this passage, Seamus plays the part of a voyeur who positions himself as a subject in
relation to Anna whom he watches as an erotic object. Seamus’ voyeuristic gaze has
the characteristics of what Mulvey identifies as the ‘male gaze’ in the sense that it
“projects its fantasy onto the female figure” (Mulvey 1989, p. 19). Through his
voyeuristic gaze, Seamus achieves a strong sense of power, resonating with Denzin’s
description in The Cinematic Society: The Voyeur’s Gaze:
I may seize you in my gaze, and draw you near to me. Now my pleasure comes in being
able to control your presence for me. As I bring you near I arouse myself, using you for
my fantasy purposes (Denzin 1995, p. 46).

Through the objectification of his colleague Anna as well as other women throughout
the novel, Seamus manages to create a new identity as the empowered subject. Dyer
argues in White that the ‘male gaze’ may be “unchallenged, uninterrupted and
unembarrassed” (Dyer 1997, p. 227). Seamus’ gaze, however, is constantly challenged
and interrupted by the gaze of the Australian mainstream because of his Chinese
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appearance. He is also in a contradictory situation because it is only when he himself is
in hiding that he is able to gaze with a sense of freedom. This new identity he has
constructed on the margin is frail and may collapse at any time. When his gaze is
violently interrupted by the sudden intrusion of the foreman, his sense of power is
destroyed: “I felt immediately impotent, my power wrested away by the bull-like thrust
of his head” (Castro 1983, p. 29). Seamus has an ambivalent attitude towards women.
He depends upon women to construct his identity as the empowered subject but fears
that intimate physical contact will undermine his new identity. This conflict is
manifested through his relationship with his wife Fatima: “I was enticed by the
intangible aspects of Fatima’s body, by gestures, movement; but could not bring myself
to physical expressions of love” (p. 80). In order to maintain his ‘seeing’ ability, that is,
his sense of power, he exercises abnegation:
The absence of touch, the absence of proximity, the absence of any possibility of sexual
contact, was what created Fatima’s wholeness for me. It was in this abnegation that I saw
her entirely (pp. 80-81).

To seek pleasure and achieve a sense of power at the same time, Seamus resorts again
to voyeurism which he calls the “conscious rendering of vicarious sexuality” (p. 81):
I must have been peering through a gap in the wall, or through a crack in the door, when I
saw her lying naked on the bed, arranging her body in different positions: propping
herself up on her elbows and knees so that her pendulous breasts grazed the silken
bedsheets, or posing before the mirror, her hand lightly obscuring the dark fork in her
thighs (p. 81).

This description resembles the scene in which Seamus watches Anna from a peephole
in the storeroom. However, Seamus is in a different situation now. While he had to
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conceal himself in the storeroom while peeping at Anna, he does not have to hide now
because his marriage to Fatima entitles him to “legalized voyeurism” (p. 81). The other
difference is that Seamus was aroused by Anna, whereas he displays a detached
attitude towards Fatima. This detachment is a manifestation of his self-control and
abnegation, which allow him to exercise power symbolised by his ability to see: “All
of a sudden I realised that whereas previously what I saw filled me with an
inexplicable power and control, now it was only in total self-control and abnegation
that I could see clearly” (p. 81). He desires to achieve total empowerment by freeing
himself from any relationship: “So this is what I seek: freedom from relationships,
even ones that involve me indirectly” (p. 99).

His second objective is to establish a cultural identity. Though he speaks impeccable
English, Seamus is not accepted as an Australian. The reason is that he looks Chinese.
He is told by one of his schoolmates in the boy’s home that he has a ‘moonface’, black
hair, slit eyes, flat nose and yellow skin (p. 10). Even Edna, his foster parent, treats him
as Chinese: “She was surprised when I told her one night that I didn’t like rice dishes,
and that I liked pies, steaks and chips” (p. 14). It is through others’ observations that
Seamus becomes aware of the difference between his body and his mind. While his
physical self is unmistakably Chinese, his mental self is Australian. The disintegration
of his ‘self’ causes him to develop a feeling of uprootedness and a sense of alienation:
I am a refugee, an exile. My heart and my head are in the wrong places. There was no
country from which I came, and there is none to which I can return…I believe my real
name is Sham Oh Yung, but I am unable to find any records of my past. I am a truly
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stateless person. When I go to Chinatown I feel at one with the people, but then the
strange tones of their languages only serve to isolate me (pp. 8-9).

He laments that there is nothing in his mental self to match his physical features: “My
appearance created around me a desolation, a metaphysical landscape as barren as the
Sahara” (p. 22). The incompatibility between his face and his mind drives him to look
into the mirror time and again and wonder what lies behind his physical features:
Could my genetic make-up be a legacy of history? Did my racial characteristics inform
my memory with a past beyond my own which surfaced from the unconsciousness? I
needed something substantial to guide me; a sign, a written word (p. 51).

It is because of his physical self that he is discriminated against by the Australian
mainstream. However, he cannot change his face in order to break free from the
feelings of being besieged. Instead, he manages to construct a new mental self to match
his face.

The process through which Seamus tries to construct a new mental self is a kind of
spiritual journey. Critics argue that Seamus’ mirror-gazing act is a reflection of his
endeavour to look for an identity. Ommundsen contends that this mirror gazing is a
“necessary ‘moment’ in [Chinese Australians’] quest for cultural and psychological
coherence”, a bid to “give the ‘empty’ signifier of race a cultural content of sorts, to
construct an identity to match the face” (Ommundsen 2005a, p. 414). Ommudsen’s
idea is echoed by Wang Guanglin who invokes Lacan’s ‘Mirror Stage’ theory to
account for Seamus’ behaviour. Wang argues that it reflects a state of bewilderment
and anxiety experienced by Seamus when his sense of oneness with the surroundings is
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suddenly disrupted by the difference in his physical features:
He is like a leaf, originally affiliated to a tree, but suddenly blown off and driven in a
directionless way. He is puzzled; he begins to search, trying to maintain his identity by
way of mirror (Wang, G. 2004a, p. 201).

It is in Twin Groves, his third refuge, that he accidentally breaks the mirror he is
looking into and discovers the fragments of Shan’s journal inserted between the mirror
and its backing. Shan and his journals provide the source from which Seamus
constructs a cultural identity. Seamus’ invention of his identity by recourse to Shan and
his journals is symbolised by his writing his own story on the blank pages of his
Australian passport with Shan’s journal by his side. There is a suggestion that the story
of Shan is composed by Seamus himself:
Shan’s journals, real and imagined, have merged. Notice how I’m beginning to harness
his voice with quotation marks. It fills me with excitement. Not only am I the author, the
originator, but I am his progenitor, having impregnated myself with these fictions (Castro
1983, p. 58).

The distinction between Shan and Seamus is blurred: “I feel the closeness of the
situation the author is describing. I feel I am the counterpart of this man who was
writing more than a century ago” (p. 4). Seamus’ new mental self is Shan who provides
Seamus with a Chinese cultural background as well as a Chinese ancestry.
Ommundsen argues that Shan functions as a ‘double’ for Seamus:
The Chinese ‘double’ hidden behind the reflection of his face lends authenticity to a
paradoxical and fragile sense of self, its unmistakable Chineseness somehow
compensating for the lack of Chineseness in his own cultural make-up (Ommundsen
2005a, p. 408).

Shan not only arms Seamus with a cultural background but also serves as a father
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figure for him. Seamus who knows nothing about his father used to wonder about him
in his childhood:
I dreamt (usually in class) that my father was a visiting seaman (the pun unnoticed at the
time) from Manchuria; that he was a descendent of a great Manchurian lord. I dreamt that
he stepped ashore in Sydney, off his ocean-going junk which was furnished in the fashion
of elaborate Chinese temples; that he was entertained by all the society ladies of the
North Shore; and that he fell in love with one of them, a rich heiress with blue eyes
(Castro 1983, p. 9).

Shan who is accidentally discovered, or perhaps invented by Seamus, fills the father’s
role. Wang contends that the search for an ideal father figure has become one of the
dominant modes of representation amongst Chinese American and Chinese Australian
male writers, and that this is a strategy to subvert the emasculated and feminised image
of male Chinese (Wang, G. 2004a, p. 99). One might question whether Castro
intentionally uses his character Shan to subvert the emasculated and feminised image
of male Chinese in general. But one thing is certain: through the creation of a father
figure for himself, Seamus establishes a connection between himself and his ancestor,
which offers him answers to questions like ‘Who am I?’ and ‘Why am I in Australia?’,
questions that have been puzzling him ever since he was labelled as a ‘Chinaman’. The
acquisition of a cultural identity allows his fragmented self to be reassembled so that
he can regain a sense of belonging, relieving him of feelings of alienation and
displacement as well as arming him against marginalisation by the mainstream.

Seamus’ new identity informed by Shan and his journal has a remarkable healing effect
on him. It not only offers “the panacea for my illness” but also “provides me with a
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meaning” (Castro 1983, p. 92). He holds onto his new identity like he holds onto his
passport: “I couldn’t let my identity slip out of my hands. It was constantly under
threat from the other self” (p. 58). However, as his fascination with Shan develops into
an obsession, Seamus feels that Shan has started to restrict and control him:
“[Shan]…had placed so much trust in his reader, such trust as to burden me with the
responsibility for his very existence” (pp. 64-65). A direct outcome is his suffering
from Hume’s syndrome, premature aging and the inability to identify time sequence.
To rid himself of the restrictions of his acquired identity, Seamus has to move on.
Encouraged by Edna to become a teacher because “teaching…would be the cure for
my obsessions” (p. 59), Seamus obtains a scholarship to study French and later teaches
at a school near Paris. It seems that these activities suspend his search for identity:
Not once did I feel any desolation or the need to retreat to that oasis of my Sahara, not
once did I look through a hole at the world. I was out in the open, seeing everything. It
was strange then, that I should yearn for that desert, as though there could be something
there left unfinished, something that gave me power over myself (p. 67).

In this passage, Seamus seems to have obtained a sense of liberation, relief from the
burden of needing his ‘male gaze’ to construct his male identity.

However, when he returns to Australia, he is exposed to racial discrimination again.
The result is that he is diagnosed with “a form of paranoid-schizophrenia” (p. 99). He
resorts to Shan once again to empower himself: “I wanted myself to feel exactly what
he felt in his disillusionment. I wanted to understand my whole story” (p. 141).
However, the greater Seamus’ obsession with Shan, the less clearly he can see, and the
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less able he is to exercise power. In his ultimate ‘meeting’ with Shan, Seamus becomes
blind and is “totally incapable of action” (p. 142). Seamus’ psychological journey of
constructing his identity in the guise of Shan has clearly come to a crisis point.

Seamus and Shan have similar psychological experiences in Australia, and when
confronted with racial discrimination, both of them exercise restraint and choose not to
face up to it. Both are marginalised, but neither has the intension of striking a
hegemonic bargain in order to elevate his social status. However, there are significant
differences between them. Shan subscribes to two male ideals, the Confucian ‘Great
Man’ and the ‘Modern Man’. For him, the former emphasises moral values, the latter
material wealth. From the outset, Shan sets his mind to becoming a ‘Modern Man’, but
his quest is constantly challenged by the Confucian ‘Great Man’ entrenched in his
mind. Seamus is not shackled by either of these models for masculinity. In contrast to
Shan who is ambitious, adventurous and keen to make his life successful, Seamus
shows little interest in achievement in professional or financial terms. While Shan is
passionately devoted to Mary Young and leaves behind a child after he goes back to
China, Seamus distances himself from any sexual relationship with women. Seamus
defies the conventional norms of masculinity characterised by sexual potency and
career success. The fact that Seamus manages to retrieve a sense of power from his
objectification of women seems to support Connell’s argument that even marginalised
masculinities receive what she calls ‘patriarchal dividends’ by oppressing women
(Connell 2005, p. 79). However, Connell’s idea does not apply to Shan who is equally
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marginalised but shows an egalitarian attitude towards women. Seamus repudiates
dominant Australian masculinity as well, when Shan, Seamus’ ‘double’, kills Clancy,
“the Australian hero” (Bennett 1994, p. 148) or “the quintessential Australian male”
(Louie 2005, p. 198). For some time, he has become obsessed with Shan, a father
figure as well as a male ideal. However, he turns his back on him in the end.

Seamus’ final transformation and liberation are realised through his complete
repudiation of his ‘father’ and a reunification with the ‘mother’, which is suggestive of
Freud’s Oedipus complex. Castro is, perhaps playfully, alluding to psychoanalytical
theory. After Shan ‘physically’ disappears from Seamus’ life, Seamus feels relieved:
“The compression in his head disappeared” (Castro 1983, p. 144). It is as if he has
turned into a newly-born baby enjoying “the affection and the company of women” (p.
146). He is nourished and protected by his neighbour, Mrs Anna Bernhard: “There he
was, light as a baby, his open mouth tickling her nipple through the dress” (p. 145).
Anna is as much a mother as a sexual object:
She walked towards the man. Slowly, almost too deliberately, she undressed, undoing her
blouse…Naked, except for a pair of velvet and lace panties, she knelt before him,
grasping his legs. His eyes seemed to travel from the nape of her neck along the ridge of
dark hair, across her back to her velvet shape. Very slowly he placed a hand on the back
of her head. She took his other hand, placed it gently on her breast. Slowly, very slowly,
he passed his thumb over the erect nipple. She began to undo his trousers. He seemed to
be helping her. Together they wove their motions like butterflies describing the pattern of
flowers; hesitant, exploratory (pp. 154-155).

The final part of Seamus’ narrative is represented as a baby’s desire for the mother and
a re-enactment of birth:
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He imagined her pretending to the innocence of a child in his hand, while he struggled to
swim away; but he tired quickly and the wheelchair was pitching and rolling, and he was
in the river watching the current take her and then it took him with her, uniting him with
the human stream of which he had never been a part. In one last effort to free himself
from it he saw Shan disappearing over the waves towards China, waving like a clownish
Ahab aboard the whale. Released from that other self, he was blubbering and crying and
laughing. ‘Edna, Edna!’ he shouted, in his enlightenment, reaching for the surface (p.
155).

In the above passage, by evicting Shan from his life, Seamus severs his relationship
with his ‘father’, seemingly giving birth to a new, enlightened Seamus. Seamus’ desire
for a mother figure is not only manifested through his relationship with Anna but also
by his crying for Edna, his foster mother.

The narratives of Seamus and Shan have similar endings. Shan goes through a process
which begins with two male ideals and ends with his repudiation of both. He returns to
China a wiser man. Seamus, who does not have a cultural identity and is rendered
powerless by the social mainstream, resorts to a father figure for empowerment.
However, when his ‘father’ completely overwhelms him, he exorcises him. Shan has
attained enlightenment, while Seamus is ‘reborn’.

3. After China
In narratological terms, After China possesses some postmodernist characteristics. The
novel frequently alternates between a third person narrator and a first person narrator.
It begins at the end, and is followed by events which are not chronologically arranged.
These events are interwoven with stories about sexual practices in imperial China told
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by the male protagonist to his female companion.

The narrative starts with a description of the current situation of the male protagonist
You Bok Mun, an architect, one year after the death of his Australian lover. It then cuts
to his past experiences. You Bok Mun has little memory of his mother, nor does he
know where she is. He only knows that she was the daughter of a colonel in the
Japanese Imperial Army stationed in Manchuria. She married his father, You Bao, who
was from a family of high officials in Manchuria. His father, who used to live a
licentious and luxurious life during his youth, dies in poverty in Shanghai. You Bok
Mun’s childhood and adolescence are associated with trauma and fear. At the age of
twelve, he is asked by his father to jump off his four-storey balcony onto a canvas
awning that his father has erected in the courtyard. This forced jump which is meant to
test his nerves scares him and turns him into a coward. At the age of sixteen, fear
strikes him again when, by an uncanny coincidence, he is forced to jump off the
balcony after the same building is set on fire.

Having failed to enter the more prestigious Tongji University, You Bok Mun settles for
the University of Shanghai, where he is selected for overseas studies. Driven by his
desire for “a leaping forward” (Castro 2003, p. 46), he goes to Paris to study
architecture, leaving behind his wife, Felicity, and his mentally disabled daughter Long
Tsing. While in Paris, he is attracted to the French lifestyle and European philosophy.
Keeping his wife in the dark, he courts French women and charms young girls with
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stories about secret sexual practices in ancient China. His wife is disturbed by his life
in Paris, which strains their relationship.

When You Bok Mun learns that his daughter is critically ill, he has to return to China
without completing the oral defence of his thesis. His daughter’s death shortly after his
return causes him to suffer intense agony and depression. Accusing him of “cruelty and
heartlessness and egotism” (p. 56), his wife leaves him for good. Two months after he
returns from France, he builds a monument in the People’s Park in Shanghai to honour
those who died during the communist revolution. However, during the Cultural
Revolution, he is put in prison in southern China even though he has committed no
crime. While in jail, he designs a railway station for the state, which leads the
authorities to reduce his punishment by transferring him to a labour camp in the north.
While working for the railway in the labour camp, he is injured and made impotent in a
shunting accident. As compensation, the authorities give him a job specialising in
designing “solid symmetrical Stalinist buildings” (p. 98). Later on, he goes to America
and spends two years studying architecture again. Having designed two hotels in Hong
Kong, he wins a contract for a luxury hotel in Australia. The hotel he designs is
peculiar in that it does not have a heart or centre, as Katharine England points out in
her introduction to the book:
The hotel itself is hardly a fixed edifice; it is an idiosyncratic building of odd levels
joined by ramps and glass-roofed corridors going off in unexpected directions; a ballroom
opens onto a cliff edge, a walkway ends in a water-lilied cascade, port-holed alcoves lead
on to bedrooms (p. xii).
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In Sydney, he has a short relationship with Laura, a librarian in the State Library. They
try unsuccessfully to make love: “After China, it had been impossible” (p. 37). He later
encounters an Australian woman writer whose name is never revealed in the novel. The
writer has a daughter, her conception the result of her secret relationship with an
impoverished Chinese poet. You Bok Mun’s relationship with the woman writer does
not involve physical contact. Rather, it builds on an exchange of stories with settings
varying from ancient China through to present day Australia, an act that seems to have
a positive effect on the writer who has been diagnosed with cancer, probably
prolonging her life. Their love story, however, ends on a sad note. While the hotel is in
the midst of a severe storm, pushed to the verge of collapse, the writer dies in the
middle of a story told by You Bok Mun. The narrative comes full circle when the
ending joins the beginning, revealing the reason why Yo Bok Mun comes back a year
later: he is going to rebuild the hotel.

As a Chinese intellectual with an overseas education, You Bok Mun is considered a
‘haigui’. However, there are considerable differences between You Bok Mun and other
male Chinese intellectuals portrayed in the novels discussed in the previous chapters.
Male Chinese intellectuals like Dao Zhuang in TESC, who used to enjoy a superior
male status in China, expect to be granted the same privilege in their host countries.
When their hopes are dashed, they become frustrated, developing self-hatred and
harbouring grievances against their host countries. Unlike these men, You Bok Mun
does not seem to have enjoyed privileged status in China. Instead, he lives in constant
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fear which originates from childhood trauma. His life in China is nothing but suffering,
as Liang Fen observes in her article “Castro’s After China in China”: “his heart was
never at peace: with a broken family and a disastrous marriage, a failed career and
hopeless future, life was horrendous for him” (Liang 2001, pp. 89-90). His suffering is
aggravated after he is rendered impotent. What China gives him is not male privilege
but fear, depression and despair. While Dao Zhuang returns to his home country in the
hope of reconstructing his shattered masculinity, You Bok Mun comes to Australia to
seek healing. Rather than hating Australia, he loves his host country: “Sydney is now
the only place in which I feel comfortable” (Castro 2003, p. 79). In Australia he is able
to reclaim the feeling of being a lover as well as being a father. His interaction with the
Australian writer is characterised by affinity and care, something that is absent in his
relationship with his Chinese wife. As a father, You Bok Mun harbours a deep sense of
guilt for the death of his daughter due to his negligence while she is critically ill. His
relationship with the Australian writer offers him the opportunity to be a surrogate
father for the writer’s daughter Serena: “Serena could almost have been his child” (p.
137). Coincidently, the name of You Bok Mun’s own daughter has exactly the same
meaning as Serena. The coincidence points to a link between the two girls. Through
Serena, You Bok Mun manages to reclaim a sense of fatherhood which he has lost in
China.

In Australia, he devotes himself to designing a luxury hotel, an idiosyncratic edifice
which contravenes conventional architectural notions, as a means of controlling his
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anxieties and fears. However, like his fellow countrymen in Australia, he also develops
a sense of alienation: “In this new land I’m me and not me. In and out. Ease and
unease” (p. 7). While Dao Zhuang attempts to strike a hegemonic bargain in order to
be accepted into the Australian mainstream, You Bok Mun chooses to remain an
outsider, “not wanting to belong” (p. 66): “A foreigner attracts. It is the different smells,
different skin, and above all, a failure to communicate” (italics in the original text) (p.
16). Though he is aware of and sensitive to racial stereotypes, he refuses any
Orientalist pigeonholing:
If they think I’m this mysterious architect who comes up the coast every year for a couple
of months, a Chinaman, inscrutable, withdrawn, they’re wrong. If only they knew what
went on in my head. Hieronymus Bosch. Bodies. Fornication. Sodomy. Sex manuals.
Blow-up dolls. Madness. Paint. The West and its freedoms (p. 10).

While the male intellectuals from mainland China discussed in the previous chapters
are overwhelmingly influenced by Confucianism, associating their masculinity with
educational achievements and career success, You Bok Mun defies the conventional
model for Chinese wen masculinity. He pursues education and a career, but he does not
associate his educational qualifications with expectations of male privilege, nor does
he attach paramount importance to career success. He does not even seem to be
bothered by the collapse of the luxury hotel, his crowning achievement.

Instead, his worldview is profoundly influenced by Western postmodernism, which is
clearly manifested in the hotel he has designed. Even the Australian writer accuses him
of being “too westernised” (p. 70). Discussing features of postmodernism, Raman
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Selden and Peter Widdowson argue that “if there is a summarising idea it is the theme
of the absent centre” (Selden and Widdowson 1993, p. 178). The absence of centre is a
salient feature of You Bok Mun’s hotel: “He had purposefully designed the hotel
without a heart[…] or centre and it was this idea, that he was part of an indistinct and
wandering tribe, which comforted him” (Castro 2003, pp. 70-71). According to Madan
Sarup, postmodernism is also characterised by “the effacement of the categories of
inside/outside; the bewilderment and loss of spatial orientation; the messiness of an
environment in which things and people no longer find their ‘place’” (Sarup 1993, p.
171). Virtually all these features of postmodernism can be found in his hotel. It is
situated at the edge of the sea, immersed in a natural environment of sand, sea and rock.
It blurs the boundary between interior and exterior, emanating a sense of incompletion:
An external ramp led nowhere, ending abruptly at a cascading water-race through dank
forest and giant waterlilies. If you decide to get wet you cross it and find yourself in the
upper-level carpark. Similarly, the ballroom on the northern side opened onto a cliff edge,
with no safety railings, no paths nor steps, just an expanse of boulders and eroded runnels
tempting you up a gentle incline suddenly to face a hundred foot drop and the immense
Pacific Ocean (Castro 2003, p. 18).

Structurally, the hotel is like a labyrinth in which guests are expected to lose spatial
orientation. It is meant to disrupt familiarity and conventionality:
There were no enclosed courtyards, no circles, no centers or comforting squares. ‘When I
built it’, he said, ‘I wanted people to be lost in it.’
The guest was not to come round again with any recognition or familiarity. Movement is
discovery (p. 17).

It

not

only

conveys

such

postmodernist

messages

as

decenteredness,

boundary-crossing and loss but also appears to foreshadow its own destruction. You
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Bok Mun compares his hotel to a “clipper ship” which is “forever on the point of a
journey” (p. 71). Just as ships have the potential to sink, so too You Bok Mun’s
buildings are predestined to collapse: “My buildings are ships. They have a potential
for taking on water. This is what really defines a ship…a negative potential” (p. 115).
The first hotel he designed in his head while in prison was named “the Titanic” (p. 91),
an indication of his reflection upon foreshadowed destruction.

Though, obviously, the hotel is a metaphor for You Bok Mun as a person, he is not
fully a postmodernist, because deep down he is also attracted to the notions of
perfection, permanence and eternity as opposed to the postmodernist ideas of
incompletion and impermanence. This conflict is noted by the third person narrator:
“He had built structures with an eye to transience, but he had made a mistake, because
somewhere deep in his mind he had sought permanence…had believed that he had
found a home” (p. 140). The text suggests that You Bok Mun’s worldview is also
informed by Taoism, an indigenous Chinese philosophy.

The first chapter describes how Lao-tzu, who is reputed to be the author of the
scripture of Taoism, Tao Te Ching, manages to achieve immortality through
withholding ejaculation:
To build up yang essence, one must have sexual relations with as many different women
as often as possible without emission. Reinforced by the female yin…the longer one can
do this, the more yin essence will be absorbed, thereby increasing and strengthening
one’s vitality… man’s yang essence will flow upwards along his spinal column, delivering
an awesome power to his brain and to his entire system. This will render him immortal.
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Time will then be suspended and exorcised (p. 1).

To some critics, this chapter, which associates the great Chinese philosopher Lao-tzu
with eroticism, appears to be at odds with the remainder of the narrative. According to
Liang, who translated the novel into Chinese, it was because of its irreverence towards
Lao-tzu and its seeming irrelevance to the narrative as a whole that the first chapter
was omitted from the Chinese translation of the novel (Liang 2001, p. 85). But
Katharine England argues that the opening chapter is vital in that it “not only
introduces but encapsulates the whole novel, rather like an abstract” (Castro 2003,
p.xv). Taoism as represented by Castro in the first chapter conveys a range of meanings.
It celebrates the pursuit of immortality/eternity/completion/perfection. It suggests that
immortality can be achieved through sexual intercourse. It posits that to achieve
immortality through sexual intercourse, a man has to withhold sexual emission, which
suggests that restraint/inaction leads to perfection, consummation and permanence.
This Taoist influence on You Bok Mun is evident. He is a perfectionist who is
committed to designing impeccable and permanent buildings:
All his life he destroyed what he couldn’t build to perfection. At school, he stomped on
dozens of painstakingly built matchstick houses. He still pulverized plaster models of
intricate buildings (p. 58).

He also has a predilection for restraint/inaction, for which he is criticised by his
Australian lover: “You hate life because you don’t understand timeliness…If you wait,
things will take shape” (p. 6). You Bok Mun’s absorption of Taoism is also reflected in
his attempts to save the Australian writer’s life. However, instead of resorting to having
sex with her, he tells her erotic Chinese stories. This suggests that Castro is playfully
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combining the Taoist pursuit of immortality through sexual intercourse with
Scheherazadian story-telling as a means of escaping death. Thus, a connection between
sexual intercourse and textual intercourse is established.

It is You Bok Mun’s commitment to Taoist notions of restraint/inaction, permanence
and perfection that is criticised by the Australian writer. They have similar life
experiences. Both have suffered distress in their youth. You Bok Mun was traumatised
by the death of his daughter, the break-up of his family as well as the political
persecution he suffered in China, and the writer by her difficult relationship with a
Chinese poet, the result of which was an illegitimate child. Even with this common
ground, their relationship is fraught with tension arising from the difference in their
worldviews. Both are guided by a series of binary oppositions: transience/permanence,
incompletion/completion,

imperfection/perfection,

action/inaction,

death/eternity.

While the writer adheres to the first but rejects the second in these binaries, You Bok
Mun wavers between the two terms, not knowing how to negotiate the tension.
Therefore, it is not surprising that she, who “had always lived with imperfection and
untidiness” (p. 58), accuses You Bok Mun of his perfectionist attitude towards
architecture: “Perfectionists should never try to build anything” (p. 58). She is
“obsessed with production” (p. 6) engaging enthusiastically with the “present moment”
(p. 151), and criticises the architect for his lack of initiative: “I write books and you
build buildings. But what you really want to do is to meditate on these things. The end
of meditation is not to do anything at all” (p. 6). In the negotiation of their relationship,
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the writer tries to impart her belief to You Bok Mun that life cannot be sustained
through the Taoist suspension of time; instead, she believes that life is transient and its
ultimate end is death. In Brian Castro’s Fiction: The Seductive Play of Language,
Brennan writes: “In Australia, the writer helps him to confront death, to touch death,
and through her death, she bestows on him the gift of ‘the present moment’” (Brennan
2008, p. 79). Brennan identifies a change on the part of You Bok Mun only. It appears,
however, that their communication produces a change in both of them. In the
beginning, there is a wide difference between their worldviews, but as time goes by
and they get to know each other better, the relationship results in a transmission and
mutual acceptance of beliefs. The binary oppositions in their minds gradually break
down and finally collapse. The writer comes to an understanding of the Chinese notion
of the suspension of time, as she says: “Again a strange thing happened. When you
were telling your story, I lost myself. But I took an immense pleasure in recovering
time” (Castro 2003, p. 111). On the other hand, You Bok Mun begins to reconcile his
two ideologies. It dawns on him that incompletion, demolition, death and transience
are integral parts of production, creation and eternity. After the Australian writer dies,
her book is published, “a posthumous edition of fragments and Chinese stories” (p.
151). Similarly, the hotel is devastated by a catastrophic flood, which allows You Bok
Mun to rebuild it. What You Bok Mun finally accepts and applies to the reconstruction
of his hotel is the concept of ‘metabolism’, which comes from the Japanese idea of
‘metabolist’ architecture described in the Afterword to the book:
Metabolism consisted in the integration of constant change into a system of design, in
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which replaceable structures were given a pre-determined useful life. Based on the
influence of Shintoism, which teaches eternal change in all things and the continuity of
the eternal in the transient, the Metabolists constructed their theory on the Ise Shrine,
which is demolished and rebuilt every twenty years (p. 153).

This passage highlights the dialectical relationship between eternity and transience:
there is transience in eternity, and eternity in transience. Transience and eternity are
relative, intertwined and interdependent. The notion of ‘metabolism’ resonates with the
Derridean concept of the deconstruction and subversion of binary oppositions: “one
term relies on and inheres within the other” (Sarup 1993, p. 38). The interrelatedness
and interdependency between transience and eternity is also reflected in the
relationship between Bok Mun and his Australian lover. The Australian writer acquires
a sense of eternity during her short-term relationship with the Chinese architect.
Meanwhile, You Bok Mun comes to the realisation that though stale and static
inventions can exist temporarily, true creativity can be achieved only through
disintegration and destruction. This idea echoes the opening chapter. It is only when
Lao-tzu finally ceases to withhold ejaculation that he is able to finish his magnum
opus:
Lao-tzu, who some said had been seventy years in the womb, entered her, experienced
brevity, and died the first of many deaths. Two months later, after conceiving the ultimate
aphorism…one that was so brief it was completely silent, but which could never be
expressed by silence…(Castro 2003, p. 3).

You Bok Mun undergoes a ‘rebirth’ when expelled from his hotel into the sea through
the sewer pipe in a wave of water and shit:
He tried to make his way back, but a tidal wave of pent-up storm water and shit engulfed
him, knocked him over and he found himself somersaulting and spinning under the liquid,
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being washed into an eternal darkness, plunging forever, down, down, into a pipe,
through a broken grille pasty with seaweed and fecal matter, past the piers, beneath the
terrace, found himself suddenly in sea water which was wonderfully transparent and light
(p. 149).

As a man, You Bok Mun does not conform to hegemonic masculinity which is based
upon the phallus. The phallus is the sociocultural symbol of the penis, the signifier of
manhood, and hence of male potency. Eugene Monick argues in his book Phallos:
Sacred Image of the Image:
To write of archetypal masculinity means to concentrate upon phallos, the erect penis, the
emblem and standard of maleness. All images through which masculinity is defined have
phallos as their point of reference. Sinew, determination, effectuality, penetration,
straightforwardness, hardness, strength – all have phallos giving them effect. Phallos is
the fundamental mark of maleness, its stamp, its impression (Monick 1987, p. 9).

Since phallus is the ‘erect penis’, an indispensable marker of the phallus is sexual
potency. During the Cultural Revolution, You Bok Mun experiences marginalisation
and persecution and an accident renders him impotent. The injury inflicted on You Bok
Mun’s anatomical penis symbolises the metaphorical castration of his maleness and the
disruption of his male power. However, he does not heal his wounded phallus by
restoring his sexual potency in Australia. Instead, he deconstructs and redefines the
phallus. His ‘phallus’ does not entail sexual prowess but the ability to tell stories. The
passage about the Taoist sexual practice in the opening chapter carries another message:
the restraint of sexual emissions serves to build up manhood (yang). You Bok Mun
substitutes story-telling, a textual intercourse, for sexual intercourse. While Lao-tzu
reinforces his manhood by withholding ejaculation during sexual intercourse, You Bok
Mun strengthens his own manhood through suspending time in textual intercourse. The
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transgression of the sexual/textual boundary is explicitly stated by You Bok Mun: “I
would like to read with my penis…a sort of electronic scanner of the humps and
bumps of pleasure…to be transformed without ideas!” (Castro 2003, p. 20).

Castro, who eliminates sexual prowess from You Bok Mun’s masculinity, contrasts
sharply with Frank Chin who, according to Shen, “embarks on a phallocentric
discourse as a strategy to attain the sexual empowerment of his Chinaman” (Shen 1996,
p. 168). Shen argues that Chin subscribes to the “white mythology of masculinity”,
making his Chinaman’s private penis public and highlighting his character’s sexual
conquest of women (pp. 169-172). Castro, however, does not present You Bok Mun as
conforming to the stereotypical male image in Western media. You Bok Mun is
presented as confused, hesitant, restrained and inadequate, contradicting other symbols
of the phallus including ambition, determination, toughness and strength.

As a Chinese intellectual, You Bok Mun also subverts and redefines wen masculinity.
The wen ideal is conditioned by Confucianism (Louie 2002, pp. 42-57), whereas his
masculinity is influnced by Taoism and Western postmodernism. Confucianism and
Taoism are opposites in that the former emphasises the commitment of male
intellectuals to the nation and their families, while the latter advocates inaction and
renunciation of social responsibility. Confucianism is also at odds with postmodernism.
Confucianism gives top priority to achieving career success and moral perfection
through

education

and

self-cultivation,

whereas

postmodernism

highlights
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imperfection and impermanence.

You Bok Mun’s masculinity is as idiosyncratic as his hotel in the sense that it does not
conform to any established model. Just as his hotel is devoid of the traditional centre,
so is his masculinity. The redefining of the phallus and the substitution of
Confucianism with Taoism and postmodernism in the configuration of You Bok Mun’s
intellectual masculinity are indicative of Castro’s efforts to “modify such [cultural]
traditions, subvert them and reinvent them in new contexts”, as Ommundsen puts it
(Ommundsen 2007, p. 75).

4. Conclusion
The three ‘Chinamen’ created by Castro have similarities as well as differences. One
obvious difference is in temporal and spatial locations. Lo Yun Shan came to Australia
from mainland China in the mid-19th century when competition in the goldfields and
labour disputes generated widespread hostility among British, Irish and other settlers
against Chinese gold miners. Seamus O’Young was born in Australia in the mid-20th
century when the White Australia Policy was still in force though starting to lose
ground. You Bok Mun left mainland China and began his engagement with Australia in
the late 1970s or early 1980s when the White Australia Policy was replaced by
multiculturalism as a national aspiration. It is therefore not surprising that they have
different experiences of Australia. Though Lo Yun Shan and Seamus O’Young are a
century apart, they suffer similar racial discrimination. You Bok Mun, however, does
not seem to be troubled by racial prejudice against Chinese, as Bennett observes: “The
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Asian is not presented as an outsider, a victim of a racist and exclusionist discourse,
and the emphasis is instead upon making connections between cultures” (Bennett 1994,
p. 152).

While both Lo Yun Shan and Seamus feel isolated in Australia, You Bok Mun is
marginalised in China, his engagement with Australia serving the purpose of healing
the wound he suffered in China. Though equally marginalised in Australia, Lo Yun
Shan and Seamus interpret their sufferings in different ways and hence adopt different
strategies to negotiate their marginalisation. Seamus is aware that it is his Chinese face
that gets him into trouble. To resist objectification by the white gaze, Seamus deploys
his own ‘male gaze’ to construct an identity as an empowered subject. He also invents
a cultural identity to match his Chinese face, which allows him to regain a sense of
belonging. Lo Yun Shan, on the other hand, is untroubled by the issue of identity. He
believes in fatalism, blaming his hardships on his own disobedience and recalcitrance.
Therefore, instead of taking measures to resist marginalisation, he largely remains
passive and compliant.

The three men also share some characteristics. All are faced with dilemmas which arise
from the China-West dichotomy. Lo Yun Shan is enmeshed in the conflict between the
Confucian ‘Great Man’ and the Western ‘Modern Man’. You Bok Mun wavers between
Taoism and Western postmodernism. Seamus feels condemned by the incompatibility
between his Chinese face and his Australian mind. In varying degrees, all of them have
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a sense of displacement and alienation in Australia. However, none of them employs
the gender strategies identified by Anthony S. Chen to strike a hegemonic bargain in
order to be admitted into the mainstream. Instead, they choose to remain outsiders. Just
as Castro prefers to occupy the position of an outsider to distance himself from both
Chinese and Australian cultures (Castro 1999, p. 52), his fictional ‘Chinamen’ use their
status as outsiders to unsettle and challenge stereotypes of Chinese masculinity.
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CONCLUSION

1. Rethinking the Debate about Chinese Men and Western Men
I started my thesis with a discussion of the debate about the comparison between
Chinese men and Western men in the Chinese Australian community. In the
introduction, I pointed out that some questions remain unanswered. I now return to
these questions to begin my conclusion. This debate was triggered by Shi Guoying’s
claim that Chinese men are sexually inferior to Western men, and that Chinese men fall
short as lovers/spouses when compared to their Western counterparts. Shi Guoying
contrasted Chinese men with Western men and marked down the former as lovers,
employing a combined racial and sexual discourse to denounce her male compatriots.
She situated her argument within the diasporic context in which Chinese women felt a
greater sense of freedom to express their grievances than they did in China. It is
therefore not surprising that a number of Chinese women took part in the debate and
lent their support to Shi Guoying, turning an initially individual act into a collective
display of solidarity.

The ideal manhood advocated by Shi Guoying and her supporters is characterised by
sexual potency and care for women’s feelings, suggesting that Chinese women in
Australia are more willing to be outspoken about sexual pleasure. Shi Guoying
remarks:
The healthy sexual relationship is one of reciprocity, from which both man and woman
derive pleasure equally. Neither takes advantage of the other. The conservative attitudes
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taken by Chinese women towards sex are shaped by Chinese patriarchy. The patriarchal
society has inculcated Chinese women with the notion that making love is to produce
offspring as well as to satisfy their husbands’ sexual desire (Shi 2002, p. 146).

Shi Guoying notes that patriarchal sexual discourse involves unequal power relations,
with men privileged over women in sexual relationships. Men are the active,
independent, dominant seekers of sexual pleasure, whereas women are the passive,
dependent, submissive objects of sex. By portraying herself as the one who seeks and
attains sexual pleasure, Shi Guoying subverts the traditional sexual hierarchy. She
appropriates not only the discourse of Chinese patriarchy but also the discourse of the
Women’s Liberation movement, which spread through Western countries in the 1960s
and 1970s, as a means of asserting sexuality and power. However, Shi Guoying does
not attack all men. Her target is her male compatriots. For her, Chinese men are
patriarchal while Western men are not, and Western men cater to women’s pleasure,
while Chinese men do not. Part of Shi Guoying’s agenda was provoking and
threatening Chinese men: if Chinese men do not change, all Chinese women will
abandon them for Western men.

Chinese men were both provoked and hurt by her remarks. They launched their
counter-attacks in three ways. First, they tried to prove that their sexual ability was
better than Shi Guoying claimed. Secondly, they demonised Western men as
animalistic, and emphasised traditional Chinese gender norms which value familial
obligation, filial piety and proper sexual practice. Thirdly, they accused Shi Guoying
of being sexually insatiable and labelled her degenerate. By characterising a woman’s
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profession of sexual desire as a moral defect, these Chinese men manifested the
patriarchal ideology that defines women as the private property of men. Shi Guoying
and her supporters’ criticism of Chinese men is, in essence, an attack on patriarchy as a
result of their heightened feminist awareness. The contradiction between Chinese
men’s insistence on the patriarchal ideology of gender relations and Chinese women’s
attack on patriarchy also appears in their literary works.

2. Summary and Implications
Living in Australia seems to influence male and female writers from the PRC in
markedly different ways. Male Chinese writers in Australia create two contradictory
sets of protagonists: frustrated men and successful men. The frustrated men, all of
whom were intellectuals back in China, are as ambitious, determined and industrious
as they are depressed and disillusioned. They begin their journey with hope but end up
in despair. Some of them are excluded from Australian society, trying hard to make
ends meet; others, though having some engagement with Australian society, live on the
margins, longing to be accepted into the mainstream. Some characters feel frustrated
because they experience enormous difficulty in accommodating to the new ideal, that
is, the successful entrepreneur. Some attribute their suffering to Australian racism and
financial exploitation. Those who have a longer engagement with Australia feel
marginalised in the face of dominant Australian masculinity. In an effort to rescue their
troubled masculinity, some attempt the strategy of the ‘hegemonic bargain’ – trading
their social status underpinned by educational qualifications for the elevation of their
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manhood – but to no avail. They hanker after the male power and status that
intellectuals used to enjoy in China, but do not have available to them in Australia.
Their frustration is manifested as ‘protest masculinity’, and intensifies after they try
and fail to find solace in their home country. Intellectuals find themselves in an
awkward situation in postsocialist China where the ideal model of masculinity has
shifted to the businessman as a result of Westernisation and capitalisation. Unable to
find their place in either Australia or China, these Chinese intellectuals are stuck in no
man’s land.

While some male Chinese characters are bogged down in the struggle between wen
masculinity and entrepreneurial masculinity, others reject the traditional Chinese male
ideal represented by the intellectual. The new types of ‘real men’ male writers create
include a long-distance nationalist, a successful entrepreneur, and a kung fu
master/businessman. These characters have one thing in common: all of them value
success in business. While business acumen and commercial achievements have been
valued in the West since at least the industrial revolution in Europe in the mid-18th
century, they were disparaged in Confucian discourse in imperial China. In socialist
China under Mao’s leadership, political mobilisation prevailed over economic
development, with workers, peasants and PLA soldiers emerging as dominant male
images. Strictly speaking, it was not until China re-opened its doors to the world in the
late 1970s that success in business started to be incorporated into the make-up of
Chinese masculinity, though it had long been the driving motivation of the Chinese
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diaspora. Though these authors hail success in business as a masculine attribute, they
seek to demonstrate that their own or their male characters’ involvement in business is
motivated not by the procurement of personal profit but by the fulfilment of a
collective cause, which is an important notion of both Confucianism and socialism. Li
Cunxin makes little mention of commercial attainments in his autobiography; instead,
he wavers between the Confucian male ideal of the filial son and the self-made man
who is valued in American culture. Tension develops between these Chinese men’s
desire to break free from Confucian and socialist ideals and their inability to do so
because they have been deeply embedded in the collective subconscious of male
intellectuals. The dilemma which faces male Chinese in Australia is succinctly
captured by Ouyang Yu: “Once a Chinese, always half a Chinese” (cited in Broinowski
2003, p. 203). Male Chinese characters in fiction involving Australia have not yet
escaped the confines of Chinese patriarchy. These characters, frustrated or successful,
are imbued, in varying degrees, with Chinese patriarchal attributes. Male Chinese feel
frustrated because they are unable to fulfill the male role inculcated in them by the
patriarchal tradition of China. The successful characters conform to patriarchal
prescriptions of manhood which give top priority to success in a career. Although the
male ideal shifts from the scholar to the businessman, their yearning for power persists.
Moreover, successful masculinity is equated with an affirmation of heterosexuality and
a disavowal of homosexuality. Gay Chinese men are left out of the vision of these male
authors.
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While male Chinese characters suffer in Australia, their female counterparts have
greater exposure to feminism and more freedom to assert themselves. Chinese women
writers in Australia represent Chinese males in various ways. Most female writers
portray their male compatriots as liars or as cheats. For them, the ideal man is informed
by a particular mythic construction of the Western Man, and they incorporate gender
equality into their ideal masculinity. However, not all Chinese women writers have the
same degree of feminist awareness. A few of them do not accept this mythic
construction of the Western Man. Novelists such as Xia’er represent their female
characters as the ‘second sex’ yearning for real men who are Chinese, which suggests
that traditional patriarchal ideology remains influential for some Chinese women.
However, the ‘real man’ constructed by most women writers deviates from the wen-wu
dyad, Confucian models and/or socialist models of masculinity. This is in contrast to
the male-created Chinese men, who exhibit characteristics of these paradigms of
Chinese masculinity. Some of the work by women writers of this kind which I have
considered makes a distinction on the basis of race. Their fiction represents Chinese as
the ‘self’ and Australians as the ‘other’, showing sympathy towards frustrated Chinese
males in Australia. The myth of the ‘Western Man’ can be understood as a strategy
deployed by women writers to defy, satirise or threaten their male counterparts.
However, it may also suggest that however long they have been in Australia, Chinese
women writers under discussion haven’t gained an in-depth insight into Australian
culture. Their fantasies about the Western man have not been displaced by reality. For
women writers, the ideal masculinity represented by a Western man is also configured
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as positive through an affirmation of heterosexuality.

In this thesis, I do not propose Brian Castro as representative of Chinese Australian
writers of non-PRC background. I discuss Castro at length because he has established a
literary reputation in Australia and elsewhere, and he brings his own idiosyncratic
characteristics to the genre of male Chinese-Australian fiction. Thus his work provides
useful comparisons with that of the Chinese writers considered here. Three primary
differences exist between male PRC writers and Brian Castro. First, male characters
created by male mainland writers are either confined to traditional models of Chinese
masculinity epitomised by the intellectual or conform to the male ideal of the capitalist
world embodied in the successful businessman. By contrast, the male Chinese
characters portrayed by Castro are not rigidly constrained by Chinese traditions.
Secondly, male characters created by male PRC writers subscribe to patriarchal
prescriptions of gender relations, whereas Castro’s ‘Chinamen’, Lo Yun Shan and You
Bok Mun, opt for egalitarian gender relations. Thirdly, in terms of writing style, male
writers from the PRC follow traditional realistic conventions, whereas Castro adopts a
postmodernist approach with features such as intertextuality, anachrony and
self-referentiality.

The difference in the portrayal of Chinese men by male writers of PRC background
and by Castro has much to do with their different educational backgrounds and
migratory experiences. The majority of the PRC writers under discussion were born in
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the 1950s and early 1960s when China was isolated from the outside world. In their
youth, a socialist ideology which embraced the notions of Party-state, atheism,
collectivism, nationalism and the superiority of socialism over capitalism was
inculcated in them. They were also exposed to traditional Chinese ideology such as
Confucianism which exerted a persistent influence on Chinese society despite the
iconoclastic campaigns launched by the Communist Party62. China officially re-opened
its doors to the world in 1978, and Western ideologies began to impact on Chinese
intellectual circles from the mid-1980s. But Chinese intellectuals had not really
digested these Western ideologies by the time they went overseas. Therefore, though
exposed to Western influences to a certain extent, the thinking of this group of male
writers was still largely confined to traditional Chinese and socialist ideology when
they migrated to Australia from the mid-1980s. By contrast, Castro’s background is
multi-ethnic and multicultural. Because part of his family is Chinese and because he
spent his childhood in Hong Kong, a Chinese territory under British rule until 1997, he
was exposed to both Western and traditional Chinese ideology. This Western influence
intensified after he migrated in the early 1960s to Australia, and was educated there.
Castro’s experience of Australia is vastly different from that of Chinese males from the
PRC.

What Castro and male writers from the PRC have in common is their Chinese roots.

62

While discussing the autobiographical works by writers from the PRC, Shen Yuanfang argues that “the
newcomers…show no tendency to include Confucian models in their self-construction” (Shen 2001, p. 102).
However, she admits that “the ‘remnants’ of the traditional culture (as they were called in Mao’s China) still quietly
and powerfully impinged on individuals” (p. 104).
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The characters created by both Castro and male writers from the PRC subscribe to
traditional Chinese ideology in varying degrees. However, the enormous disparity
between Castro and the PRC authors in terms of educational backgrounds and lived
experiences translates into radically different representations of Chinese men.
Characters created by the male writers of PRC background are fettered by socialist and
traditional Chinese ideology. In the early stage of their life as migrants, this
‘Chineseness’, which is ingrained in their minds, prevents them from assimilating into
the Australian mainstream no matter how hard they try. By contrast, Castro’s characters
have to struggle to negotiate the tension between these two cultures. The result of this
struggle is either repudiation or reconciliation. Both Castro and the male writers from
mainland China associate the plight of their male characters, entirely or partly, with
racial discrimination in Australia. Though literary creation is imaginary and fictional, it
also reflects social reality. The prevalence of descriptions of racism in Australia in
works by writers from the PRC has both cultural and political implications. It suggests
that after the official termination of the White Australia Policy in 1973,
multiculturalism as a new national policy which aims to eliminate racism in Australia
has not achieved its desired goal. However, for successful Chinese men like Li Cunxin,
racism is not an issue.

3. Representations of Gay Chinese Masculinity
As representations of gay Chinese masculinity are very rare in works by both male and
female writers from the PRC, devoting a whole chapter to discussion of this issue is
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not justified. In Chinese Australian writing by PRC writers, the only work that has a
gay Chinese man as the protagonist is Shen Zhimin’s short story “The Limp Wrist”63.
Of the writers from the PRC, none is a self-identified homosexual or bisexual. In
contrast to the paucity of representations of male homosexuality in works by PRC
writers 64 in Western countries, Chinese writers and artists of non-PRC background in
the West have paid much attention to the issue of homosexuality. In Australia, William
Yang, a gay man and a third-generation Australian Chinese, began to hold
photographic exhibitions in 1977 and in 1989 started performing narrative monologues
with slide projections in the theatre. Tony Ayres, a gay man and a Chinese Australian
screenwriter and director, wrote, directed and narrated China Dolls (1997), an
award-winning documentary about gay Asian men in Australia. His other documentary
Sadness (1999) is based on William Yang’s performance monologue. In 2008, Tom
Cho, an Australian-born Chinese transgender writer, published Look Who’s Morphing,
a collection of stories which celebrates the fluidity and transformation of culture,
ethnicity and gender. In 2010, Benjamin Law, a Brisbane-based gay Chinese Australian
writer, published The Family Law, a collection of personal essays.

There is also a significant body of scholarship on representations of gay Chinese
masculinity in works by Chinese writers and artists of non-PRC background in
Australia. Jacqueline Lo and Gilbert Caluya discuss the self-representation of William
Yang in “Beyond Happy Hybridity: Performing Asian-Australian Identities” (Lo 2000)
63

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “兰花手指”.
English-language fiction about female-female relationships in the PRC is equally rare. One example is February
Flowers (2007) by Fan Wu, who migrated to America from the PRC in 1997.
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and “The Aesthetics of Simplicity: Yang’s Sadness and the Melancholic Community”
(Caluya 2008). In “‘Growing up an Australian’: Renegotiating Mateship, Masculinity
and ‘Australianness’ in Hsu-Ming Teo’s Behind the Moon”, Robyn Morris discusses
the representation of gay Chinese-Australian masculinity (Morris 2008). In Banana
Bending: Asian-Australian and Asian-Canadian Literatures, Tseen Khoo addresses the
images of gay Chinese men in Tony Ayres’ documentary China Dolls (Khoo, T.-L.
2003, pp. 142-148). Tony Ayres and Andy Quan share with readers their own
experiences as gay Chinese men in Australia and Canada (Ayres 1999; 2000; Quan
2004).

The rarity of representations of male homosexuality in works by writers from the PRC
has its roots in Chinese culture and Chinese literary traditions. Throughout the history
of imperial China, the dominant ideology was Confucianism which attached
paramount importance to the continuation of the family through patrilineal descent.
This is exemplified in the well-known saying by Mencius: “Of the three heinous
unfilial acts, failure to produce posterity is the worst” (Buxiao yousan, wuhou weida).
Heterosexuality, according to this cultural standard, was viewed as the means for
procreation and was legitimised as the orthodox sexual identity, whereas
homosexuality was pushed to the margins. However, scholars tend to agree that
although homosexuality was not officially recognised due to its transgression of
Confucian principles, imperial China generally adopted a tolerant attitude towards
homosexual behavior (Hinsch 1990; Song 2004; Bian 2006). For example, Song Geng
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argues that “in traditional China, generally speaking, male-male intimacy was tolerated
as a kind of trifling dissipation and during some periods it even became a social
practice among the upper-class men” (Song 2004, p. 126). Homosexuality as a
subculture coexisted with heterosexuality in pre-modern China. By contrast, in the
West, attitudes towards homosexuality underwent a drastic change from acceptance as
a fashion in ancient Greece to condemnation as a sin during the Middle Ages, and
treatment as a sexual anomaly after the advent of medical science in the 19th century
(Bian 2006, pp. 7-9). In modern times, lesbians and gay men in the West launched
political campaigns to demand equal rights. In The Gay and Lesbian Liberation
Movement, Margaret Cruikshank divides the gay and lesbian rights movement in the
modern West into three periods: (1) the 1890s to the World War II – homosexual
emancipation; (2) post-war to the Stonewall Riot 65 of 1969 – the homophile movement;
and (3) gay and lesbian liberation (Cruikshank 1992, p. 63).

Researchers differ in their explanation of the relatively tolerant atmosphere for male
homosexuality in pre-modern Chinese society. Some associate it with the Taoist notion
of androgyny which emphasises the balanced interdependence of yin (feminine) and
yang (masculine) forces. Every person, male or female, is composed of yin and yang,
so it is natural for a man to have feminine attributes and vice versa. However, when the
yin-yang notion was Confucianised and incorporated into political structures, yang
which represented the male/husband/superior/sovereign was privileged over yin, which
65

On June 27, 1969, police raided a gay bar, the Stonewall Inn, in New York’s Greenwich Village, sparking three
days of riots.
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signified the female/wife/inferior/subject. According to Song, in the male-male
relationship, the low-status man would assume the role of the yin/woman before the
high-status man, and thus many male poets spoke in the voice of women in their poems
submitted to people who held higher social positions. Therefore, Song believes that
what appeared as a homosexual relationship between two men in imperial China might
not necessarily involve carnal desire; it is more of “a reflection of the social positions
of the two parties” (Song 2004, pp. 134-135). He argues that male homosexual
relationships were tolerated in pre-modern Chinese society because they “did not
constitute a threat to the established gender ideology and social order”; rather, they
“helped to reinforce the yin/yang or masculine/feminine gender paradigm” (p. 137).
Other scholars contend that the tolerance of male homosexuality in imperial China
coincided with the declining influence of Confucianism. The erosion of Confucian
principles by Taoism and Buddhism led to homosexuality becoming a practice among
members of the ruling class and then spreading to the gentry and the literati during two
periods in Chinese history (Wang and Zhao 2008; Zhu 2009). The first such period is
the Wei Dynasty (220-265 AD), Jin Dynasty (265-420 AD), and the Southern and
Northern Dynasties (420-589 AD). The second is the Ming-Qing period (1368-1911).

According to Wang Mei and Zhao Pengyun, homosexual literature came into being
during the Wei-Jin period, marked by the emergence of poetry eulogising male
homosexuality. However, it should be noted that poets of this period as well as
novelists and dramatists in the later Ming-Qing period who wrote about homosexuality
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might not have been homosexuals themselves. In pre-modern Chinese gender
discourse, the term “homosexual” or “homosexuality” did not exist (Hinsch 1990, p. 7).
In the poems, homosexuals would be described by reference to famous figures in the
past such as Dong Xian and Mizi Xia. Homosexuality was expressed through phrases
such as “Bitten Peach” (fentao) 66, “Passion of the Cut Sleeve” (duanxiu zhipi) 67 and
“Passion of Long Yang” (longyang zhipi) 68. These allusions created an exalted air and
were not recognisable as referring to homosexuality to people who were not familiar
with the history of homosexuality in China. Since then, these euphemisms for
homosexuals and homosexuality have been passed on and become a tradition in
Chinese literature. The Ming-Qing period saw the emergence of fiction about
homosexuality69.

In contrast to the prolific representation of male homosexuality, descriptions of female
homosexuality were extremely rare in pre-modern Chinese literary history, and works
on female homosexuality were mainly composed by male authors, as Bret Hinsch
66

“The Bitten Peach” is a story from the ancient book of philosophy Han Fei Zi. During the Warring States Period
(475 – 221 BC), Duke Ling of Wei, the ruler of the kingdom of Wei, loved his minister, Mizi Xia. One day, when
they were taking a walk together in an orchard where there were plenty of ripe peaches, Mizi Xia picked one off a
peach tree, took a bite and passed it on to the Duke. Other ministers were astonished by Mizi Xia’s behaviour,
because it was an insult for a courtier to offer the ruler leftover food. However, the Duke said: “How Mizi Xia loves
me! He forgets his own appetite and thinks only of giving me good things to eat!”
67
“The Cut Sleeve” is a story from The Book of Han which documents the history of the Eastern Han Dynasty
(25-220 AD). Emperor Ai had a male favourite, Dong Xian. One day, they took a nap together. When the emperor
woke up, he found Dong Xian sleeping on top of his sleeve, which made him unable to get up. Not wanting to
awake Dong Xian, the emperor carefully cut off his sleeve with his sword and then left quietly.
68
“Passion of Long Yang” is based on a story from the Intrigues of the Warring States. Long Yang is a male
favourite of the King of Wei. One day, when they were fishing together, Long Yang began to weep. The king asked
him why he was depressed. Long Yang said that he saw his own future in the way the king treated the fish: when the
king caught a better fish, he would throw the previously caught fish back into water. Long Yang lamented: “I will
become the fish to be thrown back into the water”. To show his undivided affection for Long Yang, the king
announced immediately: “Anyone who dares to speak of other beauties will be executed along with his entire
family.”
69
Pinhua baojian (Precious Mirror for Appreciating Flowers), the first novel dealing exclusively with male
homosexuality in Chinese literary history, was written by Chen Sen and came out in 1849. In the Ming-Qing period,
there were a number of short stories addressing homosexuality as well as novels which dealt partially with this
issue.
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observes: “Because Chinese literature [in pre-modern China] was almost always
written by men for men, very little documentation survives on lesbian life” (Hinsch
1990, p. 7). The Chinese scholar Liu Xiaobo argues: “Before the May Fourth
movement, representations of homosexuality in Chinese literature were those of male
homosexuality by male authors” (Liu 2007, p. 43). The rarity of literary representations
of female homosexuality does not mean that it did not exist in imperial China. Its
obliteration is the direct result of patriarchal oppression of Chinese women, which
deprived them of the right to write their own history. The situation changed during the
May Fourth period when women writers such as Lu Yin, Shi Pingmei, Ling Shuhua
and Ding Ling started to write about female homosexuality. The emergence of writing
on female homosexuality by female writers, according to Liu, is a reflection of Chinese
women’s abhorrence and fear of the patriarchal regime which oppressed Chinese
married women for thousands of years (Liu 2007, p. 43).

Researchers point out that descriptions of male homosexuality were generally positive
in pre-modern China, and it was only after the establishment of socialist China that
homosexuality was officially condemned and became a taboo (Lin 2002; Han 2006;
Bao 2010, pp. 67-68). In his PhD thesis “‘Queer Comrades’: Gay Identity and Politics
in Postsocialist China”, Bao Hongwei states:
The Communist Party took an ‘anti-body, anti-flesh, anti-sexuality’ attitude, and
homosexuality was considered to be among China’s ‘feudal remains’ (fengjian canyu) or
else to be sign of ‘Western decadence’. It was deemed to be something that should be
eradicated from communist China, together with prostitution and polygamy (Bao 2010, p.
68).
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During the Cultural Revolution, homosexuals suffered the worst discrimination and
persecution they had yet experienced. The government considered homosexuality to be
a social disgrace and a mental illness, and treated homosexuals as perverts. Artistic
production during this period was completely focused on the representation of
masculine heroes dedicated to the communist revolutionary cause. Female characters
were also masculinised in all artistic forms. The revolutionary discourse eliminated
gender difference, suffocated individuality and suppressed the expression of emotional
desire. It silenced heterosexuality and wiped homosexuality entirely from literature,
leading Bian Jing to conclude in her PhD thesis “The Expression of Homosexuality in
Chinese Language Movies” that “from 1949 to the late 1970s, there was no mention of
homosexuality in literature” (Bian 2006, p. 13). By contrast, in the West, there was an
explosion of gay literature in the late 1970s that lasted through to the early nineties
(Quan 2004, p. 177). In China, discrimination against and persecution of homosexuals
eased with a massive influx of Western ideologies after the Chinese government
decided to embark on economic reform in 1978. Although, in China, medical and
sociological research on homosexuality began in the 1980s, Chinese society as a whole
still took a conservative attitude towards homosexuality, seeing it as a transgression of
morality (Bian 2006, p. 30), as did conservatives in some Western countries.
Representations of homosexuality started to re-emerge in literature from the mid-1980s,
with the publication of Zhang Jie’s novella “Fangzhou” (“The Ark”) and Wang Anyi’s
novella “Dixiongmen” (“Brothers”). Both writers are female and both novellas focus
on female-female relationships, which initially seem to involve homosexual intimacy
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but actually end with these female characters marrying males. This indicates a dilemma
Chinese women faced in the 1980s. Chinese women writers who were emboldened by
Western feminism attempted to appropriate the homosexual discourse to break free
from the constraints of patriarchal traditions. However, this feminist force was still too
weak to resist the overwhelming power of established patriarchal traditions.

Chinese women’s desire to free themselves from the fetters of patriarchy appeared to
be reaping some rewards in the 1990s when women writers, particularly Chen Ran and
Lin Bai, published a number of short stories about female homosexuality. In works by
Chen Ran and Lin Bai, men disappear and women forge a sisterly bond through
homosexual relationships, which, argues Wang Xiaowen, results from “Chinese
women’s total disillusion with Chinese men” (Wang, X. 2005, p. 30). In contrast to
these representations of female homosexuality, fiction about male homosexuality is
very rare in the 1990s. The only work of importance is Wang Xiaobo’s novel Tender
Like Water 70 , which is probably informed by his pioneering research on male
homosexuality in China 71.

Given that the majority of the writers discussed in this

thesis were born in the 1950s and 1960s and grew up in a milieu in which
homosexuality was regarded as a disgrace and an anomaly 72, and was repressed by the
socialist revolutionary discourse, it is not difficult to understand why they rarely deal

70

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “似水柔情”.
Their World: A Study of Male Homosexuals in China, co-authored by Wang Xiaobo (1952-1997) and his wife Li
Yinhe, a sociologist, sexologist, and an activist for LGBT rights in the PRC, is the first sociological investigation of
Chinese male homosexuality. It was first published in Hong Kong in 1992.
72
It was not until 1997 that the Chinese Criminal Code eliminated the crime of hooliganism which involved
homosexual conduct. The new “Chinese Classification and Diagnostic Criterion of Mental Disorders” which came
in effect in 2001 deleted the definition of homosexuality as a psychiatric disorder of sexuality (Bian 2006, p. 1).
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with the issue of homosexuality in their works. In addition to Shen Zhimin’s short
story “The Limp Wrist”, Ouyang Yu’s TESC has a brief description of two gay men.
One is Li, a village schoolteacher in China, who “used to be a famous conductor in a
state orchestra but was expelled from it because of sodomy” (Ouyang 2002a, p. 53),
and the other is Dao Zhuang’s Australian friend John. In Living in Sydney, Zhong
Yazhang describes a group of gay Australian men in negative terms. The central
character of Shi Guoying’s short story “The Story of Mark” is a gay Australian man,
who is sympathetically represented.

Lin Xiting is the protagonist in “The Limp Wrist”. Although the text does not explicitly
identify him as gay, expressions such as “he did not harbour any idea of marriage”
(Shen 1999, p. 385) and “he was deeply attracted to a man in his thirties” (p. 387)
reveal his sexual inclination. In China, Lin Xiting falls in love with another gay man
whose name is Hai Fang. Hai Fang is an amateur hua dan 73 and a “fair-skinned scholar
wearing a pair of glasses” (p. 388). Hai Fang is later caught by police and put in prison
for his homosexual conduct. Lin Xiting is forced by his parents into marriage and
forced again by his wife to come to Australia to make a fortune, which she considers to
be his manly duty. However, Lin Xiting is unable to find any job in Australia. While
watching the Mardi Gras parade in Sydney, he comes across Allen, a “short”,
“dark-skinned” man with “a fat and bulbous head and shifty eyes” (p. 391). Allen tells
Li Xiting that he is foreman in a factory and can offer Li a job in his factory. Li Xiting

73

Hua dan is a young female role in Chinese opera.
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feels very happy that he has met such a kind man in Australia. After having worked in
the factory for several weeks, Lin Xiting gets drunk with Allen, who then rapes him.
Afraid of losing his job, Lin Xiting has no choice but to swallow his anger and
frustration. Seeing that Lin Xiting dare not resist him, Allen becomes even more
aggressive, treating Lin Xiting as his sex object. In the end, Lin Xiting can no longer
bear Allen’s brutal behaviour and terminates the relationship. However, Lin Xiting then
falls victim to his boss, a “blonde middle-aged man” who “is elegantly dressed and
looks very gentlemanly” (p. 396). He used to favour Allen but now shifts his ‘love’ to
Lin Xiting. Stranded in Australia, Lin Xiting claims he does not want to be a sex slave,
but he feels that in order to survive, he has no alternative.

This short story conveys several messages. The author takes a sympathetic attitude
towards the two gay Chinese men, Lin Xiting and Hai Fang. Lin Xiting is described as
suffering three oppressions. First, like heterosexual male Chinese characters, Lin
Xiting is oppressed by the patriarchal prescription of manhood. After failing to find a
job, the mark of manhood in the modern world, he develops self-hatred because he is
unable to measure up as a ‘real man’:
He hates himself. He hates to be a man: “Why must a man always be a winner? A man is
always associated with strength, toughness and aggression. Why must a man be like Wu
Song who, with his bare hands, killed a tiger on the Jingyang Ridge and Yang Zirong who
hunt tigers in the mountains?…” At this moment, he felt he was stranded on the top of a
mountain (p. 386).

Secondly, unlike heterosexual Chinese men, Lin Xiting is oppressed by the hegemony
of heterosexuality. Though he longs to find an outlet for his sexuality, the heterosexual
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tradition that dominates Chinese society prevents him from doing so. He has no choice
but to assimilate into the heterosexual mainstream through his marriage to a Chinese
woman. Thirdly, he suffers racial discrimination in Australia. His situation makes him
vulnerable to becoming a sex slave of both his foreman and his boss. But racial
discrimination cuts both ways: in this story, positive descriptions of gay men are
applicable only to Chinese nationals; gay Australian men such as Allen and the boss
are portrayed in negative terms. This pattern also appears in Zhong Yazhang’s Living in
Sydney and Ouyang Yu’s TESC. In TESC, the gay Chinese man, Li, is described
favourably: “[Wu Liao] still thought of [Li] fondly because the village teacher never
ever touched him wherever they were out together so that the image of a sodomite did
not seem to fit in the picture” (Ouyang 2002a, pp. 53-54). By contrast, the gay
Australian man, John, is portrayed as a sexual predator who, like Allen, gets Dao
Zhuang drunk and then sexually abuses him. This characterisation of male
homosexuals shows that these male authors make a distinction on the basis of race:
Chinese are ‘self’ while Australians are the ‘other’. This racism is prevalent in texts
produced by male writers from the PRC. In depicting Lin Xiting and Hai Fang, the
author uses expressions that are suggestive of femininity. A typical example is ‘lanhua
zhi’ (‘limp wrist’), a physical attribute of both Lin Xiting and Hai Fang. In Chinese
language, ‘lanhua zhi’ is regarded as very feminine, and when used of men, it suggests
homosexuality. Lin Xiting is described as weak and sentimental, features that were
traditionally associated with femininity. Hai Fang has a woman’s name, and his body is
also feminised. This feminisation of male homosexuality suggests the continuing
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influence of traditional Chinese gender discourse which equates male homosexuals
with women.

Shi Guoying’s short story “The Story of Mark” characterises a gay Australian man in
positive terms. Mark is a “handsome, tall, middle-aged man, and has an air of
authority” (Shi 1998, p. 144). He “used to be the youngest and the most competent
secretary in the Labor Party” (p. 145) but gave up his political career, choosing to live
a life of freedom in Australia. This story indicates that the myth of the Western Man
that characterises Shi Guoying’s works about heterosexual love also applies to her
depiction of male homosexuality.

4. Relevance of My Research to Scholarship on Chinese Masculinity and
Diasporic Masculinities
This research indicates that race, class and sexuality play an important part in the way
diasporic Chinese masculinity is constructed and expressed in fiction. Masculinity as a
social construct is located within the historical and cultural context of gender relations.
As shown in this thesis, the wen-wu dyad is not the only paradigm of Chinese
masculinity. Models for Chinese masculinity constructed by male writers are more
complicated than the wen-wu framework. None of the texts under discussion constructs
a masculinity informed exclusively by wen-wu accomplisments. In Why Go Abroad: A
Report from the Other Side of the Ocean, wen-wu intermingles with socialist values to
form an ideal masculinity. The wen-wu dyad also fails to capture the differences within
the wen category: it does not distinguish between the caizi masculinity embodied in
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Dao Zhuang in TESC and the Confucian junzi ideal. There are also variants within the
category of the junzi masculinity, each focusing on certain aspects of Confucian values.
The junzi masculinity constructed by early Chinese autobiographers discussed by Shen
Yuanfang is informed predominantly by jen (‘human-heartedness’), i (‘righteousness’),
li (‘rites’ or ‘propriety’), chih (‘moral-knowledge’) and hsin (‘good faith’) (Shen
2001a). The junzi ideal admired by Jiang Yifu in Bleak Sydney emphasises the
superiority of morality over profitability. Li Cunxin subscribes to the ‘zhong-xiao’
(loyalty to the state and filial duty to parents) dyad, while Bo Si and Wei Wei in Living
in Sydney fall under the influence of the ‘ren/jen-yi/i’ (benevolence and righteousness)
paradigm. The wen-wu construct is rejected by Chinese women writers and Castro, as
well as by some male writers such as Jin Kaiping and Li Cunxin. Models of Chinese
masculinity are not fixed but fluid and mutable. The wen-wu paradigm, the caizi
masculinity, the Confucian junzi ideal and socialist models of Chinese masculinity all
start to lose ground in a multicultural and multiethnic arena, and there is every reason
to believe that diasporic Chinese masculinities will continue to evolve. As China
moves down the track of capitalisation and globalisation, cultural and ideological
assumptions about gender relations and notions of sexuality that underpin masculinity
will undergo dramatic transformation, which will inevitably result in changing norms
of masculinity.

This transformation has already taken place in mainland China, marked by the shifting
of the male ideal from the intellectual of the 1980s to the entrepreneur of the present
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time. It is also taking place in the Chinese diaspora. The late 20th century and early 21st
century witnessed an exodus of young Chinese students to other countries to pursue
education, and this trend is gaining momentum with the rapid expansion of the
middle-class population in China. Upon their return, these students bring back not only
expertise and knowledge but also gender and cultural practices from their host
countries, which will further complicate the Chinese cultural landscape within which
masculinity is situated. Globalisation and transnationalism not only impact on the
political and cultural regimes of traditionally migrant-exporting nations such as China
but also on those of migrant-receiving countries like Australia. As Australia’s
interaction with its neighbouring Asian countries progresses and more Asian migrants
are absorbed into its population as contributors to multiculturalism, hegemonic
Australian masculinities based on Anglo-Celtic values will likely be combined with a
variety of Asian masculinities. When Asian masculinities encounter dominant
Australian masculinity, the collision is unlikely to be as violent as in the past. As
Chinese migrants from the PRC deepen their engagement with Australia, and as
Australian attitudes towards Asian immigrants evolve, constructions of Chinese
masculinity will likewise take on new forms which will be reflected in literature.

Focusing on diasporic Chinese men in Australia, this thesis sheds new light on how
marginalised masculinities negotiate their position in a multicultural and multiracial
context, as represented in fiction and autobiography. What Anthony S. Chen identifies
as the gender strategies and the ‘hegemonic bargain’ on the part of Chinese American
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men does not necessarily apply to all the male Chinese characters under discussion.
New arrivals from the PRC write of being trapped by financial difficulties and largely
confined to the Chinese community, seldom interacting with the Australian mainstream.
Their characters have little idea of hegemonic Australian masculinity, let alone how to
make a bargain with it for the purpose of reinforcing their manhood. It is only after
they have a deeper engagement with their host country that its culture starts to impact
upon these migrants. Some of them such as Dao Zhuang in TESL gradually become
aware that their indigenous Chinese masculinity cannot compete with dominant
Australian masculinity. They long to assimilate into the mainstream through the
hegemonic bargain – purchasing manhood with a social position enhanced by a good
education. However, good educational qualifications do not translate into acceptance
by the Australian mainstream and thus an increase in social status, a situation which
produces ‘protest masculinity’ in certain characters.

There are similarities and differences between the ‘protest masculinity’ of these male
Chinese characters and that of the young working-class Australian men in real life
discussed by Connell. In both cases, the ‘protest masculinity’ is a male “response to
powerlessness, a claim to the gendered position of power” (Connell 2005, p. 111). But
in the case of young working-class men in Australia, it is their underprivileged class
position that denies them access to the ‘patriarchal dividend’, whereas male Chinese
characters from the PRC think it is their race, together with their economic and social
status, that deprives them of it. Moreover, the young Australian men and the male
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fictional characters of PRC background differ in the way they express ‘protest
masculinity’. While the young Australian men resort to an exaggeration of Australian
masculine conventions, such as bashing gay men and wild driving (p. 111), the
reactions of Chinese men are more complex. Some, like Bo Si in Living in Sydney,
resort to Chinese masculine conventions such as the wu masculinity manifested in
kung fu. Though kung fu emphasises physical prowess, it is a refined and cultured
form of physical confrontation rather than a means of inflicting violence on gay men.
Others such as Dao Zhuang in TESC do not turn to physical violence but launch verbal
attacks on both Australia and on women. Dao also demonstrates a different type of
‘protest masculinity’ marked by self-loathing and self-feminisation. ‘Protest
masculinity’ on the part of Chinese intellectuals such as Dao Zhuang involves what
Zhong Xueping calls the ‘marginality complex’ (Zhong 2000). Like the male
intellectuals in the PRC in the 1980s, their fictional counterparts in Australia are not
content with living on the margins. They want to move to the centre, and when their
hope is dashed, they feel frustrated and angry. This suggests that their physical
displacement from the PRC may not necessarily result in a transformation or
adjustment of cultural and ideological conditioning.

Chen’s gender strategies and hegemonic bargain, however, do not apply to Castro’s
male characters. Castro’s Chinese men do not aspire to hegemonic Australian
masculinity, let alone make a bargain with it. Whilst the gay Chinese American man
discussed by Chen deploys the strategy of ‘repudiation’ – rejecting American values
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and priding himself on being Chinese, Castro’s Chinese men repudiate both dominant
Chinese and Australian cultural norms. In contrast to male Chinese intellectuals such
as Dao Zhuang who aspire to enter the Australian mainstream, struggling to elevate
themselves in the patriarchal hierarchy, Castro’s Chinese men avoid it.

My study surveys research on fictional representations of diasporic Chinese
masculinities. Critical attention is focused predominantly on Chinese American
literature, which leads the field both in terms of the number of works and the volume
of critical analysis. As my review of the relevant literature in Chapter 1 shows,
scholarship on representations of masculinity in Chinese American literature is
concerned almost exclusively with writers of Chinese origin who were born in
America 74. My research extends into less-explored areas of scholarship by examining
Chinese writers who were born outside their host country. Comparing the results of my
study and research on literary representations of Chinese American masculinity, I find
some significant differences.

Throughout American history, the formation of Chinese racial identity is linked to the
process of gendering and sexualising, with Chinese American men being racialised,
feminised and homosexualised in the U.S. cultural imaginary (Eng 2001, pp. 1-19).
One of the main purposes of Chinese American writers, therefore, is to reconfigure the

74

Amy Tan, Frank Chin, Maxine Hong Kingston, David Henry Hwang, David Wong Louie, Gish Jen, Gus Lee,
Pardee Lowe, Laurence Yep, and Shawn Wong were all born in America. Sui Sin Far (1865-1914) was born in
England and migrated to America in the early 1870s. Louis Chu (1915-1970) was born in China and migrated with
his family to America at the age of nine.
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intersection of race, gender and sexuality and remove the stigma attached to Chinese
American men in the white-dominated social and cultural landscape of the United
States. The measures they take to achieve this aim include the rewriting of American
history to restore the contribution of their male ancestors and the establishment of new
models of Chinese American masculinity against the negative images of Chinese men
in American mass media. Both Broinowski’s The Yellow Lady and Ouyang’s Chinese
in Australian Fiction 1888 to 1988 reveal that Chinese men in Australia have suffered
similar treatment throughout Australian history. However, the cultural and political
campaign launched by Chinese American writers against the American mainstream
was not replicated by PRC writers in Australia. A few male writers such as Zhong
Yazhang, Ying Ge and Jin Kaiping create a range of successful male Chinese
characters, but they have not targeted the Australian media. What they have in mind is
a Chinese readership, and their male heroes conform to stereotypes that suit the
mentality and aesthetic taste of contemporary Chinese readers. By contrast, male
Chinese characters created by PRC women writers in Australia are, by and large, seen
in a negative light, and Shi Guoying and her supporters have publicly criticised
Chinese men. One may attribute the lack of collective action to dispel derogatory
representations of Chinese men in Australian cultural production to the fact that few
PRC writers write in English. Ouyang Yu, writing mainly in English, argues in his
book Chinese in Australian Fiction 1888 to 1988 that negative stereotypes of Chinese
men are still present in contemporary forms of Australian mass media (Ouyang 2008, p.
386-387). However, he makes little effort to reverse these stereotypes.
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Instead, PRC writers in Australia, male writers in particular, focus their attention on
portraying Chinese men’s difficulties in making a living and their grievances about not
being accepted by Australian society. While the Chinese American writers are devoted
to constructing new models of Chinese American masculinity, the PRC writers under
discussion concentrate on portraying Chinese men’s suffering. I argue that this
difference is caused by a disparity in their cultural and educational backgrounds.
Chinese American writers are ‘bananas’, physically Chinese but culturally American.
By contrast, the PRC writers in Australia are recent immigrants who have internalised
Chinese cultural codes prior to their migration. Castro is somewhere in between: an
immigrant with both Chinese and Western cultural backgrounds. Unlike the Chinese
American writers who are natives of American society, the PRC writers are new
arrivals whose engagement with the Australian mainstream is relatively short or even
non-existent. This difference in their lived experiences requires them to answer a
different set of questions. Chinese American writers are more concerned with how to
claim a space for Chinese Americans in the American mainstream, whereas PRC
writers in Australia are more focused on problems that arise out of their first contact
with their host country.

This difference in the writers’ respective concerns results in different representations in
their works. In Chinese American literature, the majority of male Chinese characters
experience a crisis of masculinity, but they eventually transcend it, whereas most of the
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male characters constructed by PRC writers in Australia are unable to find a way out of
their predicament. This situates the PRC men in a state of ‘in-between-ness’: though
having physically reached Australia, their host country, they are suspended between
their spiritual points of departure and destination. Both the frustrated male Chinese
intellectuals and the successful Chinese men are stranded in this ‘in-between-ness’: the
former feel excluded by Australia, and the latter, though having managed to settle
down in Australia, treat Australia not as their home but as an alien territory. Male
Chinese characters are suspicious of Australian multiculturalism and pessimistic about
assimilation. Convinced that they will never be able to become part of Australian
society, they pin their hopes on the next generation. This hope is expressed in Ouyang
Yu’s novel The English Class, published in 2010. At the end, Jing, the frustrated
Chinese intellectual, is going to have a child in Australia with an Australian woman.
This is a more optimistic outcome than Ouyang Yu’s novel TESC published ten years
earlier, which ends with both Dao Zhuang and his alter ego Wu Liao hopelessly
trapped in Australia.

Recognising that the American cultural imaginary continues its tradition of racialising,
feminising and homosexualising the Chinese American male, Chinese American
writers make great efforts to dismantle this oppressive mechanism. However, PRC
writers in Australia, oppressed by the same mechanism, seem to reinforce it. PRC
women writers ascribe masculinity and sexuality to all Western men as the male ideal.
Male PRC writers, on the other hand, characterise Australian men as second-class
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citizens of the world or even barbarians, expressing resentment of Australian
masculinity, whose hegemony they aspire to but will never achieve.

Castro bears some resemblance to the cultural nationalists in the Chinese American
community, who portray Chinese American men as ‘Marginal Men’ (Eng 2001, p. 21).
Similarly, Castro’s Chinese men inhabit the periphery of Australian society. Like his
American counterparts, Castro makes an attempt to confront and dispute the negative
representation of Chinese men in Australian media by characterising Lo Yun Shan as a
caring Chinese man in BOP. However, there is a difference between the male Chinese
characters constructed by cultural nationalists such as Frank Chin and Castro’s
characters. While Frank Chin’s characters desire to “assimilate into mainstream
American society at any cost” (Eng 2001, p. 21), Castro’s Chinese men escape the
Australian mainstream, electing to live on the margins. They are shown as having
different agendas. The American cultural nationalists are committed to claiming a
Chinese identity within an American cultural and political context, but Castro opts for
a fluid and hybridised identity. He does not want his characters to be confined to any
established identities. Researchers point out that a number of Chinese American writers
positively incorporate what are traditionally regarded as feminine attributes, such as
doing housework and caring for their spouses and children, into their models of
Chinese American masculinity (Virasin 2004; Zhang 2008). A similar mode of
construction is present in Castro’s novels and those of PRC women writers, but is
absent in the works of male PRC writers. This indicates that male PRC writers still
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subscribe to traditional notions of gender relations, defining masculinity in opposition
to femininity.

In his book Racial Castration: Managing Masculinities in Asian America, Eng argues
that a few Chinese American writers such as Maxine Hong Kingston and David Henry
Hwang make an attempt to deconstruct gender and ‘queer’ sexuality. In their works,
traditional definitions of masculinity such as ‘man = masculinity’ and ‘man =
heterosexuality’ no longer hold. Though Castro redefines masculinity through
replacing sexual potency with narrative power in After China, he does not challenge
the normative heterosexuality that underpins masculinity. On the other hand, male PRC
writers cling to traditional paradigms of gender and sexuality, dichotomising sexuality
and equating manhood with heterosexuality. Most PRC women writers are also bound
by a heterosexuality/homosexuality dichotomy. However, there are indications that the
ice is beginning to thaw. Shi Guoying’s positive portrayal of a gay Australian man may
anticipate a disruption of the taken-for-granted link between masculinity and
heterosexuality. Like their American counterparts, ‘bananas’ in Australia have also
embarked on a journey to ‘queer’ sexuality, breaking more boundaries between
heterosexuality and homosexuality. For example, in Tom Cho’s Look Who’s Morphing,
the characters do not align themselves with either heterosexuality or homosexuality;
sexuality is not fixed but ambiguous, fluid and ‘morphing’ 75. In his photographic
exhibitions

and

performing

narrative

monologues,

William

Yang

portrays

75

In response to a harsh critique of his book in the Sydney Morning Herald, Tom Cho says that part of the beauty
of the book is its “utter queerness”, something that the reviewer missed.
http://www.samesame.com.au/features/4240/Tom-Cho-Master-Of-Morphing. htm
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homosexuality in a positive light.

5. Directions for Future Research
In my research, I have endeavoured to investigate as wide a range of texts as possible.
However, due to limitations of length, I have not been able to consider every text that
may have been relevant. This research has cleared the way for further study on
gendered representations in diasporic Chinese literatures around the world in four
possible directions. First, my thesis is focused on writers from the PRC. More work
needs to be done on how Chinese writers of backgrounds other than the PRC construct
Chinese masculinity. A more comprehensive view of representations of Chinese
masculinity can only be based on a thorough study of works by authors from various
backgrounds. It will be of particular significance to compare the works of
Australian-born Chinese with those by American-born Chinese. Secondly, in terms of
literary genre, I concentrate exclusively on fiction and autobiography. Future research
can be extended to include other genres such as poetry, drama and film. Besides fiction,
poetry is another important avenue of literary production. For example, Ouyang Yu
first became known to Australian literary circles for the two poetry collections he
published in the 1990s: Moon Over Melbourne and Other Poems (1995) and Songs of
the Last Chinese Poet (1998). Renowned poets such as Bing Fu write only in Chinese,
which is the reason why their work is little known in Australia. Thirdly, my research
concentrates on PRC writers in Australia only. Future research could examine the
works of PRC writers in other diasporic Chinese communities. It would be worthwhile
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to know how cultural traditions in different host countries impact on representations of
Chinese masculinity by writers of PRC background. Finally, researchers may also look
in more detail at representations of Chinese femininity in literature by Chinese
Australian writers. Although a few scholars have examined representations of Chinese
femininity76, their research is predominantly focused on English language texts. A
large body of Chinese language writing therefore remains unexplored.

In spite of the limitations I have mentioned, my research has opened up a new territory
in the scholarship on diasporic Chinese writing. My contribution to the scholarship
comes in three forms. First, while research on diasporic Chinese writing is
predominantly focused on the issue of national, cultural and racial identity, I
concentrate on masculinity, an area that has not been adequately explored. Secondly, I
examine the works of PRC writers in Australia who have so far received scant critical
attention. Thirdly, I investigate a large body of Chinese language texts which remain
largely unknown to readers of non-Chinese background. My findings reveal
little-known attitudes and experiences that impact significantly on the lives of Chinese
men and women in Australia, as they do on their counterparts in fiction. These are
evolving in ways that are important for them and for Australian society as a whole.

As a Chinese man from the PRC, I underwent a transformation while writing my thesis.
Like the male PRC authors in Australia as well as the male Chinese characters they

76

A brief review of representations of Chinese femininity is presented in Introduction.
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have created, I was blinded by the education I received and the social and cultural
milieu in which I grew up to the fact that I am a beneficiary of patriarchy. It was only
when I looked at the works of PRC writers from an outsider’s point of view that I
acquired a better understanding of the cultural traditions I have long been accustomed
to. My outlook has changed because I have realised that patriarchy is a double-edged
sword: it benefits and hurts men at the same time. A society or an individual that does
not want to be hurt by patriarchy or to see others hurt by it will have to repudiate it.
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APPENDIX: A List of Chinese Language Novels and Novellas
Remaining at the End of the World (1992) by Tao Luosong; My Fortune in Australia77
(1993) by Liu Guande; He Married a Foreign Woman (1993) by Wu Li; Humanity
Lost (1994) by Li Wei; Waking up in Australia 78 (1995) by Yi Fu; Lost in Australia79
(1995), Bungee Australia (1999) and Gold Dream in Australia 80 (2004) by Liu Ao;
The Green Card Dream 81 (1996) and Born to Be a Concubine 82 (2003) by Bi Xiyan;
The Sun Facing South, the Sun Facing North (1996) by Zhang Wei; Why Go Abroad:
A Report from the Other Side of the Ocean (1997) by Ying Ge; The Double Face83
(1999) by Yan Lihong; Bleak Sydney (2001) by Yan Tiesheng; The Extremely Happy
Parrot 84 (2002) by Wang Hong; Melbourne Has No Tears 85 (2003) by Lu Yanglie;
With the Wind 86 (2003) and Four Summers in Sydney 87 (2005) by Zeng Fan; Ouside
the Door of the Heaven: A Diary about the Nursing Homes in Australia 88 (2005) and
Water Flows and Flowers Fall 89 (2006) by Hai Shuhong; Drifting at the End of The
Century 90 (2006) by Tang Jiyu; Mobile Treasures 91 (2006) by Shen Zhimin; Chinese
Men in Sydney (2006) by Da Lu; Nightmare in the Sunlight of Sydney 92 (2007) by

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “我的财富在澳洲”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “梦醒澳大利亚”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “云断澳洲路”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “澳洲黄金梦”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “绿卡梦”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “天生作妾”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “两面人”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “极乐鹦鹉”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “墨尔本没有眼泪”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “一切随风”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “在悉尼的四个夏天”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “在天堂门外 – 澳洲老人院护理日记”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “水流花落”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “世纪末的漂泊”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “动感宝藏”.
This is my translation of the original Chinese title “悉尼阳光下的梦魇”.
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Jiang Jianning; The Bird of Paradise 93 by Xia’er; Living in Sydney (2008) by Zhong
Yazhang.

93

This is my translation of the original Chinese title “望鹤兰”.
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